Fourth Session
Wednesday, August 21, 2013, at 9:00 A.M.
Lots 1682-2529
Collections and Accumulations
At Our Offices in Danbury, CT

COLLECTIONS AND ACCUMULATIONS
British Commonwealth Country Collections
1682 m
Australian States, Used Accumulation. Stock of South Australia with many officials, also includes Six Pence Tasmania and a 1851 New South Wales five pence with large preprinting fold, lot needs many identifications, great lot for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1683 m
Australian States, Cancel Grouping, 1854-1902. Hundreds of stamps, most selected for the sock on the nose cancels, excellent range of values, may be a few better, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1684 HH/H/m Australia, Dealer Stock, 1913-2000. A few thousand stamps in three stockbooks, better used includes excellent
'Roos with 4, 5 (x2), 6 (x2), 7, 8 (x4), 9 (x3), 10, 12, then 18, 37 (x2), 39, 41, 48 (x6), 54, 99 (x2), 126 (x2), 127, 154, 179, CO1 (x2),
better mint includes 18, 37, 95a NH, 122, 144 (x2), 149 (x2), 151, 154 (x2), 179, C4 (x5), with much more including
back-of-the-book, a good deal of the mint material is NH, very few condition issues, well worth viewing, as this is an opportunity
presenting a wide range of potential for both collectors or dealers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1685 H/m
Australia, Mostly Used Collection to 1996. In two Davo albums, and beginning with 1913-35 Kangaroo examples,
1914 Kookaburra 6d & 1914-36 King George V issues showing distinctive shades useful for comparison, followed by many sets
& part sets in the modest range with some better such as 1938-42 (177-79) & 1949-50 (218-21), viewing invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
1686 H/m
Australia & Dependencies, Mint & Used Collection. In a Scott album, including. Australia 1913 (1-12, used, plus
£1 & £2 with "Specimen" overprints), 1913-14 (17-18, mint), 1915 (38-44), 1915-24 (45-54), followed by 1914-24 KGV issues, including. 1s4d (37 x2, mint & used), and then by 1925-30 KGV set (66-76) & 1928 Kookaburra 3d pane of four (95a). We also
noted 1931-36 (113//128, including Kangaroo stamps in used condition), 1932 (130-32), 1934 (147-49), 1935 (150-51, used),
1935 (152-54), blocks of four and gutter blocks of eight issued in the 1938-46 period, 1949-50 (218-21, mint), and highly complete from 1940s-70s, including. some airmails & officials perfins. New South Wales 1851 (7), 1854 (29), Queensland & South
Australia sections with stamps in the modest range, Tasmania 1857 (9), 1864 (32 & 32c), Victoria 1850 (2-3), Western Australia 1860 (14). There is also as a bonus a British Pacific section that deserves your attention, including. New Guinea (31-44),
Papua & New Guinea (122-36 & C5-15) and some Christmas Islands sets. An interesting collection well worth spending time on,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1687 HH/H/m Bahamas, Mint & Used Collection, 1863-1965. Mounted on pages, includes used 19, 23, 25, 27-31, mint 49-43,
65-69, condition issue on two, nice start for this country, inspection suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1688 H/m
Barbados, Advanced Collectors Sorting Book of Hundreds. Mostly mint Seal of the Colony Issue, 1938-47
(Scott 193-201A). Not only will one find all listed shades, multiples and various perforation varieties but at least 20 mint sets many
never hinged spread throughout. A clean fresh assemblage, excellent value here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1689 H/m/) Bermuda, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1900-70. Few hundred stamps mounted on pages, in stocks cards and book
and loose, includes stock page of high values with 49, 50, 51, 52, 123 (x8), 124 (x7), 126 (x5), 127 (x3), 128 (x2),three cover
fronts with POW handstamp, and stock book with 105-108, 109A-114, 115-117, 131-132, 135-137, mint & used with heavy duplication, along with many mint singles and sets, fresh and clean and ready for retail, don't pass up on this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1690 H
British Antarctic Territory, Mint Collection, 1963-93. Colorful & fresh holding, mounted on album pages, including
1963 (1-15), 1969 (24), 1971 (25-38), 1971 (39-42), 1975-80 (45-59), plus many others, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1691 H
British Antarctic Territory, Mint Collection, 1963-84. In a Lindner hingeless album, including 1963 (1-15), 1969
(24), 1975-80 (45-59), plus several other sets & singles in the modest range. A nice starter collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1692 HH/H/m British Indian Ocean Territory, Dealer Stock, 1968-76. Mounted in a Exeter stamp album, better mint includes
1-15 with missing period varieties, 16-33, 39-42, then appears complete to 1976, with a parallel used collection, also includes
mint and used Seychelles with souvenir sheets, 1890-1976, a bonanza for the British Asia dealer, examination encouraged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1693 H/m
British Islands, Mostly Mint Collection. Including Ascension 1922 (1-9), 1924-33 (10-21), 1934 (23-32), 1938-53
KGVI useful examples up to 10sh with perf. 13, 13½ or 14, Falkland Islands 1921-29 (41-48) & 1938-46 (84//95), St. Helena
1912-16 (61-70) & 1922-27 (79//93). Viewing will be quick, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1694 H/m
British North America, Goodies Selection, 1851-1946. Including many useful items, light duplication, all used unless "*": New Brunswick #1(3 one neatly tied to piece); 2; Newfoundland 1; 5 (*)24; 28a; *30(2); 33 (*)37; 59; **120(block); Nova
Scotia: 1; 2; 3(2); 4; 5; Canada: 4; 4c(2); 4d(3); 28; 46; 64-65; all mint: 66-71; 67-68(blocks); 72(2); 73(4); 93; 96-103(2 plus a
used set0; 99; 100(3); 101(mint and used); 102(3); 103(4); 104-22(2 sets NH); 111(block NH) 111a Indigo(NH); 162-77(NH);
E1-11(NH). Viewing invited which is a pleasure, Fine or better with much useful and very fine. Scott $31,000 +++.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1695 H/m
British Offices Abroad, Mostly Mint Collection. Mounted on Scott pages with many desirable sets & singles, including Middle East Forces 1942-47 (1-15) & 1942 (J1-5), Offices in Africa (Eritrea) 1948-49 (1-12), 1950 (14-26) & 1951
(27-33), plus 1948-50 (J1-5 & J6-10), East African Forces (Somalia) 1942 (1-9), 1948 (10-20), 1950 (21-31), Tripolitania 1948
(1-13), 1950 (14-26), 1951 (27-34), plus 1948-50 (J1-5 & J6-10), Offices in China 1916 KGV (1-12), 1922-27 KGV (17-27), Morocco 1898 QV (1-7), 1902-10 (34-44), 1926 (62), 1925 (220-25), 1935-36 KGV (235-43), 1949 KGVI (246-62), 1932 French
Currency (401-10), 1932 (419) & 1935-37 (426-36), Turkish Empire 1885 (3), 1902 KEVII (8-12), 1905 KEVII (15-24), 1909
KEVII (26-31), 1913-14 KGV (41-45), 1913-21 KGV (46-54) & 1921 KGV (55-63). Truly an attractive and ideal collection for continuation or for dealer to replace stocks, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1696 H/m/) Brunei, Fabulous Stock, 1906-98. Includes mint 62-75, 14b-37a complete set, N1//N17, strip of four N4, specimen
overprints for 23 & 26, includes many shades and perforation varieties, nice selection of postal history with censored, air mail and
registered with many better frankings, truly a one of a kind lot that will not be seen again soon, please plan on sufficient time to enjoy this delightful selection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1697 H
Brunei, Mint & Used Collection, 1949-2000. In a Stanley Gibbons album, including 1952 & 1964 Sultan Imar Ali
Saifuddin sets, including paper varieties, followed by many other sets & souvenir sheets in the modest range. Please inspect,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1698 H/m
Canadian Provinces, Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1947. High catalog collection in a Lighthouse hingeless album; British Columbia, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick & Nova Scotia are all nicely represented, but about two-thirds of
the value is in a very strong collection of Newfoundland, most of which is mint/unused including #1, 5, 8 (o.g., light crease, XF appearance), 11, then nearly complete to 1947, with the only significant stamps missing being #87-97, C1, C4-5 & C18! condition is
a bit mixed, especially early in the Prince Edward Island & Nova Scotia, but is overall F-VF and mostly o.g., with a few nice little
NH surprises. A great lot. Scott $20,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1699 H
Canadian Provinces, Valuable Mint & Used Accumulation, 1851-1947. Large stockbook containing the balance
of a large collection, all neatly arranged by Scott number; the British Columbia, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia & Prince Edward Island groups are made up mostly of poor-quality, high catalog value stamps, but two-thirds of the catalog value is in the Newfoundland, and, while it too has some “clunkers”, e.g. no-margin used examples of #4 & 12, there is a good bit of nice material to
be found, including, for example, mint #11 (watermarked), 92, 94-99 (2 or 3 each), 101-103, 128 (2), C2 (2), C13-17 (3) & C18.
Look at this one carefully—it's much better than it looks at first glance. Scott $36,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1700 H/m
Canadian Provinces: British Columbia & Vancouver Island, Small Collection, 1860-1869. Eight different comprising used #2, 8-9, 11, 14 and unused #7 (o.g.), 8 & 9; also a “used” forgery of #4; most with small faults, but generally F-VF appearing. Scott $2,945.
Estimate $300 - 400
1701 m
Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Used Collection, 1857-1932. Fairly complete for the period, neatly arranged in a stockbook; includes #1-4, 8, 11-13, 17-21, 24-55, 59, 61-86, 87-93, 102-103, 104-112, 115-126, 128-171, 172-181,
C2-3 & C12; condition is mixed early, especially on the best stamps, but from 1897 onward it's just about all clean and F-VF, with
several F-VF stamps prior to 1897. A very nice started collection or a good lot for fill-ins. Scott $20,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1702 H
Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Mint Collection, 1857-1933. 195 different neatly arranged on black
stocksheets; comprises #1, 5, 8, 11, 11A, 12A, 17-19, 19a, 20-24, 26-36, 41-52, 54-75, 78-182 (#170 used), 212-225, C2, C2a,
C3 and C6-18; few minor flaws or missing gum on the pre-1897 issues, but beginning with the Cabot issue, just about everything
is o.g., clean and F-VF including stamps like #128 and all the Airmails. Truly an outstanding starter collection. Scott $10,200.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1703 HH
Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Coronation Issue, 1937-38. Specialized collection of perforation & plate
varieties include re-entries; contains 2-6 of each values, all NH, F.-V.F. Unitrade C$930 ($890).
Estimate $200 - 300
1704 H/m
Canada, Mainly Mint Collection, 1859-1969. Excellent collection in a Davo hingeless album; includes mint/unused
#18a, 27, 28, 38, 40a, 56-58, 60, 1897 “Maple Leafs” complete, 80, 81, 84, 89-93, 99, 100, 102, 103, Admirals complete and virtually everything from 1932 through 1969; condition includes a few flaws early, but is otherwise just about all o.g. and F-VF with a
good bit of NH. Don't miss this one. Scott $18,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1705 H
Canada, Mint Old-Time Collection, 1900-43. Skillfully mounted in album, and including a large number of fresh
sets & singles such as 1900-02 QV (81 & 84), 1903 KEVII (89-95), 1908 (96-103), 1912 Admiral (104-22), 1924 (136-38), 1926
(139-40), 1927 (141-45), 1928 (148-59), 1930 (162-77), 1932 (195-201), 1935 (217-27), 1938 (241-45), 1942-43 (249-62), followed by a highly desirable section with coil stamps in plain or paste-up pairs & singles, including duplication: 1914 Admiral
(123-24), 1915-24 (131-32 & 134), 1916 (MR6-7 & MR7a), 1912-24 (125-30), 1929 KGV (160-61), 1930-31 (178-83, including.
line pairs), 1933 (205-07, including. line pairs). We also noted a valuable section containing booklet panes such as 1912 Admiral (104a x2, including. blue-green & yellow-green), 1912 (106a & 106d), 1918 (108a), 1922 (105b & 107c), 1923 (109a), 1929
KGV (149a, 150a & 153a), 1931 KGV (163a, 163c, 164a, 166a, 167a), 1932 (195a-b, 196a-b & 197d), plus airmails and postage
dues. A solid and highly attractive holding. Viewing is truly a pleasure! F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1706 H/m
Canada, Mint & Used Assortment. Housed in a thick binder with duplication, starting with 1859 first cents issue (14
x6, 15 x8, 17 x7, 18 x3 & 19), 1868-76 Queen Victoria (21 x2, 22, 24, 25 x2, 26, 27 x2, 28 x2, 29, 30 x2 & 30b), followed by 1870-89
Queen Victoria (38 x4, 39 x4 & 40 x4), plus 1888-97 (46-47 x3) and then by 1897-1902 Queen Victoria Maple Leaf & Numeral issues, also 1898 2¢ Map (86 x6), 1911-25 Admirals up to $1, and including some coil stamps, large amount of sets & part sets issued in the XX Century with back of the book section including airmails, special delivery, registration stamps, postage dues and
some officials, catalogue value exceeding $12,000, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1707 HH/H
Canada, Used Collection, 1852-1943. Interesting collection in a Palo hingeless album; starts with a mint, 3-margin
#4 with some soiling, then becomes kind of eclectic including such things as mint 6¢-10¢ Small Queens, Admiral coil pairs (including War Tax), and various booklet panes and plate blocks, etc.; condition, with only a few exceptions, is, o.g., F-VF, including
a few low to medium priced NH. Nice lot. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1708 m
Canada, Used Collection & Accumulation, 1870s-1980s. Mounted in a Harris album with many sets, including
regulars & officials, and Newfoundland 1933 (C13-17, mint). We noted a three-ring binder with Canada valuable singles &
blocks of four such as 1928 (C1, NH), 1932 (C3-4), plus 1906-08 (J1-2 x4, J4 x4 & J5), 1930-32 (J7 x2 & J8 blocks of four, plus
J10 x2 singles). Also an envelope with attractive covers such as 1899 Stamp Dealer cover to Wisconsin, 1906 registered and
uprated postal envelope, 1926 Golden Jubilee Flight, plus four covers with Admiral stamps & four first flight covers to the U.S.
This description is just an outline, so inspection is recommended, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1709 m
Canada, Used Collection, 1852-1943. Nice starter collection on Palo hingeless album pages; starts with a VF #4
with certificate, then includes such better “Cents” issues as #14 & 18-20 and basic Large Queens & Small Queens complete
(plus some shades) and nearly complete through 1935, though only a few Jubilees; condition is somewhat mixed, but generally
F-VF and definitely worth a look. Scott $5,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1710 H/m
Canada, Mint & Used Assortment, 1870s-1975. In a large Ka-Be stockbook with much duplication, starting with
Queen Victoria Issues, followed by Admiral stamps up to $1 value, and then by a large number of XX Century sets, part sets &
singles, including some airs, war tax & special delivery examples. A lot that should be viewed to be fully appreciated, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1711 HH/H
Canada, Mint Dealer Stock, 1950-90. An opportunity to replenish scarce stock at a fraction of its high new issue
costs, includes better items such as 195-201, 203, 211-216 blocks of four, 268-273, C4, with many complete booklets and blocks
of four, Newfoundland, perfin Officials, and plenty of face, enough material to please even the most demanding dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1712 H/m
Canada, Mint & Used Collection 1859-1950. Mounted on Parliament album pages, better mint includes 51-54,
56-60, 67, 70, 71, 73, 79, 80, 82-84, 89-94, 100-101, 104-122, 157, 162-177, E1, and some better postage dues, better used includes 17, 27, 28, 30, 40. 45, occasional mixed condition, lots of items that can be sold on the internet or retail give this holding a
high upside, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1713 H/m
Canada, Mint & Used Accumulation. Including collection mounted in old binder with some better used stamps such
as 1859 (15 x2 & 17), followed by large and small Queens in the 1860s-80s period, and then by 20th Century representation, including some airmails and special delivery stamps. We also noted a large amount of stamps arranged by issue in stock pages
useful for the shade or cancel collector, plus several glassines with modern material, take a look, sleepers could be lurking,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1714 m
Canada, Outstanding Dealer Stock Used. Extensive used stock of several hundred in stockbook with 14, 21, 24,
26 (x3), 27 (x4), 28 (x2), 47, 57, 46, 95, 158 (x2), C2 and much more, many complete sets, neatly arranged by number, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1715 HH/H
Canada, Semi-Official Airmails, 1924-1934. Collection of about 25 mostly different mint, comprising CL6 (3, two
NH), CL8, CL9 (NH), CL10, CL11a, CL12a, CL13, CL25 (NH), CL25c, CL40 (NH block of 4), CL40a (NH), CL41 (NH), CL42,
CL43 (NH), CL45, CL46 (two singles and an NH block of 4, one stamp with/serif on 'A', CL48 (NH), CL51 single + a first flight
cover, and CL52 (NH); few small faults, but mostly clean, generally Very Fine. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600
1716 H/m
Canada, Mostly Used Collection, 1870s-1980s. In a three-ring binder, starting with 1870s Queen Victoria used
representation, followed by some stamps issued in the 1897-1908 period, and then by 1911-25 Admiral Issue, 1928-29 Scroll Issue, 1930-31 Arch & Leaf Issue, 1935 King George V Pictorial Issue, plus many other regular sets, part sets & singles in the modest range, special delivery stamps, postage dues & revenues. We also noted nice airmail section with mint stamps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1717 HH/H
Canada, Postage Dues, 1906-78. Small mint collection comprising J1-20 (J6-10 NH), then a selection of 64 different
NH J21/J40 with paper, gum & perf varieties (though none of the rare ones); all clean and F-VF.
Estimate $150 - 200
1718 )
Canada, Collection of First Flight Covers. Small mounted and neatly written-up collection of 26 different covers,
1928-1931, divided by airway; all cacheted and most franked with C1, a Very Fine group.
Estimate $100 - 150
1719 H/m
Canada & Provinces, Mint and Used Collection, 1850s-1950s. In a Scott album with many desirable sets and duplicates, Canada highlights (mint unless denoted) include 1852-57 (4 x3, including. two used), followed by 1868-89 Queen Victoria issues, and then by 1897 Jubilees (50-60 mint & 62-65 used), 1897 QV Maple Leaf (66-73 x2, mint & used), 1898-1902 QV
Numeral (74-83, mint & 74-84, used), 1908 Tercentenary (96-103), 1911-25 Admiral (104-22), 1928-29 KGV Scroll (149-59 x2,
mint & used), 1930-31 KGV Arch/Leaf (162-77 x2, mint & used), plus useful airmails, special delivery stamps & postage dues that
deserve your attention. Newfoundland section with many better sets such as 1897 (61-74), 1911 (98-103), 1911 (104-14), 1919
Caribou (115-26), 1920 (128), 1923-24 (131-44), 1928 (145-59), 1929-31 (163-71), 1931 (172-82), 1933 (212-25), plus 1921
(C3), 1931 (C6-11), 1932 (C12), 1933 (C13-17), Nova Scotia section 1851-57 (1, used). We also noted Prince Edward Island,
plus British Columbia & Vancouver Island examples. A good opportunity to buy a large amount of good material all at once,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1720 H/m
Canada & Provinces, Mint & Used Collection, 1859-1973. In two Minkus albums, Canada starting with 1859 (15
x3 & 18-19), followed by several Queen Victoria used examples, including. 1893 (46-47), and then by some 1897 Jubilee stamps
(52-54 & 58), 1898 (85-86), 1911-31 Admiral issue, 1927 (141-45), 1932 (195-201), 1935 (217-27), plus airmails, postage dues
& special delivery stamps, Newfoundland section with 1928 (145-59) & 1937 (233-43 x2). We also note New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia & Prince Edward Island unchecked representations, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1721 HH/H
Canada & Provinces, Mint Dealer Stock, 1865-1960. Gorgeous selection of Canada & Provinces in a binder, includes Newfoundland 32 (x2), 28 block of four, 35 block of four, 61-74, 131-144, 233-243, C3 & C3b pair, C8, C13-C17, J1-J6,
Canada 47, 103, 122, 157 block of four, 176, C2 block of four, C3 plate block of six, C4 block of four NH, E1 (x2), E3, set revenues
FE1-FE11, used pair 60, New Brunswick 11 block of four, a group that is sure to please and deserving of an aggressive bid; a few
condition and identification issues may be present, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1722 H/m
Canada & Provinces, Mint & Used Accumulation. A few hundred stamps in three counter books, with better including Newfoundland used 1, mint 29, 36, 41, 43, 46, 49, 233-243, J1-J6, Nova Scotia mint 10, Canada mint 21, 30, 51 block of
four, 53 block of four, C2, E1, E2, used 24, 37b, 45, 84, 100, 102, 123, 158, some mixed condition, a clean unit with good value for
the retail or internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1723 H/m
Canada & Provinces, Mint & Used Collection. In a Scott album with some duplication, and value concentrated in
the Newfoundland (1880-1947) section, incl. 19th Century representation, followed by some better sets & part sets such as
1928 (156-59), 1931 (180-82), 1933 (212-25), 1933 (C16-17) & 1937 (233-43, plus 7¢ blue block of four & vertical pair showing
plate varieties & 20¢ vertical pair showing extra chimney). We also noted New Brunswick, Nova Scotia & Prince Edward Island
unchecked examples, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1724 HH/H/m Canada & Provinces, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1855-2000. A few hundred stamps in an album and mounted on
pages, includes large queens with fancy cancels, excellent provinces, mint high values, some back-of-the-book, excellent lot to
build on or breakup for retail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1725 HH/H/m Ceylon, Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1940. Charming selection with used 50, 55 (x2), 56, 58 (x2), mint 264-274
(x2), lots of overprints, nice King Edward VII, an excellent lot for retail, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1726 HH/H/m Ceylon, Mint & Used Collection, 1857-1968. Mounted on Scott pages, better used includes 1, 3, 4, 11, 14, 26, 27,
31, 32, 33, 34, 44, 50, 52, better mint has 142, 158, 160-163, some condition issues, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1727 HH/H/m Ceylon, Dealer Stock. A few hundred mint & used stamps in a stock book, better used includes 3, 4 (x2), 14, 40, 45
(x4), 45a (x3), 72 (x2), 73 (x2), mint 14 (x3), 45 (x3), 45a (x3), 162 (x3), 163 (x2), 193, 194, 213, 257, better mint includes 124,
127, 142, 162, 163, also includes useful officials, nice lot, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1728 H/m
Ceylon, Mostly Used Dealer Stock, 1861-1988. Useful group of mostly used, includes extensive classics, excellent
range of overprints, King Edward VII to the 1r value, 260-263, 264-274, and mint and used to 1988, moderate duplication even on
some better material, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1729 H
Ceylon, Useful Selection of Mint and Used Victoria thru George V Issues. Including Scott 52b, 53e, 55a, 63, 66,
118, 131, 136, 138, 139, 145 and156 specimen overprint, some blocks as well as numerous “on service” overprints, ideal for the
specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1730 HH/H
Cyprus, Fresh Mint Collection, 1894-1991. Mounted in Lighthouse hingeless album, including 1894-96 QV
(28-37), 1904-10 KEVII (48-59), 1912-15 KGV (61a-71), 1921-23 KGV (72-82), 1928 (114-23), 1934 (125-35), plus KGVI & QEII
sets. We also noted 1963 Scouts souvenir sheet (226a) and many sets in the modest range, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1731 H/m
Great Britain, Pow erful Used Assortment, 1840-1934. In a binder, including 1840 (1 x2 & 2), 1841 (3 x55 & 4 x6, including. 1d strip of four & ten pairs, 2d strip of three & single tied on cover fragment), 1847 (5), 1848 (6), 1854 (7), 1867 (57, used),
1883 (96), 1884 (108-10), 1891 (124), 1929 (209, mint). We also noticed Seahorses plus many 19th Century stamps in the $50 to
$180 range. Be sure to set aside some time to explore this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1732 H/m
Great Britain, Mostly Used Collection, 1840-1964. In a Stanley Gibbons album, starting with two stampless covers, followed by two covers franked with 1d penny blacks, and then by many useful stamps such as 1840 (1 x3 & 2 x3), 1841 (3 x5
& 4 x3), 1847 (5), 1854 (7 x2). We also noted a valuable section with Queen Victoria stamps issued in the 1854-90 period, including many different plates and some winged examples that deserves your attention. The 20th Century section starts with KEVII
1902-11 (137-38 x3, mint), 1902-11 KEVII (139-40, mint), 1902-11 KEVII (142, used), 1912-13 KGV (159-72, including distinctive shades recognized by Stanley Gibbons), 1913 (173-74, used), 1915 (173a-e, 174b-c & 175a-b), 1919 (179, 179a-c &
180-81) & 1934 (222-24, mint), plus some postage dues & officials. Highly recommended holding for dealer or collector. Be sure
to see it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1733 H/m/) Great Britain, Line Engraved Plate Number Study, 1858-70. Enormous and valuable study of #30, 32, 33 and 58,
#31 includes 15 mint plus two pairs and 250+ used, with many pairs and some strips of three, #32 includes 20 mint and 80+ used
and a "Specimen", #58 includes 149 mint, 6 pairs and a block of four and hundreds of used, and 152 of #33, enormous catalog
value, a golden opportunity for the Great Britain specialist or dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1734 H/m
Great Britain & Offices Abroad, Mint and Used Collection. In two three-ring binders; volume one starting with
1840 (1 x3), 1841 (3 x17 & 4 x3), followed by a wealth of Queen Victoria examples issued in the 19th Century, and depicting different plates, including. 1883 (96 x6), 1884 (108 x5), and then by KEVII useful stamps (140-41), plus sets, part sets & singles issued in the 1920s-50s period. Volume two containing British Offices Abroad section with many fresh sets such as Offices in
Africa 1942-43 (1-15), Eritrea 1948 (1-13) & 1951 (27-33), plus postage dues, East African Forces 1948 (10-20) & 1950 (21-31),
Tripolitania 1948 (1-13), plus postage due sets, Offices in China KGV examples up to $2, Offices in Morocco 1914-18 (55-57)
& 1949 (246-62), Tangier 1950-51 (550-58), Offices in Turkish Empire 1913-21 (46-54). A collection with loads of useful material,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1735 H/m
Great Britain, Dealer Stock. Expansive stock of a few hundred stamps in three counter books, better used includes
#1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 19, 28, 37, 40, 42, 52, 53, 57, 60, 65, 69, 71, 73, 94-95, 107, 109, 127-141, 173a, 175a, O18, better mint includes
101, 132, 286-289, Great Britain in Morocco 24, and many other sets, singles and booklets, a joy to inspect, expect big dividends,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1736 m
Great Britain, Used Collection, 1840s-1960s. Mounted in a three-ring binder, including 1840 (1 x2), 1840 (2), 1841
(3 x11, including. distinctive shades), 1841 (4 x3), 1847 (5 & 5a), followed by Queen Victoria examples issued in the 1860-81 period and showing different plates. We also noted a fair number of 1864 1d (33 x151; different plate numbers), plus several saleable 19th Century examples in presentation cards. Well worth a look as there is good retail potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1737 H/m
Great Britain, Mint & Used Collection, 1840-1983. In Scott album and several binders, including 1840 (1 x2), 1841
(3-4 x2), 1847 (5), followed by many Victorian examples in the $50 to $100 range with some better such as 1867 (57), 1883-84
(96 x3, 108 x3 & 109). We also noted KEVII 1902 (139 x6 & 140-41), 1919 (179-81), and a fair number of mint sets from 1934 onwards, plus postage dues, officials (O7, used), Channel Islands representation, QEII regional issues for Northern Ireland & Scotland, including some unchecked booklets. An interesting holding which needs to be viewed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1738 )
Great Britain, Pre-Philatelic Correspondence Loaded With Bishops Marks Etc. A crusty dusty holding of about
125 covers from the 18th century to early/mid 19th century, addressed as far as we can tell all to the same family covering two
generations. We did notice some attractive strikes with bishops marks on virtually every cover in red and black, three crown circle, straightline towns such as Lanark, Aberdeen, Harwick to name but a few, various manuscript markings and different rates,
as well an interesting array of wax seals present. Utterly original and a real treasure trove for the postal historian to capture a
sense of those times two hundred years ago. If you have the time to read the contents and then write up and research, this will
prove highly rewarding.
Estimate $600 - 800
1739 H/m
Great Britain, Mint & Used Collection, 1840-1982. In a Stanley Gibbons album, including 1840 (1), 1841 (3-4 x2),
1864 (33 x60, different plate numbers), 1870 (58 x7, different plate numbers), followed by many QV examples issued in the
1872-84 period, including. 1883 (96 x3) & 1884 (108). Also 1911 (139 x3 & 140) and many mint sets in the modest range from
1946 onwards, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1740 m
Great Britain, Better 19th Century Used Lot. Nine stamps, includes 96, 107, 108, 109, 139, 141, 142 and 176,
some small faults, please take time to inspect, F.-V.F. Scott $2,925.
Estimate $300 - 400
1741 H/m
Great Britain: Channel Islands, Mostly Never Hinged Collection. In a Lighthouse hingeless album with some
German Occupation issues, and value concentrated in the sets issued in the 1970s-80s period. We noted Guernsey, Jersey &
Isle of Man, including. postage dues. Excellent state of preservation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1742 HH/H
Hong Kong, Mint Collection, 1860-1920. Thirty stamps and a block of four, all definitives from the 1860's to 1920's,
includes #1, 12, 18, 43, 61, mounted on pages, high catalog value, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1743 H/m
Hong Kong, Mint & Used Assortment. In a stockbook with some wing margin examples, starting with a fair number
of Victorian examples issued in the 1863-91 period, including. 1874 (26, used) & 1891 (66), followed by 1897 (67, used), and then
by KEVII, KGV & KGVI mint & used examples. We also noted 1969 (249-50, NH), 1970 (253-54, NH), and many other
easy-to-sell sets, including some postage dues & revenues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1744 H
India, Magnificent Comprehensive Collection, 1946-90. A splendid, clean, all mint, never hinged collection
keenly assembled in a pristine Palo hingeless album. Less only the 1948 Gandhi issue (Scott 203-06), the collection is complete
for the period. Beautiful, keep sake collection of this popular country and period, routinely Very Fine, inspection invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1745 )
India, Huge Postal History Accumulation, 1900-75. Includes covers, used postal cards, entires, letter cards, telegrams, documents with fiscals, most appear to be domestic usages, with forwarded, express, “Too Late”, and official cards,
mixed condition as with any lot of this size, if you love India postal history you will love this holding, unpicked and intact as it
arrived to us, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1746 )
India, Postal History Dealer Stock, 1880-1960. Enormous holding of India postal history, includes states, with
postal cards including uprated, mint and used postal stationery, mint and used Jaipur state cards, registered envelopes used and
mint, includes a few auxiliary markings, groups of receiving house material, mail agent material, varieties, illustrated ad cards,
mint aerogrammes, with some mint blocks of four and five complete sheets of Bhopal O46, enormous potential for the knowledgeable dealer, you'll only benefit from viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1747 H/m/) India, Dealers Stock, 1854-1994. Excellent grouping in two binders, includes mint & used singles and blocks, nice
representation of officials, Convention States, Feudatory States and pay special attention to the postal history, with air mails,
registered, first days, official cover and postal stationery, should be some sleepers there, a lot that needs some organization but
will repay your efforts many times over, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1748 m
India, Massive Bundle Ware Holding of Mid-50's Thru Early 1960's. Composed of 17 pounds of mostly derivatives and filling a medium sized carton. A neatly bound group with the vast majority appearing sound, viewing suggested, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1749 )
India, First Day Cover Accumulation, 1947-81. Box filled with a few hundred first day covers, with a few better such
as 200 & 202, block of four 201, 223-226, unusual to find this many in one lot, please inspect, should make the winning bidder
very happy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1750 H/m
India & States, Mostly Used Collection. In a three-ring binder, starting with useful Queen Victoria representation,
followed by KEVII & KGV examples, and then by several sets, part sets & singles issued in the 1930s-80s period, plus some desirable officials 1866 (O12-14). We also noted Chamba, Gwalior, Jind, Nabha & Patiala Convention States, followed by Anchal,
Cochin, Jaipur, Saurashtra & Travancore Feudatory States stamps. Careful examination could benefit the prospective bidder as
we didn't have the time to check every stamp in the collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1751 )
Indian States: Jammu & Kashmir, Postal History & Stamps Collection, 1867-97. Approximately 70 stamps &
thirteen covers mostly mounted on pages. We noted 2a orange-red vertical pair, issued in 1881-83, 1/8a yellow vertical pair, issued in 1883-94, 1a dull green & 2a red on yellow paper (Scott 104,108 & 118), plus scarce official multiples, including ½a rare
imperforate strip of three, ½a imperforate block of six & 2a two imperforate blocks of eight ideal for plating, also India regular
stamps used in Jammu & Kashmir. Covers include Jammu 1a deep ultramarine on native paper tied on home-made cover, ½a
grey-black on brown, 4a bright blue special printing cut to shape and tied on reverse of cover, India two ½a postal envelopes with
Jammu-Kashmir frankings, plus four covers with India ½a single frankings tied by manuscript cancels and receiving
backstamps. This lot should be viewed carefully, a keen eye could find some nice surprises, F.-V.F. Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
1752 H/m
Ireland, Mostly Mint Collection, 1922-98. In four White Ace albums with slipcases, starting with 1922 (1-8), 1922
(15-18), 1922 (36 x2, mint & used), 1922 (41-43 x2, mint & used), 1937 (96-98 x2, mint & used) & 1940-42 (106-17), plus 1964
booklet (Stanley Gibbons SB14), and virtually complete from 1950 onwards. We also noted many booklets, airmails & postage
dues (J1-4). An enjoyable collection, and a good basis for continuation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1753 HH
Ireland, Nice New Issue Accumulation, 1990-2001. With singles, blocks, booklets and souvenir sheets, many sets
in sheet format, tremendous catalog value, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1754 H/m
Jamaica, Extensive Holding of Several Hundred. Neatly organized in a stockbook, strong in all areas, mint and
used, with 'CC' watermarks complete including various shades, crown 'CC' to 2s, crown 'CA' including distinct 4p red orange part
o.g. and various1890 overprints, arms of Jamaica with 5s mint, as well as SG 49 block of 4 and better 2s mint Venetian red, the
20th century with key value KGV 10s, the 1923 Child Welfare blocks of 4 mint, an excellent study of KGVI to £ value and ending
with postmarks, perfins and revenues, a great lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1755 H/m/) Malta, Collection of Mint & Used. Thousands of mint and used stamps and souvenir sheets, first day covers and
commercial covers, housed in eight binders, starts out slowly but picks up in coverage in the 1950's, with such items at Coronation issue first day cover (x3), 1948 Self Government set mint, 224 (x2), and much more, high catalog value offers huge potential
for the winning bidder, bid early bid often, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1756 m

Malta, Used Collection, 1885-1974. Folder with blank album pages.

Estimate $250 - 350

1757 )
New Zealand, The Magnificent Balance of an Award-Winning Airmail Exhibition Collection, 1919-48. 43 covers or documents illustrating the progress of aviation in New Zealand, including first flights, wartime flights, prisoner of war mail,
censored, emergency flights, interrupted flights, strike emergency air flights, introduction of new airmail rates, flights abroad and
more, all still on the original Exhibition pages. A wealth of fascinating philatelic history here, with many items retailing for well
above $1000 each. A great lot for the postal history specialist or dealer, inspection will prove very rewarding, generally F.-V.F. or
better.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
1758 HH
New Zealand, Assortment of Miniature Sheets, 1959-66 (B59-64,67-68,71-72). Group of 27 with useful duplication, comprising 1960 (B59a-60a x3), 1961 (B61a-62a), 1962 (B63-64 x2), 1964 (B67a-68a x7), 1966 (B71a-72a), highly recommended for dealer, F.-V.F. Scott $540.
Estimate $250 - 350
1759 H/m
New Zealand, New Issue Mint Collection. Hundreds of mint never hinged stamps, all in complete series, housed in
a large volume, incurring the new issue cost, as bought over the time, loaded with miniature sheets and many dollar denominations, even a little Ross Island, etc. The face value alone regardless of topical interest will add up quickly and of course there will
be premium. Good clean well filled collection, faultless.
Estimate $200 - 300
1760 H/m
Nigeria, a Work in Progress Collection. Still well written-up for all different kinds of errors and varieties. Although
starting with Lagos QV, the substance of the collection is in the Nigeria, late KGVI/QEII definitives with dozens of different flaws,
shades, frames and spelling varieties, etc. Also seen Oil River reference with a dozen or so different examples, very interesting
for the specialist. Tremendous potential here, must be viewed to be appreciated.
Estimate $500 - 750
1761 m
Niue, Mostly Used Collection, 1967-2004. In blank album, with much material, including many souvenir sheets and
thematic sets.
Estimate $500 - 750
1762 HH/H/m North Borneo, Mint and Used Collection 1891-1930. A few hundred stamps mounted in an album, includes mint
52, 53, 55, 56-58 with 57 pair, blocks of 85, different perf varieties for 79-88, and nice selection of postage dues, with many parallel mint and used runs, a collection that can be broken up into dozens of single lots for retail sales, excellent for the British Pacific
specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1763 H/m
North Borneo, Mint & Used collection, 1888-1957. Mounted on pages, including 19th century representation with
reminder cancels, followed by surcharges, Red Cross overprints, 1948 Wedding set in mint condition, plus some postage dues,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
1764 HH/H
Pakistan, Mint Selection of EFO's. Includes 78 with shifted “Y”, 126 blocks of four with one overprinted “7 Pasia” instead of “Paisa”, 249 with broken “I”, 251 with plate flaw “Pais”, “Pai a” for “Paisa” on O75, shifted overprints on O75, with many
shade varieties, excellent potential upon breaking lot up of this seldom ecountered exotic area, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1765 )
Palestine, Cover Miscellany. Includes E.E.F. in Palestine, scarce cancellations, 5 items; French Forces in Palestine, 2 items; Indian Forces in Asia Minor, 1919 GB 2d registered envelope; Italian Forces in Palestine, 1919 registered commercial cover from Egypt via SZ 10 in Cairo; 1918 (Nov. 19), cover posted to England in the Aleppo civilian post office; 1919, "E.E.F.":
Typographed Issue used abroad, Cilicia, 3 money orders; several 1922-28 Registration Envelopes including Provisional entires;
1932 Levant Fair promotional labels; and 1940-46, 20 covers to and from Palestine during WWII. Scarce and interesting group,
Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1766 H
Palestine, Postage Dues, Small Collection. Including 1923, 1st Issue, 1m, 2m and 8m, imperforate proofs, the
three known imperforate values in horizontal pairs (S.G. D1a, D2a, D4a); also 1st Issue, 2m blue green, imperforate proofs, pair
on white paper and margin block of 4 on yellow paper (S.G. D2a); and 1st Issue, 2m blue green, imperforate proof, right margin
vertical pair on yellow paper (S.G. D2a); also 1st Issue, about 100 stamps of all values including. blocks, mint and used, nail
heads, etc., high catalog value; and 3rd Issue, several hundred stamps, multiples, including broken sheet of the 2m, mint, used,
cancels, etc., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1767 H/m/) Palestine, Stamp Miscellany, 1928-45. Includes 1928-38, Pictorials, 5m-15m, coil stamps, 5m: mint strips of 4 & 5
& 2 singles + 2 used singles; 10m: mint strips of 4, 5 & 11 + mint and used singles; 4 covers: 5m; 5m + 10m; 10m.; 15 m, a useful
group; also 1930's, Pictorials used to pay fines, group of 8 pieces and a document with various Pictorial issues used to pay fines
levied on postal workers for infractions of the rules, very scarce lot; plus 1945, Pictorial, 3m hand-drawn essay for a new 3
millésime stamp for competition at the 1945 Tel Aviv Philatelic Exhibition, the stamps were never produced, unique. Nice lot of
unusual items, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1768 H/m
Papua New Guinea Area, Mint and Used Assortment, 1906-88. In a stock book & album pages, including New
Guinea (31//43), Papua New Guinea 1952 (122-36), North West Pacific Islands 1915-16 (4), plus many easy-to-sell modern
sets., F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1769 HH/H/m St. Vincent, Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1956. Comprehensive mint & used collection mounted on pages, includes used 1, 1B, 2-7, 9, 10, 11-14, 14B, 15, 16-18, 20-23, 24-28A, 31, 36, 37, mint includes 38-40, 41-54, 55, 56-60, 62-70,
71-79, overall a clean and outstanding collection missing only the major rarities, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1770 HH/H/m South Africa, Mint and Used Collection, 1910-88. In 2 albums on blank pages. Contains a nice classic material
and also some good pairs. Also much modern MNH material.
Estimate $200 - 300
1771 HH/H/m Straits Settlements, Collection of Mint & Used, 1867-1948. Approximately three hundred stamps, mounted on
pages, better used includes 2, 3, 8, 9, 10-18, 88, better mint with Bangkok 2, Straits Settlements 38, with good representation
through 1948, many in parallel mint and used sets, great lot to serve as a foundation or to break up, many useful stamps present,
a thorough viewing is recommended, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1772 )
Straits Settlements & Singapore, Cover Accumulation. 170+ covers and cards, includes commercial, first day
covers, ads, and a few mint postal cards, most with Singapore cancels, excellent range of frankings, also includes a few mint
blocks and singles from the Straits Settlements 1945-1948 issue, a great lot for this increasingly popular area, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1773 m
Straits Settlements, Used Collection, 1868-1930. Mounted on album pages, starting with a fair number of QV
stamps, including surcharges, and followed by KEVII & KGV examples. We also noted Federated Malay States 50¢ Tiger (33),
Johore (47, used), Kedah, Kelantan, Negri Sembilan, Perak & Selangor representations. Please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1774 H/m/) Turks & Caicos, Extraordinary Mint & Used Collection 1900-1995. Hundreds of stamps, pairs, blocks, cards and
covers, starts with a F.G. Warwick album that houses mint 1-9, 10-12, specimen over prints of 1-8, 13-21, 36-4344-56, page of
five plate proofs of 1928 issue, perforated “Specimen” on Silver Jubilee issue, then mint complete to 1980, on stock cards are
specimen overprints on Turks Island postal envelope, on Turk & Caicos registered envelope, mint 121-135, excellent War Taxes
with mint pair MR1a, MR1 pair with left stamp double overprint, MR1 with inverted over print, MR4b, Silver Jubilee variety study,
various series of 1922 over printed “Specimen”, thirteen mint & used postal cards, extensive postal history including On His Majesty's Service cover to England with block of eight MR2 with overprint almost missing bottom four stamps, and much more material included, a once in a lifetime opportunity, if you are a British West Indies aficionado, this is your lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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1775 H/m
British Africa, Mint & Used Dealer's Stock. In two red boxes filled with sets, part-sets & singles, including
Bechuanaland, Botswana, Gambia, Kenya-Uganda-Tanganyika, Mauritius, followed by Natal, Nigeria, Orange River Colony,
Rhodesia, St. Helena, Sierra Leone, and then by South Africa, South West Africa, Seychelles, Sudan, Transvaal & Zululand sections, mostly Very Fine. Scott $20,000 or so.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1776 H/m
British Africa, Mint & Used Collection. In three binders with value concentrated in the 20th Century issues, including. Basutoland 1933 (1-9) & 1938 (18-28), Bechuanaland Protectorate 1920-23 (95) & 1938 (124-36), Ceylon 1935-36
(264-74), Mauritius 1938-43 (211-22) & 1950 (235-49), Nyasaland 1934-35 (38-46), 1938-44 (63-67), 1945 (68-81), Seychelles 1912 (63-73), 1917-20 (87-88), 1921-32 (91//113), 1938-41 (125a//148) & 1952 (157-71), Sierra Leone 1912-24 (115,
115a, 116-117) & 1938-44 (173-85), Somaliland 1951 (116-26), South Africa 1933-54 (64-67), Southern Nigeria 1912
(54-55), South West Africa 1923 (7-8) & 1927-28 (99-105), plus 1935-36 (B1-4), Sudan 1921-22 (29-35) & 1906-11 (MO5-12),
Swaziland 1938 (27-37). Well worth viewing as there is plenty of retail potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1777 HH/H
British Africa, Mint Dealer Stock 1950-1990. An opportunity to replenish scarce stock at a fraction of its high new issue costs, includes Ascension Island, Ghana, Nigeria, Uganda, St. Helena, Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Seychelles, South Africa,
Swaziland, Tristan da Cunha, Zanzibar, a lovely holding that is sure to bring home the bacon, please peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1778 H/m
British Africa, Mint & Used Assortment With Bonus. Approximately 500 stamps in a stock book, including Cape
of Good Hope used representation, followed by some Transvaal mint & used examples, including KEVII (277 mint & 280 used),
British East Africa 1890 (29-30), British Offices Abroad: Eritrea, Somalia & Tripolitania useful issues, plus Somaliland Protectorate, Morocco Agencies & Great Britain stamps used in Turkish Empire. We also noted as a bonus Great Britain 1883 (96
x2, used) & 1884 (108 x3, used). Careful viewing recommended for full appreciation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1779 H/m
British America, Mint & Used Dealer's Stock. In two red boxes filled with sets, part-sets & singles, including
Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Bermuda, British Guiana, and followed by British Honduras, Canada, Cayman Islands,
Dominica, Falkland Islands & Dependencies, Jamaica, Montserrat, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Trinidad-Tobago & Turks-Caicos Islands sections, mostly Very Fine. Scott $30,000 approximately.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
1780 HH/H
British America, Mint Dealer Stock, 1950-1990. An opportunity to replenish scarce stock at a fraction of its high
new issue costs, includes Anguilla, Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Barbuda, Belize, Bermuda, British Honduras, Dominica,
Falkland Islands, Grenada, Jamaica, Nevis, St. Kitts, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Trinidad and Tobago, loaded with complete sets,
souvenir sheets and complete booklets, a fantastic lot for filling in your empty spaces, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1781 HH/H/m British America, Collection of Mint & Used, 1850-1975. Includes Bahamas mint includes 31, 46-47, 61, 65-69,
81-82, 116-129, Barbados mint includes 68, 81-86, 89, 116-126, 152-164, 165-179, 186-189, British Guiana used 20, 21, 23, 24,
25, 32, 97, 102, mint 160-170, Grenada used 11, Jamaica, Leeward Islands, Montserrat, Newfoundland used 31, 32, St
Kitts-Nevis St Lucia, St Vincent, Trinidad & Tobago, Turks & Caicos, and Virgin Islands mint 115-127, with plenty of other complete mint sets, a sure fire winner, please evaluate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1782 HH/H/m British America, Mostly Mint Collection. Mounted in a Scott Specialty album, scattered completion but with better
mint unless noted British Guiana 253-267, Canada 51-55, 57-60, 141-145, 146-148, 158, 195-201, 203, 217-227, 241-245,
249-262, 268-273, J1-J5, J6-J10, J11-J14, Newfoundland 233-243, a definite winner at our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1783 H/m
British Asia, Mint & Used Dealer's Stock. In two red boxes filled with sets, part-sets & singles, including a large
section of India, plus Convention & Feudatory States, followed by Bahrain, Brunei, Ceylon, Hong Kong & Iran, and then by
Labuan, Malaya & States, Palestine, Strait Settlements & Yemen sections, condition is mostly Very Fine. Scott $20,000
approximately.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1784 HH/H
British Asia & Pacific, Mint Dealer Stock, 1950-90. An opportunity to replenish scarce stock at a fraction of its high
new issue costs, hundreds and hundreds of stamps and souvenir sheets, includes Abu Dhabi 12-14, 34-37, Aden, Australia, British Antarctic Territory 1-15, Brunei 62-75, Ceylon, Christmas Island, Cocos Islands, Cook Islands, Fiji, Gilbert & Ellice Islands,
India, Kuwait 225-243, Labuan 99A-109, Maldives, Mauritius, Nauru, New Hebrides, New Zealand, Niue, Norfolk Island,
Penrhyn Islands, Qatar 107Gn perf & imperf, 113-113G, 114-114G, South Georgia 17-30, Singapore, Tonga, with plenty of hidden gems waiting to be unearthed, plan on spending sufficient time to ascertain this lots true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1785 H/m/) British Asia, Dealer Stock of Mint & Used, 1867-1970. A few hundred stamps housed in a Light house album,
Straits Settlements better used includes 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 103, 104, 167, 170, 171 (x5), corner block of four India 27 used in Singapore, better mint includes 1, 2, 3, 4, 167 pair, two pages of revenues, Malaya used includes 34, 35, 36, 73, 74, 75, also useful
Sarawak, all in all a desirable holding of this popular area, excellent potential for the intrepid buyer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1786 H/m
British Asia, Mint & Used Collection. In two three-ring binders with some duplication, incl. Burma 1946 (51-65),
1947 (70-84) & 1947 (O43-55), Brunei 1922 Malaya-Borneo Exhibition (14b//35a) & 1947-51 (62-75), plus 2¢ block of four with
redrawn clouds (63, pos. 1/1) & 10¢ two pairs, each depicting sky retouched on right stamp (68, pos. 10/2), Malaya Johore,
Kedah, Kelantan, Malacca, Negri Sembilan, Pahang, Penang, Perak, Perlis, Selangor & Trengganu useful representations that
deserve your attention, Pakistan 1947-49 (O10-13), North Borneo 1950 (244-58), Sarawak 1918-23 (50-70), 1928-29 (79-93),
Singapore 1949-52 (1a//20a). We also noted Hong Kong, Labuan & Straits Settlements sections. A great lot for the collector
or dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1787 H/m
British Commonwealth, Powerful Mint & Used Collection. In a Stanley Gibbons old-time album, and loaded with
many useful (Scott catalogue numbers and used unless otherwise denoted) singles & sets such as Great Britain 1840 (1 x3),
1847 (5), 1854 (7), followed by many QV & KEVII valuable stamps, including. 1884 (108-09), 1902 (139-42), plus postage dues &
officials. Cyprus, Gibraltar & Malta representations, Ireland section with 1922 (Stanley Gibbons 1-13 & 30-43, mint), 1927-28
(77b-79b, individually tied on paper fragments), British Possessions in Asia with Brunei & Ceylon representations, Hong Kong
section with value concentrated in the QV stamps issued in the 1862-91 period, India & States mostly used section with many
easy-to-sell sets, part sets & singles, followed by Labuan & North Borneo, latter including 4¢ surcharges and fresh semipostals,
Sarawak colorful representation, Straits Settlements with value concentrated in Johore, Kedah & Kelantan sections,
Bechuanaland Protectorate 1912 (78-79, mint), 1913-24 (83-91, used) & 1920-23 (95, mint), Somaliland Protectorate 1921
(64-76, mint), Gambia, Gold Coast& Kenya-Uganda representations, Lagos QV & KEVII issues, Mauritius with value in QV examples. We also noted Natal, Niger Coast, Northern Nigeria, Nyasaland, Orange Free State & Rhodesia representations that
deserve your attention. St. Helena 1863 (16, unused), 1890-97 (40-46), 1922-27 (79-88, mint), Seychelles 1903 KEVII (38-48),
Sierra Leone representation, Southern Nigeria 1901 (1-9, mint & used), Transvaal 1874 (32), plus South Africa, Zanzibar &
Zululand sections with some useful stamps. North America section includes Canada & Provinces mostly used section, followed
by West Indies section with Antigua, Bahamas, Bermudas, British Honduras, Grenada, Jamaica, Leeward Islands, Montserrat,
St. Lucia, St. Vincent & Trinidad-Tobago sets, part sets & singles that can be easily be offered as country collections or broken
down into smaller units, British Pacific with nice Australia kangaroos & KGV used stamps, Solomon & Cook Islands fresh examples, New Guinea 1925-28 (1-10), New South Wales 1850 (2), New Zealand mostly used section, Aitutaki fresh stamps issued
in the 1903-20 period, North West Pacific Islands & Papua mostly mint sections. Finally Queensland, Tasmania & Western Australia sections that will provide several individual lots suitable to be offered on the internet. A meaty holding with huge catalog
value. There is so much here to view that this description can only give an outline. It must be seen therefore to be truly
appreciated, F.-V.F. 1985 Scott $60,000+ (Owner's).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
1788 HH/H
British Commonwealth, Mostly Never Hinged Collection, 1950s-70s. Nicely mounted in several Minkus albums
and Stanley Gibbons album pages, including an abundant amount of highly saleable sets. We noted Falkland Islands 1960
QEII (128-42), 1968 (166-79), Cyprus 1955 QEII (168-82) & 1960 (196-97), Dominica 1954 QEII (142-56) & 1963 (164-80),
Falkland Islands Dependencies 1954 QEII (1L9-33), Fiji 1954-62 (147-62), Gambia 1953 QEII (153-67) & 1963 (175-87),
Hong Kong 1954-60 QEII (185-98) & 1962 (203-17), plus many other similar QEII sets from different Commonwealth Countries
that deserve your attention. We also noted Sierra Leone (1969-71) & Tonga (1970-72) self-adhesive examples. An ideal opportunity for collector or dealer to replenish stocks, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1789 H/m/) British Commonwealth, Dealer Stock of Mint & Used, 1860-1975. Thousands of stamps and covers stuffed in a
large carton, better mint unless noted includes Aden 31, Bahrain 63, British Guiana 245 block of four, Canada C5 full sheet,
Falkland Islands 100, Gambia 147 block of four, Great Britain used reconstruction of plates #33, used 96 pair, Kuwait 83, Malta
224, Sarawak 175, Tristan Da Cunha J1-J5 blocks of four, Turks & Caicos 44//57 overprinted "Specimen", also stock book of Palestine, stock book of mostly Canada, and plenty of postal history and first day covers, a delight to behold and even better to own,
deserves an aggressive bid, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1790 H
British Commonwealth, Queen Elizabeth II Issues, 1952-62. Mounted in a Stanley Gibbons albums with many
desirable sets, and highly complete for the period, better countries include Aden, Ascension, Bahamas, Barbados,
Bechuanaland, Bermuda, British Honduras, British Solomon Islands, Cyprus, Falkland Islands, Gambia, Gold Coast, Gibraltar,
Great Britain, Ireland, Jamaica, Kenya-Uganda & Tanganyika, Malta, Mauritius, Montserrat, Nigeria, North Borneo, Nyasaland,
Rhodesia & Nyasaland, St. Helena, Sarawak, Seychelles, Somaliland Protectorate, Swaziland, Trinidad & Tobago, Tristan Da
Cunha, Turks & Caicos Islands & Virgin Islands. Viewing will be easy and pleasurable, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1791 H/m
British Commonwealth, Gainful Assortment. A hodge-podge style lot with many mint & used stamps, housed in
Stanley Gibbons album for issues of the reign of KGVI, eight stockbooks & dealer's presentation cards with majority of sets & singles up to $20, and several higher (mint unless noted) such as St. Helena 1935 (111-14), British Guiana 1889-1903 (146 used),
Falkland Islands 1935 (77-80) & 1955-57 (122-27), Gibraltar 1886-98 (16). We also noted a fair amount of Aitutaki Cook, Niue &
Tokelau islands new issues, condition slightly mixed but generally F-VF, an interesting holding for the intrepid internet seller.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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1792 HH/H
British Commonwealth, Mint Dealer Stock, 1910-90. A few thousand stamps and souvenir sheets, all appear NH,
with plenty of Australia, Bermuda, Falkland Islands, Great Britain and Pacific region, all identified and put into glassines, an easy
inexpensive way to replenish your stock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1793 HH/H/m British Commonwealth, 19th Century Asia & Africa. Interesting & valuable mounted on pages, includes Cape of
Good Hope used 2, 3, 4, 6, Ceylon used 11, 38, Gold Coast used 1, 21, Hong Kong used 24, 33, India 25, O4, Mauritius used 23,
77, Natal used 8, 16, mint 91-92, 94, Orange River Colony mint 53, Rhodesia mint 43-47, St. Helena mint 8, 40-46, Sierra Leone
mint 17, 24-43, Straits Settlements used 14-16, 39, Zululand; with many better, please review; some condition and identification
issues, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1794 HH/H
British Commonwealth, EFO's With Elvis, Marilyn and the Queen. Intriguing lot of imperfs, inverted centers,
color errors and reversed images, much of the material is from Saint Vincent, Nevis, Montserrat and Maldive Islands, huge retail
value, perfect lot for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1795 H/m
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Assortment. Arranged alphabetically in a stockbook with duplication, including Ascension, Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, British Guiana, British Honduras, Cape of Good Hope, Canada, Ceylon, Cyprus,
Egypt, Falkland Islands, Gambia, Hong Kong, Jamaica, Leeward Islands, Malta, Mauritius, Morocco Agencies, Newfoundland,
Nigeria, Niue & North Borneo examples. Recommended to be offered in small lots by country, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
1796 H/m
British Commonwealth, Mostly Used Collection. Mounted on album pages with a fair number of 19th Century
stamps, including Australia & States representation, including New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia, Tasmania, Victoria & Western Australia, India & States representation, including Cochin, Gwalior, Patiala & Travancore. We also noted value
in Canada, Egypt, Great Britain, Jamaica, Leeward Islands & Mauritius sections. We did not have the time to check all stamps so
discoveries are quite possible, take a look for yourself! F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1797 H/m
British Commonwealth, Mint and Used Accumulation. Thousands of mint & used stamps on pages and some
glassines. We noted a Stanley Gibbons album with Great Britain collection, including 1d black and several desirable Queen Victoria stamps issued in the 19th Century, British Virgin Islands first day covers with coins issued in 1973, plus a fair number of
stamps on pages & stock cards with British Commonwealth unchecked stamps. Also United Arab Republic starter collection on
Minkus album pages and 1972 Silver Wedding souvenir album. A great choice for the bargain hunter, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1798 H/m
British Europe, Mint & Used Dealer's Stock. In three red boxes filled with sets, part-sets & singles, including a
large section of Great Britain and offices abroad, followed by Channel Islands, and then by Cyprus, Gibraltar, Ireland & Malta
sections, condition is mostly Very Fine. Scott $50,000 plus.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
1799 HH/H
British Europe, Diverse Holding, 1940-1990. Including Great Britain and area, besides huge face value of Great
Britain and the Channel Islands the better pre-decimal includes 268, 292-304 blocks of four, with Cyprus 244-246, Gibraltar
186-199, Ireland, Malta, with many souvenir sheets, much of this material was passed over with the resulting high demand for it
now, please examine, F.-V.F. Scott $549.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1800 H/m
British Europe, Mint & Used Collection. In a three-ring binder, including Cyprus section with 19th Century representation, 1934 (125-35) & 1938-44 (143-55), Malta 1922 (83), 1922-26 (98-113) & 1926 (116-29), plus Gibraltar part sets in the
modest range. Definitely worth viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1801 H
British Omnibus Issues, 1935-53. In a three-ring binder, comprising 1935 Silver Jubilee, 1937 Coronation, 1948
Silver Wedding, 1949 UPU & 1953 Coronation, including. Falkland Islands & Hong Kong sets. Virtually complete and highly recommended for the dealer or collector. Viewing will be quick, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1802 HHa

British Omnibus Issues, Churchill, 1965. 8 sets complete in blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800

1803 HH
British Omnibus Issues, 1977-78. Housed in seven albums, including 1977 Royal Visit, 1977 Silver Jubilee & 1978
Coronation Anniversary issues, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1804 H/m
British Pacific, Very Nice Mostly Mint Collection. In a Stanley Gibbons album with some duplication, including
many desirable sets, part sets & singles (mint unless denoted) such as Cook Islands 1892 (5-7), 1926 (74-75, used), 1931
(81-82, used), 1932 (84-90), 1936 (104-07), 1938 (112-14), Aitutaki 1903 (1-6) & 1911 (10-13), Penrhyn 1903 (10-12) & 1920
(25-30), Fiji 1903 KEVII (59-68), 1912-29 KGV (79-90), 1938 KGVI (117-21B) & 1954 QEII (159-62), Gilbert & Ellice Islands
1911 (1-7), 1939 (40-51), 1956 (61-72), Norfolk Island 1947-73 sets, Papua 1932 (94-107), followed by colorful Papua New
Guinea sets issued in the 1952-79 period. We also noted Pitcairn Islands 1957-83 sets, Solomon Islands 1908 (16-17, used),
1914 KGV (28-41, including 5s & £1 used), 1939 KGVI (67-79), 1955 QEII (89-104), plus several modern sets. Definitely an
exciting & useful holding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1805 H/m
British Pacific, Mint & Used Collection. Presented in two binders with value concentrated in the 20th Century issues, including, Fiji 1938-55 (117-31B),Nauru 1916-23 (1-11, 13-14 & 16) & 1937-48 (17a-30a), New Hebrides 1911 (17-25),
1920-21 (31) & 1938 (50-60), Niue 1927 (47 & 47a) & 1932 (53-59 & 60-66), plus some postal-fiscal examples, North West Pacific Islands 1915-16 (6, 9 & 22), Solomon Islands 1939-51 (67-79), plus Aitutaki, Australia, Cook Islands, Gilbert-Ellice Islands, New Zealand, Pitcairn Islands & Tonga useful representations that deserve your attention., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1806 HH/H/m British Pacific, Mint & Used Collection 1860-1975. Mounted in a Scott album, includes mint unless noted Christmas Island 1-10, 11-20, 22-33, Norfolk Island 1-12, 13-18, 23-24, 126-140, North West Pacific Islands 1-2, Papua 5, 36-40,
122-136, New South Wales O11, Queensland used 83, South Australia, Victoria, nice lot of material from this popular area,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1807 H/m
British West Indies, Mint & Used Collection. In 3 three-ring binders loaded with many desirable sets such as
Antigua 1913 (41) & 1938-51 (84-95), Bahamas 1912-19 (55) & 1942 (116-29), Barbados 1912 (124-26), Barbuda 1922
(1-11), Bermuda 1921 (71-79) & 1938-51 (125-26), Cayman Islands 1935-36 (85-96), British Guiana 1938-52 (230-41), British Honduras1938 (115-26), Dominica 1914 (54) & 1938-47 (97-110), Leeward Islands 1938-51 (112-15), Montserrat 1913
(42), St. Kitts-Nevis 1921-29 (37-51), St. Vincent 1938-47 (141-51) & 1949 (156-69), Trinidad-Tobago. We also noted Jamaica, St. Lucia, Turks-Caicos & Virgin Islands useful representations. A most worthwhile collection and an easy viewing,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Foreign Cover Collections
1808 )
Austria, Zeppelin Flight Covers, 1929-36. Dealer's selection of 34 different covers comprising Michel numbers
18Ia, 18Ic, 30, 58, 62-64, 69, 73 & 75 (eye appeal an FDC of C18, 19 & 22), 85I, 87Ib, 97, 99, 107, 108, 128III, 135, 136, 139, 168,
176, 200Aa, 200Ab, 204a, 207, 208a, 219, 273, 362 and Hindenburg 41 & 45; few with flaws, but the large majority are F.-V.F.; an
exceptional lot. Owner's retail over $7500. Michel €6,100 ($7,990).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1809 )
China, Postal History Assortment, 1903-36. Comprising postal card uprated with 5¢ dragon stamp (115), and sent
to Sweden in 1903, cover with “Via Siberia” manuscript notation, franked with 5¢ dragon stamps (127, horizontal pair), and sent
to Sweden in 1908, plus two 1936 covers with “Via Siberia” manuscript notations; one franked with 25¢ (337), and sent to England, other with 1¢ x5 (313) & 20¢ (333), and sent to Sweden, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1810 )
China (People's Republic), Massive Philatelic Cover and Card Accumulation, 1981-2002. Composed of over
2,000 mainly FDC's, with strong souvenir sheets including Scott 1761, 1844 &1904, with a nice showing of event covers as well
as franked post cards. Mainly China National Philatelic Corporation produced material, overall clean, fresh and Very Fine, a useful group with only minor duplication.
Estimate $400 - 600
1811 )
Colombia, Postal History Selection, 1930-51. Includes twelve covers, one front, three official Scadta envelopes
and five stamps, with U.S. and Great Britain overprint stamps on different covers, a dual franking of Colombia & Canal Zone on
cover to New York, offered intact as delivered to us, please plan sufficient time to evaluate, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1812 )
Czechoslovakia, Diverse Collection of Early Postal History. Neatly assembled on pages in one binder. We note
2, 1918 Budweis registered covers, each franked by a block of 10 of 5h and 6h values, B138 souvenir sheet off cover, cancelled
in gold with Jan Masaryk Autograph, plus train Post Office cover, a Castle issue perfin cover, early airmails, better franking
combs, etc. Lovely, interesting group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1813 )
France, Postal History Assortment, 1860-1950. Interesting holding with several better items such as 1860 cover
with 20¢ black (3), 1871 folded invoice with 20¢ Bordeaux (45), 1861 folded letter franked with 10¢ postage due (J3), 1870 folded
letter with 10¢ military stamp (N5 var, numeral shifted to the right), 1878 cover to Boston, and franked with 35¢ Peace & Commerce, plus picture postcards and covers addressed to the United States in the 20th Century. We also noted a group of revenue
stamped paper cut squares used in the 1840s-70s period. Please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1814 )
French Colonies, Overwhelming Collection With Highly Attractive Postal History. In two Lindner albums with
35 covers & 26 postal stationery items, Volume I beginning with "square eagles" issued in the 1859-65 period, and used in all the
colonies of the Second Empire, including issued stamps, 10¢ block of six & 40¢ block of four plate proofs on card, a fair number of
duplicates with rhombus of dots cancels and forgeries, followed by Reunion 25¢ on 40¢ stamp tied on cover by St. Denis Jul. 6,
1886 circular datestamp, and 1884 Postage Dues (J1-14, used), including useful duplicates. Dubois Issue section starts with
used set (46-59, plus duplicates), followed by many postal history items such as 5¢ postal envelope used in Madagascar in 1891,
15¢ postal envelope used in 1891, and sent from Cochinchin to Saigon, extra 15¢ postal envelope used in 1890, and sent from
Senegal to Liberia, 15¢ letter card with 5¢ x2, and used in Guadeloupe in 1888, 15¢ letter card transported by German ship of the
Woermann Line, and addressed to Gold Coast in 1898, 10¢ postal card & 25¢ letter card sent from St. Pierre-Miquelon to
France, followed by several 10¢ postal cards used in Madagascar, Senegal, New Caledonia & Guyana, including 10¢ reply-paid
double postal card used in French India, and returned with message card still attached. Also several wrappers used in Cochin
China in the 1890-1902 period, including an interesting registered usage of 2¢ & 3¢ combined wrappers, uprated with Peace &
Commerce stamps. Volume II contains 1877-80 Peace & Commerce issue, including stamps such as 1879 25¢ (44 x2, used,
one tied on cover fragment, other accompanied with 1947 RPS certificate), plus an extraordinary group of covers depicting different rates and that truly deserve your attention: two folded letters sent in 1877 from Pondichery, India to Bordeaux, mourning
cover sent in 1878 from Pondichery, India to Paris, 1879 cover franked with 15¢ grey (33), sent from Martinique to Bayeux, 1879
folded letter with scarce bicolored franking (15¢ grey & 20¢ red brown), sent from Martinique to Marseille, 1879 folded letter with
20¢ red brown stamp tied by blue rhombus of dots cancel, and adjacent Reunion Sainte Rose rare circular datestamp, 1880
Martinique two folded letters franked with 20¢ stamps, and addressed to St. Pierre, 1880 cover franked with 25¢ ultramarine,
sent from Senegal to Bordeaux, 1880 very scarce cover with 15¢ blue tied by line D (at this time served Guiana, Guadeloupe &
Martinique) paquebot datestamp and accompanied with 2002 Behr certificate, 1880 rare printed circular from Pondichery to
Marseille, 1881 cover with 5¢ green & 20¢ red-green, sent from Salazie, Reunion to Mauritius, and paying the correct rate when
distance was less than 300 nautical miles, 1884 cover from Tonkin to Boulogne-Sur-Mer (forwarded to Edinburgh), and depicting
extraordinary franking (1¢ green, 4¢ green & 20¢ red brown), 1892 registered cover French Congo to Cape Lopez, and then forwarded another 100 miles up the Ogooue River to Lambarene. It is almost impossible to list everything that is included and
consequently viewing is highly recommended and will undoubtedly prove to be a rewarding experience, F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
1815 )
French Colonies: Algeria, Postal History Assortment. Intriguing holding in two cover albums with an impressive
amount of unused & used picture postcards with interesting views, followed by a fair number of 1950s first day covers & some
maximum cards. Also as a bonus France & Cameroun modern first day covers. Recommended for dealer or collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1816 )
French Colonies: India, Interesting and Useful Selection of 5 Covers. Written up on exhibition pages, composed
of 1857 & 1867 folded letters Pondichery to France, a 1906 cover from French Consulate in Bombay to France, a 1936 cover
Karikal to Switzerland and a interesting 1940 Censored registered cover Yanaon to Belgium with registration stamp removed by
censor to read what was written below it; viewing invited; couple minor faults, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
1817 )
French Colonies: India, Specialized Collection of Red Cross Postal History, 1915-16 (B1//B5). Composed of
10 covers, representing each type except type II, mounted on exhibition pages. A useful scarce grouping including registered
and censored covers as well as gutter frankings, clean and F-VF, a great addition and far better than currently appreciated.
Estimate $250 - 300
1818 m/)
French Colonies: New Caledonia, Recommended Cover Collection, 1897-1971. Mounted in a home-made album, comprising 72 covers, starting with four stampless covers posted at the New Zealand military postal facilities in Noumea
during WWII, followed by 68 covers (many censored) with colorful frankings, and arranged alphabetically by town post office, including Arama, Boulopari, Bourail, Canala, Farino, Gomen, Hienghene, Houailou, Kaala-Gomen, Kone, Koumac, La Foa, Lifou,
Moindou, Ouegoa, Paagoumene, Plum, Paita, Poindimis, Pouembout, Pounerihouen, Poya, Thio, Touho, Voh & Yate. We also
noted as a bonus some used stamps and map. Great opportunity for collector or dealer. Be sure to see it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1819 )
German Area, Covers Sealed With Wafers, c. 1860-80. 44 covers all with different wafer seals sealing the envelopes, many different types of businesses, some wonderful postal history on the fronts, inspect, F.-V.F. Estimate $600 - 800
1820 H)
German Area, Postal Stationery Collection to 2009. Box with hundreds of mostly mint postal cards. Nice assortment with many modern cards, including face value.
Estimate $500 - 750
1821 )
German Area, Postal History Hoard. Mostly an original correspondence to the Schmidt family, late 19th/early 20th
century. About 300 covers, from German States to early 20th century, many interesting items with good postal stationery used,
Bavaria, propaganda, colored postcards including a wonderful Bugra Polonaise caricature on race track etc etc. An original correspondence that a knowledgeable postal historian will enjoy rummaging through with the distinct probability of finds.
Estimate $400 - 500
1822 )
German Area, Cover Accumulation, 1945-65. Few hundred covers and cards, includes mint and used postal stationery, event covers, ad covers and first flights, nothing too dear but a lot of sale able material, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1823 m/)
Germany: Federal Republic & Berlin, First Day Sheetlets & Covers, 1956-89. Federal Republic (1974-84) section with over 110 cards with stamps issued in the 1974-84 period, and tied by first day cancels, Berlin (1956-89) section with 67
items, including ETB 1956-14 (9N132), ETB 1957-24 (9N131) & ETB 1958-37 (9N136), plus 100 first day covers with Fleetwood
multicolored cachets, and housed in two special binders, latter including Federal Republic 1442-73 & B616-19 & Berlin
9N501-05 & 9NB227-41, fresh and Very Fine. Michel €131 ($170).
Estimate $200 - 300
1824 )
Israel, First Day Covers With Printing Varieties, Collection. 34 covers mounted on pages, six covers with 1948
Doar Ivri (1-6), including. stamps with printing varieties such as Mosden PV.3c (1, rouletted), PV.27 (4, cut in “5” of “15”) &
Mosden V.39 (5, partly obliterated reish), 1949 cover franked with (3 x2, including. different inscriptions on tabs & 11,tête-bêche
gutter pair), 1953 registered cover with 110p (78), and showing stadium impression on both sides, 1957 cover without blue impression (128, plus normal cover), 1958 cover without green impression (143, plus normal cover), 1961 cover with Philharmonic
Orchestra double impression, plus several other covers depicting missing colors. We also noted a cover with 5m Doar Ivri block
of nine, and depicting in the center stamp the “canal” variety. Please inspect carefully this excellent and alluring collection, Very
Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1825 )
Israel, Cover Accumulation, 1948-2000. Thousands of covers and souvenir folders in covers albums and boxes,
includes first day covers and covers with auxiliary markings, special events, souvenir folders, and loads of commercial mail, maximum cards, and more, huge retail present, maximum potential for the winning bidder, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1826 )
Israel, Highly Complete First Day Cover Collection, 1949-2009. Several hundred covers in fourteen album, includes first day covers and postal stationery generally complete for the period, on White Ace pages, an inexpensive opportunity
to acquire an almost complete collection, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1827 )
Israel, Doar Zwai, 1948-49. Group of ten covers, one is a letter sheet, 3, 4, 7, 9 & 10 represented, a few roughly
opened as often, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1828 )
Israel, Postal Stationery, 1949-60. Group of forty two items, including twenty aerogrammes, thirteen postcards,
nine envelopes, addressed domestic destinations, Europe & U.S. Interesting items include an aerogramme to Colombia, registered aerogramme to Albany, NY, registered postcard to Denver, CO, express postcard to Tel-Aviv, registered domestic letter
franked with cut square from entire & five 1949 Camel postal-entires. Condition is F-VF. Excellent lot for rate study.
Estimate $200 - 300
1829 )
Italy, Cover Collection by Town, 1866-1889. Approximately 1,800 covers mounted in ten Scott albums, most with
number cancellations, very little duplication of cancels, mostly to reflect different municipal markings, with some interesting
stamp combinations and usages, also included is a Vaccari catalogue, many covers are priced up to 75€, collection was formed
over a 50 year period and is truly a labor of love, don't let this one get away, bid early, bid often, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1830 )
Japan, First Day Covers, Mint Dealer Stock, 1950-90. Over forty five first day covers with metal cachets, excellent
lot for topical dealer or Japan specialist, inspection suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1831 )
Liechtenstein, Airmail Covers, 1931-1940. Group of 23 covers including Zeppelins (3), Balloons & Gliders, all of
Swiss origin but with wonderful Liechtenstein frankings, which include B11-13 and C1-14 in various quantities. All cacheted,
clean and Very Fine. A wonderful lot. Scott value off cover is $2,350.
Estimate $500 - 750
1832 )
Liechtenstein, First Day Covers and Maximum Cards, 1980-2000. Several hundred cards and covers, many in
complete sets, high face value, please inspect, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
1833 )
Lithuania, Selection of Covers and Postal History. A lovely and colorful selection of 26 items including Scott
13-19 on philatelic cover, 81-91 on cover, C8-14 on 2 covers, plus C18-20 cover, 153a single on cover (rare), 2 beautiful Esperanto cacheted covers, each franked with 11 different values from the B16//29 and B30//42 issues, 226-32 FDC, 256-63, perf and
imperf sets on separate FDCs, C71-78 perf and imperf sets on separate covers, 309a FDC, B52-54 on a cover and registered
card, 310-13 on German tape censored cover, 317-22 imperf set complete on registered cover, 2N12 (pair) and 2N13, a cover
and a card with Russian mixed franking and more. Wonderful, scarce group of items, examine, F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1834 H)
Mexico, Postal Stationery Collection. About 190 mainly mint and nearly all different in two FDC albums; includes
envelopes, postal cards, letter cards, wrappers & correograms; all F-VF. Also includes the 1968 Elmhurst Philatelic Society Catalog, apparently used as a checklist.
Estimate $150 - 200
1835 )
Netherlands, FDC's from the 1950's. Box with addressed FDC's, mostly good quality. NVPH approximately €1,250
($1,640).
Estimate $300 - 400
1836 )
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1837 )
Netherlands & Colonies, Airmail Cover Collection. Very charming and colorful collection of 105 airmail covers
and cards, very many with better frankings, stamps with etching numbers on sheet margin, special flights, registered, interrupted
perfs, forwarded mail etc. etc. (part of the covers have been stuck before on reverse) in album and stockbook. Very impressive
collection with many scarce items.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1838 )
Netherlands Colonies, FDC's. Three FDC albums with a collection FDC's of Netherlands New Guinea,
Curacao/Antilles and Surinam, including better.
Estimate $200 - 300
1839 )
Philippines, U.S. Administration and Republic Collection, 1926-83. Diverse and valuable collection of mint
stamps, blocks, plate blocks and first day covers, with Japanese occupations, better items include NB1-NB3 first day cover, NB4
with first day cancel, NO1 first day cover, E10 & E10a first day covers, mint singles O38 and O39, then republic issues complete
mint with block of four and plate blocks to 1983, much nicer condition than normally encountered, a lovely collection with
significant retail value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1840 )
Romania, Extensive Postal History Collection and More. In 8 volumes, spanning the period from the 1920's
through the 1950's, assembled in annotated binders. We note a wealth of uncommon usages, including better airmail covers,
censored mail, lovely commercial usages, souvenir sheets on cover, scarce early FDC's, covers bearing great basic frankings,
varieties and more. As difficult as it is to fully describe, this lot was formed by a specialist whose Romanian collections are featured in this sale. Many remarkable items are noted throughout, and we urge a careful inspection to fully appreciate, though we
have assembled an excellent sampling for viewing on the web. A great specialists lot, with approximately 500 covers, plus some
interesting stamps and more, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1841 )
Romania, Extraordinary Postal history Collection, ca. 1900-28. Outstanding one volume collection of approximately 123 covers or vintage era picture postcards assembled by an advanced Specialist, beginning around 1903 and going to
1928. Includes a scarce group of native gypsy scene picture post cards franked by the 1903 mail coach issues, a lovely pair of
1920 Diplomatic Pouch covers, several lovely covers or cards franked by the 1906 and 1908-1918 King Carol I issues, perfins on
cover, censors, early airmails, Occupation issue covers and much, much more. A wonderful specialist group from the early last
century, well worth a careful review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1842 )
Romania, Eclectic Selection of Postal History. Diverse, unmounted group of approximately 85 items including a
lovely 1896 Romania Post Office in Levant franked cover, plus 2 postal cards for use in Levant, 4 nice Transylvania Occupation
issues franked covers, a clean 1933 Zepp flight cover, 23 mixed condition covers addressed to former Minister N. Titulescu while
in London, San Remo, Geneva, St. Moritz, Paris etc. Lovely group of interesting 1930's items and lots more, including a nice
group of 1872 issue Paris print King Carol I covers etc. Excellent specialist group, examine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1843 )
Romania, Wonderful Classic Era Covers and Postal History, 1869-72. Excellent, generally clean selection of 13
single franked covers. Many of the destinations are either Vienna or Brailla, but the frankings are diverse, including an 1969 18b
rose from Galati, 1870 10b Scott 38 from Buzeu, 1870 18b Scott 36 from Focsanti, two 1871 10b Scott 44 covers from Galati, an
1871 10b Scott 38 from Iassy, an 1871 25b Scott 41 from Giurgiu, and 1871 25b Scott 47 from Bucarest, an 1872 25b Scott 52
from Jassy, an 1872 10b Scott 51 from Ploesci etc. Lovely, scarce group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1844 )
Romania, Wonderful Collection of Semi-Postals on Cover, 1909-48. A lovely, neatly assembled and well annotated one volume collection comprised of approximately 45 covers, ranging from commercial usages, censors, exposition items
etc, to FDC's, franked with semi-postal issues, plus containing some stamps, S/S etc. Begins with a nice 1909 cover with B5-8
and continues offering many excellent usages. A beautiful lot not easily duplicated, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1845 )
Russia, Powerful Postal History Selection. Outstanding and wide-ranging selection of approximately 170 covers
(includes some postal cards, etc), running from the early Arms issues through the early workers issues. Included are a wonderful
range of frankings, with lots of 2-3 color combinations, registered postal cards, cancellation and auxiliary markings plus lots
more. A lovely holding, rarely encountered these days, assembled by an old-time collector, whose lots are prominent in this section. Inspection invited, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1846 )
Russia, War Charities Semipostal Issue Postal History, 1914. Lovely, select group of 30 covers all franked by
various combinations of Scott B5//B13. All are international usages and include identified perf types, censor markings, both
handstamps and tapes, combination and registered usages etc. Attractive, colorful group, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1847 )
Russia, Specialized WWI Charity Issue Semi-Postals, 1914-15 (B5-8, B9-13). Nice mounted collection comprised of 36 covers offering both white and tinted paper frankings, all identified by perf types, including a nice range of usages and
postal markings, etc. A small showing of used stamps and blocks noted as well, nice lot, F.-V.F. or better. Michel 99-102,
103-106.
Estimate $400 - 600
1848 )
Ryukyus, Almost All Mint Postal Stationery Collection. Composed of 22 items as well as 3 stamp sheets (Scott
72-74) with a few better items like UX4 mint and cancelled, UX4b mint and cancelled and UY9 mint, clean, an interesting and useful group, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1849 )
Switzerland, Zeppelin Flight Covers, 1930-36. Dealer's selection of 14 different covers comprising Michel numbers 54, 64, 69, 71, 99, 127 (flaws), 132 and Hindenburg 6, 12b, 16, 35, 41, 43 & 49; couple with flaws, but otherwise Very Fine; a
nice clean lot. Owner's retail $2850. Michel €2,400 ($3,140).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1850 )
Switzerland, “Strubels” on Cover, 1855-62. Selection of 12 covers comprising one 10c, three 15c, three 20c and
five 40c (one used with a 10c to Germany and one used with a 5c & a 20c to Holland); a clean, F-VF group.
Estimate $400 - 600
1851 )
Switzerland, POW Cards Accumulation. 150+ World War I POW cards, with various markings, better includes a
picture post card with Swiss postage due stamp, a few double cards, most appear from the same correspondence, unusual and
scarce, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1852 )
Switzerland, Cover Assortment, 1938-48, group of ten, including 1937 (B89) on registered cover to Zurich, plus
several first day covers such as 1943 (B132), 1943 (B143) & 1945 (B144 x2), Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Foreign Country Collections
1853 P
Algeria, Deluxe Sheets Assortment, 1962-99. An awesome holding with 86 different sheets, including 1962
(293-303), 1963 (312-14), 1964 (317-18), 1964 (331-35), 1965 (336), 1965 (337-38), 1965 (339-40), 1966 (348-50), 1966 (351),
1966 (352-53), 1966 (354-55), 1966 (361), 1966 (362-64), 1967 (369-71), 1967 (374-77), 1968 (393-96), 1968 (397-98), 1968
(399), 1968 (404-05), 1968 (406-10), 1972 (483), 1972 (485-88), 1993 (990-91), 1994 (996), 1994 (1023-24), 1994 (1029-31),
1996 (1068-69), 1996 (1070-73), 1996 (1074-75), 1997 (1110-12), 1999 (1154-56), plus 1965 (B98) 1966 (B99-100). Viewing
will be quick, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1854 HH
Algeria, Never Hinged Collection, 1962-79. In a Lighthouse hingeless album, starting with 1962 “EA” handstamps
(Yvert-Tellier 354-63), plus corresponding postage dues (Yvert-Tellier 49-58), followed by 1962 (Yvert-Tellier 363A), and then
by a virtually complete section with sets issued in the 1963-79 period, including some miniature sheets. Excellent state of presentation, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
1855 H
Andorra (French), Mint Collection, 1931-2000. A solid holding in a Palo Alto hingeless album with highlights including 1931 (1-22), 1932-43 (23//63A, incl. 1.75fr violet & 2.15fr dark violet), 1949-51 (114-23), 1955-58 (124-42), plus a highly complete section with sets issued in the 1960-2000 period. We also noted Airmail 1950 (C1), 1955-57 (C2-4), Postage Dues
1931-33 (J1-8), 1927-31 (J9-15). Excellent foundation collection, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1856 H
Andorra (French), Assortment. Mostly mint, and mounted in stock pages with some duplication, including 1931
(13-16), followed by part sets & sets such as 1936-42 (65-77 x2) & 1961 (143-53), plus several others in the modest range. We
also noted airmails & postage dues (J53-62 deluxe proof sheets & imperforate blocks of four), F.-V.F. Estimate $400 - 600
1857 HH/H
Andorra (Spanish), Mint Dealer Stock, 1928-38. Includes 13-24, 25-34, E1, E2 (x2), and eight different unissued
airmails, nice lot of this area, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1858 HH
Angola, Dale Earnhardt Perf & Imperf Souvenir Sheets. Eighteen imperf sheets and seventeen perforated sheets
of this unissued stamp, great lot for the racing fan or internet dealer, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1859 H/m
Argentina, Important Revenue Collection. Several 1000s of stamps housed in 3 extremely well filled albums.
Some of the material we noticed includes Argentinabills of exchange 1886 onwards including the sailboats of 1887 and many
other attractive printings, such as for livestock types again on a year by year basis, followed by particularly attractive public health
stamps of 1898 and 1899 with large rectangulars. There are generalrevenuesfor different areas such as Barracas Al Sur, Bahia
Blanca, Bolivar all the way through to Villarvino. Also sections of consular duties, insurance, exams, playing cards, cigarettes/ tobacco, court judgements, etc. virtually every conceivable fiscal function forArgentina. Then there are the different studies for the
various provinces, such as Catamarca, Chaco, Cordoba, etc, each province having its own categories, i.e. patents, produce
duty, fines, etc, Corrientes was also visually very striking for the general revenue portrait issue, not just the 1882s also for the
long rectangular types of 1884/95 and the large bandrevenues, again many different types, quite remarkable in its scope, all one
of a kind. An opportunity to buy a great collection offered intact as received.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1860 H/m
Argentina, Mint & Used Assortment to 1989. In three stockbooks with duplication; first with sets, part set & singles
issued in the 1862-1957 period; second with sets to 1981 & third stockbook with a few regular issues, followed by some
semipostals & airmails, unchecked in detail, and recommended for dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1861 H
Austria, Collection of Master Engraver Ferdinand Schirnbock, 1908-11. An extensive collection of the
Cinderellas engraved by Schirnbock, generally considered the finest engraver of the first half of the 20th century. Includes proofs
and photo essays from his personal collection and extensive holdings of the various Cinderellas he produced in conjunction with
Wiener Werkstaat artists Josef Urban and Koloman Moser. Also some material on the stamps he engraved as well as associated
ephemera such as postcards. Many items are used on cover. Articles on his work are included. A rare opportunity for the advanced collector of either Austria or the history of stamp printing, Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1862 H/m
Austria & Area, Comprehensive Collection, 1850-1996. Very nearly complete for the period, neatly arranged in
two stockbooks; missing the Dollfuss and the WIPA & Renner souvenir sheets, but nearly everything else is here; in addition, the
first few issues have a good bit of cancellation interest; includes strong Back-of-the-Book and a nice section of Reprints, plus excellent Lombardy-Venetia and Bosnia & Herzegovina; condition on the earlies is well above average, being nearly all F-VF; and
of course the later issue are all F-VF with many NH. A terrific lot.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1863 H/m
Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1937. In Davo album, starting with 1850 Coat of Arms (1-5), followed by
1858-99 mostly used issues, and then by 20th Century section with many useful sets such as 1908-13 (110-27), 1910 (128-44),
1928 (B77-80), 1930 (B81-86), 1931 (B93-98), 1932 (B100-105), 1933 (B112-17), 1934 (B122-27), 1936 (B132-37). We also
noted 1925-30 (C12-31) & 1935 (C32-46), Newspaper stamps, postage dues, fieldpost, occupation issues for use in Italy, Romania & Serbia, plus fresh representation of stamps issued for use in Crete & Turkey. A solid starter collection with many
hard-to-find sets, and obviously a closer look be well rewarded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1864 H
Austria, Mint Collection, 1945-79. Highly complete for the period and presented in a Lighthouse hingeless album
with many Never Hinged sets. Better include 1945 (Scott 398-404, Michel 668I-II, 669-71, 672I-II & 673I-II, accompanied with
VOB Kovar certificate), 1945 (405-23), 1945 (Michel 693IB, 694IIB, 695IIA & 696IIA), 1946 Renner imperforate singles form
sheets (B185a-88a), 1948-52 Costumes (520-56), 1950-53 (C54-60, NH), plus many other sets & singles. A pleasant holding to
view, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1865 H/m
Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1937. In a Davo album with attractive and useful 19th Century used representation, followed by many desirable sets such as 1908-16 (110-27), 1929-30 (326-39), 1930 (B81-86), 1931 (B87-92 &
B93-98), 1932 (340-53), 1932 (B100-105), 1933 (B106-109 & B112-17), 1936 (B138-41), 1925-30 (C12-31) & 1935 (C32-46).
We also noted Newspaper stamps, postage dues and occupation issues (Italia, Romania & Serbia), plus Bosnia-Herzegovina
sets. An extremely clean collection with many saleable sets, a good opportunity for dealer or collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1866 H/m
Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1937. Mounted in Safe album pages, and starting with XIX Century representation, including 1850 Coat of Arms (1-5 used), 1867-72 Coarse & Fine Prints (27-40) & 1890-96 Issue on granite paper
(51-65 mint), plus 1908-16 (110a-27 mint & used). We also noted a valuable semipostal section with many desirable and
easy-to-sell sets such (mint unless otherwise noted) as 1922 (B50-56), 1923 (B57-65), 1924 (B66-70), 1928 (B77-80), 1930
(B81-86), 1931 (B87-92), 1931 (B93-98), 1932 (B100-105), 1933 (B106-109), 1933 (B110 tied on cover fragment & B110a mint),
1933 (B112-17), 1935 (B132-37), plus some Airmails 1935 (C32-46), Postage Dues & Newspaper examples. Viewing is sure to
satisfy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1867 H
Austria, Mint Collection, 1922-2010. Useful and affordable holding mounted in three albums with many Never
Hinged sets, better noted include 1929-30 (326-39), 1930 (B81-86), 1931 (B87-92 & B93-98), 1932 (B100-105), 1933
(B106-109), 1933 (B112-17), 1936 (B138-41), followed by a wealth of sets & souvenir sheets in the modest range, plus some airmails & postage dues. Ideal as a basis for further expansion, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1868 H/m
Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1980. In two albums, including 1850 (1-5, used), 1863-64 (22-26, used), followed by Franz Josef coarse & fine prints with some duplication, and then by several 19th Century examples, plus a wealth of
sets in the modest range, including. semipostals & airmails 1950-53 (C54-60), newspaper stamps, postage dues, military
stamps, occupations, offices abroad, Lombardy-Venetia & Bosnia-Herzegovina examples. Good collectors collection well worth
viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1869 H/m/) Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1850s-1990s. Nearly 4,400 stamps in two thick three-ring binders with some duplication, starting with a nice section of XIX Century used issues, followed by sets, part sets, postcards & covers, latter incl. one
from displaced persons camp in Feistritz, also blocks of four and plenty of modern issues. We also noted nice semipostals, plus
some better airmails such as 1950-53 (C54 & C56-60 used) and postage dues, finally there are fieldpost, newspaper & offices
abroad examples, condition is a little bit mixed on some earlies but overall is F-VF.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1870 H
Austria, Mint collection, 1891-1937. In a Lighthouse hingeless album with many better sets in Never Hinged condition, including 1896 (63 & 65), 1901-02 (70a-82a), 1930 (B81-86), 1931 (B87-92), 1931 (B93-98), 1932 (B100-105), 1932
(340-53), 1933 (B106-109), 1935 (C32-46) & 1936 (B138-41). A nice starter collection with desirable sets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1871 HH/H/m Austria, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1854-1950. 85 mint and used stamps on a stock sheet, includes mint 125, 126,
378, 379, used 127, inexpensive opportunity to replenish stock, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1872 HH/H/m Austria, Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1950. Somewhat specialised collection in blank album, with different
perfs, papers, colors and some plate flaws. Also some Austrian territories.
Estimate $500 - 750
1873 H/m
Austria, Interesting Mint & Used Collection. In a three-ring binder with duplication, starting with early issues, and
followed by 19th Century representation in used condition. We also noted a fair amount of sets, part sets & singles issued in the
1910s-80s period, including. semipostals, airmails, postage dues & newspaper stamps, plus Offices Abroad & Lombardy-Venetia unchecked issues with legible datestamps. Any specialist in this collecting area will be delighted in going through
it carefully, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1874 H/m
Austria, mint & used collection, 1850-1998. Mounted in Scott album, and starting with a used representation of
XIX Century stamps, followed by many sets, including some better such as 1945 (405-23), plus Germany 1m, 2m, 3m & 5m Hitler
stamps with "Osterreich" overprints mentioned and priced in Scott, we also noted semipostals, airmails, postage dues,
Bosnia-Herzegovina and some offices abroad examples, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
1875 H/m
Austria, Accumulation, 1850s-2000s. Mint & used in stockbook, stock pages, loose album pages & some glassines, starting with some mostly used XIX Century stamps, majority of the XX Century sets & singles in the modest range with
some better such as 1937 Railways (Scott 385-87 singles & blocks of four never hinged). We also noted a collection mounted in
Lindner pages with never hinged stamps issued in the1963-2003 period, plus a shoebox literally filled with 1970s-90s first day
covers, condition slightly mixed on some early issues, otherwise F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
1876 H/m
Austria, Dealer's Stock, 1860s-2000. Mint & used, mounted in presentation cards with Michel Catalog numbers,
and housed in two red boxes, majority of sets & singles in the modest range with some higher such as 1908-16 Franz Josef 10k
(Scott 127 used). We also noted a fair number of XIX Century stamps with legible cancels, overall condition F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
1877 H/m
Belgium, Valuable Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1939. Mounted in an old-time album with many highly desirable
sets, singles & souvenir sheets, starting with 1849 King Leopold I examples (2, unused no gum), 1849-50 (4 & 5), 1861 (9 x2, 10
& 11 x2), 1865 (15-16), followed by King Leopold I used examples, including 1849 (1 x4 & 2 x2), 1865 (17 x2), 1865-70 (22 x2,
used), 1866-67 (23, used), 1869-70 King Leopold II (32-36 x2), 1875-78 (39 & 39a), 1900 (75, mint), 1905-11 (86-91, mint), 1912
(92-102 set on “Ministère des Chemins de Fer” sheet, plus additional 102 x2, mint & used), 1915-20 (120-22, mint), 1919 (124-37
mint, plus 135 & 137 used), 1921 (170 sheet of 25), 1924 (171 x2), 1925 (172-84, mint), 1929 (212-15). We also noted several
useful semipostal sets & souvenir sheets, plus some parcel post examples and 1916-18 German Occupation set. An interesting
collection that truly deserves your attention, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1878 H/m
Belgium, Mint and Used Collection, 1849-1980. Excellent starter collection neatly arranged in three 16-page
stockbooks; mostly used to the mid-1920s and primarily mint and prob 90% complete thereafter (Parcel Posts mostly used until
the '50s); highlights include (mint unless noted) 102, 121, 136-137 (used), C1-12, E1-6, etc.; condition is generally F-VF with lots
of later NH (and some earlier NH like B492-94 & B532-37).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1879 H/m
Belgium, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1950. In two albums, starting with useful classics such as 1849 (1-2, used),
1849-50 (3-5), 1858-61 (9-12, used) & 1865 (13-16, used), followed by 1867 (18-22, used) and 19th Century representation, including 1869-1900 King Leopold issues. We also noted a large amount of sets, part sets, singles & souvenir sheets, including
1925 (172-84, mint) and many semipostal sets up to $50, plus parcel post examples issued in the 1879-1949 period. A worthwhile collection to serve as a foundation for expansion, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1880 HH/H/m Belgium, Mostly Used Collection 1849-1954. An old time collection mounted on Scott pages with many extras,
better used includes 1 (x2), 2 (x3), 3-4, 8, 121 (x2), B17-B24, mint includes 24, part sheet 139, with plenty of back-of-the-book including Hiscocks listed telephone stamps with mint & used examples of 3-7, 15, 17, a wonderful lot for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1881 H/m
Belgium, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-2000. In a Minkus album replete with stamps, and starting with a fair number of King Leopold imperforate stamps, followed by 19th Century representation, and then by many useful regular & semipostal
sets, part sets & souvenir sheets. We also noted a significant number of Parcel Post & Railway stamps that deserve your
attention, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1882 H/m
Belgium, Pleasing Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1962. Mounted in a Scott specialty album with duplication, and
many sets, part sets, singles & souvenir sheets, including many better (used unless denoted) such as 1849 (1), 1849-50 (3-5),
1851-54 (6-8), 1858-61 (9-12), 1863-65 (13-16), 1870 (31 x2), 1883 (47 x2 & 48), 1886-91 (59 x2), 1905-11 (82-91) & 1912
(92-102), followed by a well-filled section of regular issues for the period, then by useful semipostals such as 1936 souvenir
sheets (B178 & B179), plus postage dues, officials & parcel post stamps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1883 H/m
Belgium, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1968. In a Scott specialty album with sets, part sets, singles & souvenir
sheets, including many highlights (used unless denoted) such as 1849 King Leopold I (1-2), 1851-54 (6-7 & 8x2), 1858-61 (9-12),
1863-65 (13-16), 1893-1900 (60//75), 1905-07 (82-91), 1929 (212-15), also 1936 Charleroi (B179 x2, mint & used), 1937 Music
Congress (B199), 1939 (B256-63) & 1960 World Refugee (B662a), plus some airmails, postage dues & parcel post examples,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1884 H/m
Belgium, Mint & Used Assortment. In two stockbooks, including XIX Century representation, incl. 1884-85 (54 x6,
used), 1886-91 (59, used), and many other sets, part sets & singles in the modest range. We also noted a fair amount of
semipostal sets, plus some parcel post & airmails, inspection of this useful stock a must, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
1885 HH
Belgium, Never Hinged Collection, 1960-86. In two Lighthouse hingeless albums with slip cases, virtually complete for the period, and including souvenir sheets. Excellent to be integrated into a collection or broken down in sets for sale on
the internet, F.-V.F. Scott $1,024 owner's catalogue value.
Estimate $300 - 400
1886 H/m
Belgium, Mint & Used Collection, 1890s-1970s. In a three-ring binder with mint & used parallel sets in the
1930s-60s period, better (mint unless otherwise noted) include 1893-1900 (60-75, used), 1912 (92-101), 1925 (172-84) & 1952
(435-45 x2, mint & used), plus many other sets, part sets & singles in the modest range, not perfect but a good deal for the money,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1887 H/m
Belgium, Mostly Mint Collection, 1850s-1950's. In a nicely filled Minkus album, begins with some XIX Century
used examples, and then followed by several better mint examples such as 1936 (B178 & B179, souvenir sheets), 1937 (B199,
souvenir sheet), 1939 (B241-48), 1949 (B468-76), 1950 (B480-84, incl. 482a souvenir sheet), 1953 (B544-46 & B547-54), 1957
(B605a, souvenir sheet). We also noted a few Belgium Congo sets & singles such as 1939 (B27-31), useful for dealer or collector looking to fill spaces., F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1888 H/m
Belgium, Mint & Used Assortment, 1849-1971. In a stockbook with many useful sets, part sets & singles (used unless noted) such as 1849 (2), 1861 (10-12), 1865 (13-16), 1883 (47-48), 1886-91 (55-59), 1893-1900 (60//75), 1905-11 (82-91) &
1925 (172-84), plus semipostals, airmails and back-of-the-book examples, an interesting holding at a reasonable estimate,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1889 H/m
Bosnia & Herzegovina, Mint & Used Collection, 1879-1917. Mounted in Ka-be hingeless album pages, starting
with early issues in mint & used condition, including. reprints useful as reference, followed by 1906 (30-45 x2, mint & used), 1910
(46-61, mint), 1916-17 (86-104) & 1917 (105-22), plus semipostals issued in the 1914-17 period, including. 1917-18 (B13-15 &
B16-17, imperforate pairs), F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1890 H/m
Brazil, Mint & Used Collection, 1843-1991. In two stock books, first volume includes 1843 (2), 1844-46 (7-8), 1850
(27-28), followed by Dom Pedro perforated & rouletted examples, and then by definitives or commemoratives issued in the
1900s-60s period. We also noted 1931 (342-55, mint), 1932 (364-74, mint), followed by a large number of sets, part sets & singles, plus some souvenir sheets. Airmail section includes 1927 (C1-6, C7-16) & 1943 (C53). The second volume deals with a
large number of Never Hinged sets & souvenir sheets from 1970s onward. The more you look at this collector's collection carefully, the better it gets, F.-V.F. Scott $7,500 owner's catalogue value.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1891 H/m
Brazil, Mint & Used Collection, 1844-1990. In two three-ring binders with value concentrated in the 19th Century
representation, including. "Verticais" examples, followed by a fair number of Dom Pedro perforated & rouletted stamps, plus
1881 small heads & 1882-84 larger heads, and then by Southern Cross & Liberty Head issues. Also many unchecked definitives
& commemoratives issued in the 1930-58 period, and some airmails & postage dues., F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1892 H/m
Cambodia, Mint & Used Assortment, 1951-76. In a stockbook with duplicates, including 1951-52 (1-17), 1955
(38-52), 1956 King Norodom (53-58, imperforate & perforated), plus many other colorful sets up to $10.We also noted
semipostals & airmails, plus 1957 (J5, artist signed die proof), 1970 Deluxe Die Proofs (241-42) and twenty souvenir sheets in
Never Hinged condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1893 HH/H
Cambodia, Mint Dealer Stock, 1983-98. Hundreds of stamps and souvenir sheets mounted on cards, with many
complete mint NH sets in the $5-$20 range, great lot for the topical or internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1894 H
Chad, Mint Collection, 1959-1980s. Several hundred post-independence stamps, nearly complete for the period in
two stockbooks; all clean and mostly NH from the 1970s, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1895 H/m

Chile, Nice Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1918. On album pages, with better material. Estimate $200 - 300

1896 H/m/) China, Massive Collection, Mainly PRC. On hand made pages filling 36 large binders running to 2011. Begins with
small group of China from 1898 with strong PRC composed of hundreds of covers, both commercial and FDC's, and mint and
used sets with excellent and balanced coverage with majority NH after 1975, excellent lot for breakdown, viewing invited,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1897 H/m/) China, Mint & Used Assortment. In stock pages, including 1908 cover with ½¢ Dragon, plus 16¢ & 20¢ Carp
stamps, addressed to Sweden, plus printed matter cover with 2¢ Junk stamp, and also to Sweden. People's Republic of China
1964 Flowers (767-81, used) & 1969 (1016-18, blocks of four), plus some covers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1898 H/m
China: Foreign Offices, Mint and Used Collection. Mounted on Yvert-Tellier album pages, including French Offices in China 1894-1900 (11-12), 1905 (57-64, mint), 1922 (75-85), plus 1901-07 (J1-6, used), Japanese Offices in China
1913 (22-29), United States Offices in China (Shanghai) 1919 (K1-16), German Offices in China 1898 (1-6) & Kiauchau mint
examples, Great Britain Offices in China 1917 (1-12) & 1922-23 (17-24 & 26-27), India China Expeditionary Force 1900
(M1-9), Italian Offices in China representation, including postage dues, Russian Offices in China 1899-1904 (8, used). See
photos of the entire lot on our website, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1899 HH
China (People's Republic) & Hong Kong, Mint Accumulation 1991-2007. Residing in two stock books, first stock
book has dozens of mint NH souvenir sheets and complete sets, second stock book has Hong Kong mounted on pages, with
1997-1999 stamps and souvenir sheets, then PRC year sets from 1991 to 2002, also contains mint sheets of 3110a-3112a in
presentation folder, set of 2976a-bd tied to full colored cards plus two full sheets, set of 3006a-j tied to full color cards, fresh and
clean, a wonderful chance to grab some in demand material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1900 HH
China (People's Republic), Dealer Stock 1994-2000. Stock book including 2530a, 2681, 2708, 2774C, Deng
Xiaoping souvenir booklet, 2775 in souvenir folder, sheet of 2977, and many complete mint NH sets, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
1901 H
China (People's Republic), Useful Group of Pre-Stamped Post Cards. Composed of PRC government issued
100 scenic post card sets, over 100 individual cards, about 90 lottery cards as well as a nice range of pre-stamped envelopes.
Overall clean and fresh, well worth a quick look, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1902 H/)
China (People's Republic), New Issue Accumulation, 1983-2001. Composed of about 250 maximum cards, in
complete sets with the majority having first day canceled stamps, about 125 new issue folders each with first day canceled sets
as well as another 60 or more modern folders with never hinged issues and souvenir sheets, nice clean group of new issue products, with plenty of salable material, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1903 H/m
Colombia, Mint and Used Collection. Very much an old time crusty dusty collection with considerable merit, especially in the classics. Housed on Scott album leaves the collection beings with the 1859 imperfs, #1 unused with faults but 4 sidewalk margins, #2 again four margins this time used with blue "O" cancel, #3 with 2 distinctly different shades again both four
margined, the first with a blue oval Bogota, the second with a Cucuta Franca cancel, #4 again with 2 examples one with 4 large
margins, this again with Bogota and the latter with Honda script, #6 and #6a both four margined examples, one unused and one
used, followed by high value 1p carmine this with small faults. Then the 1860s including #10, #11 and #12 the latter absolutely exceptional quality. This is followed by the Arms of New Granada, with both 5¢ yellow and 5¢ buff four margined with blue oval and
red letter cancels respectively, through to 1862 with 4 substantial margins including the side of the sheet of #20 used and also 4
margins on the high value #22, this time with script Pasto cancel. Then the 1863s #24 - #29 complete, mostly four margined examples including material outside the box, followed by a similar pattern with the 1864s complete #30 - #34 with some superb examples here too. The 1865 also complete, ie #35 - #42 with a wide variety of cancels followed by the 1866 also complete through
to the 10 pesos, again virtually all four margined examples. Then the 1868 onwards including high values 1870s and yet again
much material outside of the box, making a most impressive page with all kinds of postmark studies. A similar pattern with the
1877 imperfs followed by the 1876/79 laid paper issues, again virtually all four margined between #81 - #84. Still further imperfs
1881 through to 1883 and of course, as is standard with this collection, more material written up outside of the box, through to
perforated issues 1883 onwards with page after page replete. This continues through to turn of the century and as the collection
unfolds into the Cartagena issues, as well as the Barranquilla printings, yet again with lots of varieties with different kind of cancels including those used abroad. Also seen 2 superb large margins #323 and #324, the 50 and 100 pesos high values imperf.
Hardly empty spaces thereafter into the 1970s where the collection then goes to back of the book, including #F1 and #F2, #F7
again well balanced margins, followed by the various registrations labels perf and imperfs through to 1925. Also present the receipt, late fee and postage due stamps, followed by the departments and then the various local issues and officials, quite extensive particularly for the issues of Antioquia, Bolivar, Boyaca, Cauca, Cundinamarca and Santander with much elusive material
here, nonchalantly presented, often with well filled pages and material chock-a-block, as is the case with the classics of
Colombia. Extraordinary in scope, a wonderful collection with much more here than described, offered intact as received.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1904 H/m
Colombia, Mint & Used Assortment, 1871-1959. Thousands of stamps mounted in Lighthouse stock pages, including definitives, airmails and back-of-the-book issues, plus some souvenir sheets & Colombian States representation, careful
viewing required to properly evaluate, a good lot for the collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1905 HH/H

Colombia, Revenue Lot. In full and part sheets, nice lot for the specialist, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1906 H/m
Colombia, Mint & Used Assortment, 1859-1975. In two Ka-Be stockbooks with saleable duplication, starting with a
nice selection of used earlies such as 1859 (2, 6-7), 1861 (16-17 & 18 x2), 1862 (19), 1863 (28), followed by XIX Century representation. We also noted 1935 Olympic Games (421-33), 1937 (448-50 x2), 1938 (457-63 x2, mint & used), and some useful airmails (C25-32, C38-45 & C47-50), plus registration, officials & postal tax, a nice offer of this increasingly popular country, viewing
extremely recommended, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1907 HH/H
Comoros, Mint Collection, 1950-1977. Nearly complete for the period neatly arranged in a 32-page stockbook;
also includes a few imperfs, a couple deluxe proofs and some Grand Comoro; all clean and F-VF, mostly LH to 1975 (a few used).
Nice lot., o.g., hinged or never hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300
1908 H
Cuba, Attractive Mint Collection, 1855-1958. Presented in two Edifil hingeless albums with slipcases, highlights include 1855 Queen Isabella II 2r (Scott 4; Edifil 3, unused, no gum, and with 2004 Comex certificate), 1855 ¼c on 2r (7; Edifil 4,
used), 1857 Queen Isabella II (Edifil Ant. 7-9), followed by several desirable 19th Century singles & sets such as 1860 (15), 1864
(16-17 & 19-21), 1866 (22), 1866 (23-26), 1867 (27-30), 1868 (35-37), 1869 (38-41 & 42-45), 1871 (50-53), and then by very presentable Alfonso XII & Alfonso XIII sets, plus 1883 "arañitas" complete set. United States Administration 1899 issue, including
10¢ special delivery stamp & postage dues (J1-4). Republic of Cuba section highly complete with sets & souvenir sheets. We
also noted 1874 & 1896 "Correo Insurrecto" examples. A nice collection, which should be a pleasure to examine, F.-V.F. Scott
$5,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1909 H/m
Cuba, Mint & Used Collection, 1855-1972. In Scott album and three-ring binder, former starting with a valuable representation of sets & singles issued under Spanish Dominion, including. newspaper stamps, followed by some examples issued under U.S. Administration in the 1899-1903 period, and then by a wealth of mostly mint sets & souvenir sheets issued in
the Republican Period, including. regulars, semipostals & airmails. We also noted some sheets issued in the 1960s, plus postal
tax & special delivery sections. A recommended starter collection which would be good to continue, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1910 m
Cuba, Used Collection, 1855-1960. In Palo Alto hingeless album with slipcase, highlights include 1855 (1-4),
1855-56 (5-6 & 7-8), followed by 1862-64 (16-21), 1866 (23-26), 1874 (58-62), plus 19th Century representation, including
"arañitas" examples, and then by some stamps issued under Unites States Administration. We also noted many sets & souvenir
sheets issued in the 1910-52 period in the modest range but including some better such as 1914-15 (253-62), 1951 Morillo
sheets (C49a-b), 1952 (C50a-b) & 1952 (C61-b & C62a-b), plus special delivery, postal tax & newspaper stamps. Ideal for
expansion, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1911 H/m
Cuba, Mostly Used Collection, 1961-99. Housed in four nice albums with slipcases, including many sets in the
modest range, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1912 H
Cuba, Postal Stationery Collection, 1880-2003. In Edifil album with slipcase, comprising 31 unused postal cards,
envelopes and aerogrammes. We noted 1878-79 Alfonso XII postal cards (Edifil 1-2), 1880 reply-paid double postcard (5-6),
1881 (7 & 9), 1882 (11-12 & 14), 1882 (18), 1890 (25 & 26A), 1892-94 (27 & 29), 1898 (36 & 38), plus some envelopes & modern
aerogrammes, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1913 H/m
Cuba, Mostly Never Hinged Assortment, 1890s-1950s. Pleasant holding in a stock book, including 1890 (144,
block of 40), 1899 (228, horizontal strip of 4), 1905 (237, block of four with American Bank Note imprint), followed by 1910 (248a,
booklet pane), 1917-18 (264a & 267b, booklet panes of 6), 1925-28 (275b, booklet pane of 30), 1926 (280-82, blocks of 4 & 10),
1937 (340-54, C24-29 & E10-11), 1940 Quesada (361, cross gutter block of four from center of sheet), 1940 Rotary Club
(362-63, cross gutter blocks of four from center of the sheet), 1942-43 Democracy Issue (Edifil 348-52, imperforate pairs), plus
several other gutter blocks of four and some souvenir sheets. We also noted 1935 Columbus Pan American Society unissued set
(Edifil NE1-9 x2, including set with "muestra" overprints). A bargain at our estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1914 HH/H/m Czechoslovakia, Massive and Valuable Well Organized Specialist's Working Stock. In 5 volumes, comprised
collectively of thousands, dutifully arranged by mint and used sections and where appropriate, further segregated by Michel
numbers to note perf varieties, etc. Coverage goes to the 1980's and begins with excellent Castle types with shades and perf varieties, strong “Posta Ceskoslovenska” overprint, with many better values signed Gilbert, strong back-of-the-book issues with
specialized postage dues and airmails, lengthy runs of manageably duplicated later issues in like quantities, plus Slovakia, good
Eastern Silesia and much, much more. A wonderful lot which should be carefully viewed to be fully appreciated.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1915 HH/H
Czechoslovakia, Outstanding, Highly Complete All Mint Collection to 1969. A wonderful, keepsake collection
housed in 3 pristine Schaubek hingeless albums. Aside from a handful of the most difficult issues, many of which are offered as
single lots in this sale, the collection is highly complete, beginning with a comprehensive range of Hradcany Castles by Michel
listings, strong 1919 “Posta Ceskoslovenska” overprint types and great runs of sets from there with premium items galore, including Czech Legion Post issues, the popular Anthem sheets, excellent Eastern Silesia with rarities etc. Volumes 2 and 3,
1945-1969 are complete; little to improve on here, a spectacular lot.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1916 HH/H/m Czechoslovakia, Extraordinary Specialized Collection of Early Issues to 1930's. A superb, highly detailed assemblage of hundreds of stamps from the earliest Castle issues to the mid-1930's, all carefully arranged and identified by Michel
listed perf types, shades, special cancels, tete-beche items, varieties etc. The first page shows a sizable holding of the Scott post
locals with Michel noted "Franko" issues following, then onto exhaustive coverage in the first two Castle issues by Michel listed
perf types, strong "Posta Ceskoslovenska" overprints with high values, lots signed Gilbert, then onto early pictorials with
tete-beche pairs, 1920's varieties and much, much more. A very significant aggregate catalog value, with dozens of specialized
pieces throughout. Nice quality the rule, as this was a true collectors assemblage, a wonderful lot. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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1917 H/m
Czechoslovakia, Comprehensive Parallel Mint and Used Collection, 1945-92. A superb, keepsake collection,
meticulous in every respect, housed in 6 pristine Schaubek hingeless albums. The collection is organized on duplicate sets of
hingeless pages and is complete for the period both mint and used. Nothing to improve upon for this beautiful lot; some additional
perf and phosphor paper varieties included as well, routinely Very Fine, inspection invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1918 H/ma
Czechoslovakia, Excellent Stock of Sheetlets and Miniature Sheets, Circa 1939-1980's. An extensive, manageably duplicated selection of hundreds of sheets, including a sampling of better like Scott 441 and 461-62 sheets of 10, 556
(2), 641 and 643 sheets of 10, 832-35, 882-86, 942-48 and 1144-49 sheets of 10, 1435-39 sheets of 4, C36-39 sheets of 10 and
scores more. Includes both mint and used with quantities to 4 to 5 of each, fresh, a lovely lot for breakdown, generally F.-V.F.
Scott $8,200+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1919 HH/H
Czechoslovakia, Mint Collection, 1918-84. A couple of thousand stamps mounted in two Schaubek albums,
mostly mint NH, a highly specialized collection with many varieties of paper types, perfed, imperf including sheets and blocks,
with gutter pairs and tete beche of 1920 issue, most of the souvenir sheets are present, this will please the most ardent specialist,
a collection with considerable character that is a joy to view, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1920 HH/H
Czechoslovakia, Mint Collection, 1918-80. Several hundred stamps housed in two Lindner stock books, includes
23-40, 61-63, 175-178, 187-190, 882-886, 933-937, 1175, C1-C3, C4-C6, C10-C17, C19-C27, C36-C39, C40-C44 (x2), with
plenty of back-of-the-book, Bohemia & Moravia, Slovakia, and with several pages of souvenir sheets at the end, worth investigation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1921 H/m/) Czechoslovakia, Interesting Specialized Postage Due Collection. With the large percentage of emphasis on the
first issue, beautifully assembled and fully annotated on 56 pages. Includes a great study of J1-14, including mint and used sets
with multiples, etc, color varieties, paper fold, printed on both sides, offsets, unofficial and private perforations, UPU proofs both
imperf and privately perforated, black proofs, select items on piece, showing mixed Czech and Austria postage due usages, trial
prints, examples of proper usage on covers or cards, lots of printer's waste items and more. Delightful study of this interesting
issue, F-VF, specialists delight.
Estimate $600 - 800
1922 H/m
Czechoslovakia, Extensive 1918 Revolution Period Local Issues. Michel type I (1-21) complete, type II 22-32
and 39-42, type III, 24 different items, including several inverted overprints, type IV 67 items, mint or used and often parallel in
coverage and type V 119-32 complete. Many signatures noted, Gilbert etc, a very nice specialist lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1923 H/m/) Czechoslovakia, Diverse and Highly Unusual “Caboose” Lot. Featuring much unusual material such as WWII
era government and Army in exile material, a 1935 Post Office produced packet of various commemorative stamp affixed, apparently complete, various WWII covers, early picture postcards, a nice 1922 Prague to Switzerland registered flight cover, various
pre-WWII labels, etc. Nice specialist mix, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1924 H/m/) Czechoslovakia, Interesting Consignment Balance. The tail-end of a formidable property, includes 8 binders
comprising a fairly comprehensive run of 1959-1969 FDC's, 2 sets of National Anthem sheets (one 2k sheet stained, couple others smallish flaws), 2 volumes 1976-1992 complete with miniature sheets, etc, 1 volume of 1974-1979 with gutter pairs and
blocks, coupon stamps, etc. Nice mix, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1925 HH/H/m Czechoslovakia, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1918-70. Several hundred stamps and souvenir sheets in a Lighthouse stock book, better mint includes 678, 711-715, 719 perf and imperf, 942-948, used 556, lots of semi-postals, with dozens
of complete mint sets this is a must for the topical dealer, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1926 m
Czechoslovakia, Used Dealer Stock, 1918-1989. Stockbook of several hundred used stamps, mostly complete
sets, wonderful lot for the topical dealer, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1927 H/m
Czechoslovakia: Eastern Silesia, An Important and Valuable Holding. Including postal history, housed in 2 volumes. Thousands of stamps categorised in depth, both mint and used, incorporating one of the most methodical studies of the
errors of this country at the end of WWI through to the Plebiscite in 1921. Apart from the regular first definitive numeral issues and
following overprints of the same, housing multiples as well as philatelic and commercial postal history including stationery, this
extraordinary study unfolds of all the sub-sections "a", "b" and "c" numbers are present. There are for example, mixed overprints
of different types, roman numerals in Michel, off-sets, double surcharges, currency denominations missing, broken letters, inverted overprints, double both inverted overprints, double regular surcharges, triple surcharges, double overprints with 1 inverted, currency on top etc. Generally speaking on the errors, everything has been written up and also includes center sheet,
middle sheet horizontally and vertically interpanneau panes, etc. Then with the dove bearing olive branch pictorial definitives,
again different types, many shades, interpanneau pairs through to the Plebiscite overprints with and without overprints, inverted
overprints, double surcharges, off-sets etc. This is a very similar pattern to the earlier definitives, again here all categorised to
high values, leading on to postal history mostly commercial from places such as Kattowitz, Beuthen, Hindenburg, etc, through to
Zaborze etc, including registered. The second volume has the Germania overprints, all of course signed by Dr Haertel
(geprueft!), valued accordingly through to the further officials in-depth, again with double overprints, vertical overprints, diagonal
overprints, double one inverted overprints, double vertical and horizontal combined and much more with virtually every possible
conceivable error that is known on these issues. The holding ends with Polish influence Gorny Slask both perf and imperf, as well
as further postmarks studies of the same.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
1928 H/m
Denmark, Specialized Collection, 1835-1940. Highly specialized collection of a few hundred stamps arranged in a
stockbook; a few highlights include mint #3 private perf. 12, #11 NH, 33a, 35 and used #20 (2), 24, Q7 (2) and such specialty
items as #16 (44 shades sorted by nine diff. printings (+ 14 diff. numeral cancels), #30 (20 printings), 31 (7 printings), etc.; loaded
with other shades and cancels and also including a large group of reprints (Facit over 9,000SK), an 1835 stampless folded letter
from Grund to Copenhagen and much, much more. Naturally, there will be a few minor flaws here and there, but overall, this a
truly fabulous lot. Scott $15,000+.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1929 HH/H
Denmark, Mainly Mint Collection, 1851-1982. An outstanding collection, in a Davo hingeless album; highlights include mint #10 (regummed), 23-34, 68, 82, 135 and the following NH: #136-137, 145-154, 167a/175a, 192-219, 232-238, B1-5,
J1-7, O6-9, O16-24, Q3 & Q10; also used #6, 20, Q7 & Q11; the collection is virtually complete from 1930, with most of the
1970-1982 issues having dry gum. Also included is a pleasant little collection of Danish West Indies that contains a used #13
and mint #31-39. Condition, almost without exception, is o.g. and F-VF throughout. We also include a collection of 1978-2002 issues virtually complete MNH, just about all with dry gum. Scott $10,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1930 H/m
Denmark, Specialized 20th Century Collection. Two stockbooks containing about 400-500 stamps, all collected
as varieties of the normal stamp including shades, types and more than 300 constant plate flaws (100 diff, mostly used.), identified by, and with illustrations from the AFA or Sava catalogs; a few highlights include Scott #64, 137 block of 4 with 137a & 233, all
NH and Facit 117a (NH) & 241v (LH); also includes about 50 pieces of World War II 1øre Encased Postage (25 diff.) and a small
group of Christmas seals; A fascinating and very worthwhile lot.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1931 HH/H/m Denmark, & Sweden, Mint & Used Collection. Nice collection of these two countries, Denmark used includes 17,
27,31, 32, 35, 37, 69, 142-144, C1-C3, C6-C10, Sweden used includes 12, 27, 66, 216, 2190220, 222, C1-C3, with plenty of
back-of-the-book, great introduction to this area, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1932 H/m
Denmark, Mint and Used Collection, 1851-1986. Several hundred stamps, fairly complete from the 1870s, neatly
arranged in a 16-page stockbook; mostly used to the mid-1930s and mainly mint from there; highlights include (used unless
noted) #25-34, 65-69, 79-81 (mint), 131, 142, 153, 164-177, 210-219 (mint), B1-2, Q8-9, Q12-14; condition mixed on the earlies,
but otherwise just about all clean and F-VF, with NH beginning about 1960.
Estimate $300 - 400
1933 m
Denmark & D.W.I., Used Collection, 1851-1969. Solid, relatively complete used collection in a Davo hingeless album; lots of better singles and sets including #5, 15, 65-137, 139, 140, 167a/175a, B1-5 & Q10; Danish West Indies includes
used #3, 11 & 20; condition, with only a few exceptions, is clean and F-VF pretty much throughout. A very nice lot. Also includes
mint Denmark 1983-1986 issues, apparently with dry gum, NH. Scott $6,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1934 H/m
Denmark & Colonies, Interesting Balance of a Specialized Collection. Large stockbook that starts out with a
mint & used stock of 1973-1984 Denmark with up to 5 of a number; this is followed by a similar stock of 1938-1995 Greenland
(smaller quantities), then by a very nice section of Denmark back-of-the-book issues. Next is a small group of Faroe Is., mostly
newer, but including used #2, 3 (2) & 5, and finally a nice little group of Danish West Indies including two 4c bisect covers. Overall, a very intriguing lot.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1935 H/m
Ecuador, Interesting Mint & Used Collection, 1865-1958. Presented in four albums, starting with 1865-72 Coat of
Arms issue, incl. some Fournier forgeries, followed by several XIX Century issues with some unusual varieties such as 1892
President Flores 2¢ vertical pair, imperforate between, 50¢ horizontal pair, imperforate between & 5s block of four trial color
proof in green, also some 1881-92 bisects tied on cover fragments, 1895 Rocafuerte & 1896 Coat of Arms reprints useful for
comparison, plus many useful mint sets issued in the 1920-58 period: 1920 (223-42), 1930 (304-16), 1935 (331-38), 1939
(377-81), and others such as 1929 (C8-15), 1930 (C32-34), 1935 (C35-38) & 1937-46 (C51-56), also postal tax, revenue stamps
authorized for postage & telegraph examples. Nice Official section with issued sets, reprints and several interesting stampless
covers sent in the 1930s-40s to the U.S., a desirable and attractive holding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1936 H/m
Egypt, Mint & Used Collection, 1869-1978. In a three-ring binder, starting with useful 19th Century representation
that deserves your attention, followed by some sets & singles in the $5 to $20 range, and then by a wealth of issues in the modest
range. We also noted airmails, postage dues, officials and some Palestine Occupation examples. Nice starter collection of this
popular country, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1937 HH/H
Estonia, Magnificent Mint, Largely Never Hinged Collection. A splendid, superior quality mint collection, virtually
complete, with a very large percentage in "Post Fresh" never hinged condition. All neatly housed in a lovely Lighthouse hingeless
album. Begins with a wonderful array of first issues, plus Scott 9-16, 17-24 plus some perf types, 43-51 NH, 101-12 NH, 113-31,
135-54 (NH, scarce thus), B13-20, B24-28 NH, B34-50 perf and imperf NH, B66-71 perf and imperf, the former NH, B72-81 and
B87-91 perf and imperf, all NH, airs like C9-13 NH (BPP cert) and semi-postal airs virtually complete both perf and imperf and NH
including CB6-8, CB9-13, CB14-17, CB21-24, CB18-20, CB21-24, etc. Various BPP certificates accompany, truly a connoisseur's collection with very little to improve upon, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1938 H/m
Estonia, Powerful Parallel Mint and Used Collection. A superb, highly comprehensive, parallel collection, keenly
assembled on dual sets of Lighthouse hingeless pages, highlighted by scarce used sets and premium never hinged mint sets.
Begins with highly comprehensive earlies, including shades, plus a sampling of better such as mint Scott 58-64 NH, 65-75 NH,
78-83 NH, 84-88 NH, 90-104, 105-07 NH, 117-33 NH, B9-12, B20-23 NH, B24-27 NH, C4-8, plus used 59-64, 105-07, 117-33,
B9-12, all souvenir sheets mint and used, C4-6, modern issues mint and much, much more. Not a whole lot to improve upon for
this outstanding, keepsake collection, inspection invited, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1939 H/m
Estonia, Mint & Used Collection, 1918-41. A specialized collection of several hundred stamps and blocks, including shades, plate errors and part sheets in a binder, with six pages of #3 shades, page of #2 shades, page of #1 shades, three
pages of #29 shades, page of #31 shades, three pages of #34, shades of B5 & B6, C3-C5, in depth study of B15-B19, and this is
only a taste of what is present, a sweet opportunity for the Baltic States specialist, a quick inspection will reveal how comprehensive this collection truly is, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1940 H/m
Ethiopia & Liberia, Collection. In Scott specialty album, Ethiopia (1894-1995) section starting with 1894 issue,
and depicting several fresh sets up to $20, and issued in the 1919-43 period (120-34, 165-74 & 200-209), followed by semipostal
& airmail mostly mint sections, Liberia (1866-1978) section with some earlies, and value concentrated in the XX Century: 1906
(101-13), 1918 (163-75), 1918 (B3-15) & 1941 (C27-36), plus some postage dues & officials, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
1941 HH/H/m Finland, Mint and Used Collection, 1866-1960. In Stender album. Collection is reasonably well filled and partly
double collected, I.
Estimate $300 - 400
1942 HH/H/m Finland, Small But Useful Mint and Used Selection To Mid 1970's. Couple hundred arranged in a stock book with
good never hinged value in the form of many complete sets. Very clean and fresh, F-VF +, viewing invited.
Estimate $200 - 300
1943 H/m/) France, Sparkling Mint & Used Collection 1854-1986. Intriguing lot on several hundred stamps, blocks, souvenir
sheets and covers, with many better items, starts with group of early postal history, then two pages of Ceres, Napoleon III with
singles, pairs and a cover, copy of 12 with private perforations for used in Algeria, different cancellations, Peace and Commerce
issues, Sower issues, early semi postals, mint and used commemoratives and airmails, B66-B67 on special card for the Louvre,
1944 Red Cross overprint tied to Christmas Charity special card signed by Colonel Thibault, used airmails with C22, C23-C27,
mint 624, postage dues group, military posts, newspaper stamps, and an album of postal history, unusual and scarce, this collection has huge catalog value and is highly desirable, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1944 H/m
France, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1983. In two Scott albums, starting with 1849 (9 x2, used), 1853-60 (12-16 &
18-20, used), 1869 (37, used), 1870-71 Bordeaux examples, including. 80¢ rose, followed by Peace & Commerce issues, including. several 5fr examples in used condition, and then by 1900-29 Liberty & Peace issue, including. 10fr & 20fr mint stamps
(131-32), 1930 (247A), 1936 (315-20), 1938 (349, block of four). Also desirable semipostal section with many better (mint unless
denoted) such as 1922 (B12-19, used), 1926-27 (B20-23), 1928 (B28-30), 1930 (B35-37), 1935 (B42-43), 1936-37 (B48-53),
1938 (B54-59), 1937 (B66-67 x2, mint & used), 1954 (B285-90) & 1955 (B294-99). We also noted some useful airmails such as
1927 (C1-2, used), plus postage dues and scarce stamps issued under the German Occupation of Alsace & Lorraine. A most
worthwhile collection and an easy enjoyable viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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1945 HH/H/m France, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1863-1954. 80+ stamps or blocks, a valuable France holding, mint includes
B66-B67, C8-C14, C15, C17, C29-C32, should break up very nicely for retail, examination encouraged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1946 H/m/) France, Mint & Used Collection, 1957-75. Few hundred stamps and covers mounted in a Simplex album, each
stamp meticulously written up, with first day covers and used blocks, better mint includes B327a, B337a, B341-B346, B347a,
C37-C40, B350-B355, a beautiful holding that is sure to please, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1947 m
France, a Good Well Rounded Used Stock. Housed in a 30 + page lighthouse stockbook, ie 60 + sides, this is a
turn-key stock with nothing in excessive quantity, perhaps a few dozen of some, much more often half a dozen or so, from the first
imperf issues onwards to the Petain era. Highlights include 5 x #3, 4 x #6, of the Ceres issues, various Napoleon head issues including a few pairs, then perforated Napoleon issues to 80c. One of the best pages, a very impressive range of 50+ of the imperf
Bordeaux Ceres 1870/71 with various different shades between Scott #43 and Scott #45, followed by the perforated Ceres again
to 80c, also seen several hundreds, all identified of the "Peace and Commerce" types, again with huge potential, through to turn
of the century with a good range of Mersons including 3 x key value 2fr gray violet Scott #126, also the "Rights of Man" with no
less than 30++ of key value 20¢ brown violet, #135 and at least 50++ of the top value 30¢ lilac #137! A similar pattern unfolds with
the sower definitive issue through to better early semi-postals including various orphans to franc values etc, yet more Mersons
this time to 20fr, then the 5fr #226B and much more including high values 10fr Rochelle by the dozens etc etc. Time and space do
not permit further description, other than mentioning that the retail potential clearly is colossal, viewing essential.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1948 HH/H/m France, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1863-1954. 85+ stamps or blocks, a diverse holding that includes used 37, mint
B66-B67, C17, a few condition issues may exist, please plan on spending some time with this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1949 m
France, Good Well Rounded Used Stock. Housed in a 30 + page lighthouse stockbook, ie 60 + sides, this is a
turn-key stock with nothing in excessive quantity, perhaps a few dozen of some, much more often half a dozen or so, from the first
imperf issues onwards to the Petain era. Highlights include 5 x #3, 4 x #6, of the Ceres issues, various Napoleon head issues including a few pairs, then perforated Napoleon issues to 80c. One of the best pages, a very impressive range of 50+ of the imperf
Bordeaux Ceres 1870/71 with various different shades between Scott #43 and Scott #45, followed by the perforated Ceres again
to 80c, also seen several hundreds, all identified of the “Peace and Commerce” types, again with huge potential, through to turn
of the century with a good range of Mersons including 3 x key value 2fr gray violet Scott #126, also the “Rights of Man” with no less
than 30++ of key value 20¢ brown violet, #135 and at least 50++ of the top value 30c lilac #137! A similar pattern unfolds with the
sower definitive issue through to better early semi-postals including various orphans to franc values etc, yet more Mersons this
time to 20fr, then the 5fr #226B and much more including high values 10fr Rochelle by the dozens etc etc. Time and space do not
permit further description, other than mentioning that the retail potential clearly is colossal, viewing essential.
Estimate $600 - 800
1950 H/m
France, Mint & Used Collection, 1870s-1960s. In a well-filled springback album with value concentrated in the 20th
Century issues, better noted (mint unless denoted) including. 1924 (198-201), 1924-25 (220-25), 1938 (349), 1943 (B157a),
1950 (B249-54), 1951 (B258-63), 1952 (B267-72), 1953 (B276-81), 1954 (B285-90), plus some airmails & postage dues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1951 H/m
France, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1974. Mounted on Scott album pages with value concentrated in the classic
issues such as 1849-50 Ceres (1-2, 7 & 9, used), 1853-60 (12-21, used), 1863-70 (37, used), 1870-71 Bordeaux (39-42 & 44-48,
used), followed by 19th Century representation, including Peace & Commerce useful examples, and then by some regulars,
semipostals & airmails issued in the 1902-73 period. We also noted a Lindner hingeless album with 1960-74 issues in Never
Hinged condition. Careful viewing should repay time spent, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1952 H/m
France, Useful Mint & Used Accumulation. Including France mint & used collection on album pages, that includes
a large amount of corner blocks of four issued in the 1969-73 period, we also noted a couple of stock books with many 19th Century used stamps useful for the shade or cancel collector, also 5 Pesos with "F" Scadta overprint in mint condition and 1959-68
Mali examples, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
1953 H/m
France, Mainly Mint Collection, 1853-1977. Several hundred regular issues & commemoratives neatly arranged in
a 16-page stockbook; starts with a scattering of used 19th century, but the value is in the mint 20th century, including #118, 119,
119a, 123 and pretty solid from the 1930s onward; just about all clean and F-VF, the mint being mostly NH from the '60s with a
few earlier NH surprises, like #348-49, 700-705, etc. A very nice lot.
Estimate $300 - 400
1954 H
France, Strong Used Collection Running To About 1944. Composed of a couple hundred arranged in a stock
book including 29-36, 95a unused, 64-76 less 65 and French Colonies 1-6, overall sound and F-VF, with a nice range of commemoratives, viewing invited.
Estimate $200 - 300
1955 H/m
France, Well Presented Virtually All Used Collection To 2000. Of many hundreds neatly arranged in 3 albums
with exceptional coverage from 1934 and nice group of classics. Lots of catalog value to be found and loaded with clean complete sets and F-VF + this is a lot that deserves its far share of viewing so do not pass on this one.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1956 H/m
France, Mint & Used Collection, 1900-68. In Fil-I-Safe album with many never hinged stamps from 1944 onwards,
starting with regular issues, plus many semipostal sets & part sets scattered through, and some airmails, condition is mostly Very
Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1957 H/m
France & Colonies, Mostly Used Collection. In a well-filled Scott album with strong classics representation, including 1849-50 Ceres (1, 3 x4, 3a, 6-7 & 9, plus 40¢ vertical pair), 1852 President Napoleon (10-11), 1853-60 Emperor Napoleon III
(12-20, plus 20¢ distinctive shades, corresponding to 15a-d), 1863-70 Napoleon III (29-37), 1870-71 Bordeaux (38-48, including. 80¢ mint), followed by Ceres sets issued in the 1870-75 period, and then by Peace & Commerce issue. We also noted a large
amount of desirable sets, singles & souvenir sheets issued in the 20th Century such as 1923 (197), 1925 6fr booklet (Dallay 49),
1925 Philatelic Exhibition sheet (226), 1937 Pexip sheet (329), 1940-41 (400-14, mint) & 1948 25fr Nancy deluxe proof.
Semipostal section includes 1917-19 (B3-9), 1918 (B11), 1922 (B12-19), 1926-27 (B20-23), 1928 (B27), 1928 (B28-30), 1929
(B31-33), 1930 (B34), 1930 (B35-37), 1931 (B38), 1931 (B39-41), 1937 (B66-67), 1954 (B285-90) & 1955 (B294-99). Airmail
section includes 1936 (C8-14) & 1936 (C15), plus postage dues, 1941 Polar Bear sheet issued for French Fascist Corps in Russia, 1869 newspaper with 2¢ (+2¢) blue newspaper stamp, 1870 stamps issued under German Occupation of Alsace & Lorraine.
French Offices Abroad section includes Offices in China: Canton, Hoi Hao, Kwangchowan, Mongtseu, Packhoi, Tchongking &
Yunnan Fou, Offices in Egypt: Alexandria & Port Said, Offices in Morocco, Offices in Turkish Empire: Cavalle, Dedeagh, Port
Lagos, Vathy, Offices in Zanzibar. A delightful collection that is sure to please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 5,000
1958 H/m/) France & Colonies, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1850-1990. Thousands of stamps mounted on pages, in stock
books and albums, includes Chad, New Caledonia, Niger, Wallis and Futuna imperfs, mint and used France and Colonies with
excellent Afars & Issas and Monaco, Chad, Dahomey, Gabon, Indo-China, Ivory Coast, New Caledonia, French Polynesia, Reunion, and St. Pierre and Miquelon, with plenty of classic France and modern booklets, there are probably hundreds of lottable
stamps present, please take sufficient time to ascertain this lots true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1959 H/m
France & Colonies, Mint and Used Collection. In seven binders with some useful duplication, France section with
some imperforate & perforated classics, followed by Peace & Commerce issues, plus a fair number of modern imperforate singles and a cover with 1942 French Legion stamps (Michel IV-V), Dahomey 1906-07 (29-31), Cilicia 1920 (125-27). We also
noted Alaouites, Algeria, Cameroun, Chad, French Equatorial Africa, French Oceania, French Guiana, French Guinea, French
India, French Morocco, French Sudan, Grand Comoro, Guadalupe, Indochine, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Martinique, Mauritania, Middle Congo, Monaco, New Caledonia, Niger, Obock, Offices in Turkey, Offices in China, Reunion, Senegal, Somali
Coast, Syria, Togo & Wallis-Futuna material with sets, part sets & singles in the $5 to $50 range. Not an easy view and if you have
the time to turn page for page, there will be better items to discover, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1960 HH/H
France & Colonies, Dealer Stock, 1950-90. Enormous lot of mint new issues, with better such as France 1100 commemorative sheet, Cameroun overprinted C115a, Chad 139-142, 159-162 (x2), C2-6, French Guiana C18-C20, Gabon C50-52,
Guadeloupe C10-C12, Mauritania C14-C16, New Caledonia 296-299, 351a, St Pierre & Miquelon 171, Senegal C26-C30, Somali Coast 287-292, Togo B2-B6, Upper Volta C1-C3, and with loads of imperf trial colors, proof cards, deluxe proofs, if you are in
need of replenishing your stock, don't let this get by, F.-V.F. Scott $4,400.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1961 H/m
French Area, Common Design Issues, 1931-73. Mostly mint and housed in a three-ring album, including with 1931
Colonial Exposition (CD70-73), 1937 Paris Exposition (CD74-79), plus souvenir sheets, 1939 Caillie (CD81), 1939 New York
World's Fair (CD82), 1939 French Revolution (CD83), 1940 Plane over coast (CD85), 1941 Defense of the Empire (CD86),
1941-45 Cross of Lorraine & Plane (CD87), 1942 Caravan & Plane (CD88-89), 1944 Red Cross (CD90), 1945 Eboue (CD91),
and several others. We also noted 1941 Petain & 1942 Protection of impoverished children issues by Vichy Government. Excellent for dealer or collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1962 H/m
French Area, Common Design Issues, 1939-70. Mint & used, presented in a Scott album, and starting with 1939
New York World's Fair (CD82), 1940 Plane over coast (CD85), 1941 Defense of the Empire (CD86), 1941-45 Cross of Lorraine &
Plane (CD87), 1942 Caravan & Plane (CD88-89), 1944 Red Cross (CD90), 1945 Eboue (CD91), 1950 Tropical Medicine
(CD100) and several others. We also noted 1906 Faidherbe-Palms-Ballay examples up to 1fr, 1941 Petain & 1942 Protection of
Impoverished Children issues by Vichy Government, plus France art topical stamps., F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1963 H/m
French Post Offices Abroad, Mint and Used Assortment. In a thick stock book with useful duplication that deserves your attention, starting with Alexandria examples issued in the 1899-1913 period, including postage dues, Port Said
with nice Peace & Commerce issue representation, including 5fr (15 x2), Rouad Island 1916 (4-16), French Offices in Turkey
including 1885-1901 (6 & 7 x2), Cavalle 1893-1900 (6-8, used) & 1902-03 (9-15, mint), Dedeagh 1893-1900 (6-7 & 8 x2, mint),
Port Lagos 1893 (1-3, mint & 3-5, used), French Offices in China 1894-1900 (12A x2, used), 1902-04 (18-33, mint, including
5fr pair) & 1907 (57-64, mint), Canton 1901 (14, mint), followed by useful representations from Hoi Hao (45 & 48 x2, mint),
Kwangchowan mostly mint representation with some duplication such as 1939 (B1-5 x2), Mongtseu 1903-04 (15, used), 1906
(32, NH, block of four). We also noted Pakhoi 1908 (49-51), Yunnan Fou 1908 (34-50), French Offices in Zanzibar 1894-96
(1-11), 1894 (13 & 15, mint), 1897 (29 x3, used) & 1902-03 (39-49). This profitable assortment deserves careful viewing for full
appreciation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1964 H/m
French Offices in China, Mint & Used Collection. Mounted on Yvert-Tellier album pages, including Canton
1903-04 (30), 1906 (47), 1908 (48-64, including 2fr, 5fr & 10fr mint) & 1919 (65-81, mint), Hoi Hao representation, including 1919
(67-84, mint), Kwangchowan 1906-08 (1-16, used), 1908 (18-35, mint) & 1919 (36-53, mint), Mongtseu 1903-06 (13-15),
1906-08 (32, mint), 1908 (33-50, including 2fr, 5fr & 10fr mint) & 1919 (51-68, mint), Pakhoi 1903-04 (15), 1906-08 (30-31 & 33),
1908 (34-51, including 2fr, 5fr & 10fr mint) & 1919 (52-69, mint), Tchongking 1903 (1-11 & 14-16), 1908 (40-50, including 2fr, 5fr
& 10fr mint), plus 1919 (51-67, mint), Yunnan-Fou 1903 (15), 1906 (30 & 32-33, mint), 1919 (51-67), F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1965 H
French Offices in China, Desirable Mint Collection. In a Palo Alto hingeless album, highlights include Offices in
China 1894-1900 (1-9 & 11-12), 1902-04 (18-33), 1902-03 (34-43), 1904-05 (54), 1907 (57-64), 1901-07 (J1-6) & 1922
(J38-40), Canton 1903-04 (26), 1906 (31-47), Hoi Hao 1903-04 (16-31), 1906 (32-48), Kwangchowan 1919 (36-53) & 1923
(54-74), Mongtseu 1906 (19-32) & 1919 (64-68), Pakhoi 1906 (30-33), 1908 (34-51) & 1919 (52-69), Tchongking 1906 (17-30
& 32-33), 1908 (46-50) & 1919 (51-67), Yunnan Fou 1903-04 (14-15), 1906 (17-30 & 32-33) & 1908 (34-50), plus some forgeries useful as reference. A wonderful collection to build upon or that would make great individual auction or retail lots. Inspection
definitely a pleasure! F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1966 m
French Offices in China, Used Collection, 1890s-1920s. In Palo Alto hingeless pages, including 1894-1900 (1-12,
12A & 13), 1901 (14, signed Calves), 1902-03 (34-44), 1904-05 (46-52 & 55), plus 1903 (J10 & J10a), 1903 (J15a tied on cover
fragment), 1903 (J22 & J23), 1903 (J28-29) & 1922 (J37-40), Canton 1901 (14), 1908 (48-64), 1919 (65-81), Hoi Hao &
Kwangchowan representations, followed by Mongtseu 1903-04 (15), 1906 (32), and then by Pakhoi, Tchongking & Yunnan
Fou representations., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1967 H/m
French Offices in Crete, Mint & Used Collection. In Palo Alto hingeless album pages, including 1902-03 (1-3, 5-8,
10-13 & 15, mint), 1903 (17-19, mint), plus some used examples such as 1903 (16 & 19-20), F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1968 m
French Offices in Egypt, Used Collection. In Palo Alto hingeless album pages, including Alexandria 1899-1900
(1-13 & 15) & 1902-13 (16-30), Port Said 1899-1900 (1-15) & 1902-03 (32), F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1969 H
French Offices in Egypt, Mint Collection. In Palo Alto hingeless album pages, including Alexandria 1899-1900
(1-8) & 1922-28 (J1-13), Port Said 1899-1900 (1-12 & 14-15) & 1921 (J1-3), F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1970 H
French Offices in the Turkish Empire, Mint Collection, 1880s-1900s. In Palo Alto hingeless pages, comprising
1885-1901 (1-3 & 5-7), 1902-07 (21-28, 30-31, 34 & 36-38), 1921-22 (40-49), 1923 (52 & 54), Cavalle 1893-1900 (1-8) &
1902-03 (9-15), Dedeagh 1893-1900 (1-8) & 1902-03 (9-18), Port Lagos 1893 (1-4 & 6), Vathy 1894-1900 (1-4, 6-7 & 9),
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1971 m/)
French Offices in the Turkish Empire, Used Collection, 1880s-1900s. In Palo Alto hingeless pages, including
1885-1901 (1-5), 1902-07 (21-33 & 38), plus thee picture postcards, and cover to Germany, 1921-22 (40-41, 43-46 & 49), 1923
(52), Cavalle 1893-1900 (1-2 & 5-8), Dedeagh 1893-1900 (2-4 & 6-7), Port Lagos 1893 (2-5), Vathy 1894-1900 (1-9), F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1972 m
French Offices in Zanzibar, Used Collection, 1894-1904. Mounted in Palo Alto hingeless pages with solid value,
including several better sets & part sets such as 1894-96 (1-11), 1894 (14), 1896-1900 (17-26 & 28), 1897 (29), 1897 (34, signed
Brun), 1904 (50-51 & 54-56) & 1897 (J1-5). See photos of the entire lot on our website, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1973 H
French Offices in Zanzibar, Mint Collection, 1894-1903. Presented in Palo Alto hingeless pages, including
1894-96 (1-11), 1894 (12-16), 1896-1900 (17-28), 1897 (29 used & 30 mint), 1902-03 (39-49), plus 1897 (J1-5). We also noted
some surcharge varieties such as 3a, 18a, 19a & 28a. Viewing is sure to satisfy and elicit an eager bid, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1974 H/m/) French Colonies, Mint & Used Collection. In a home-made album, including Diego Suarez 1890 (1-2 & 4-5,
used), 1890 (6-9 x2, used, plus horizontal strip of four corresponding to Geneva forgeries), 1891 (10, used), 1892 (11-12, used),
1892 (25-37) & 1894 (38-50), plus 1892 scarce postage dues, St. Marie Madagascar 1894 (1-12), Anjouan 1892 (1-19), plus
picture postcard & 1912 surcharges, Grand Comoro 1897 (1//19), Mayotte 1892-97 Peace & Commerce examples, including
5f red-lilac & 1912 surcharges. We also noted Moheli Peace & Commerce forgeries. See many photos on our website, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1975 HH/H/m French Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1892-1945. Several hundred stamps mounted in two albums, fresh and
clean with many better items, includes Algeria, Cameroun, Dahomey, French Oceania, French Sudan, French West Africa,
Mauritania, Middle Congo Reunion and especially nice St Pierre and Miquelon, much better than usually encountered, inspection should yield surprising potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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1976 H/m
French Colonies, Impressive Assortment. Housed in eight stock books with duplication & Scott album, mostly Independent countries but earlies present, including Afars, Central Africa, Cilicie, Congo, Comoro Islands, Dahomey, Fezzan,
French West Africa, Gabon, Guadeloupe, Laos, Malagasy, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Somali Coast, Togo (stamp assortment &
postage due deluxe sunken die proofs) & Upper Volta. Scott album with Comoro Islands (1950-83), Congo (1959-84) & Djibouti
(1977-87) issues. A tremendous holding for the dealer with useful surprises such as imperforates & deluxe sheets, viewing is a
must to appreciate the scope and value offered here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1977 H/m
French Colonies, Mint & Used Collection. In Scott album pages, starting with French Colonies representation,
followed by a desirable French Morocco section with many better singles & sets such as 1914-17 (38//54), 1933 (124-47), plus
semipostals, airmails & postage dues, Offices in China including Canton, Hoi Hao, Kwangchowan, Mongtseu, Packhoi,
Tchongking & Yunnan Fou issues, plus some Offices in Egypt & Turkey examples. A great lot at a reasonable estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1978 H/m
French Colonies, Mint and Used Collection. One full red box “A-Z”, more like “A-W”, with overwhelmingly complete series from the 1940s onwards with the majority from the last 30 or so years. Various countries represented here include
Afars, Algeria, Andorra, Burkina, Congo, Dahomey, Guinea, Lebanon, Mauritania, Madagascar, Monaco, Mali, Tunisia, Senegal, not forgetting Wallis and Futuna. All kinds of topics present as well as good airmails, also very attractive mint imperf complete
series from Upper Volta as well as regular mint commemoratives complete series from places such as independent Congo, Dahomey and the like. Ideal for a collector or dealer interested in French Colonies and their subsequent independence issues. No
doubt there is a huge retail potential when marketed card for card.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1979 H/m
French Colonies, Mint & Used Collection, 1859-1944. In Palo Alto hingeless album pages, starting with Eagle &
Crown issue, followed by 1871-77 Napoleon III & Ceres issues, and then by 1877-80 Peace & Commerce type I & II examples,
1881-86 Commerce (46-59), plus 1943 semipostal stamps and useful postage dues such as 1884-85 (J1-14, incl. 5fr used). We
also noticed a block of fourteen forged postage due stamps (J1-14) useful as reference., F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1980 H/m
French Colonies, Balance Accumulation. In a fair number of stock pages, including French West Africa (C16)
artist signed sunken die proof, plus 1947 postage due set of deluxe sunken die proofs, including several duplicates, New Caledonia 1917 (B2a, NH, double surcharge), Madagascar 1947 postage due group of nine deluxe sunken die proofs, plus
Guyane 1929 composite die proof showing center & frame impressions, followed by many other surprises that deserve your attention. A great lot for the internet seller, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1981 H/m
French Colonies: Algeria, Valuable Mint & Used Assortment, 1924-98. In two stockbooks with duplication and
many Never Hinged, French Algeria section includes 1924-26 first issue up to 5fr, followed by 1926-39 (33-67, including 10fr
x5), 1936-41 (79-108 x3), 1939 (126-30 x6), and then by a wealth of sets, part sets & singles up to $12. We also noted useful
semipostals, airmails & postage dues such as 1927 (B1-13 x3), 1930 (B14-26 x3), 1949-53 (C8-11 x4), 1926-27 (J12-17 x4) &
1947-55 (J35-48 x5). Independent Algeria section starting with "EA" handstamps, followed by many sets, including singles &
blocks of four and several modern booklets. A nice lot for any dealer of this popular country, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1982 H
French Colonies: Algeria, Beautiful Mint Collection, 1924-90. Neatly mounted in a Palo Alto hingeless album
with many Never Hinged sets, including 1924-39 (33-67), 1936-41 (79-108), followed by a virtually complete section with sets issued in the 1938-90 period, plus semipostals (B1-13 & B14-26), airmails (C8-11, imperforates) & postage dues, including French
stamps with "EA" handstamps issued in 1962. We also noted several imperforate sets & singles that deserve your attention.
Truly a pleasure to see it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1983 H
French Colonies: Algeria, “Millésimes” Assortment, 1923-30. Twenty eight mostly Never Hinged gutter pairs
with number, housed in a stockbook, including (Yvert-Tellier numbers) 1923-25 (2, 4-5, 7, 15, 20 & 23), followed by 1926-30 (39
x2, 40 x3, 42, 44-50 & 52), and then by (72, 78-79). We also noted twelve gutter pairs without numbers and several interesting varieties such as 1930 (100b, imperforate pair), 1938 (148b, inverted surcharge) & 1968-71 (470Ba, value omitted), plus a fair
number of strips & singles with "EA" (Etat Algérien) signed by Combes, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
1984 H/m
French Colonies: Algeria, Mostly Mint Parcel Post Stamps Assortment With Bonus. Approximately 150
stamps mounted in stock pages with duplication, including examples issued in the 1899-1947 period, plus 1943 Telegraph
stamps (YT 1-2). Unchecked in detail, please take a look, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1985 H/m
French Colonies: Anjouan, Mint & Used Collection, 1892-1912. In Palo Alto hingeless album pages, including
1892-1907 (1-19), 1912 (20-30), plus singles, blocks of four, strips of three & pairs, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1986 H/m
French Colonies: Annam & Tonkin, Mint & Used Collection, 1888. In Palo Alto hingeless pages, comprising
1888 (1-3 x2, unused & used), 1888 (7-9), followed by 1c on 4c (2, block of eight, unused, no gum). Definitely worth bidding at our
conservative estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1987 H/m
French Colonies: Bénin, Mint & Used Collection, 1892-94. In Palo Alto hingeless album pages, starting with 1892
“Bénin” handstamps, including 40c, followed by 1892 (16, signed Roig), 1893 (20-32), 1894 (33-45), plus 1894 postage dues
(J1-4, used), F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1988 H
French Colonies: Cameroun, Mostly Mint & Fresh Collection, 1916-70. Mounted in a Palo Alto hingeless album,
including 1916 (128-29), 1916-17 (130-46), 1921 (147-63), 1940 blocks of four with “Cameroun/ Français/ 27-8-40” overprints,
followed by other modern sets in blocks of four & singles. We also noted a semipostal section with 1943 (B21-25), airmails blocks
of four & singles (C38 & C38a, C39 & C39a-b, C40 & C40a), postage due issued sets, plus 1947 Deluxe sunken die proof in blue.
Also as a bonus 1915 stamps issued under British Occupation (53-60). Worth checking out at our low valuation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1989 H/m
French Colonies: Cochin China, Mint & Used Collection, 1886-88. In Palo Alto hingeless album pages, comprising 1886-87 (1-4 mint & 1-3 used) & 1888 (5 x2, mint & used), plus fourteen French Colonies imperforate postage due stamps
with forged "Cochinchine" overprints useful as reference, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1990 H
French Colonies: Dahomey, Mint Collection, 1899-1975. In Palo Alto hingeless album, including 1899-1905
(1-16), 1906-07 (17-31), 1913-39 (42-86), followed by a virtually complete section with sets & singles issued in the 1940-73 period. We also noted nice semipostal & airmail sections, plus postage dues (J1-8), parcel post examples and some General Colonies Postage Due forgeries made by Fournier in 1894. Attractive holding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1991 H/m
French Colonies: Diego Suarez, Mint & Used Collection, 1890-92. In Palo Alto hingeless album pages, including
1890 (2, signed Calves), 1890 (9, used), 1892 (11), 1892 (13-15 & 18-24, mint, plus some used examples), 1892 (25-37) & 1894
(38-50). We also noted useful postage dues such as J1 x2, mint & used, plus 1892 (J10-13, used) and some not genuine overprints useful as reference but not counted in our valuation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1992 H
French Colonies: French Equatorial Africa, Mint Collection, 1936-57. In Palo Alto hingeless album pages with
high degree of completion for the period, including many fresh sets such as 1936 (11-26), 1940-41 "Afrique Francaise/ Libre"
overprints, plus some picture postcards depicting General De Gaulle. We also noticed some modest sets issued in the 1941-57
period, including regulars, semipostals, airmails (C9-16) & postage dues, plus several imperforate examples., F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
1993 H
French Colonies: Gabon, Mint Collection, 1904-70. In Palo Alto hingeless album, including 1904-07 (16-32),
1910 (33-48), 1910-22 (49-71), followed by many sets in the modest range, including semipostals, airmails & useful postage
dues, latter 1930 Chief Makoko design postage due proof signed by Hourriez (artist), printed in blue and reddish brown and without value. Good basis for further expansion, so be sure not to miss this one! F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1994 H/m
French Colonies: Guadeloupe, Mostly Mint Collection, 1884-1947. Presented in Palo Alto hingeless album
pages, including 1884 (1-2, used), 1889 (3-5, unused, no gum & 7, used), followed by 1891 (12-13, signed), 1891 (14-24),
1892-1901 (27-44, mint & used), 1903-04 surcharges, 1905-27 Views, 1924-27 surcharges, plus a highly complete section with
sets issued in the 1928-47 period, including semipostals, airmails and scarce postage dues such as 1876 (J1, thins), 1879
(J4-5), 1884 (J6-12, plus J11 showing a "kiss" print, and accompanied with with APS certificate), 1903 (J14, signed Brun). We
also noted 1928 postage due typographed frame & center impressions, value tablet blank, and signed by Hourriez. A lot that certainly merits a strong bid, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1995 H/m
French Colonies: Guiana, Mostly Mint Collection, 1887-1947. In a Palo Alto hingeless album, beginning with
1887 (5-8, unused, no gum, including three stamps signed by A. Brun), 1888 (11, mint and signed A. Brun), 1892 (13-14, unused,
no gum, 15-16 mint & 17 used), 1892 (18-30), 1892 (31, used), 1892-1904 (32-50), 1905-28 (51-86), followed by several sets, including some blocks of four & ten with 1947 circular datestamps. We also noted nice semipostal & airmails sections, plus useful
postage dues 1925-27 (J1-12) & 1947 (J22-31vars, imperforate set, plus four deluxe sunken die proofs). An attractive collection
ideal for continuation by the dedicated French Guiana collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1996 H
French Colonies: India, Mint Collection, 1892-1952. Housed in Palo Alto hingeless album, beginning with
1892-1907 (1-19), 1914-22 (25-49), 1923-28 (54-79), followed by several sets & part sets with “France Libre” surcharges & overprints, and then by semipostals such as 1915-16 (B1-5, plus B1b). We also noted airmails sets issued in the 1942-54 period and
postage dues issued sets, including 1929 master die proof in black with value tablet blank & 1948 (J19-28vars, imperforates). An
opportunity, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1997 m
French Colonies: Indochina, Used Collection, 1889-1945. In Palo Alto hingeless album, starting with French
Colonies 1859 (3, block of nine, including central stamp sideways), followed by 1889 (1-2), 1892-1900 (3-21), 1904-06 (24-38 &
40), 1907 (41-56), 1919 (65-81), 1927 (115-38), plus several others in the modest range. We also noted some semipostals, airmails, postage dues 1905 (J2-4) & 1919 (J18-30), plus parcel post examples, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1998 H
French Colonies: Indochina, Mint Collection, 1889-1946. In Palo Alto hingeless pages, beginning with 1889
(1-2), 1892-1900 (3-21), 1904-06 (24-40), 1907 (41-58), 1919 (65-80 & 82), 1927 (115-38), plus highly complete section with
sets issued in the 1931-46 period. We also noted semipostals & airmails sets up to $25, plus 1905 (J2-4), 1908 (J5-17), & 1919
(J18-30). A collection with abounding fresh material that deserves your attention, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1999 H/m
French Colonies: Indochina, Mint and Used Collection. On old fashioned album leaves. A few 100 of stamps of
Indochina starting with the 19th century Peace and Commerce types to 1fr, as well as Annam and Cambodian girl issues, followed by various issues for the regions of Canton, Hoi Hao, Kourang Tcheou-wan, Mongtze, Pak Hoi, Tchongking, Yunnansen,
etc. A good group of this ever popular area.
Estimate $250 - 300
2000 H/m
French Colonies: Indochina, Mint & Used Collection. On Palo Alto hingeless album pages, including Annam &
Tonkin 1888 (1-2, unused, no gum & 2-3 used), Cochin China 1886-88 (1-5, mint, 2 & 4-5 used), F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2001 H/m
French Colonies: Ivory Coast, Mostly Mint Collection, 1892-1974. In Palo Alto hingeless pages, starting with
Peace & Commerce examples, followed by surcharges, 1906-07 (21-35), and then by colorful sets, part sets, singles & souvenir
sheets, including regulars, semipostals, airmails & postage dues (J1-8 x2). Good starter collection, worth viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2002 H
French Colonies: Madagascar, Mostly Mint Collection, 1894-1975. In Palo Alto hingeless album, better include
1889 (1, signed A. Brun), 1891 (4, used & 7, mint), 1895 (14-22, including 50¢ & 5fr, used), 1896-1906 (28-47, including 35¢
used), followed by sets & part sets such as 1922-27 (135-46), 1942 (215-27), plus several other in the modest range. We also noticed 1972 (468-70, deluxe sheets), semipostals, airmails 1935-41 (C1-24) & postage dues 1896 (J1-7). A collection offering a
good foundation for further expansion. Viewing advised for full appreciation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2003 H/m/) French Colonies: Martinique, Extraordinary Mint & Used Collection With Postal History. In a binder, starting
with four stampless folded letters to France in the 1803-33 period, followed by French Colonies examples used in Martinique,
including large portion of folded letter cover franked with 10¢ & 40¢ Eagle stamps, plus folded letter cover with 25¢ Commerce
stamp. Martinique section starts with 1886-91 (1 x2 & 3 x3 & 8, mint), 1886-91 (15-16 & 18-20, used), 1888 (11, unused, no
gum), 1891-92 (22-25), 1892 (29 & 32), 1892-1906 Navigation & Commerce issue in mint & used condition, including a couple of
postal history items and 1904 surcharges (10¢ on 5fr). We also noted 1908-18 pictorials, inverted surcharges and several covers, followed by many sets in the modest range accompanied with some covers, plus 1927 Postage Due (J15-25) & 1903 Parcel
Post (Q1). Great holding that can easily be integrated into a bigger collection. Viewing advised for full appreciation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2004 H/m
French Colonies: Martinique, Mint & Used Collection, 1886-1947. In Palo Alto hingeless album pages, including
1886-92 5¢ & 15¢ surcharges, followed by some 1892-1906 Peace & Commerce examples & 1904 surcharges, and then by
1908-30 colorful set. We also noticed a high degree of completion in the 1924-47 period, including semipostals, airmails, postage dues (J15-25), plus1947 (J37-46) Deluxe sunken die proofs with government seals and glassine protectors. An attractive
holding at a reasonable estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2005 H
French Colonies: Mauritania, Mint Collection, 1906-69. In Palo Alto hingeless album, including 1906-07 (1-17),
1913-38 (18-54), 1938-40 (76-108), followed by a highly complete section of sets & singles issued in the 1941-68 period. We also
noted nice semipostals & airmail sections, plus postage dues 1906-07 (J1-8) & 1963 deluxe sunken die proofs signed by artist,
including 1fr, 2fr, 5fr, 10fr, 15fr, 20fr & 25fr. A collection put together by a discriminating collector, who appreciated quality, Very
Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2006 H
French Colonies: Morocco, Mostly Mint Collection, 1891-1955. In Palo Alto hingeless album, starting with
1891-1900 (1-8), 1902-10 (11-22), followed by several 1891-1900 examples in used condition, and then by 1903 (24, unused, no
gum and with Stolow certificate), 1911-17 (26-37), 1914-21 (38-54), 1917 (55-71), 1918-24 (72-89), plus a virtually complete
section with sets issued in the 1923-55 period. We also noticed nice semipostals such as 1914 (B5), airmails 1922-27 (C1-11),
1928 (CB1-10), 1929 (CB11-20), postage dues 1896 (J1-9) & parcel post examples issued in 1917 (Q1-11)., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2007 H/m
French Colonies: Morocco, Mint & Used Assortment. Approximately 2,000 stamps in a stockbook with much duplication, starting with 1891-1900 (1-8), 1902-10 (11-22), 1914-21 (38-54), 1917 (55-71), 1918-24 (72-89), 1933-34 (124-47),
followed by a wealth of sets, including singles, blocks, souvenir sheets, sheetlets and some imperforate pairs & singles. We also
noted semipostals & airmails that deserve your attention. Postage Dues section includes 1896 (J1-5) & 1909-10 (J6-9), plus two
13fr complete & unexploded booklets issued in 1933 (Dallay 3), and 1951 (280-83, trial color sunken die proofs). Well worth
viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2008 m
French Colonies: Morocco, Used Collection, 1891-1955. In Palo Alto hingeless pages, beginning with 1891-1900
(1-7), 1902-10 (11-22), 1911-17 (26-37), 1912 Cherifien set, 1914-21 (38-54), followed by many sets & part sets, including
Tanger overprints, semipostals, airmails, postage dues & 1917 parcel post set. Nice basis for future expansion, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2009 H/m
French Colonies: New Caledonia, Potent Mostly Mint Collection, 1881-1999. In three Lindner hingeless albums
with many better sets & singles such as 1881-83 (2-5, including 5¢ on 40¢ signed Brun & Calves), 1883-84 (6 & 6a, 7 & 7a), 1886
(8, used, 8a & 9, mint), 1891-92 (11-13 & 11a-13a), 1892 4¢ imperforate used, plus 20¢, 35¢, 40¢ & 1fr imperforate issued
stamps (16-19, including 20¢ & 1fr signed A. Brun), followed by 1892 unissued perforated stamps (1¢ used, 2¢ & 4¢ mint, including two signed Thier) and 1892 issued perforated stamps (23-29), 1892-1904 (40-58), 1903 Jubilee (66-80), 1932 (180-81, including 50¢ signed Calves) & 1933 (182-207), 1941 (217-51), and highly complete in the 1942-99 period, plus 1894-1900
postage dues listed in Yvert-Tellier as 1, 1A-B, 2 & 4-6 & 1903 postage dues listed in Scott as J1-7. An extraordinary holding that
should be viewed carefully, Very Fine.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2010 H/m
French Colonies: New Caledonia, Mostly Used Assortment with a Bonus. In two stock books with some duplication, starting with an unchecked selection of 19th Century stamps that deserve your attention, followed by many sets, part sets
& singles, including 1933 (182-207), 1941 (217-51), plus some airmails, postage dues, and many easy-to-sell modern issues,
Fournier forgeries and New South Wales stamps used in Noumea. We also noticed as a bonus French Oceania mostly used assortment with stamps issued in the 1892-1942 period & some Tahiti examples, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2011 H
French Colonies: New Hebrides, Mostly Mint Collection, 1911-79. Mounted in a Palo Alto hingeless album, highlights include 1911 (11-21), 1925 (44-54), 1938 (55-66, including. 10fr used), followed by a highly complete section with sets issued in the 1949-79 period. We also noticed several postage due sets such as 1925 (J1-5) & 1941 (J6-10). Viewing will be quick,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2012 H
French Colonies: Polynesia, Mint Collection, 1892-1995. In Palo Alto hingeless album with many Never Hinged,
beginning with Peace & Commerce examples, followed by 1913-30 (21-54), 1921 (57-59), 1929 (72-75), 1941 (126-35), 1948
(160-78), 1962 (196-98), 1962 (199-202), 1967-68 (233-40), 1971 (267-69), and then by a highly complete section with sets issued in the 1970s-90s period. We also noted useful semipostals & airmails 1948 (C17-19), 1953 (C21), 1958 (C24-27) & 1965
(C37). Postage Due section virtually complete, including 1929 Tahitian Youth type composite die proof in black, 1948 set of Deluxe Die Proofs (J18-27) & artist signed sunken die proof with denomination omitted. An alluring collection of this ever popular
country, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2013 H
French Colonies: Polynesia, Mostly Mint Collection, 1892-1996. Mounted in two Davo hingeless albums and
some album pages, starting with French Oceania section, including 1913-30 (21-54), French Polynesia with a large number of
colorful and Never Hinged sets & singles such as 1958 (182-90), 1962 (199-202), 1964 (211-15), 1966 (217-22), 1966 (223-26),
1967-68 (233-40), 1971 (267-69), plus 1958 (C24-27), 1965 (C33), 1965 (C37), 1969 (C54), 1970 (C63-67) & 1972 (C78-82). A
lovely, clean collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2014 H/m/) French Colonies: Polynesia, Mint & Used Collection. Mounted on Harris album pages, including many desirable
and saleable sets & singles such as 1953 (C21), 1958 (C24-27), 1965 (C33 & C37), 1969 (C54), 1970 (C63-67), 1972 (C89-93),
1973 (C94 & C100-102 & C104), plus many other sets and some covers, a nice holding that will probe rewarding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2015 H/m
French Colonies: Polynesia and French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Assortment. Mint & used in two
stock books, including useful duplication and plenty of Never Hinged stamps. French Polynesia includes 1958 (182-90, imperforate set), plus many used airmails that deserve your attention, French Southern & Antarctic Territories includes 1959 (15
x8), 1960 (20 x5), plus several easy-to-sell airmails. Highly recommended for dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2016 HH/H
French Colonies: Polynesia, Mint Collection, 1958-85. Beautiful selection of one of the most popular areas, includes 289-290, C24-27, C33, C37, C77a, C122-C126, plus 264-266 proof cards, excellent lot to build upon or break up for retail,
Very Fine. Scott $1,340.
Estimate $300 - 400
2017 H/m/) French Colonies: Réunion, Interesting Collection With Nice Postal History, 1860-1944. In a home-made album, starting with two stampless covers to France, followed by 1852 15¢ & 30¢ reprints, 1872-81 French Colonies Ceres &
Peace-Commerce examples used in Reunion, 1885 (3-10), 1891 (12, pair, right stamp missing "R" in "Reunion" overprint &
13-16), plus Peace & Commerce issue, including nice cover franked with 5¢ yellow-green strip of five & 1901 surcharges, Postage Dues section includes 1889 (J1-5, used) and cover with French Colonies 5¢ pale blue x2 (J15). We also noted 1907-30 pictorials up to 5fr (singles, pairs, semipostal or regular surcharges and a fair number of covers that deserve your attention), Airmail
section includes 1937 (C1). Nice material that is guaranteed to appeal to collectors or dealers. Be sure to see it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2018 H/m
French Colonies: Réunion, Mint & Used Collection, 1885-1974. In Palo Alto hingeless album, including several
better mint such as 1885 (4 & 7-8), 1891 (13 & 16), 1891 (17-27), 1891 (29-33), plus several "Reunion" overprint varieties that deserve your attention, followed by 1893 & 1901 (53-55 & 56-59), 1907-30 (60-98), 1917 (107a, inverted surcharge), and then by
many other sets. We also noted 1915 (B1 & B2a), 1937 (C1), 1889-92 (J1-5, used, including J3c & J4a double impressions),
1935 (J26-34 deluxe sunken die proofs, including ten extra deluxe proofs) & 1949-53 (J36-44, deluxe die proofs). Excellent basis
for further development, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2019 H/m
French Colonies: St. Pierre & Miquelon, Mostly Mint Collection, 1885-2005. Presented in a Palo Alto hingeless
album, starting with useful 19th Century issues such as 1891-92 (36-45), 1891-92 (46-51), followed by 1909-30 (79-109),
1924-41 (121-31), 1932-33 (158-59), 1934 (160-64), 1938-40 (172-204), 1942 (219-20), 1942 (249-55), 1941 1.75fr with "Noel
1941/ France Libre/ F.N.F.L." overprint (293, mint and signed Diena), and then by a wealth of sets & singles up $50, and including
some higher such as 1969 (393-95), 1970 (404-07), 1971 (408-11) & 1971 (412-14). We also noted desirable semipostals such
as 1942 (B9-10 x2, mint & used, signed Diena & Bileski), airmails 1956-57 (C20-22), 1962 (C25), 1969 (C43), 1970 (C47-49),
postage dues 1892 (J1-9, including. 10¢ used & 1fr signed), 1932 (J21-31), 1942 (J42-46, including. 25¢ & 30¢ signed Bileski),
1942 (J48-57 & J58-67), plus 1947 (J68-77, deluxe sheets with government embossed seals). A pleasure to view, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2020 H/m
French Colonies: St. Pierre & Miquelon, Mint and Used Collection, 1885-1996. Mostly mint, value concentrated
in the 1885-1974 period, and mounted on Scott album pages, followed by 1986-92 issues in a Davo hingeless album, former
starting with 19th Century representation, and then by several desirable & colorful sets such as 1932 (136-59), 1938-40
(172//204), 1942 "France Libre" overprints (231-32, 235-36, 238, 240, 243 & 245), plus 1949 (C18, NH), 1954 (C19), 1956 (C20),
1957 (C21-22, NH), 1965 (C29). We also noted many other sets, including semipostals, postage dues and some miniature
sheets. Good collection as a basis for future expansion, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2021 HH
French Colonies: St. Pierre & Miquelon, Assortment, 1956-75 (423//452,C20//58). Group of 35 stamps on stock
page, including 423-28, 451-52, C20, C23, C26-27, C55, C58 & J78-82, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150
2022 H
French Colonies: Somali Coast, Mint Collection, 1894-1966. Attractively mounted in Palo Alto hingeless album,
including 1894 (2), 1894-1902 (6-13 & 16-17), 1902 (32), 1903 (61-63), 1909 (64-79), followed by some unusual stamps such as
imperforate trial colors, inverted centers & shade varieties. We also noted 1943 (183-93), 1943 (194-222, including. 10fr signed
A. Brun), 1943 (224-37, blocks of four), 1945 (242a, inverted surcharge), plus semipostals, airmails & postage dues, latter including 1947 (J39-48, deluxe sunken die proofs with government embossed seals). Viewing suggested for full appreciation,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2023 HH/H
French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Mostly Never Hinged Collection, 1955-97. Virtually complete for the
period and nicely mounted in a Lighthouse hingeless album with many better sets such as 1960 (16-19), 1963 (23-24), 1966-69
(25-28), 1968 (29), 1968 (31-32), plus desirable airmails such as 1956 (C1-2), 1963 (C4 & C6), 1965 (C7-8), 1966 (C11),
1968-69 (C13-14), 1969 (C17-18), 1969-71 (C19-23) & 1972 (C26-27). A beautiful collection that deserves your attention, Very
Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2024 HH
French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Mint Selection, 1956-88. Gorgeous selection from this popular area,
better includes 16-19, 20 (x2), 23-24 (x2), 30, 31 (x2), 32 (x2), 46-51 (x2), 58-63, C1-C4, C6, C7, C11, C17, C18, C19-C23,
C26-C27 (x2), full sheet C45a, all fresh as the day they were printed, inspection strongly suggested, Very Fine. Scott $3,580.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2025 H/)
French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Collection, 1955-96. Mostly Never Hinged and mounted in a Davo
hingeless album, and loaded with many colorful and desirable sets & singles (NH unless denoted) such as 1960 (16-19), 1963
(23-24), 1968 (31-32), 1970 (36), 1971 (37-44), 1972 (46-51), 1976 (58-63), plus 1956 (C1-2, mint), 1959 (C3), 1963 (C6, mint),
1965 (C7, mint), 1965 (C8, mint), 1968-69 (C13-14, mint), 1969-71 (C19-23, mint), 1971 (C25a). We also noted a fair number of
useful duplicated sets & first day covers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2026 H/m
French Colonies: Tahiti, Mint & Used Collection, 1882-93. In Palo Alto hingeless pages, including 1882 (1, used),
1884 (3, used), 1893 (5 & 8 mint, 9-13 & 15-16 used), 1893 (23 & 27, used). We also noted 1903 (29-31 mint, plus 10¢ on 15¢ two
blocks of four & gutter block of six with number, 10¢ on 40¢ gutter block of four with number) & 1915 (B2, used). See photos of the
entire lot on our website, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2027 HH/H
French Colonies: Tunisia, Advisable Mint Collection, 1888-1978. In a well-filled Palo Alto hingeless album with
many Never Hinged, starting with 1888 (1-3 & 5-7), 1888-1902 (9-27, including 75c used), 1906-26 (29-57), 1926-46 (74-113D,
plus several gutter pairs with numbers), 1931-34 (122-42), followed by a virtually complete section with sets issued in the
1937-72 period. We also noted useful semipostals & airmails such as 1916 (B3-11), 1918 (B12-19), 1923 (B20-36), 1925
(B37-46), 1938 (B54-73), plus 1953-54 (C17-20). Finally Postage Dues section includes “T” perfins examples, followed by
1901-03 (J1-10), and Parcel Post 1926 (Q11-25). A quality collection that will be a pleasure to view and to make one's own!
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2028 H/m
French Colonies: Tunisia, Mint & Used Assortment, 1888-1976. In a stock book with duplication, and starting with
Coat of Arms issues, including 5fr (26 x2, mint & used), followed by several useful sets & part sets in the modest range. We also
noted nice semipostals 1916 (B3-11), 1918 (B12-19), 1923 (B20-36) & 1925 (B37-46), plus airmails, postage dues & parcel post
stamps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2029 H
French Colonies: Wallis & Futuna, Mint Collection, 1920-91. In a Palo Alto hingeless albums with many highlights such as 1920-28 (1-28), 1930-40 (43-84), 1941-43 (94-121 & 123-26), followed by many sets in Never Hinged condition,
and priced in Scott in the $5 to $20 range. We also noted some useful semipostals & airmails such as 1939 (B1-5), 1962 (C16),
1964 (C19), 1965 (C20), 1973 (C42-45 & C47-53). Postage Dues section includes scarce 1943 (J24-36 x3). An enjoyable holding of this ever-popular collecting area, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2030 H/m
French Colonies: Wallis & Futuna, Mint & Used Assortment. In a stockbook with useful duplication, better include 1920-28 (1-22), 1930-40 (43//84), 1941-43 (107 & 125-26 mint, 110 & 122 used), followed by several stamps issued in the
1970s-80s period, and then by some airmails & scarce postage dues 1943 (J24-36). Viewing will be quick, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2031 H
French Colonies: French West Africa, Mint Collection. Presented in a Palo Alto hingeless album, including Senegal 1892-1900 (35-52), 1903 (53-56), 1906 (57-72), plus a virtually complete section with sets issued in the 1912-70, including
semipostals, airmails & postage dues (J2-3, used, including. 10¢ on 1fr signed Calves). We also noted a 1914 booklet (Rogers 2)
and a cover to New York. Upper Senegal & Niger 1906-07 (1-17) & 1906 (J1-7), French West Africa virtually complete in the
1943-58 period, plus airmails & postage dues. Outstanding foundation collection with several desirable singles & sets, Very
Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2032 H/m
German Area, Potent Mostly Used Collection. A-once-in-a-lifetime opportunity in two stock books with a wealth of
shade varieties, mostly expertised by “Bundes Philatelistischer Prufer” and arranged in chronological order. We noted a large
number of better stamps (Michel numbers) such as German Empire 1878-79 25Pf (35b & 35c), 1875-79 50Pf (36b), 1875 2M
(37a-d), 1880 50Pf (44c & 44d), 1889 (46ba, 47aa, 47ba x2, 48ba, 49aa, 49b, 50a & 50ab x2), 1900 (64I-II, 66I accompanied with
Oechsner BPP certificate & 66II), 1902 (72b x2), 1905-13 (86Ic), 1905-12 (97Aia), 1915 (84Iib, 86Iid, 87Iib, 89Iiy, 91Iiy & 92Iic),
1915 (95AII, 95Biic, 96AII & 97AII), 1918 (103c), 1919 (105a & 106b-c), 1920 (115a-f), 1920 (116II & 118a-b, latter accompanied
with Friedl Committee certificate), followed by a fair amount of Inflation issues, depicting distinctive shades and surcharge varieties. We also noted 1922 (216b x2, including. one with 2007 Weinbuch BPP certificate), 1944 “Inselpost” (7A & 10BbI), 1945
"Inselpost" (11BaI, accompanied with 2012 Petry BPP certificate). All in all an extraordinary range of reference material, F.-V.F.
Scott $42,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2033 H/m
German Area, 20th Century Mostly Mint Collection. Value concentrated in a fair amount of se-tenant pairs, strips
of three, blocks of six & eight from booklet panes, and several booklet issued during the 1927-38 period. German Empire highlights include 1872 (2), 1872 (18 & 23, NH, blocks of four), 1900 (65), 1902 (78, signed Jaschke BPP), 1905 (Michel 93I, NH,
block of four, prewar printing), followed by Germania se-tenant vertical or horizontal pairs, 1927 booklet (MH24.1 x2), 1928
se-tenant pairs & strips (B24-25), 1929 (Michel HB66B-67B), 1933 booklet (MH32.2), 1933 Wagner (Michel W48, 52 & 56, NH),
1933 (B57, NH). Also Hindenburg se-tenant pairs& strips, 1935 booklet (MH41), 1937 booklet (MH44), plus Danzig 1939
(241-54, NH), WWI occupations, including Dorpat (Michel 1-2 on post card fragments), Bohemia-Moravia & General Government. Plenty of desirable material here, which careful viewing will demonstrate! F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2034 H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1872-1977. In a well-filled Scott album, starting with nice selection of 1872
Eagles (small & large shields) in used condition, followed by 19th Century issues in the modest range, and then by a wealth of
sets, part sets & souvenir sheets, including. many better (mint unless noted) such as 1926 (351-62), 1921 (363-65), plus 1926
(B15-18), 1928 (B23-27), 1933 (B49-57), 1934 (B59-67), 1936 (B91-92, used), 1937 (B105, NH), 1939 (B134-36 & B141-43),
1928-31 (C35-37 x2, mint & used), plus 1912 Rhein-Main (Michel II-III), World War I Occupations 1919 (1N1-17), 1920
(1N18-24), Malmedy 1920 (1N42-58), Eupen 1920-21 (1N25-41), Federal Republic 1949 (665-66 & 667-68), 1949 (B310-13),
1951 (B316-17, used). French Occupation of Baden, Rheinland & Wurttemberg sets & souvenir sheets issued in the
1947-49 period. We also noted a nice Berlin section that deserves your attention, including. 1948 (9N1-20), 1949 (9N35-41),
1949 (9N64-67), 1951-52 (9N70-79), 1949 (9NB1-3) & 1950-51 (9NB4-7). Well worth careful scrutiny, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2035 H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Collection. In three Ka-Be albums with value concentrated in the German Empire, and
starting with a fair number of 1872 Eagles with small & large shields, followed by a 19th Century representation. We noted several semipostal better items such as 1933 (B58a-d, strip of four from souvenir sheet) & 1935 Ostropa sheet (B68), Federal Republic 1949 (665-66, used), 1952 (B327-30, NH pairs), Berlin 1949 UPU (9N35-41). We also noted German States Baden &
Bavaria early issues, Hamburg & Prussia useful examples, plus Brunswick, Oldenburg, Thurn-Taxis & Wurttemberg unchecked
representations, Saar sets, part sets & singles issued in the 1920-58, WWI & WWII occupations and some German Colonies issues. A good collector's collection to build on, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2036 HH/H/m German Area, Mint & Used Collection. A few hundred stamps and souvenir sheets mounted in six Schaubek
hingeless albums, starts with some states and offices in, also Allenstein, Upper Silesia, Danzig, Memel and Berlin, a nice range
of material present, excellent opportunity to acquire the albums and a starter collection, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2037 H/m
German Area, Mostly Mint Collection. In a Scott album, starting with German States, including. Baden, Bavaria &
Brunswick representations, Cameroons sets issued under German Dominion in the 1897-1915 period, Bohemia-Moravia
1939 (1-19), Danzig colorful sets & souvenir sheets, German Empire section with 1872 Eagles representation, and many sets
in the modest range but including several better such as 1932 (B49-57), 1934 (B59-67), 1936 (B91-92, mint & used), 1937
(B105), 1939 (B134-36 & B141-43), plus some airmails, Federal Republic with fresh semipostals, including. 1949 (B310-13),
1951 (B316-17) & 1951 (B320-23, used). We also noted several sets & souvenir sheets issued under French Occupation of
Baden & Wurttemberg. A good lot at our estimate, but if you don't believe me just take a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2038 H/m
German Area, Germany, One Mans Collection. An exceptional collection housed in 6 homemade albums of several hundred items, mint and used, from the Empire issues onwards, often parallel mint and used side by side, beginning with
1872 #1-#8, #9, #12 and #13 mint and a very beat up #12 used, #14 to #28, then 1875 #29 to #42 with a detailed study of the 2m
brown, followed by 1889 #45 #51 complete, etc. Also seen #133 to #136 with mint and used sets, #169 and #174 Network watermark, etc, etc. Another album begins in the 1930s with a good range of Third Reich mostly complete through to Allied Occupation, then into Federal Republic with Posthorns as well as a volume of West Berlin. A further 2 albums focus on the semi-postals
this time largely mint with the 1920s through to the 1940s nearly complete with a strong showing including #B49 to #B57 mint,
professions #B59 to #B67, Olympics including miniature sheet, #B102 to #104, etc. A good quality collection with much more
here than described.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2039 H/m
German Area, Assortment, 1872-1981. In five large stockbooks with duplication, including German Empire & Federal Republic, starting with a few earlies, and then followed by XX Century representation, incl. Inflation & Third Reich (regulars,
semipostals & airmails) Issues, Federal Republic section with a large number of sets, part sets & singles in the modest range,
incl. many blocks of four, could be a great group for the internet and well worth exploring, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2040 H/m
German Area, Mint and Used Collection, 1872-1964. Nicely filled collection in Norma album with better material
like (Michel no's): German Reich 407-409*, 562-564*, 695-697*, Bundespost 111-112, 113-115*, 116, 117-120*, 121-122,
139-140, 141-142, 143-146, 173-176*, Berlin 1-20*, 21-34, 35-41, 64-67, 68-70*, 71*, 72-73*, 75-79, 82-86, 87, 88-90, 101-105,
etc.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2041 H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Collection. Mounted on Harris album pages, starting with German States representation, followed by German Empire XIX & XX Centuries issues, incl. several useful items such as 1933 (C44-45), and then by German Offices in China & Turkish Empire examples, we also noted Federal Republic, Berlin, Soviet Zone, French Occupation
Zones & DDR sets, part sets, singles & souvenir sheets, should be viewed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2042 H/m
German Area, Mostly Used Collection. In a Scott album, beginning with 1872 Eagles (Small & Large Shields), and
19th century representation, followed by many sets in the modest range with some better such as 1926 (351-62), 1928-32
(366-84), 1933 (B49-57), 1934 (B59-67), 1935 (B69-78), 1949 (B310-13), 1951 (B316-17), plus Berlin & DDR representations,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2043 HH/H
German Area, Mint Dealer Stock, 1950-90. An opportunity to replenish scarce stock at a fraction of its high new issue costs, includes B310-B313 blocks of four, DDR 144a, with occupations, complete booklets, souvenir sheets, semi-postals,
airmails, Saar, even a rocket mail stamp, a great deal of material to examine, should be plenty of profit at our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2044 H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Assortment. In two stock books with German States representation, including Baden,
Bavaria, Prussia and several address panels franked with Hannover stamps, German Empire fair amount of multiples issued
during the Inflation period, plus some 19th Century examples & Third Reich souvenir sheets. We also noted Mariana Islands
1m, 2m & 5m with "Specimen" overprints. Unchecked in detail, a keen eye may be able to discover some hidden treasures,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2045 H
German Area, Mint Collection, 1889-1958. In four nice Schaubek hingeless albums with slipcases, and value concentrated in the German Empire sets, part sets, singles & souvenir sheets issued in the 1902-45 period with Germania
tête-bêche & se-tenant pairs, plus Third Reich issues, including some franchise stamps & officials, followed by German States
representation. Also some Danzig, French Zone, Memel, Latvia & Saar examples. Good holding to build upon, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2046 m
German Area, Used Collection, 1872-1958. In four nice Schaubek hingeless albums with slipcases, and value concentrated in the German Empire starting with 1872 Eagles, followed by 19th & 20th Centuries representation, including several
useful sets such as 1926 (351-62), 1934 (C46-56), 1937 (B105), 1939 (B141-43), German States representation. Also Berlin,
Danzig, French Zone, Memel, Latvia & Saar examples. Great as a starter collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2047 H/m
German Area, Mint and Used Collection. In a Scott album with Bohemia-Moravia, Danzig, Memel, General Government & Saar sets, part sets & singles, two binders with unchecked German Empire, Federal Republic & Russian Occupation
issues, plus Federal Republic 1984-2001 collection in four hingeless albums, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2048 H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Collection With Bonus. In a Scott album, German States section includes nice Bavaria representation, followed by Danzig mostly mint sets & part sets, German Empire starts with some 1872 Eagle used
stamps, followed by many 19th & 20th Centuries issues. We also noted Offices in China, Offices in Turkey, Saar, Memel & Occupation examples, plus unchecked Danzig & Third Reich period stamps in glassines. A useful lot ideal to build upon, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2049 H/m
German Area, Mint and Used Collection. German States on specialised album leaves, mostly used, with a few 100
examples, all one of a kind, beginning with a range from Baden with 1851, 1853, 1861, 1862, then Bavaria with 1849s, 1850,
1862, 1867 through to 1920s with complete series, also perf-ins, attractive items on piece, postal stationery cut squares, overprints, etc. Then Bergedorf with 1861 complete, Brunswick, Hamburg, Hannover, North German Confederation through to
Wurttemberg. Then there is the back of the book with Post Offices in China, Post Offices in Morocco, propaganda lost colony,
various Kaisers yachts including Cameroon with attractive postmarks and a strip of four of the 10pf on piece, Kiautschou, Marshall Islands, Togo, etc. Interesting, condition mixed as to be expected but clearly a very substantial catalogue potential here.
Estimate $500 - 750
2050 HH/H/m German Area, Useful Balanced Mint or Used Collection. Housed in two well filled Scott Specialty albums with
some strength in the WWII period, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2051 H
German Area, Booklet Panes Collection, 1920s-50s. Mounted in Schaubek album, and starting with several
Germania booklet panes of six, followed by 1934 (B60a & B63a), 1935 (B71a), 1936 (B82a & B83a), 1937 (B107a & B109a), plus
se-tenant pairs, tete-beche pairs, se-tenant blocks of four & some gutter blocks of four. We also noted Federal Republic booklet
panes, including four complete and unexploded booklets, plus some DDR sheets. We didn't check every pair, block or strip in the
collection, so better items can be lurking, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2052 H/m
German Area, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1851-1945. Stock book with several hundred stamps and souvenir
sheets, includes German States with Baden, Bavaria, Hanover, Northern District, and Saxony, and mint semi-postals, a wonderful lot to go through and find some surprises, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2053 H/m/) German Area, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1880-2000. Several hundred stamps, souvenir sheets and covers in six
stock books or albums and in two boxes, just about anything German and philatelic may be present, a quick look revealed mint
and used blocks, on piece with commemorative cancels, nothing rare or valuable but there may be a few hidden gems, inspection is urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2054 HH/H/m German Area, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1850-1990. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets mounted in albums, stock books and hingeless Safe pages, includes everything Germany from States to Empire, colonies, offices in, DDR, a
last minute walk in that should be carefully perused, with lots of interesting material, the more you look at this lot the more desirable it becomes, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2055 m
German States, Used Collection. In a Ka-Be album, including Baden 1851-52 (2-4, plus 3a signed by Flemming),
1853-58 (6-9), 1860-62 (10 & 12-13), 1862 (15-17, including 1k signed by Maier), 1862-65 (19-23, including 6k signed Brettl & 9k
signed Stegmuller), Bavaria 1850-58 (4-8), 1862 (9-14, including 18k signed Algerston), 1867-68 (21 with Peter Sem certificate), 1919 (136-55, including 3pf, 5pf & 10pf to 5m signed Infla-Berlin), Prussia1850-56 (1-5), 1858-60 (9-13), Saxony
1851-52 (3, 5-8, including 2ng signed Richter), 1855-60 (9-13), Schleswig-Holstein 1864 (15 with numeral cancel 116, signed
Moller), Thurn & Taxis 1852-58 (1-7), 1862-63 (15-20), plus several sets used in the southern district, Wurttemberg 1869-73
2k orange (48, signed Buhler), 1906 (Michel 107-11, signed Winkler), 1906 (Michel 217-26, signed Winkler), 1916 (O33-39,
signed Infla-Berlin), plus North German Confederation representation. Viewing is a must for full appreciation of its content and
potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2056 H/m
German States, Mostly Used Collection. In Safe hingeless album pages with some duplication, better include
Baden 1851-52 (2 x5, 3 x5 & 4 x5), 1853-58 (7-9 x6), plus many perforated examples, including postage dues, Bavaria 1849 (2
x10, 3 x7), 1850-58 (4 x3, 6 x10), 1862 (9 x4, 10 x12, 11-12 x3 & 13), Bergedorf 1861-67 (1-5), Hannover 1851 (3), 1857 (14 x2),
Prussia 1850-59 (2-5, used), 1857 (6 & 8, used) & 1861-67 (14-20), Saxony 1851-52 (3 & 5-8, used), Schleswig-Holstein
1864 (15 x2, used), Thurn & Taxis Northern & Southern Districts representation with numeral cancels. We also noted Brunswick, Heligoland, Lubeck (12, used), Mecklenburg-Schwerin (5, used) & North German Confederation examples that deserve
your attention. Careful viewing will be time well spent, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2057 H/m
German States, Mint & Used Collection. Mounted on Scott album pages, incl. Baden 1851-52 (2-4, used),
1853-58 (6-9, used), 1862-65 (19-25, used) & 1868 (26-28, used), Bavaria useful section, incl. 1862 (12, mint), plus several King
Ludwig III imperforate & perforated mint sets. We also noted Bremen, Brunswick, Hanover, Hamburg, Mecklenburg-Schwerin,
Oldenburg, Prussia, Saxony, Schleswig-Holstein, Thurn & Taxis, plus Wurttemberg representations. We didn't check every
stamp in detail, so a keen eye could find some precious stamps. Viewing is advised, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2058 m
German States: Württemberg, Used Collection. In Safe hingeless album pages, including 1851-52 (1-2 & 4-6),
1857 (7 & 9-12), 1859 (13 & 15-18), 1860 (19-22), 1862 (30-33), 1863 (34, 36-37 & 39-40), plus some extra examples unchecked
in detail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2059 m/)
German States: Württemberg, Used Assortment With Postal History. In binder & stock pages, including
1851-52 (1 x4, 2 x17, 4 x12 & 5 x6), 1857 (7-11, plus extra examples), 1859 (13 & 15-17, plus extra examples), followed by some
perforated stamps such as 1862 (30, used), 1863 (40, used), 1875 (69-70, used). We also noted two stampless folded letters,
1853 interesting folded letter with 3kr x2 (Scott 2), plus several 1857-58 folded letter covers with single frankings, and good state
of preservation. As a bonus two postcards with German Empire Graf Zeppelin stamps, one sent to Pernambuco in 1932, other to
Chicago in 1928. Recommended for dealer or collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2060 HH/H
Germany, Mint Dealer Stock, 1872-1930. Excellent selection of mint Germany, includes 1, 2, 4, 7, 32, C36-C37,
may be a condition or identification issue or two, but overall, fresh and clean, the perfect lot for retail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2061 H/m
Germany, Mint and Used Collection. Overwhelmingly Third Reich with several hundreds perhaps thousands of
stamps, mint and used, in chaotic presentation with large blocks, etc, including unused multiples of Hindenburg 50pf, 100pf, unchecked by us (or clearly anyone for many years) for constant sheet varieties, condition certainly very mixed yet the used for the
most part is superb. Offered intact as received as one lot with a must sell instruction. If you have patience, this lot will pay huge
dividends.
Estimate $600 - 800
2062 H/m
Germany, Mint & Used Collection, 1872-1949. In a Scott album with 1872 Eagles (small & large shields), followed
by some 19th century examples, and then by many sets & singles, including. several better such as 1926-27 (351-62), 1927
(363-65), 1934 (B59-67), 1935 (B69-78), 1939 (B134-36 & B141-43), plus some airmails & officials. We also noted several sets
& souvenir sheets issued under the French Occupation of Baden, Rheinland & Wurttemberg in the 1948-49 period., F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2063 m
Germany, Used Dealer Stock, 1872-1930. 70 used stamps on a stock sheet, includes 14, 15, 21, 24, B17-B18 (x2),
C35, C36, C40, C41, C43, nice material present, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2064 m
Germany, an Extensive Collection of Perfins. An interesting selection of 19th century to early 20th century perfins
organised chronologically, well over 1000 examples with little duplication seen, representing a large range of companies and different departments. Formed many years ago, completely uncatalogued and ideal for the specialist with much potential in this increasingly popular area of philately.
Estimate $300 - 400
2065 H/m
Germany, Mostly Used Stock 19th Century To 1920s, With Contemporaneous Cancels. A solid stock of Germany with several hundred items, neatly organised in one large stockbook and listed by Michel number. Beginning with the
Shield issues through to Germanias and ending with the inflation period, full of many interesting postmarks, perf-ins, items on
piece, scarce used multiples, virtually all with correct cancels, etc. Interesting and ideal for a dealer.
Estimate $300 - 400
2066 HH/H
Germany, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock, 1920-74. Several hundred mostly mint stamps and souvenir sheets in a Scott
Specialty album and a stock book, with plenty of mint complete sets, neat, clean and desirable, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2067 H/m
Germany, Mint & Used Collection. In a Safe hingeless album with some earlies, followed by XX Century representation, including Inflation & Third Reich issues. We also noted some Wurttemberg examples, unchecked in detail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2068 H/m
German Colonies, Mint & Used Collection. In Lighthouse hingeless pages, including Offices in China 1898 (1-6,
including. mint & used examples), 1901 (35, mint), 1905 (37-45, used) & 1905-09 (53-54, used & 55-56, mint), Offices in Morocco 1900 (17-18, used), Offices in Turkey 1884 (1-6, used), 1905 (39 & 41), German New Guinea 1901 (8-18, mint) &
1914-19 (23), German East Africa 1893 (4-5, used), 1896 (6-10, mint) & 1905-16 (31-41), German South West Africa 1906-19
(27b & 27c, booklet panes of six), Cameroun 1905-18 (25, mint), Caroline Islands 1901 (16-19, mint), Kiauchau 1901 (22),
Marshall Islands 1901 (22-24, blocks of four) & 1916 (27), Samoa 1919 (73), Togo 1919 (23). Excellent base for expansion,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2069 HH/H/m German Colonies and Offices, Mint & Used Dealer Stock 1899-1915. Useful grouping with many high values, includes mint Cameroun 16-19, 25, Caroline Islands 23, Offices in Morocco 29, 32, used Cameroun 16, quite a few overprints, with
an abundance of single lots available for the retail dealer. Some condition and identification issues are present, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2070 H/m
German Colonies, Mint & Used Collection. Mounted on Scott pages, starting with Offices in China, Morocco &
Turkey representation, followed by Cameroon, German East Africa & South West Africa, Kiauchau, Marshall Islands, Mariana
Islands, New Guinea, Samoa & Togo useful part sets & singles, plus German East Africa examples issued under Belgian Occupation in the 1916-18 period. We also noted several stock pages with unchecked duplicates. Definitely worth a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2071 H/m
German Occupations, Mint & Used Collection, 1914-39. Housed in a Lighthouse hingeless album, including Occupation of Belgium 1914-18 (N1-25), Eupen 1920 (1N18-24), Malmedy 1920-21 (1N42-56), Danzig section with 1920 (1-15),
followed by several regular, semipostal & airmail sets, plus three souvenir sheets, Memel representation, including. Klaipeda issues, Allenstein 1920 (1-14). We also noted Upper Silesia group of 31 official stamps individually tied on paper, and expertised
by H. Haertel (O1-19, O25-28, O30-31 & O5a//26a). Excellent holding for further development, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
2072 H/m
German Occupations, Mint & Used Collections, 1914-58. Mounted in two albums and loose album pages, including. Occupation of Belgium 1914-15 (N1-9) & 1916-18 (N10-25), Occupation of Northern France 1916 (N15-26), German
Eastern Command (Russian Baltic Provinces) 1916-19 (1N1-12), Luxembourg 1940 (N17-32, singles & blocks of four), plus
General Government, Slovakia & Bohemia-Moravia representations, latter including. 1939 (1-19). We also noted useful
Allenstein & Marienwerder sets, Saar sets issued in the 1947-58 period & Russian Zone examples. We didn't check the lot in detail, so a keen eye may be able to discover a treasure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2073 H/m
German Plebiscite Areas, Mainly Used Collection. Attractive collection of Allenstein, Marienwerder, Schleswig
and also Upper Silesia, overwhelmingly used, housed on album pages, loaded with attractive cancels, many of which are
postally correct. Starting off with Allenstein with the 1920 issues including #1 to #12 through to the other complete series, #16 to
#28. Then Marienwerder with #1 to #14 followed by Schleswig again with the first issues complete, etc. Finally, there is Upper
Silesia with various complete series including #26 to #34, #39 to #47 please note there are all kinds of errors in this collection with
inverted overprints, double overprints, overprints soaked through, gutter pairs.
Estimate $150 - 200
2074 H/m
Germany: Marienwerder, a Fantastic Collection With Many Scarce Items. 2 albums, stored away for decades, of
Marienwerder with many 100s of stamps, all mint and highly specialised. The first book is focused exclusively on the 1920 allied
supervision of the plebiscite 1920 issues, the first page starts #1 to #20 mint never hinged on bluish paper, as well as 5pf, 40pf
and 50pf on white paper and 10pf, 15pf, 20pf and 1m on thin paper, then a study of the 5pf green with the collector highlighting errors such as considerable misperfs, through to a strip of 4 with notch in a spoke of the wheel in the right edge strip, broken gear
teeth, etc. The 10pf rose red has an equally impressive range of varieties and types including right hand very visual double perf
block of 18 etc. The first album continues in this vein for all the denominations, some spectacular items present including se-tenants with sheet marginal printing information, through to blocks of 10 and 14 of the high value 5m, ending with an extensive study
of the different papermakers watermarks with both O.B.M with stars before and after and the P&C. M with varieties, including inverted. The second album starts with left hand corner sheet marginal block of 16 of the 1m carmine rose Scott #36, a block of 18
of the lower left hand corner marginal of #37, the right hand corner marginal block of 16 of #38 and right hand corner marginal
block of 16 of #39, all never hinged. The collection then continues in the same fashion for the 1920s #40 to #53, starting with a
complete set, mint never hinged and then focusing again on each specific denomination with varieties, including half sheets,
near complete sheets, etc. A spectacular collection, impressive in its scope and attention to deal, clearly the product of a knowledgeable man with a passion for this intriguing and complicated philatelic area. An opportunity, seldom available for the
specialist, to buy a collection offered intact as received.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
2075 HH/H
Germany: Marienwerder, Mint Collection, 1920. Excellent grouping of this German plebiscite, includes blocks of
four, varieties, a fairly comprehensive collection sure to bring a smile to the Germany specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2076 H/m
Germany: Saar, Mint & Used Collection, 1920-58. In a Lighthouse hingeless album, including 1920 (1-15), 1920
(41-58), 1921 (68-81 & 83), 1921 (85-98, including. three vertical tete-beche pairs), 1922-23 (99-116), 1927-32 (120-35), 1934
(139-53), plus 1926 (B1-4), 1933-34 (B47-53), 1922-23 (O1-15) & 1927-34 (O16-26), and many other in the modest range. We
also noted as a bonus, some Memel sets & part sets. Please see it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2077 m
Germany: Danzig, a Specialised Used Collection. In uniformly excellent quality throughout. An impressive well
filled collection of Danzig, housed on album pages, mostly used and as importantly many contemporaneous cancels, as specified in Michel. Also present there are different varieties, shades, errors, etc. Beginning with #1 -#15 to the 5m, followed by #16 #20 again complete, etc. The collector then focuses on different varieties, as listed in Michel such as the differences in burelage
through to the airmails, as far as we can see complete with the issues of 1920/23 having both watermarks represented (as well as
further varieties). Then a good range of the regular issues ending in 1938/39 with DAPOSTA miniature sheet, Port Gdansk overprint, etc, etc A fascinating collection, formed decades ago with the real possibility of discoveries not necessarily identified by the
collector, please inspect carefully page for page.
Estimate $600 - 800
2078 H/m
Germany: Memel, Mostly Used Collection, Attractive collection housed on album pages, with several dozen
stamps all one of a kind, with the exception of the 19th century Germany Shield issues with a trio of Memel cds postmarks. Also
seen, the propaganda label referring to the loss of Memel from the motherland. There is a good range of completion from the
1920s onwards with many on piece, while the airmails do not have quite as much depth as the definitives, every page is well worth
spending time on, especially for varieties not listed in Scott .
Estimate $150 - 200
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2079 H
German WWII Occupations, Mint Assortment. In stock pages, including Serbia 1941 (2NC1-10) & 1943
(2NB27-28), Macedonia 1944 (N3-6, N8), Montenegro 1944 (3NB3-6), Lithuania 1941 (Michel 2-8), Ljubljana (Lubiana)
1944 (N36-53), French Legion 1941 Polar Bear sheet (Michel Block 1), Pernau 1941 (Michel 1-10, including 3k imperforate &
perforated examples), Pskov (Pleskau) 1941-42 (20K, block of 10, Michel 10) & (60 + 40K, block of 10, Michel 12), plus several
Russian stamps with “Raepina/ Eesti-Post” overprints, which are tied individually on paper fragments. See photos of the entire lot
on our website, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2080 H/m
German WWII Occupations, Substantial Stock. Mainly Bohemia and Moravia and Poland Generalgouvernement.
1000s of stamps housed in a very large stockbook, with each page split in the middle, giving a parallel mint and used Michel numbering to the left and the right respectively. Also as far as our random checks go there has been a further separation of the mint
never hinged from the hinged, it is definitely a "turn-key" stock. Beginning with Bohemia and Moravia first definitive series mint
complete to the 10k, this is followed by an abundance of further definitives probably leaning more towards used than mint, yet
nothing in excessive quantities, perhaps up to 10 of each, including occasional se-tenants. A similar pattern with Alsace-Lorraine
through to Polish occupation which is very substantial with no doubt a huge retail potential running into many 1000s of dollars. An
extraordinary holding, ending with large presentation folders specifically for "B & M" and further Michel specialised such as
inter-panneau strips, also seen imperforate Poland etc etc, should be viewed to be appreciated. Ideal for dealers looking to
replenish their stocks of these occupation areas inexpensively.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2081 m
German WWII Occupation of Serbia, Complete Mostly Used Collection, 1941-1943. Collection is complete including postage dues and souvenir sheets on Lighthouse pages in folder, used stamps are not signed (and without guarantee)
and are being offered as-is. Michel €2,000 ($2,620).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2082 HH/H
Germany: Post World War II, Mint Collection, 1948-94. Mounted in four albums, parallel mint and used collection
from 1948 on, includes 665-666, 667-668, 669, 670-685, 698-701, 702-721, 727, 804, C61-C64, appears complete there after
with souvenir sheets and some postal history, and this is generally duplicated after 1960, a lovely collection that will please anyone viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2083 H/m
Germany: Post World War II, Mint and Used Collection. Allied Occupation, Russian Zone through to DDR, then
Berlin as well as West Germany. Several 100s of stamps all one of a kind, mint and used, housed in a Schaubek album beginning
with the British Occ AMGs, the posthorn overprints, both the multi band and the single band overprints to 84pf, followed by various castles different types to high values, Baden through to Rheinland-Pfalz etc. West Germany from 1949 including various
better key stamps and series early 1950s, also to various better series of the mid 1950s onwards well filled, including 1959 Beethoven miniature sheet mint never hinged and superb used etc. Then Berlin with good representation including superb used key
value Goethe 10pf, the ERP, the Philharmonic angels, Beethoven, the various Bells 1952/53 complete and well filled thereafter,
through to fascinating SBZ definitely needing further research in Michel, anything could be here, we note the National Theater
miniature sheet on buff paper through to Mecklenburg, Bezirks, regular overprints to 84pf and then DDR etc etc. Completely
uncataloged, an attractive collection with much going for it.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2084 H/m/) Germany: Post World War II, Locals and Berlin Overprints, 1945-54. A few hundred stamps on album pages, includes Partisan issues “Saverne Libre”, “3/Berlin 4” overprints type I, II, and III, Berlin Soviet Occupation stamps with Berlin overprint type I, II, with Antlarm, Bormin, Caputh, Chemnitz, Gothal, Fenal, and Halle overprints, much unlisted, needs research by a
specialist, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2085 H/m
Germany: Post World War II, Mint and Used Collection. Including Allied Occupation, Russian Zone through to
DDR, then Berlin as well as West Germany. Several 100s of stamps all one of a kind, mint and used, housed in a Schaubek album beginning with the British Occ AMGs, the posthorn overprints, both the multi band and the single band overprints to 84pf, followed by various Castles different types to high values, Baden through to Rheinland-Pfalz etc. West Germany from 1949
including various better key stamps and series early 1950s, also to various better series of the mid 1950s onwards well filled, including 1959 Beethoven miniature sheet mint never hinged and superb used etc. Then Berlin with good representation including
superb used key value Goethe 10pf, the ERP, the Philharmonic angels, Beethoven, the various Bells 1952/53 complete and well
filled thereafter, through to fascinating SBZ definitely needing further research in Michel, anything could be here, we note the National Theater miniature sheet on buff paper through to Mecklenburg, Bezirks, regular overprints to 84pf and then DDR etc etc.
Completely uncataloged, an attractive collection with much going for it.
Estimate $350 - 500
2086 HH/H/m German Democratic Republic, Dealer Stock, 1948-1972. 1948-1972, couple of thousand stamps in three KaBe
stockbooks, generally parallel mint & used sets, begins with 10N1-10N16, then 10N22-10N47, then used 48, 49-50, mint 51-52,
53, used to 74, mint 76-77, used 78-79, mint 80-81, then parallel for the balance, a great collection with many extras, much better
than the usual DDR stock, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2087 m
German Democratic Republic, Virtually Complete Used. A solid used collection housed in one volume of East
Germany neatly organised from the early issues with Debria miniature sheet, the Maos, both Marx miniatures sheets perf and
imperf, Engels miniature sheet, airmails, etc. Perfection.
Estimate $250 - 300
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2088 H
Germany: Berlin, Mint Collection, 1948-87. In a six-ring binder, including 1948 (9N1-20), 1948-49 (9N21-32),
1949 (9N35-41), 1949 Architecture issue with a fair number of strips & pairs from booklet panes, 1952-53 (9N84-93 x2), 1954
(9N108-10, signed Schlegel), plus many other sets in the modest range and some modern booklets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2089 m
Germany: Berlin, Beautiful Used Collection, 1948-1990. In mainly very fine condition, only missing a few stamps
(17/20, Block 1), in de luxe stockbook. Michel €5,450+ ($7,140).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2090 m
Germany: Berlin, Used Collection, 1948-57. In a binder with several valuable sets such as 1949 UPU (9N35-41),
1949 ((N42-60), 1949 (9N61-63), 1949 (9N64-67), 1951-52 (9N70-74 & 9N75-79) & 1952-53 (9N84-93), plus scarce 1949 Offering Plate & Bear souvenir sheet (9NB3a), F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2091 H/m/) Germany: Berlin, Mostly Mint Collection, 1948-89. In a homemade album, starting with 1948 (9N1-20), 1949
(9N35-41), 1949 (9N61-63), 1949 (9N64-67) & 1951 (9N70-79), plus 1949 (9NB1-3 & 9NB3a), 1950 (9NB4-5), and couple of
Berlin airlift covers. Definitely worth viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2092 H/m
Germany: Berlin, Mint & Used Collection, 1948-90. In a Ka Be hingeless album, including 1948 (9N1-5, 9N7-15 &
9N17-20, mint & used), 1949 (9N21-26, 9N28-32 & 9N34, mostly used), 1949 UPU (9N35-41, used), 1949 (9N42-56, used),
1951-52 (9N75-79), 1956-57 (9N120-36, NH), and mostly Never Hinged from 1961 onwards, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2093 H/m
Germany: Berlin, Mint & Used Assortment. In large Ka-Be stockbook with duplication, including some Berlin black
& red overprints, followed by Architecture & Freedom Bell Issues, plus many sets, part sets & singles in the modest range, including modern semipostals in blocks of four, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2094 H/m
Germany: Berlin, a Substantial Stock. Thousands of stamps housed in a fat stockbook well filled on every page,
mint and used. The earlier pages of course are far more important than the later years. Highlights include Berlin black overprints
to 1m used, signed Dr Dub, also red overprinted high values 1m and 2m unused, unsigned very probably correct, similarly green
overprints this time used etc. Better commemoratives from the 1940 early 1950s including the currency series unused, Goethe
with 4 x 10pf green, 2 x 20pf red and 1 x 30pf blue, E.R.P with 5 superb used copies, Beethoven Death Masks x2, Berlin Philharmonic etc. Overall a useful turn-key stock, probably destined for a dealer.
Estimate $400 - 500
2095 H/m
Germany: Berlin, Mint & Used Collection, 1949-88. In a Lighthouse hingeless album with some earlies, and highly
complete in the 1957-88 period, including many Never Hinged regular & semipostal sets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2096 HH/H
Germany: Berlin, Mint Collection, 1955-82. In a Lighthouse hingeless album, and highly complete for the period,
including many Never Hinged regular & semipostal sets. Great for further development, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
2097 H
Germany: Federal Republic, Mint Collection, 1949-86. In two albums, including 1949 (665-66, NH), 1949 (667-68
& B309, NH), 1949 (B310-13, NH), 1950 (B314-15, NH), 1951-52 (672-85, including. 70pf, 80pf & 90pf NH), 1951 (B316-17),
1951 (B318-19, NH), 1951 (B320-23, NH), 1952 (B327-30, NH), plus a large amount of sets in the modest range. We also noted
1948 Germany stamps with posthorn overprints for use in the US & British Zones, including some blocks of four and nine unissued stamps tolerated for postal use (1pf, 3pf, 4pf, 5pf, 6pf, 20pf, 42pf, 60pf & 80pf, each signed Schlegel BPP), plus some AMG
sheets and sets for use in the French Zone in the 1947-48 period., F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2098 H/m
Germany: Federal Republic, Mint & Used Assortment, 1949-95. Presented in a thick stockbook with some duplication, better (mint unless noted) include 1949 Reconstruction (Scott 665-66 never hinged), 1954-60 Heuss (702-21), 1951
Frescoes (B316-17 x2, one set never hinged, other used), 1952 Portraits(B327-30 never hinged), 1952 Youth Program
(B325-26 x2 never hinged), 1953 Thurn & Taxis (B332-33 never hinged), plus many sets & singles in the $10 to $30 range, condition is mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800
2099 H
Germany: Federal Republic, Mint Collection, 1948-89. In a binder, starting with 1948 Posthorn overprints for use
in the US & British Zones, followed by several desirable mint sets such as 1949 (665-69), 1951-52 Numeral & Post Horn
(670-85), 1949 (B310-13), 1951 (B316-17), 1951 (B320-23), 1952 (B327-30), 1954-60 Heuss (702-21), followed by a wealth of
sets, singles & souvenir sheets in the modest range. Viewing will be quick, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2100 H/m/) Germany: Federal Republic, Mint & Used collection, 1950-78. In a Lindner album and highly complete for the period, highlights are 1950 (B314-15 x2, used), 1951 (B316-17, used), 1951 (B320-23, used), 1953 (B334-37, used), plus many
other sets in the modest range and including some first day covers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2101 HH

Germany: Federal Republic, 1984-1999. Box without 1990-1994, 1997 double. Michel €1,315 ($1,720).
Estimate $250 - 350

2102 H/m/) Germany: Federal Republic, Mint and Used Assortment. Well-filled stock book with mint & used stamps, plus
some covers. Better noted include registered cover with 1951 (B316-17, B318-19 & B320-23), followed by a wealth of singles,
sets & souvenir sheets. We also noted a nice group of Germany stamps four use in the US & British Zones issued in 1948, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2103 H
Greece, Predominantly Never Hinged Collection, 1901-96. Mounted in two Lighthouse hingeless albums, and virtually complete for the period, including many desirable & valuable sets such as 1901 (165-78), 1902 (179-83), 1906 (184-97),
1917 (249-59), 1927 (321-34), 1927-28 (338-43), 1930 (344-61), 1933 (378-80), 1940 (427-36), 1946-47 (472-81), 1951
(535-38 & 539-44), 1953 (549-55), 1954 (556-67), 1954 (568-73), 1955 (582-85), 1956 (587-600), 1957 (604-17), plus 1933 Graf
Zeppelin (C5-7), 1933 (C8-14), 1933 (C15-21), 1935 (C22-30) & 1940 (C38-47). We also noted some postage dues & postal tax
examples. A nice solid holding for the discriminating collector. A pleasure to view, Very Fine. Scott $11,700 owner's catalogue
value.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2104 HH/H
Greece, Fabulous Mint Collection With Much Never Hinged. A beautiful, generally very nice quality mint collection (few classics used) to 1984 housed in 3 pristine Davo hingeless albums. Begins in earnest around 1896 and includes a
wealth of premium like (mint) Scott 117-28, 165-78, 184-97, 213, 267-76, 321-34, C5-7, plus (NH) 335-43, 344-61, 372-77,
378-80 (Rare thus), 381, 490-97, 520-22, 539-44, 545-48, 549-55, 556-67, 568-73, 574-81, 582-85, 587-600, 604-17 and apparently complete from there, never hinged to 1984. Lovely collection, fresh, inspection invited, F.-V.F. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2105 H/m
Greece, Fantastic Old Time Hoard. Including strong Hermes Heads and early Olympics. Many thousands of
stamps stuffed into one well filled volume stock book. Starting off with well over 100 large Hermes Heads to 80 lepta, mint and
used, stuffed stamp on stamp in desperate need of organisation. Also about 250 of the small Hermes heads to 1 drachma, many
superb examples noticed. Then the perforated Hermes heads with about 150, again with much potential here. This is followed by
the Olympic issues firstly with the 1896 with about 200 examples to the 2 drachma with a wide range of postmarks that will delight
the Olympics collector, including about 20 of the 40 lepta purple, 10 of the 60 lepta black, 10 of the 1 drachma blue and not forgetting a superb used 2 drachma with double concentric green cancel. Then follows the second Olympic issues, again in the hundreds, mint and used with at least 2 dozen of the high value drachma running Hermes, followed by the third Olympics of 1906
again to the3 drachma approaching a couple 100 here as well, including over a dozen of the high value drachma values. Then follows an equally intense range of subsequent definitive and commemoratives issues, again all completely uncatalogued including airmails with a range of early 20th century overprints well worth investigating and the high values of the 25 drachma and
definitives. The holding continues in similar strength all the way through to the 1950s, neatly stacked with each stamp showing a
little of each. It is all completely uncatalogued, no doubt it will be a small fortune and the potential here is enormous. Recommended for a dealer to break up. It is also ideal for the classic postmark collector with a particular liking for the Hermes heads and
early Olympics.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2106 H/m
Greece, Lovely Collection to 1944. In a Palo hingeless album, beginning with a wonderful range of used Hermes
Head issues arranged and identified by Scott numbers by shade, etc, then onto strong 1920's and on mint including Scott
321-34, 338-43, 344-61, 378-80 (scarce set), 381, 416-20), 427-36, great airmails like C1-4, C5-7, C8-14, C15-21, C38-47, solid
postage dues including J1-12, J14-24, J63-78 and lots more. Solid collection in a beautiful album, examine, F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2107 H/m
Greece, Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1986. Mounted on Harris album pages, starting with some XIX Century examples, and value concentrated in the XX Century issues, including airmails, regulars, semipostals and some postage dues, we
noted 1940 Greek Youth Organization scarce set (427-36, used), view to appreciate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2108 H/m
Greece, Lovely Mint and Used Accumulation. Including two large stockbooks with a great diversity of better material beginning with strong, mostly used Hermes Heads, good postage dues including Perkins and Bacon archival copies, plus lots
of other items like mint 535-38, 539-44, 545-48, 549-55, 556-67, 568-73, 574-81, 582-85, 587-600, 604-17, plus loads of other
sets to 1995. This is followed by a all used one volume collection, 1947-1995 virtually complete, etc. Clean useful lot, well worth
inspection, F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $600 - 800
2109 H/m
Greece, Mostly Used Collection, 1870s-2003. In a three-ring binder, starting with large Hermes heads representation, and corresponding to the coarse printings, followed by small Hermes heads, and then by many sets, part sets & singles
mostly issued in the 20th Century. We noted 1906 (197, mint) & 1933 (C5-7, used), plus some postage dues and postal tax examples. Worth a careful look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2110 H
Greece, Turkey & Middle East Assortment, 1930s-90s. In two stock books, Greece section includes many never
hinged sets up to $24, followed by some airmails & postage tax stamps, and then by Turkey modern issues & three 1960 legal
documents with revenues, other stock book containing Iran, Israel & Syrian Arab Republic modern issues, condition is Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
2111 H/m
Greece, Mint & Used Collection, 1860s-1940s. In Lighthouse album and some stock pages, starting with a Large
Hermes mostly used representation, plus small head issues, and some postage dues, postal tax & occupation stamps, condition
F-VF, please inspect.
Estimate $200 - 300
2112 HH/H
Greece, Mint Dealer Stock, 1936-77. Several hundred stamps in a KaBe stock book, better mint includes 421-424
(x2), 459-466 (x2), 624-631 (x2), 639-648, 649-655, 657-663 (x2), 677-687 (x2), with loads of mint complete sets, much useful
with good catalog value, so please do view, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2113 H
Greece, Useful Mint and Used Collection To 1969. Nice representative collection in a Davo album composed of
several hundred with plenty of mid-range value and some complete mint sets. Overall very clean and F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $150 - 200
2114 H/m
Greece: Crete, Mint and Used Collection, 1898-1910. On album pages, including early definitives, postage dues,
English Offices in Heraklion, Russian Offices etc.
Estimate $500 - 750
2115 H/m
Greenland, Mint and Used Collection, 1938-2010. Nice collection with much better material in Lighthouse hingeless album and includes the main early issues, also Pakke Porto. Nice collection, high cat. value!
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2116 H
Greenland, Small Stock of Parcel Post Stamps, 1916-37. Comprises (mint LH unless noted), Q1 (11 (four NH, 1
used)), Q3 (7 (4 NH, 1 used)), Q4 (4 (2 NH, 1 used)), Q4b (4 (2 NH, 2 used)), Q6 (3 (2 used)), Q6a (2 (1 NH)), Q7 (2 NH), Q7a (3),
Q8 (2 NH), Q8a (5 (4 NH), Q9 (6, all NH), Q10 (3 NH) and Q11 (2 (1 NH)); one Q1 thin, otherwise all F-VF. A great lot. Scott
$4,390 for hinged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2117 HH
Greenland, Mint Collection, 1938--1986. Just about all NH on Davo hingeless pages; seemingly complete for the
period except for the 1945 issues (though included is a used #18 and LH #19-21 & 23-24; Parcel Posts include NH Q1, Q3, Q4,
Q6a, Q8a, Q9-11 and hinged Q2, Q5 & Q7a; condition is uniformly F-VF throughout. Scott $2,350.
Estimate $500 - 750
2118 H/m
Guatemala, Mint & Used Assortment. In three stockbooks with duplication, and many better such as 1873 (5 x6,
incl. one unused), 1873 (6, used), 1878 Indian Woman & 1881 Quetzal issues, plus XIX Century representation, including some
blocks of four, followed by provisionals issued in the 1900-22 period. We also noted 1935 (264-72) and several 1950s issues
printed in Guatemala, plus useful airmails such as 1935 (C66-69), some officials & postage dues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2119 H/m/) Guatemala, Diverse Accumulation. Composed of a couple hundred covers and postal stationery, both used and
unused, with nice runs of censored and registered as well as some first flights and FDC's, useful surcharge varieties, including
Scott 166f unused and a number of inverted, and types including sheets, large multiples and strips plus some other interesting
miscellaneous items Interesting specialist related material, inspection invited, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2120 H
Guinea, Mostly Never Hinged Collection, 1959-68. Mounted in Palo Alto hingeless album, including singles & sets
mostly in the modest range with some better such as 1960 (201-02 & C24-26). We also noticed French Guinea 1905 (J1-7) &
1906-08 (J8-15). Excellent state of preservation, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2121 H/m
Honduras, Old Time Very Specialised Stamp Collection With Good Postal History. 2 well filled volumes, as well
as a stack of stockpages full of covers waiting to be placed into the main collection which has postal history directly incorporated
into it. There are also many proofs, errors as well as much scarce and unusual postal history. The first album begins in the 19th
century with Seebeck proofs of the January 6th 1890 seal of Honduras as issued by the Hamilton Bank Note Co imperforate
blocks in various colors, then the 1891 General Luis Bogram issue, again imperforate plate proofs in issued and unissued colors
with blocks and each denomination having 9 different color trials. Then there are the 1892s with imperf between plate proofs to
75c, the 1895s again with plate proofs in various colors, followed by the 1896 first and second printings proofs, followed by the
1896 train issue with different errors and varieties such as horizontal pairs imperf between as well as double impressions, different papers, shades, etc. Then the Official stamps of 193-1915, with regular issues, double, maybe even triple, surcharges, this
continues through to the 1930s with the collectors meticulous detail and enthusiasm for the subject clearly showing through with
double impressions, overprint errors, provisional issues, more imperforates, imperf betweens mint and used, imperf vertically,
etc, etc. Then the postal history which has many unusual and important items, beginning with an attractive strip of 3 1898 train 5¢
with line cancels sent to New York, as well as the 10¢ and 5¢ train on cover, this time sent to New Orleans, carefully written up.
Also seen advertising mail, postal stationery, officials and provisionals including fancy flag cancels, as well as airmails. The second album begins with further postal history, filled to the gills with a particularly interesting study of the postal stationery of Honduras. Finally, the balance of the postal history equally intense, deserving further investigation and categorising to build into the first
and second albums. A must view for the specialist, a real opportunity as collections of the caliber and detail are hardly ever on the
market today, offered intact as received.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2122 H/m
Hungary, Extraordinary, Vast and Valuable Specialists Working Stock, 1871-1992. A simply superb, meticulously assembled mint or used stock of many thousands perfectly assembled in 8 Lighthouse stockbooks. This is a true collectors holding, and what you can expect are balanced quantities of items, not filled with “seconds”, but rather in exceptional, highly
collectible quality. Begins with an extensive range of engraved or lithography first issue Franz Josefs in quantities, the onto the
St. Stephens Crown and Turul issues by Michel perf types, etc. From the 1920's on, the coverage is staggering, with lengthy runs
of mint and used sets in manageable quantities, lots of premium souvenir sheets, including show cancel examples of C95 in rose
lilac, perf and imperf (Scott$3,200), plus blocks, varieties, i.e. 393a in pair, quantities of better semi-postals and airmails, Roosevelt S/S varieties galore, tremendous Occupations and much, much more. An incredible lot for breakdown, inspection invited,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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2123 HH
Hungary, Magnificent Imperf Collection, 1949-80. A splendid, keenly assembled collection of hundreds of sets
housed in 4 pristine Palo hingeless albums. We note dozens of better sets like 844-47, 851-55, 889-90, 962-67, 1116-35, 1182,
1158 tete-beche pair, 1202a perf 11, 12 and imperf, 1231, 1300, 1388, 1392-99, 1828-34, 2239, 2268, 2280, 2514, B206 perf
and imperf, B310a-11, C12-23, C66 perf, C67, C71-79, C81 and nearly all surrounding stamps. Fresh and routinely Very Fine, a
superb collection.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2124 H/m
Hungary, Magnificent Collection, 1871-1977. In five volumes, a superb collector's collection, with the first volume,
1871-1944 in a Schaubek hingeless album and then onto 4 Lighthouse hingeless albums, which are complete mint from
1945-1977. The first volume is largely mint, with the used items mostly limited to some pre-1922 issues, mostly some of the difficult"crown of St Stephen" and Turul types. There are literally dozens of highlights here, as the collection is substantially complete, with better early sets, 7-12 VF o.g. official reprint set, 1-6 used, long runs of mint sets, actually hundreds in all,
comprehensive semi-postals, airs and dues, plus an exceptional holding of Occupation issues, which are largely complete, plus
Western Hungary etc. Not too much to improve upon here, a superb, tip-top collection, inspection invited.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2125 HH/H/maHungary, Postage Dues, Amazing Specialized Assemblage. Comprised of hundreds of specialist pieces, keenly
arranged on a group of stockcards. We note better items or groups including Scott J10-17 imperf blocks of 4 (Rare and unlisted),
3 sets of 6 first design proofs in light brown, brown violet and blue, outstanding “T” and “Porto” local provisional handstamp overprints on 1916-20 harvesting design, etc. An exceptional holding of rarely encountered material, specialists delight, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2126 H
Hungary, Fascinating Collection of Local Issues. Comprised of approximately several hundred or so items, all
mint, with the large percentage of these 1945 post WWII issues. All are listed in the Hungarian Specialized catalog, and we note
1945 Naguvarad I issue, 1-3, 6-18, 20 and 22, Naguvarad II perf and imperf, Zilah I issue, 48 items in all, a Rare set, Ungvar II,
Maramor Ossziget, Szekei Yuduar-Hely, blocks of 4, etc. We also note proofs of the 1921 "A Zona" skull and crossbones overprints, and the 1921 Saporoni-Nepzava issue, etc. Wonderful specialist lot of scarce material, F-VF or better, be sure to see
scans of the entire lot on the web.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2127 HH/H/m Hungary, Mint and Used Collection, 1871-1971. In fat Schaubek album. Collection is almost complete and so contains much better material including souvenir sheets High cat. value.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2128 HH/H
Hungary, Premium Selection of Imperfs. Comprised mostly of earlier 1930's issues like Scott 403-14, 418-21 (unlisted, very scarce), 422-27, 428-36, 437-41, 468-79, 481-85, B88-91 and others, fresh, nearly all never hinged, nice lot, Very
Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500
2129 H
Hungary, Mint Collection, 1930s-60s. In a stock book, including many sets in the $5 to $20 range, and mostly
Never Hinged from 1950s onward. We also noted many miniature sheets & topical stamps (animals, art & sports), plus some India KGV blocks of four. Viewing will be quick, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2130 m
Iceland, Spectacular Used Collection, 1873-1995. A valuable, virtually intact collection in a Ka-Be hingeless album (pages to 1998); very nearly complete to 1973 then scattered (1990-95 period mint), with the only missing stamps of any significance being #1 & 5, the rarest “Í GILDI” overprints and the “Hópflug Ítala” overprints, we even note #31a, 32b & O1; there are a
few early favor cancels and a couple revenue cancels and, of course, most of the best stamps have small faults, but there are
plenty of F-VF $200-400 stamps, and the 20th century is just about all clean and F-VF. A great lot, worthy of a careful inspection.
Scott $50,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2131 H/m
Iceland, Powerful Mint & Used Collection, 1873-1974. Parallel mint/used collection plus a few duplicates arranged in a large stockbook; mint highlights include #11, 14, 19 (2), 20, 27 (3), 44B, 68a, 74, 76, 85, 92-128, 142, 144-148,
176-187, C4-11 (2), etc.; used highlights include #14, 17a, 19, 20, 27, 44A-B, 68 (3), 71Officials; as for condition, while there
are some scattered small faults and some mint without gum, the overwhelming majority is clean and F-VF with some occasional
NH surprises. A fantastic lot. Scott $22,000+.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2132 HH/H
Iceland, Mint Collection, 1873-1989. Nearly intact collection in a Davo hingeless album; fairly complete as
mounted, though the album only has spaces for face-different stamps; 20th century issues seem to be missing only the rare “Í
GILDI” overprints, #141, #273 and the “Hópflug Ítala” overprints and the Parliament official overprints; as for condition, the are
some early stamps without gum and three are a couple of used high values (e.g. #36 & 102) and some small faults here and
there, but the vast majority is clean and F-VF, with NH beginning about 1960. A terrific starter collection. Scott $15,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2133 H/m
Iceland, Small Specialized Collection, 1873-1938. About 110 stamps, a good number of which are varieties of the
normal stamp; highlights include (mint unless noted) #1 (used, rounded corner), 2 (mint, plus used with favor cancel), 3, 4a, 5, 7
(2), 11 (2), 15 with double “3” (Facit 8v1, NH), 17 (2), 40a (mint & used, each in strip of 3), lots of “Í GILDI” varieties like #46f, 47b,
49, & O21g; also #165 w/Specimen overprint and #166 imperf block of 10 (light crease affecting 5); condition is just about all
clean and F-VF. A marvelous lot for a specialist. Scott $14,000+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2134 H
Iceland, Mint Assortment. In a large Ka-Be stockbook with useful duplication and including Never Hinged sets,
starting with earlies in the $5 to $10 range, followed by 1930 Parliament examples, and then by many easy-to-sell sets such as
(195-98 x3), 1937 (199-201 x10), 1938-47 (203-208B x4), 1939 (213-16), 1944 (240-45 x2), 1948 (246-52 x7), 1950-54 (257-68
x2), 1953 (278-82 x2), 1954 (284-86 x2), plus many other regular sets to 1988. We also noted some semipostals and a nice airmail section with 1930 (C3 x14) & 1931 Zeppelin (C9-11 x7) & (C15-20 x2), plus officials representation, certainly a must-view
holding, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2135 H/m
Iceland, Mint & Used Collection, 1876-1984. In an Importa album with value concentrated in the 20th Century material, including 1911 (86-91 x2, mint & used), 1921-25 (130-38, used), 1930 Parliament (152-66, mint), 1931-32 (170-75), 1931
Zeppelin (C9-11, mint), plus several other mint & used sets in parallel. We also noted some officials, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2136 HH/H
Indonesia, Mint Dealer Stock. Several hundred stamps presented in three stockbook, better mint includes 401
(x2), 406-409 (x2), 418-420 (x2), 507-516 (x2), 523-542 (x3), 550-574, B69-B76 (x2), CO5-CO8, with dozens and dozens more
of complete mint sets, this is the perfect lot for the Asian specialist or topical dealer, sure to please the winning bidder, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2137 H/m
Iran, Wonderful Collection. Old time collection in a battered album with 100s of items, all one of a kind both mint and
used. Beginning with the 1870s lion unused and then the 1875 rouletted lions complete, followed by the 1876 lions with the 4s
vermilion unused and an attractive group of the 1878 lions (#34#37, Scott retail $900), all with signatures including a superb used
examples of the 1k red on yellow, 5k violet and 5k gold, the latter with especially large margins all round. Then the Nasser-eddin
Shah Qajar issues complete used, followed by the 1881 official overprints complete used, thru to the better overprints of the turn
of the century including the 1901 12ch on 1k red mint and used (#169), the 1902 provisoire 1319 series complete used
(#173/188, Scott retail $1000), as well as Postes Persanes issues including mint 3cts, 5cts and 12cts (#237/239, Scott $1000),
etc. Then the lion handstamps with the 50kr red and blue type II (#290, Scott $600) and the same overprint this time in blue on
high values complete to 100 tomans. Other highlights include P.L. Teheran, 1903 to 1906 issues virtually complete including the
scarce 2 chahis surcharge, 1909 coats of arms again complete (#448/463) with mint 20kr and 30kr, as well as interesting
non-Scott listed service interieur overprints, the relais overprints complete used and again all signed (#516/523, Scott $1400),
then a good range of the 1922 controle overprints mint, with over a dozen different denominations with the 10kr, 20kr and 30kr,
again all with signatures (#660/662 etc. Scott $2000+), the 1926 Pahlavi overprint 5kr mint with scarce perf 12½ x 12 signed, etc,
etc. One mans lifetime's work, a great collection full of character.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2138 H/m
Iran, Powerful Collection. An impressive collection of many 100s of stamps, beginning with Persian Lions, then
much more 19th century with many sets, as well as a good range of turn of the century imperforates including double overprints,
varieties, etc through to the 1930s with many seemingly very good items present, in need of investigation. Also seen a good
range of officials and airmails. As in any collection there will be reference copies present and while it is one man's work, it must be
remembered that this is to say the least a very challenging area of philately. Definitely a pleasure to view, ideal for the specialist
with sleepers very likely, a recommended viewing.
Estimate $600 - 800
2139 H/m
Iran, an Interesting Oldtime Holding. Several 100s of items, mint and used, housed in a filled stockbook, from the
19th century back of the book lions through to imperfs with a host of overprints and many early 20th sets including blocks of 4,
through to definitive to high values mint, as well as airmails, 19th century cinderellas and much more. This is virtually all unchecked by us, so distance probability sleepers present, much recommended viewing, especially for a dealer. Estimate $600
- 800
2140 HH/Ha Iran, Mint Semi-Postals in Sheets, 1948-54. Mint sheets of 70 of B1-B5, B6-B10, B11-B15, B17-B21 and B31-35,
huge catalog value, F.-V.F. Scott $3,700.
Estimate $500 - 750
2141 H/m
Iran, Old Time Holding. A crusty dusty old time range housed in cigar boxes, consisting of many hundreds of glassines with many 1000s of stamps. We did not have time to organise this or give more than a cursory glance. However, we did notice that virtually everything was from the 19th century to the early part of the 20th century with imperfs and many particularly
better items present. When broken down and represented in collection format the true potential of this will be revealed. Put aside
an hour or two to view, you will not be disappointed.
Estimate $500 - 750
2142 HH/H/m Iran, Dealer Stock, 1876-1956. A very useful accumulation in three counterbooks, better mint includes 50-52, 53
(x2), 59, 70, 119, 176, 178, 180, 250-252, 256, 361-362, 610-616, 621, 686-695 (x2), 697-702, 707-720, Q19-Q35, better used
includes 90-100, 223, 238, 363, O41-O57, an overall interesting assemblage of issues, with reference material mixed in, careful
inspection is highly recommended, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2143 H/m
Iran, Old Time Holding. An intriguing group of album pages pulled from collections over the years, many hundreds
from the 19th century through to the early part of the 20th century. Consisting of mint and used with lots of imperforates, presented, as is to be expected, in a somewhat chaotic manner and unchecked by us for overprints, perforations, etc. Needs inspection, sleepers highly likely.
Estimate $300 - 400
2144 H/m
Iran, Collection of Mint and Used Classic Stamps, 1880-1930. A stockbook of part sheets, also postage due, parcel post, and overprints.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2145 H/m
Iran, Mostly Used Collection, 1882-1939. Composed of several hundred on album pages. Nice range of early issues with plenty of good mid-range value. A overall clean, well centered collection, viewing called for, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2146 H/m/) Iraq, Dealer Stock 1941-1980. Many hundreds of singles, souvenir sheets and covers, better mint includes
110-129, 127a, 141B, 317-332, 509 imperf, 608-612, 781 (x3), 1405-1408, C22-C26 (x2), C26, O123-O142, O148A-O161A,
O166-O177, not many flaws, good catalog value, an overall respectable stock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2147 HH/H
Israel, Valuable Specialized Collection, 1948-2009. A splendid old time holding presented in twelve albums including two albums of postal stationery, with #1-6 mint with tabs, 1949 second Coinage issue tabbed (x2), contains many complete booklets including B2a, B6 & B6b, souvenir sheets, complete sheets, gutter pairs, tete beche pairs, in short a collection
sure to please any collector, dealer or specialist, condition is F.-V.F. throughout, adding to the overall appeal of this collection.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2148 HH/H
Israel, Tab and Plate Blocks Collection, 1949-2009. In twelve albums, includes plate blocks of 1-6, 1949 #15, #16
souvenir sheet, High Holidays, second coin issue, missing postage dues and airmails, then generally complete from 1950 to
2009, with all souvenir sheets, mostly NH, and loads of complete sheets from 1955 onwards, a lovely group for the specialist with
huge catalog/retail value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2149 HH/)
Israel, Errors, Freaks & Oddities Collection. An attractive holding with many unusual stamps mounted on pages,
including. color varieties, missing colors, tab varieties, broken letters and oddities caused by foreign matter on the printing plate
or in the paper. Also some Herzl imperforate labels without center impressions & 1948 Nahariya sheet with broken letters. Viewing recommended, and remember that discoveries add pleasure to philately. See photos of the entire lot on our website, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2150 H
Israel, Postal Stationery Varieties Collection. An interesting and unrepeatable property that deserves your attention, including. 22 unused aerogrammes (airletter sheets) depicting unusual varieties such as shifted or smeared impressions,
missing stamp impressions, white spots on stamps and a pre-printing paper fold. We also noted 21 unused postal cards with
shifted impressions, white spots or daubs on stamps, colors omitted or miss-cuts. A great opportunity to acquire many
hard-to-find pieces, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2151 H/)
Israel, Perforation & Printing Varieties Collection. A diverse holding mounted on pages, including. Doar Ivri pairs,
blocks & strips with double perforations, imperforate pairs, 1976 souvenir sheet with double perforation at bottom (MS14a), several stamps with shifted impressions on tabs, FDC with #27 depicting an interesting white line on lower part (Mosden V68), 1957
souvenir sheet with strong shift in orange color (132), 1954 Herzel (Jewish National Fund label) block of four with blue impression
shifted down. We also noted as a bonus Third Coinage (38-43) mint & used stamps with tabs and top selvage, including. several
blocks of four and tete-beche gutter strips. Much fun to go through, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2152 HH/H/m Israel, Mint and Used Collection, 1948-2002. Nice collection mounted in two albums, many with tabs, includes 16
souvenir sheet, 28-30 with tabs, 33-34 with/ tabs, C1-C6 with tabs, a excellent lot for expansion, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2153 H/m/) Israel, Interim Period Collection, 1948. In a three-ring binder, starting with stamps depicting development & defense & Eliezer Ben Yehuda designs, followed by Dr. Chaim Weizmann vertical gutter pairs (Bale 11g & 12g), and then by Valley
of Jezrael set (Bale 17-19, plus 10m block of four), Warsaw Ghetto Rebellion (Bale 22, sheet of 10), Jewish State Partition Map
(Bale 29-30, sheets of 10), Diaspora-Jewish Motifs, plus two postcards and three UPU reply coupons. An interesting holding that
can be integrated into a bigger collection or broken down, and offered on the internet, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2154 H/m/) Israel, Mostly Modern Stock 1953-2000. Several hundred stamps, souvenir sheets, full sheets and first day covers
in nine binders and a box, mostly modestly priced material but does include first day covers and tab blocks of C9-C17, the perfect
lot for the beginning collector or internet dealer, examination is suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2155 HH
Israel, Offset Errors Collection. 37 stamps & two souvenir sheets depicting dramatic offset varieties, and mounted
on pages, including. 1954 (85), 1956 (119), 1957 (127 & 129), 1957 (132 x2), 1962 (231-32 & 234), 1963 (246). Normally these
stamps are pulled out of the printing process and destroyed but some reach the market and are interesting additions to a collection. See photos of the entire lot on our website., o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2156 H/m
Israel, Attractive Collection and Accumulation, 1948-69. Minkus album housing a collection of mint stamps without the tabs, also several better never hinged singles with tabs such as 1950 airmails (C1-6), 1951 Jewish Fund (48-50), 1952
Menorah (55), 1953-56 1000p airmail (C16), plus a couple of stockbooks filled with modern mint & used sets, overall condition
F-VF, recommended for the internet trader.
Estimate $250 - 350
2157 H/m
Israel, Collection and Literature Lot. Stuffed in two boxes, includes bound copies of The Israel Philatelist vol 1-23,
The Holy Land Philatelist vol 1-7, assorted catalogs, unused pages, first day covers and two White Ace albums with mint & used
stamps, covers and postal stationery up to 1980, a great foundation for a collector in this area, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2158 HH/H/m Italian Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-2000. Mounted in five albums, mint includes 58-63, 117-118, 119-122,
159-164, 232-238, 242-246, 258-264, 280-289, 324-328, 331-341, 359-366, 377-386, Rome Berlin Axis three unissued high values, 495-506, 515-517, 518, B17-B19, C1, C2, C20-C22, C28-C33, C35-C39, C52-C55, C73-C78, C95-C99, E1, E9, better
used includes 72, 130-132, with a great deal of back-of-the-book including occupational, A.M.G., Fiume, if you are looking for a
new area to invest in or just needing new stock, this is the lot for you, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2159 H/m
Italian Area, Mint & Used Collection. In a well-filled Scott album with some duplication. We noted many better sets
& singles (mint unless denoted) such as 1890-91 (58-63), 1901-26 (83 & 85), 1910 (117-18), 1922 (140-42 x2), 1923 (159-64),
1923 (165-68 x2), 1924 (171-74), 1928 (206-10), 1930 (248-56), 1931 (258-64), 1932 (280-89), 1932 (290-305), 1933 (310-14,
used), 1934 (324-28), 1935 (349-54 x2, NH & used), 1936 (359-66), 1937 (367-76), 1937 (377-86), plus Airmail section wirh
1917-28 (C1-11), 1932 (C28-34), 1932 (C35-39 x2, mint & used), 1933 (C42-47), 1934 (C62-65), 1934 (C66-72), 1934 (C73-78),
1935 (C79-83), 1937 (C84-88), 1937 (C93-99 x2, one NH, other mint), plus Pneumatic Mail 1913-28 (D1-8) & 1924-27 (D9-14),
and Italian Social Republic 1944 (Q1-12), Military stamps, postage dues, officials, parcel post & occupation issues. Offices
Abroad section includes mint & used representation with several better sets such as Aegean Islands 1932 (C15-19) & 1934
(C28-31), plus 1932 (CE1-2), Calchi 1932 (17-26), Rhodes 1929 (15-23), Simi 1932 (17-26), Castellorizo 1922 (51-59).,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2160 HH/H/m Italian Area, Collection Mint & Used. A few thousand stamps housed in four binders, better mint includes
Cyrenaica 59-64, B1-B6, C24-C29, Eritrea 175-180, C1-C6, Italian Colonies airmails, Italian East Africa airmails, Italian Somalia
51-54, 164-169, C1-C6, Tripolitania 1-4, 73-78, C43-C48, B1-B6, Italy 124-125, 232-237, 310-314, 359-366, 377-386, better
used 58-63, 115-116 (x2), 119-122, 130-132, 527 (x5), C66-C72, with mint and used Italian States, plenty of back-of-the-book,
lots of offices abroad, may be a few hidden gems waiting to be mined, take a few minutes to examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2161 HH/H/m Italian Area, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. Several hundred stamps in a Lindner stock book, with states, airmails, offices abroad and back-of-the-book, dozens of useful sale able items, catalog value is huge, close inspection to ascertain this lots
true value is recommended, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2162 HH/H
Italian Area, Mint Dealer Stock, 1950-90. An opportunity to replenish scarce stock at a fraction of its high new issue
costs, includes Italy 170 disturbed gum, Cyrenaica 65-77, San Marino 304 sheet of six, C62b sheet of six, C75 sheet of six, Vatican City 155a, with plenty of fresh complete sets, a sure fire money maker, please investigate, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
2163 m
Italy, Highly Complete, Intact and Valuable Collection of Used, 1862-1954. Loaded with key values with proper
cancels, includes: 17-9, 20, 21(2), 23-36 (extra 33), 34, 37-44, 39a (signed E Diena), 40a, 42a, 45-51, 52-92, 58a, 94-112,
114-42, 142A-D, 142-64, 165-70with extra 170, 171a-4a, 174A-G, 175-7, 175a-7a, 178-83, 181a, 188-200, 201-10, 213-46,
248-56, 257-67, 268-79, 280-648 virtually complete; Semi Postals: B1-4, B7-9, B11-2, B12b, B17-9, B26-34, B39-40, B43-6;
Airmails complete 1917-1948 (C1-128); CB1-3, CE1-9, CO1-2CTO, E1-26, D1, D9-15, J2, J4-5, J5a, J6-10, J12-20, J22-4,
J25-7, O1-8, P1, Q1-6, a delightful collection with all of the key stamps present, by far one of the finer collections we have had the
pleasure to offer and fully intact, catalog into six figures, inspection invited, generally F.-V.F., ex-Amberley.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2164 H/m/) Italy, Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1997. In three binders with better including 1890 (58-63), 1924 Crociera
(174A-G), 1928 (201-10), 1932 Garibaldi (280-89, used), plus Lipso mint set, 1932 Fascist Government (290-305), 1934
(315-21), 1934 (324-28), 1934 (331-41), 1935 (349-54), 1936 (359-66), 1937 (367-76), 1937 (377-86), 1937 (387-96), plus several desirable airmail sets: 1917 (C1-2), 1926-28 (C3-9), 1927 (C10-11), 1932 (C28-34), 1932 (C35-39), 1933 (C42-47), 1934
(C62-65), 1934 (C66-72), 1935 (C79-83), 1936 (C84-88), 1937 (C95-99), plus postage due, special delivery & AMG examples.
We also noted several 1990s first day covers and a large number of modern sets. A “must-see” lot with good retail value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2165 H/m

Italy, “Estero” Overprints. Folder with a small mint (1 stamp used) collection. High cat. value!
Estimate $600 - 800

2166 H/m
Italy, Mint & Used Collection 1899-1998. Several hundred stamps in a Novus album, with used 52-56, 75-91,
427-438, 495-506, 572-573, C9, C10-C11, C106-C114, D1--D2, better mint includes C20-C22, C23-C24, C52-C55, and many
other sets and part sets, an excellent lot for the budding Italian philatelist or to break up for resale, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
2167 H/m

Italy, Small Stockbook. With various material, including better stamps.

Estimate $250 - 350

2168 HH/H/m Italy & Colonies, Mint and Used Collection, 1850-2003. Several hundred stamps in two stock books, in the large
stock book is better mint 115-116, 117-118, 124-125, 140-142, 413-418, B1-B3, B4, B20-B25, C1-C2, C4-C9, C35-C39,
CE1-CE2, then mint & used to 2003, next are stamps of Dalmatia, Aegean Islands, Corfu, Saseno, Fiume, Trieste, Italian East
Africa, Cyrenaica, Eritrea, Levant, Libya, Italian Somalia, Tripolitania, the small stock book has additional Italian Colonies, a
valuable lot well worth a careful look; some mixed condition, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2169 H/m
Italy, Mint & Used Collection, 1863-1983. In old-time album with many parallel mint & used stamps, starting with
19th Century representation, followed by many desirable (mint unless noted) sets such as 1910 (117-18, used), 1911 (119-22),
1923 (159-64), 1924 “Crociera/ Italiana/ 1924” (174A-G), 1932 (C35-39), 1933 (C42-47), 1934 Soccer (324-28 & C62-65), 1934
(C73-78) & 1937 (C95-99), plus some postage dues, Italian Colonies, Socialist Republic, AMG Venezia-Giulia & Italian Occupation issues. We also noted a large amount of sets, part sets & singles issued in the 1946-83 period, and a couple of 1960 first day
covers. A lot that surely merits a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2170 H
Italy: Trieste Zone A, Mint Collection, 1947-54. Mounted on Scott album pages, starting with 1947 (1-14), 1948
(18-29), 1949 (36-39), 1949-50 (58-69), 1950 (90-108), plus many other sets & singles in the modest range. We also noted 1947
(C1-6), 1947 (C7-12), 1949-52 (C20-26), plus 1947-48 (E1-4), 1947 (J1-6), 1949 (J7-15) & 1949-54 (J16-29). Mostly fresh and
highly complete for the period, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2171 H/m
Italian Colonies, Mostly Mint Collection. In a thick Scott album and some album pages, including an abundant
number of important sets & singles (mint unless otherwise noted) such as Italian Colonies 1932 (13-22 & C8-12), 1933
(C13-19), 1933 (C20-27), 1934 (46-50 & C29-35), Cyrenaica 1923 (5-10), 1932 (C6-11), 1933 (C12-17), 1934 (CB1-10),
Eritrea 1903-28 (24), 1922 (58-64), 1936 (C7-16), 1934 (CB1-10), Ethiopia 1936 (N1-7), Libia 1932 (B38-47), 1932 (C4-7),
1933 (C8-13), 1934 (C14-18), San Marino 1877-99 (15 & 17), 1927 (104-06), plus 1918 (B3-11), 1918 (B12-14), Somalia 1923
(40-50), 1923 (55-60), Tripolitania 1930 (C1-3), 1931-32 (C8-15), 1931 (C16-20), 1933 (C21-26) & 1934 (CB1-10). We also
noted Trieste Zone A section and some Italian States unchecked examples. Excellent basis to build upon, and definitely worth
viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2172 H/m
Japan, Mint & Used Collection, 1875-1980. In a Scott album, and starting with 1875 (47, used), followed by many
stamps issued in the 1876-1900 period, including. 1894 (85-86 x2, mint & used), 1900 (109, block of four), and then by many
fresh sets, part sets, singles & souvenir sheets such as 1915 (148-51), 1919 (155-58), 1925 (190-93), 1927 (198-201), 1938
Nikko(283a), 1939 Daisen (288a), 1947 (400a), 1948 (421a), 1948 (422a), 1949 (479 x3), 1949-52 (480-97), 1950 (508b),
1950-51 (517a & 519a). Also 1929 (C3-7) & 1950 (C9-13), plus Offices in China representation and some miniature sheets. A
good collector's collection with many useful items. Be sure to include it on your “must-see” list, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2173 H
Japan, mint collection. A neat collection of mint Japan with strength in the 20th century, with several hundred
stamps, housed on album leaves. Starting in the 19th century with 1872s, 1879s, 1883-92, etc through to the 20th century with
National Parks with good range of better material, well filled and all one of a kind with some miniature sheets through to the 1950s
with a good showing with complete book series, through to the modern era with near completion throughout. The back of the
book begins with the semi-postals with virtual completion from 1937 onwards, as well airmails, offices in China, etc. Worthwhile.
Estimate $600 - 800
2174 m
Japan, Good Used Collection. Starting in the 1870s with interesting cancels included in all the years of the different
definitives of the 1874, 1875s, 1876/77, 1879s, 1883/92, 1876/77s, 1879 complete, 1883/9s complete, as well as a selection of
perf varieties on the early issues. Then further complete series of 1894, 1896, 1899/00, 1900, 1901/07, 1908, 1913, 1914, 1915,
1916, 1919 again with perforation varieties. The 1920s and 1930s are well represented including national parks, same with the
1940s. Also seen, back of the book with airmails, semi-postals, Offices in China, Offices in Korea, officials, 19th century cut
squares, official sealed stamps, non-Scott listed, etc, a solid collection.
Estimate $600 - 800
2175 H/m
Japan, Mostly Used Collection, 1871-1940. In a three-ring binder, starting with Dragon & Cherry Blossoms forgeries useful as reference, followed by Koban examples with circular cancels, and then by many sets, part sets & singles issued in
the 1899-1940 period. An interesting collection, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2176 HH/H/m Korea, Exceptional Collection, 1884-2000. Housed in 5 like new Palo hingeless albums. Begins with a reasonable
mint and used holding of Kingdom but then is followed by very strong, all mint, Republic, majority never hinged. There is an excellent range of premium items including Scott 58a, 80-84, 85-86, 107, 132-73, 187-87C, 196-99, 212F complete booklet of 5
panes, 227-28, 265a-67a, 285a, 286a, 287a-89a, 290a, 298a-300a, 353a & b - 55a & b as well as "POSTAG" complete,
360-74A, 385-96, 432-33a, 439a-43a, 579a, 582-84, 616-23, 635-53, 664a-83a, 713a, 718a-20a perf (2), C1a, C23-26 (2),
C27-30 and C32-34 as well as useful group of Presentation Sheets composed of 121, 132-73 complete with Italy without crown,
122-24, 126, 197, 203E, 213-15, 221-22, 232-34, 243-44 and C17-19. A remarkable and exceptionally clean collection, rarely offered in such quality and depth, a careful inspection invited, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2177 H/m/) Latvia, Outstanding Specialist's Selection. With strong emphasis on the scarce, specialized or unusual, neatly
assembled in a stockbook, mostly identified by Michel numbers. Begins with excellent first issues, including paper types,
part-perfs, shades etc, with several large multiples showing maps on reverse. We also find printing on unfinished banknote issues in multiples, Scott C8 pair, imperf between (signed Kessler), CB3-5 pristine blocks of 10, CB3a-5a lovely blocks of 6, various proofs of the 1919-1920 issues (quantities of these), unlisted locals, great Occupations (most signed) like 2N1-22 complete
mint, plus 2N12-22 (less 2N14) used, 2N23-33 mint and 2N31 plus 36 mint or used, officials, numerous nice covers and more.
Lovely, appealing, collector-formed holding, inspection invited, generally F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2178 m
Latvia, Outstanding Used Collection to 1940. Highly complete and neatly assembled on pristine Schaubek hingeless pages. Aside from the regular issues, which are largely complete, excellent value lies in Semi-postals and airmails, with premium like Scott B66-71, B72-81, C9-13 (signed), SB14-17, SB18-20, CB21-24, CB18a-20a, CB21a-24a and much more. A
delightful lot of this popular country, examine, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2179 H/m
Latvia, Interesting Mint & Used Assortment, 1918-41. In a well-filled stock book, starting with usual 5k imperforate
& perforated stamps printed in back of German Military maps, including blocks of four & singles, followed by a large representation of 5k to 75k Arms redrawn stamps issued in the 1919-20 period, followed by Liberation of Riga & Rising Sun issues, plus two
registered covers locally used in Riga. We also noted Independence Issue & Warrior slaying dragon singles & multiples, followed
by several other commemorative issues. Also 1928 (C3-5), 1939 souvenir sheets (B97 x3) & 1941 (1N14-19)., F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2180 HH
Liberia, Spectacular Mint New Issue Holding To the 1990s. Many tens of thousands of mint Liberian stamps,
housed in several dozen folders, neatly organised from the 1960s through to the end of the 1990s, in sheet format with everything
in complete series and almost always equal numbers of each denominations, i.e. the 1979 #860 - #864 is here in sheet format of
25, with 43 sheets for each denomination making a total of 1075 sets i.e. a catalog of $4730 for this series alone! The catalogue
must run into many tens of thousands of dollars and the sheer quantity makes for a challenging viewing. Packed full of topical interest including ships, rotary international, Olympics, soccer, flags, to name just a few. Ideal for a dealer of Liberia or looking to replenish stocks inexpensively or even the savvy dealer who recognises a bargain when he sees one. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2181 H/m
Liberia, Miniature Sheets, a Phenomenal Range of Mint Topics. All from the 20th century, all in excellent condition, approaching 3000, with a diverse range of topics including wildlife such as birds, elephants and the like, Summer and Winter
Olympics, famous people such as Winston Churchill, Albert Schweitzer, JFK, Zeppelins, United Nations, Birthday of the Queen
Mother, Space, Rotary International, England's 1966 and Argentina's 1978 world cup soccer victory, Boy Scouts, UN and Unicef,
national literacy programs, etc. Retail must be in the order of $20,000 to $30,000 with nothing in excessive quantity. A topical
dealers pleasure or a wonderful opportunity for the Liberian accumulator looking to buy an outstanding oldtime holding.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2182 H/m
Liberia, Classics To Turn of the Century Holding. With over 180 early Liberty types. A fantastic holding of Liberia
with many hundreds of items, mint and used, housed in one volume. Beginning with over 180 allegory issues, mint and used with
18x 6¢ red with many different perforations including imperf present as well as colored cancels and straightline cancels, 19x 12¢
blue again with different perforations, imperfs and dramatically misperfed with cds and manuscript cancels, 18x 24¢ green with
particular interesting green on green cds strikes, 37x 1¢ ultra with fancy cancels notes, 24x 2¢ rose with interesting 6 line barred
cancels, seldom seen, 32x 6¢ violet including attractive town cds, 42x 12¢ yellow including multiples and 34x 24¢ rose red with a
wide range of cancels. More 19th century with 11 examples of Scott #21, at least 5 complete sets of the 1882s mint and used. The
holding continues with 1885s perf and imperf, including blocks, 1892-96 with many complete sets, 1894s by the dozens, several
dozen of the 1897s unchecked for types however non-Scott listed double overprint noticed, with 1897-1905 again many complete sets, through to the early 20th century with the same quantity and organisation including errors such as double surcharges,
perforation varieties, different types etc with the collection ending in 1914 surcharges. A must view lot for the Liberian specialist,
dealer or collector, much more here than described and much requiring further categorising and research.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2183 H/m
Liberia, Enormous Stock With an Outstanding Range of Errors. An exceptional stock of Liberia housed in two
thick stockbooks, focused on the 20th century with several thousands stamps. The first book starts has the 1949 UPU sets with
several complete sets, specimens, miniature sheets, specimen miniature sheets, perf and imperf, wing corner marginals, etc,
then the 1950s again with perf, imperf, missing centers, specimens, wing corner marginals in blocks. The book continues in
equal fashion through the 1950s ending in 1969 with airmails present again perf, imperf, non-Scott listed, etc. The second book
continues the same way, absolutely loaded with non-Scott listed, imperforate blocks, proofs, etc through to the 1970s, again with
airmails present and much mint pictorials with virtually everything in complete series. Ideal for a dealer to break down and sell on
eBay. Huge retail potential very probably running into 5 figures, outstanding in depth and diversity, even Bileski would be jealous!
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2184 H/m
Liberia, Strong 19th Century Collection Including Excellent Back of the Book. An impressive and original,
mostly used old time collection of Liberia housed on Scott album leaves, beginning in the 1860s with #1-3, 1864s with #4-6 and
#7-9, completion thereafter in the 1880s, 1881, 1882, 1885, 1892s, 1893 with regular and good surcharge, 1894 regular and
rouletted, 1896s, 1897 type II and ending with the 1900. Then there are the officials, starting with the 1892 with top value mint,
1893 with both regular and overprinted on #50d, imperf and rouletted 1894 5¢, 1894s complete, 1898 again complete, 1896 and
1900 also complete, as well as 1892 and 1893 unpaid letter stamps and finally ending with a selection off 1894 registration labels
with #F1 genuine usage ($250), as well as #F6 to #F9, again with authentic usage and unusual as such. A far better than normally
encountered collection of this much underrated area.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2185 m/)
Liberia, Used Collection, 1892-1910. 40+ used stamp with various town cancels, mostly from the 1892 and 1897 issues, also a 1899 picture postcard of Cape Palmas with Liberia and Gold Coast stamps tied by German Seapost cancels, postcard alone is worth our low estimate, a quick viewing will yield excellent results, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2186 HH/H
Liberia, Mint Dealer Stock, 1945-65. An amazing stock of mint NH full sheets of Liberia, with some heavy duplication, includes such sets as the 1954 UN Tech Assistance airmail set, 1955 sports set with airmails, with it being virtually all NH
this is the perfect lot for the topical dealer or packet maker, please examine, F.-V.F. Scott $18,000 owners.
Estimate $250 - 350
2187 HH/H
Liechtenstein, Outstanding Mint Collection, 1912-1990. Highly complete for the period in a Biella hingeless album (1988-90 on a stockcard); highlights include #1-3, 3a (2), 90-107 and the issues of 1934 through 1990 virtually complete
(less the Vaduz sheet) including all the back-of-the-book, less C7-8; the owner bought everything as NH, and, after 1930 nearly
all of it is (131 is LH), but before that there is a good bit of regumming, such stamps being figured as hinged, where appropriate.
There are also a few nice “bonuses”, i.e. #218 miniature sheet & 323-323 sheets of 20. All-in-all, a fabulous lot. Scott $10,000+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2188 m/)
Liechtenstein, Fantastic Used Collection, 1891-1950. Nearly complete used collection neatly mounted in a large
blank album; starts with 23 Austrian stamps used in Balzers, Eschen, Schaan, Triesen or Vaduz; then the Regular Issues and
Commemoratives, beginning with #1-3, 1a-3a & 3b, are virtually complete, less #94-107 and the Vaduz sheet, Semi-Postals,
Dues and Officials are complete (including perf varieties of O1-8), and the Airs lack only C7-8; also included are a few FDCs, like
#111-113 & 238, and used blocks of 4. Condition is uniformly clean and Very Fine throughout. A truly superb lot. Scott $9,800.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2189 H/ma

Liechtenstein, Mint and Used Collection, 1966-1996. In blocks of 4 in 2 Safe albums. Much material.
Estimate $300 - 400

2190 m/)
Liechtenstein, Lovely Collection, 1964-90. Mounted in four Biella albums, used singles, souvenir sheets and first
day covers, attractive collection, albums alone would cost over 400.00, please inspect, F.-V.F. Scott $1,300+.
Estimate $250 - 350
2191 H/m
Liechtenstein, Small Balance of Consignment. Consists of a stock book containing used sheets of 1981//2007
Europa (Scott $815) and a Davo Deluxe hingeless album, part 1, 1912-1969 (retail $180), with a scattering of inexpensive used
stamps.
Estimate $200 - 300
2192 H/m
Lithuania, Magnificent and Pristine Collection. A superb, virtually complete all mint collection with lots of better
never hinged throughout, keenly assembled in a pristine Lighthouse hingeless album. There is amazingly little to improve upon,
either in content or quality, as this keepsake collection is brimming with premium items beginning with complete type sets, Scott
1-26, then onto wonderful Vytis issues, 70-80, 92-92D (rare set), and lengthy runs from there including 120-22, 136-60, C34 and
CB3 unwatermarked, 176-88 NH, 207-09 (rare), B1-15, B16-29, B30-42, 210-22, 242-55, 286-95 NH, all sets which exist perf
and imperf, all airmails complete including C80 with Vaitkus overprint (MI €500) and more. A remarkable collection in all respects, inspection invited, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2193 H/m
Lithuania, Outstanding and Valuable Specialized Holding. Comprised of hundreds of items in all, mint or used,
neatly assembled and identified by Michel and or Scott numbers in a large stockbook. The overriding emphasis of this wonderful
lot focuses on the unusual including many Michel listed varieties, imperfs, surcharge varieties, shifted centers, perf varieties etc,
along with a fine showing of straight forward material, which includes blocks, etc. A sampling of highlights show excellent typeset
issues, Scott 40-49, mint and used imperf sets, many marginal, 51, 53, 55-56 and 59 imperf marginal blocks of 4, 55 block of 8,
imperf horizontally, 102 imperf pair and strip of 4, C5a, 2 pairs, a block of 4 and numerous singles, 157a, C27a, C30a (2), C39c (3,
rare), C38a-39a, MI 313I, C47-54 used imperf blocks, C55-62 blocks, perf or imperf, C80 footnote listed overprint, signed twice
(MI €500), 277C-K NH imperf blocks, B52-54, 2 imperf sets, one marginal, B53-54 horizontal pairs, imperf vertically and much,
much more. A fascinating, collector inspired holding, specialist's delight, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2194 H/m
Lithuania, Outstanding and Clean Specialist's Stock. This excellent holding represents an advanced collectors
working stock formed by the same individual who's fine collections are featured in the Baltic States lots in this sale. This stock is
very carefully assembled, with many items in balanced quantities, beginning with extensive mint or used typeset issues, and continues on through the various "Vytis" issues, early commemorative sets in manageable, usually even quantities strong
semi-postals and airmail issues, excellent surcharge types, etc. This lot is ideally suited for breakdown, with quantities of better
sets and singles present. We also note some unlisted material and Central Lithuania as well, a wonderful opportunity for the
internet trader, and a lovely lot of this popular country, F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2195 m
Lithuania, Fabulous All Used Collection to 1940. A superb, high quality, nearly complete used collection including
the rarities, keenly assembled on pristine Schaubek hingeless pages in one binder. A sampling of premium items show Scott 1-2,
3-8, good runs of regular issues from there till 120-22 (signed BPP), 123-34 complete, 176-88, 207 (rare, signed Mikulski),
216-17, 242-55, outstanding semi-postals including B1-15, B16-29, B30-42, great perf and imperf airmails, including C80 with
footnote listed Vaitkus flight overprints, CB1-4, etc. A wonderful and beautiful lot of this popular country, fresh, generally Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2196 H
Lithuania, Mint & Used Assortment With Bonus. In two stock books with duplication, home-made album pages &
mint sheet file, including 1932 (256-63, used, imperforate & perforated blocks of four), 1933 (277C-K x5, imperforate), 1933
(C71-78 x5, imperforate), plus 1922 (C15-17, mint tete-beche pairs and singles, plus large multiple of the 5auk), and several
sheets issued in the 1934-40 period. Also as a bonus Central Lithuania perforated & imperforate blocks of four & singles,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2197 H/m
Luxembourg, Attractive Mint Collection. Housed on Scott album pages, collected with an eye for quality and much
of the earlier material surprisingly mint never hinged. There are several hundred stamps, mint and used, beginning in the 19th
century with the 1859 with a four margined example of the 1c #4 (cat $175), the 1865/71 4c #16, the 1865-73 with both 1¢ present
#17 and #18, the 1874/79s to #39, 1880/81s with 5c yellow (#$250), the 1882s with #55 ($190), 1891/93s complete, the same
with the 1895s, in fact near completion on regular material with miniature sheets including mint never hinged 1939 #217 through
to the good Europa set mint never hinged ($200), etc, as well as material not listed in Scott. Then there are the semi-postals with
virtual completion through to 1935 to the modern era. Next are the airmails again mint with the 1952 mint never hinged #C16 to
#C20 ($100), postage dues complete, Luxembourg issued under German Occupation complete. Finally and by no means least,
there are the official stamps from #O1 with the 1c, 2c, 12½c ($475), 20¢, 30¢ and 40¢ ($160), then the 1875/76 near complete
(cats about $400+), 1878/80 with #029a ($140), #O30a, #O31a ($150), #O32 ($375), #O33a x2 ($95 each) and #O34, then
1881s complete including #O46a ($225) with the regular series ($720), then 1882 complete, 1891/93, 1908/26 complete ($134)
virtually complete thereafter. An excellent collection in unusually good condition, representing an exceptional opportunity for the
Luxembourg collector or dealer.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2198 HH/H/m Luxembourg, Mint & Used Assortment. Several hundred stamps in stockbook, 1852-1981, better includes 1, 1a,
3, 4-12, 16-23, 48-59, 60-67, B30-B34, better mint includes 13, 15, 217, 280-285, with strong postage dues and officials, a few
condition issues, but an attractive buy, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2199 HH/H/m Luxembourg, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1852-1982. Hundreds of stamps, in two large stockbooks, better mint unless noted 1 used, 5, 111 (x3), B20-B24 (x2), B98-B103, B137-B142, B143-B146 (x2), with loads of inexpensive material, perfect
for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2200 H/m
Mexico, Mint & Used Gainful Assortment, 1856-1993. In seven large stockbooks with duplication, and starting
with 1856 & 1861 Hidalgo Issues mostly in used condition, followed by some Coat of Arms & Maximilian examples, and then by
imperforate & perforated Hidalgo stamps issued in the 1870s-80s period, plus Numerals & "Mulitas" issues. We also noted Civil
War Issues, Carranza & "Corbata" overprints, followed by a wealth of easy-to-sale sets & souvenir sheets, including definitives,
airmails, officials & special delivery, viewing is a must to appreciate the scope and value that this holding offers! F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2201 H/m
Mexico, Mint & Used Collection, 1856-1979. In a Scott specialty album with some earlies, followed by XIX Century
representation, including Hidalgo, Numeral & "Mulitas" Issues, and then mostly mint from 1903 onwards; Civil War Issues,
Carranza overprints, Sonora & "corbata" examples, plus several fresh sets, part sets & singles such as 1914 (381-85), 1914
(423-33), 1934 University (698-701 & 703-04), 1938 (740-45), 1940 (754-58), 1947-50 (837-51), 1950-52 (856-67), 1954-67
(875-85), 1956 souvenir sheet (896a) & 1960 (909), highly recommended as a foundation collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2202 H/m
Mexico, Mixed Mint and Used Accumulation. Of many hundreds mounted on album pages with a nice range of
useful mint value including 1940's mint sets as well as a few better mint like 828 and C107. Generally clean and F-VF, with viewing suggested.
Estimate $600 - 800
2203 H/m
Mexico, Mint & Used Collection, 1856-73. In a Minkus album, beginning with Hidalgo used examples issued in the
1856-80 period, and followed by some early 20th Century stamps. We also noted several useful definitive (Architecture) sets,
plus some souvenir sheets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2204 H/m
Mexico, Mint & Used Collection, 1890s-1960s. Presented in a Victoria album, and starting with Numeral & Transportation Issues representation, followed by some early XX Century sets, part sets & singles. We noted some better such as
1898 (284 x2, used), 1938 (740-45, mint) (C123-25, mint), 1945 (C148-52 & C153-57, mint), plus some souvenir sheets & officials. This collection arrived very late and careful viewing may reveal some other “goodies”, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2205 m

Monaco, Small Used Classics Collection. Includes (cat. Yvert) no's 1-10, 11-16, 18-21. On stock card, in folder.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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2206 H/m
Monaco, Useful Stock. Interesting range of material, mint and used, representing a wannabe dealers stock with
about 40 large double sided black stockcards, ie about 80 in total including a few album pages, representing for the most part a
methodical, organised holding in chronological order, from the first issues onwards. The second and third definitive series with
lower values and mint multiples on through to the better series of the 1940 including red cross surcharges mint through to high
value 20f + 5f, 1945 series complete and then much more including duplication, yet nothing excessive perhaps 2 or 3 of each, occasionally half a dozen seen. In the 1950s better series there are Olympics, triangular se-tenants pairs surcharge of the balloon
flight, Rainier/Princess Grace to 500fr, Monte Carlo rally, Royal Wedding anniversary etc, through to modern era and then back
of the book including a little postal history, die proofs etc. Quality is very good with most of the mint never hinged and most of the
used superb. An opportunity for a dealer.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2207 H/m
Monaco, Mostly Mint Collection, 1885-1974. Presented in a Lighthouse album, and beginning with 1885 (1-9,
used), followed by 1891 Issue up to 1fr, 1914-19 (B1-6), 1924-33 (60-92), 1940 (B36-50), 1947 (B94 x2), 1949 (B99a, perforated
& imperforate se-tenant blocks of four), plus many other fresh sets in the modest range. We also noted several Monaco (Europa)
sheetlets issued in the 1974-82 period, and some "preobliteres" examples, attractive holding for dealer or collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2208 HH/H/m Monaco, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. Thousand or so stamps and souvenir sheets, 1885-1990, in four stockbooks,
better mint includes 2 (x5), 3 (x2), 15 (x3), 204-208 (x13), 209-213 (x6), 354-362 (x3), B24-B25 (x5), C20a (x2), C84-C88 (4),
better used includes 6 (x4), with plenty of souvenir sheets, excellent stock with great potential, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
2209 H/m
Monaco, Mainly Mint Collection, 1885-1986. Fairly complete for the period, neatly arranged in a 64-page
stockbook; highlights include (mint unless noted) #5, 6 (no gum), 8, 17, 20, 60-92, etc.; nearly complete from 1941 onward, including souvenir & miniature sheets; Semi-Postals & Airs are a bit weak, but Dues include J4 (used) & J18 (no gum); virtually all
clean and F-VF and nearly all NH from the early 1950s.
Estimate $500 - 750
2210 H/m
Monaco, Mostly Mint Collection, 1880s-1990s. Mounted on Minkus album pages, beginning with some early examples, value concentrated in the large amount of XX Century colorful sets, part sets & singles such as 1952 (295-300), 1959
(438-46), 1961 (485-98) & 1974 souvenir sheet of 10 (904a), condition is mostly Very Fine, viewing invited.
Estimate $200 - 300
2211 H/m/) Monaco, Mint & Used Collection, 1880s-1980s. In binder with some better (mint unless noted) such as 1891-94
(24 & 27), 1938 (159), 1948 (204-08), 1948 (209-13), 1956 two first day covers (354-57), 1956 Princess Grace & Prince Rainier
issue in blocks of four & first day covers, plus many other sets & covers, also 1950 (C34-35), 1953 (C36-39), condition is F-VF.
Estimate $200 - 300
2212 HH/H
Mongolia, Mint Dealer Stock, 1951-58. Stock page of mint issues, includes 73, 102 (x5), 103 (x6), 114, 127, 134
(x7), 144-148, fresh and clean, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
2213 H/m
Montenegro, Stamp and Important Postal History Collection. Housed in one substantial volume. A comprehensive stamp collection from the first issues onwards, through to the turn of the century in the same volume with a few dozen items
of postal history, the majority housed on homemade album pages with the focus on 19th and early 20th century postal stationery,
this includes a selection of stamped newspaper wrappers, early postal stationery for domestic and international rates, 1893
postal stationery overprinted as postal issues commemorating the 400th anniversary of printing in Montenegro including reply
cards, 1896/1901 postal wrappers for the bicentenary of the ruling dynasty, the 1902 postal reply card value 5 green on buff, etc,
etc. Much more here than described, viewing highly recommended of this well filled collection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2214 H
Morocco, Mint Collection, 1956-77. Mounted in a Lighthouse hingeless album, and highly complete for the period,
including regulars, semipostals, airmails and some sheets issued in 1968. A collection that can be easily integrated into a bigger
holding, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2215 HH/H/m Nepal, Mint and Used Collection, 1881-1985. Starting with more than 30 stamps of first designs 1881-1906, special part Shiva Mahadeva issues 1907-1941. Also airmail, officials and overprints. On album pages and in printed album. Also a
folder with more than 65 sheets/ part sheets.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2216 H/m
Netherlands, a Wonderful Specialized Collection. Housed in 3 albums, with particular strength in the syncopated
perfs. Hardly any empty spaces here, in this excellent mint and used collection which includes an extensive study of the Queen
Wilhelmina definitives of the 1920s in virtually every which way mint never hinged. An extraordinary achievement, seldom seen
on this side of the Atlantic. Another feature of this collection is that much of the key issues of the 1920 and 30s are mint never
hinged, often where you least expect it. The classics are also strong including a good showing of the first issues with some superb
four margined examples present, beginning with 3 x #1, 6 x #2, 2 x #3, 6 x #4, 4 x #5, 2 x #6 leading through to King William complete to 50¢, followed by the next definitive complete to 2gld 50, the Goldilocks complete to 5gl, through to turn of the century including the scarce mint 10gld Juliana overprints, through to all the other definitives including se-tenants studies, through to the
1940/51 mint to 10gld, all the good semi postals, further definitives etc as well as all the good miniature sheet from the 1942 legions pair etc. There are also further studies, even a little Netherlands colonies and the collections as a whole goes into the
2000s euro zone, ending there in the third album. The overwhelming value is in the first book, particularly all the syncopated
perfs, categorised correctly, virtually all mint never hinged. An opportunity seldom available to buy one man"s collection, replete
with good items.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2217 H/m
Netherlands, Duplicated Mint and Used Collection, 1972-1999. In 8 binders, including many blocks of 4, with a
high face value.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2218 m
Netherlands, Mostly Used Collection, 1852-1940. In Davo cristal album, with better material including classics, officials etc. NVPH €4,958 ($6,500).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2219 m
Netherlands, Mostly Used Collection, 1852-1940. In Davo cristal album, classics to modern. NVPH €3,403
($4,460).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2220 m
Netherlands, Specialized Used Collection, 1864-1869. Album pages containing various perfs, proofs, no. 5 on
cover, imperforate etc. Nice lot.
Estimate $500 - 750
2221 HH/H/m Netherlands, mint and used collection, 1852-1940. In Davo album, with better material like 3, 12, 44, 49, etc.
NVPH €3,768 ($4,940).
Estimate $500 - 750
2222 H
Netherlands, Mint Collection, 1956-92. Mounted on Davo hingeless pages, including a section with many regular &
semipostal sets in blocks of four, and issued in the 1950s-80s, plus sets in singles issued in the same period. We also noted a
nice section of unexploded booklets (1964-77), plus se-tenant pairs & blocks of four from booklet panes. A holding that can be
easily integrated into a bigger collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2223 H/m
Netherlands and Belgium, Mounted Accumulation. The Netherlands is in three volumes, one a collection and the
other two a duplicated accumulation, with nice runs of complete sets with value in the 1960's plus booklets. The Belgium is in a
single volume collection of mixed mint and used sets and singles. Condition can be mixed at times otherwise overall clean and
F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $400 - 600
2224 HH/H/m Netherlands, Collection, 1852-1990. A few hundred stamps and booklets in a Scott Specialty album, better used includes 1-3, 3a, 4-6, 7a-12, 17-22, 278-281, better mint includes 325-327, 336-339, then complete mint from 1957-1990, with
complete sheets of 448-450, and 25+ complete booklets, an excellent lot to break up for resale, F.-V.F. Estimate $400 - 600
2225 HH
Netherlands, New Issue Accumulation, 1969-2001. A few thousand stamps, in singles, blocks and booklets, excellent lot for new issue dealer or collector, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2226 H/m
Netherlands, Mostly Used Collection, 1852-1967. In Minkus album pages, starting with 1852 King William III (1 x4,
2 x3 & 3 x4), 1864 (4 x2, 5 x3 & 6 x3), followed by 19th & 20th Centuries representations, including. regulars, semipostals & postage dues. We also noted some Suriname modern issues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2227 H/m
Netherlands, Mint & Used Collection, 1944-2008. Highly complete for the period, in three Lighthouse hingeless albums, starting with mostly used regular & semipostal sets issued in the 1944-65 period, and mint or never hinged issues from
1966 onwards, we noted 1951 (C13-14, used), and several modern booklets, a good starter collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2228 H/m
Netherlands, Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1982. Several hundred different, fairly complete for the period,
neatly arranged in a 32-page stockbook; mostly used to about 1950 and mint after that; condition is mixed early, but otherwise
generally F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2229 H/m
Netherlands, Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1980s. Several hundred different neatly arranged in two 16-page
stockbooks; just about complete from 1923 to 1982, mainly used to about 1950 and mint after that; mixed condition early, but otherwise generally F-VF., ¢.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2230 HH
Netherlands & Colonies, Never Hinged Collection. The Netherlands section presented in a Lighthouse hingeless
album with slipcase, containing almost all regular & semipostal stamps issued in the 1960-86 period, including. souvenir sheets.
Netherlands Antilles housed in a stock book with sets & souvenir sheets issued in the 1949-79 period, plus Suriname useful section, containing all sets & souvenir sheets issued in the 1945-79 period. A nice holding in excellent state of preservation, Very
Fine. Scott $2,680 owner's catalogue value.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2231 H/m
Nicaragua, Mint & Used Collection, 1869-1990s. Approx. 1,500 stamps mounted in binder, starting with XIX Century representation, followed by a wealth of sets, part sets & souvenir sheets issued in the XX Century, including some sheets
such as 1946 (695-97 & 700), plus airmails, officials & postal tax stamps, condition is F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
2232 H/m
Norway, Mostly Used Collection, 1855-1992. Mounted in Schaubek album, beginning with 1855 (1 with four ample
margins),1856-57 (2-5), 1863 (6 & 8-10), 1867-68 (11-15), 1872-75 (16-21), 1877-78 (22-34), 1884 (41, used and accompanied
with 1989 Lasse Nielsen certificate), 1905 (59-61), 1907 (64-66), 1909-10 (69, mint), 1925 (104-10), 1930 (B1-3, mint), 1935
(B5-8, used), 1941 "V" overprints, plus a wealth of sets in the modest range. We also noted postage dues & officials, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2233 HH/H/m Norway, Mint and Used Collection, 1856-1971. In Schaubek album. Collection is nicely filled with classic material
in somewhat mixed quality, officials etc.
Estimate $400 - 600
2234 HH
Norway, Never Hinged Assortment, 1911-59. In a stock book, including 1911-18 (70-73 x8), 1937-38 (177-80),
1941 (240-45), 1946 (275-78), 1959 (370-74), plus 1943 (B28-30 x6), 1944 (B35-37 x6), and some officials issued in the 1939-44
period. Great for dealer, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2235 H/m
Panama, Mainly Mint Collection, 1878-1984. Several hundred stamps neatly arranged by Scott in three
stockbooks; mixed mint & used between #5//184 but mint and just about complete fro that point forward including
back-of-the-book and a small group of covers and non-Scott material; condition is generally clean, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2236 H/m/) Peru, Mint & Used Collection, 1866-1970. In two albums with useful duplication, including interesting 19th Century
representation; 1866-67 Llamas, plus several overprinted examples issued in the 1880-95 period, plus sets, part sets, singles &
souvenir sheets. We also noted airmails, officials, postage dues and provisional issues (Arequipa, Chiclayo, Cuzco, Pasco,
Piura, Puno & Yca). The collection is rounded by a group of eighteen attractive pieces of postal history that should be attractive to
the collector. Viewing recommended for full appreciation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2237 H/m/) Philippines, Massive Collection & Accumulation, 1850s-1980s. Mint & used, presented in many binders & albums. Starting with Spanish Dominion section with 19th Century representation, including 1886-96 Newspaper stamps
(P1-20), U.S. Administration 1899-1901 (213-29), 1900 2¢ booklet pane of six & some covers, 1901 (220-22, 223 & 224),
1903-04 (226-38), followed by 1918 (285-89D, used), 1925-31 (340-50, including. some blocks of four & pairs), 1928 (C18-28),
1936-37 (411-24), 1938-40 (433-46), plus 1899 (J1-5), 1906 (E2), group of eleven official forerunners with "OB" overprints, Japanese Occupation 1943 (N29a-31a, imperforate sheets), plus a wealth of modern sets, first day covers, picture postcards &
covers to the U.S. We also noted a collection of airmail covers, inaugural flights, "Via Clipper" & "Via U.S. Airmail" handstamps
that deserves your attention, and can be easily integrated into a collection or exhibit, F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
2238 HH/H/m Philippines, Valuable Stock, 1854-1990. Crammed into six stock books and one binder, runs the gauntlet from
Spanish Administration to US Administration to Republic, better used includes 250, 273, better mint includes 229, 289, 319-325,
N1-N7, NJ1, NO2, and this is just a small sample of the lot, back-of-the-book is generally spotty, but with a whole binder of souvenir sheets and blocks, there are many extras such as complete booklets and blocks, an excellent buy at our low estimate, examination encouraged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2239 HH/H
Philippines, Mint Collection, 1946-80. Housed in two Palo albums, appears complete for period, with many complete mint sets and souvenir sheets, wonderful lot for SE Asia specialist or topical dealer, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
2240 H/m
Poland, Mint & Used Stock. In two binders; one bulging with never hinged duplicated sets issued in the 1961-88 period, other with used part sets & singles issued in the 1920s-80s, many topical (animals & flowers) stamps, recommended for the
internet seller, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2241 H/m
Poland, Mint & Used Collection, 1918-83. Mounted in Scott album and two binders with duplication in the
1950s-80s period, vast majority of sets, part sets & singles in the modest range but we noted a few better such as 1921 (B11-14,
mint), also some back of the book and General Government examples, worth viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2242 HH
Poland, Mint Full Sheet & Souvenir Sheets, 1968-1982. Carton of Poland sheets and souvenir sheets, appears to
be mostly 1968-1982, all mint NH, high catalogue value, includes items such as five sheets of 35 of #2232, inspection is suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2243 HH/H
Poland, Mint Collection, 1928-1970. Fairly complete for the period, neatly arranged in two 16-page stockbooks; includes a few imperfs and lots of souvenir sheets; all clean and F-VF, with NH beginning about 1960.
Estimate $250 - 350
2244 HH/H/m Poland, Mint & Used Souvenir Sheets, 1937-63. Fifteen souvenir sheets includes mint unless noted 314-316, 333
(x5), B31 (x2), B35 used, B107 mint & used, and used World Fencing Championships sheet, mostly NH, great investment, Very
Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
2245 m
Poland, Used Collection, 1918-96. In two Minkus albums with value concentrated in the 1950s-70s period, and including sets, part-sets & singles in the modest range, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
2246 H/m
Portugal, Outstanding Collection, 1853-1980s. More than 1700 different - nearly complete for the period - neatly
arranged in two 32-page stockbooks; 19th century mainly used including #2, 3, 6-78 (plus perf varieties), 79-86, 88-143, then virtually complete (less some 1940s souvenir sheets) through the mid-1980s, with the 20th century, other than some regular issue
high values, being mint; Back-of-the-Book is also very nearly complete; as for condition, it's just a little mixed early, but otherwise
clean and F-VF, with NH beginning in the 1960s. A fabulous lot.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2247 H/m
Portugal, Mostly Complete Collection, 1856-1950. Mounted in Davo album with many desirable souvenir sheets,
mostly used, and starting with 1856-58 King Pedro V (9-11), 1862-64 (12-16), 1867-70 (25-32), 1882-87 King Luiz (57-63),
1892-93 (67-78 & 81-87), 1893 (88-96), 1894 (97-109), 1895 (132-44), 1911 (185-92), 1911 (193-98), 1911 (199-206, mostly
mint), followed by 1912-31 Ceres examples, and then by several sets in the $40 to $150 range. We also noted the following mint
souvenir sheets: 1940 (586a), 1941 (594a), 1941 (614a, NH), 1945 (649a), 1945 (657a) & 1946 (667a, NH), plus airmails, postage dues, parcel post stamps, Red Cross Society & Civilian Rifle Clubs sets. A holding with plenty of good marketable material,
so be sure to explore this one! F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2248 m

Portugal, Used Classics. On stock page. Nice quality. Michel approximately €3,300 ($4,320).
Estimate $400 - 600

2249 H/m
Portugal & Colonies, Mostly Used Collection. About 2,000 stamps in two binders, Portugal starting with 19th
Century examples, followed by many sets, part sets & singles in the $5 to $15 range. We also noted Portuguese Angola, Angra,
Azores, Cabo Verde, Congo, Funchal, Portuguese Guinea, Portuguese India, Lourenco Marques, Macau, Madeira, Mozambique, Nyassa, Timor & Zambezia useful representations that deserve your attention. Well worth a close inspection as catalogue
value adds up quickly, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2250 H/m
Portuguese Colonies, Mostly Used collection. Approximately 300 stamps on album pages, including Angola,
Cape Verde, Macao, Madeira, Nyassa, Mozambique, Ponte Delgada, India, St. Thomas & Prince sets & part sets. Worth viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2251 HH/H
Portuguese Colonies, New York World's Fair Overprints. According to Sanabria only 2,000 of each colonies was
printed, this group includes Angola, Cape Verde, Guinea, India, Mozambique, St Thomas, Timor, scarce to find this many at one
time, please inspect, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
2252 H
Portuguese Colonies, Mint Assortment. Approximately 250 stamps in stock pages, including Angola, Mozambique Company, Nyassa, Portuguese Guinea & Portuguese India sets up to $20, plus some Omnibus stamps issued in the
1950s-60s period. Great for collector or dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2253 H/(H)
Portuguese Colonies: Macao, Small Accumulation of First Issue, 1884-85 (1//15). 47 stamps, 8 different, several shades, most with o.g., 47 copies, 8 different, most with gum; few minor faults, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,964.
Estimate $400 - 600
2254 H/m
Portuguese Colonies: Mozambique Company, Mint & Used Assortment. In two albums, including 1895 Coat of
Arms 2½r olive yellow sheets of 28 (10), 10r red-lilac block of 16 & block of 20, 75r rose sheets of 28 (23), 80r yellow green & 100r
brown multiples & sheets of 28 (25-26) multiples, 115r pink sheets of 28 (28), 130r green blocks of twenty (30), 150r orange
brown sheets of 28 (32), 200r & 300r dark blue sheets of 28 (33 & 35), plus 500r & 100r sheets of 28. We also noted a used collection on album pages that deserves your attention, including some "Republica" overprint varieties, plus some Angola & Mozambique unchecked stamps., F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2255 HH/H/m Romania, Amazing Specialist's Working Stock, 1865-1982. Comprised of thousands, dutifully arranged into mint
and used sections with some segregation for Michel listed types, etc, all housed in 5 large lighthouse stockbooks. It is important
to note that this valuable holding was formed by an advanced collector and is not a mere depository for off quality duplicates and
the like. As a result we will find sets, S/X etc usually in balanced quantities and the classics generally in very collectible quality. To
list the “better” items and sections would fill pages, so an overview will show better offerings of the imperf 1867-1872 Prince Carol
issues, the perforated 1872-1874 Paris and Bucharest prints, nearly all the later King Carol I issues, outstanding early commemorative issues etc, with varieties, imperfs, proofs, etc included. The back-of-the-book is exceptional, with scarce occupation issues, airmails, dues and more. The 1930's and on issues contain lengthy runs of sets, including blocks, S/S etc. A truly incredible
holding, rarely available today, should be viewed to be fully appreciated, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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2256 HH/H
Romania, Magnificent Mint Collection to 1944. Neatly assembled in 2 pristine Kabe hingeless albums. Aside from
the few single lots in this sale, the collection is substantially complete, with just a few used items (e.g. 6-7) included. Highlights include mint Scott 8b, 15-16, 18, 22-24, 29a, 30b, 31c, 37-42, 43-47 (47 used), 48-49, 50-52, 53-59, 60-62, 64-65, 66-72, 73-74,
75-79, 80-87, 88-93, 94-100, 101-07, 108-16, 117-31, 132-47, 158-65, 166-72, 189-95, 196-206, 207-16, 230-39 and long runs
from there, with volume 2 (1932-1944) complete. back-of-the-book includes B1-12 and all later semi-postals, C10-12, excellent
highly complete Occupations, with many better items signed, good dues and more. A splendid lot, with very little to add or improve upon, inspection invited, mostly Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2257 H/m
Romania, Moldavia and Moldavia-Walachia Issues, 1858-62. Nice mounted collection including used Scott 9, 10
a beautiful item on piece, 15 (2 mint), 16 (mint), 17 (2 mint), plus a choice selection of 6 30pa values (1 mint and 5 used including a
couple choice examples on piece). Lovely specialist group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2258 HH/H/m Romania, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1862-1975. Housed in three substantial stock books, several hundred
stamps, most in complete sets, better mint includes C7-C9, C17-C21, with many better used classics, an ideal lot for the topical
dealer, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
2259 H/m
Romania, Miniature Sheets. Several dozen miniature sheet of Romania from the early 1940s onwards and all one
of a kind. Many interesting miniature sheets here, for example in the 1940s alone there is the 1945 Plane Over Sinaia imperf,
1946 May 1st, Patriotics, 1946 Romanian-Soviet Conference, 1946 Women of Wallachia, Transylvania and Moldova, 1946 Redistribution of Land, 1946 Vocational schools, all the way through to the modern era, all never hinged. Retail must run into thousands of dollars today. An opportunity and a bargain at our valuation range.
Estimate $300 - 400
2260 H/m
Romania, Nice Mint and Used Collection. Housed in a couple albums, some pages and a small number of stock
cards in a small box. Strength is in the back-of-the-book with some nice runs of complete mint sets. Overall clean and F-VF, examine.
Estimate $250 - 350
2261 H/m
Romania, Assortment, 1866-1970. Mint & used in a Safe stockbook with duplication, we spotted several useful sets
& singles such as 1866-70 Prince Carol imperforates, followed by King Carol perforated examples issued in the 1880s-90s, 1906
General Exposition (205-06 used, plus several examples with S.E. overprints), followed by a wealth of sets, including regulars &
semipostals, the kind of holding you have been waiting for! F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2262 (H)a
Russia, 1916, Currency Stamps, 2k yellow green and 3k rose red (115, 116), complete sheets of 100, without
gum as issued, F.-V.F., rarely offered in sheets.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Due to the war effort and to the shortage of gold, silver and copper for the minting of coins, the Russian Government
authorized the issuance of currency stamps in lieu of metal coins.
2263 HH/H/m Russia, Powerful Mint & Used Collection, 1965-82. Mounted in six albums, with highlights too many to cover but
we'll give it a try, with mint 88-104, 294-301, 302-303 imperf, 342-344, 382-400, 452-454, 487-488, 546-550, 666-677, 678-686,
693-697, 706-712, 1080a, 1081a, 1082a, 1083a, 1132-1146, 1230-1233, 1261-1264, 1280-1283, 1284-1288, 1289-1294,
1302-1303, 1327a, 1590-1593, 1596-1597, 1605-1609, 1631, 1643-1644, 1680-1687, 1964 Olympic green souvenir sheet,
B1-B4, C10-C11, C12-C13, C15-C19, C20-C25, C26-C29, C30-C33, C34-C35, C40-C49, C50-C52, C53-C57, C69-C75, C75a,
and that's without the used material, condition issues exist as per the norm with any collection of this size, but the potential is sky
high, this is a great collection that must be viewed to be properly appreciated, a real opportunity for those with knowledge, F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2264 HH/H
Russia, Outstanding Mint Collection, 1923-44. A wonderful, fresh and clean, highly complete all mint collection
housed in a pristine Kabe hingeless album, loaded with premium popular sets like Scott 276-86, 288-91, 294-301, 304-25, perf
and imperf, 489-509, 519-23, 540-45, 546-50, 551-54, 555-58, 569-72, 666-77, 678-96 (NH), 698-705, 693-97 (NH), 845-49
(NH), 857-58 (NH), 911 (NH), great airmails like C10-11, C12-13 perf 10½ and 12½ types, C26-33 perf and imperf, C34-35,
C40-44 (NH), C50-52 (NH), C69-75 (NH), C75a (NH) and lots more, with nearly all surrounding stamps present. Fresh and routinely F-VF or better og, mostly LH/NH, an exceptional collection of this popular era. (See scans on web).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2265 H/m
Russia, Massive and Valuable Specialist's Working Stock, 1857-1923. A clean well organized specialist holding
collectively of thousands of items, dutifully separated by mint and used sections. There is tremendous value here, with items cataloging up to $1,000 each, with quantities of the various Arms issues by paper type, multiples, cancels, items on piece and much,
much more. To list the premium items would by quite a task, instead we have listed a good sampling of scans on the website in order to get a good feel for the depth of this holding. A superb lot, well worth a through inspection, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2266 H/m
Russia, Powerful Nearly All Mint Collection, 1858-1923. A wonderful, clean, collectors collection neatly assembled in a pristine Elbe hingeless album virtually complete throughout. Includes a few used stamps, those being Scott 1 and 2-4
(3-4 signed Mikulski), then on to runs of premium mint issues like 6, 8-10, 11, 12-18, 19-25, scarce vertically laid papers including
19c, 20c, 23ca and 25a, plus 29-30, 31-38, 41-45, 46-54, 55-70, 88-104, 119-35, nice semi-postals including B14a, B24-29 (B29
used), B30-33 and lots more. Fresh, a superb collection, inspection invited, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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2267 HH/H/m Russia, Exceptional Specialist Collector Holding, 1923-50. Fabulous, collector assembled working stock of
many hundreds or more, all neatly assembled by issue and separated by mint and used, housed in two large Lighthouse
stockbooks. Aside from the scores of better sets and singles included, a nice feature of this holding is that most items are present
in even quantities. Begins with a very extensive, mint or used sections of the various "workers" issues, with better values, varieties like mint Scott 321g etc, then well duplicated 1924 Lenin issues by type, then runs of better such as 302-03 imperf (5), 330-35
(3), 336-38 (3), 343a, 374 wide margin imperf single, 375-81, 382--400, 486 (NH), 487-88, 489-509 (3 used), 546-50 (2 used)
and wonderful coverage from there, too numerous to list. We also note B5-13 with specimen overprints, C2-5 (4), C10-11 (5),
C12-13, C26-29, C37-39 (3 used), C53-57 (2 used), C68 (signed), C75a (mint and used), etc. Outstanding lot from this popular
period, ideal for breakdown, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2268 H/m
Russia, Mint & Used Collection, 1857-2007. In eight Scott specialty albums, starting with XIX Century used representation, followed by several better (used unless noted) XX Century sets such as 1913 (88-104), 1933 (489-509), 1934
(546-50), 1935 (551-54), 1935 (555-58, mint), 1935 (559-68), 1938 (666-77) & 1949 souvenir sheet (1325, mint) & 1949 souvenir
sheet (1360a x2), plus many other used sets up to 1959, we also noted several better airmails such as 1931 (C26-29, mint), 1933
(C40-49), 1935 (C58-67), plus a sample of offices in China & Turkish Empire, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Far Eastern Republic, Georgia & South Russia, a nice lot from this popular collecting area, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2269 m
Russia, Used Collection, 1866-1974. Mounted in three Schaubek albums, appears complete after 1960, includes
452-454 imperf, 970, 1145a, 1325, 1327a, 1360a, 1747a, 1757a, 1787a, C10-C11, C12-C13 both perf varieties, C34-C35,
C40-C44, C53-C57 and dozens of other complete sets and souvenir sets, very few condition issues, huge catalog value present,
a careful look is suggested, have fun with this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2270 m
Russia, Substantial Specialized Coat of Arms Issues with Postal History, 1858-1912. Fascinating, carefully assembled one volume collection containing hundreds of used stamps plus 78 lovely covers or cards, including several rather
choice items, all housed in a large Yvert binder. Includes extensive studies of various issues by value, includes the 7k,8k, 10k
and others, including plate flaws, paper thickness types, frame breaks, cancels, etc. Be sure to note the postal history items included, as there are several very premium covers. Wonderful specialist lot, formed by a true, long term collector, inspection
invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2271 HH/H/m Russia, Excellent Mostly Mint Collection to 1927. Housed in a pristine Palo hingeless album. Begins with a used
Scott 1 with red handstamp cancel and continues with excellent mint such as 5-10, 12-14, 19-25, 27-30, 36-38, 41-45, 72,
88-104, 119-35, 294-301, 304-25, 330-41, 342-44, B25-28, B30-33, B48-51, C2-11, plus better used, some mixed sets, scattered offices and more. Solid and attractive collection, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2272 m
Russia, Valuable All Used Collection to 1925. Housed in a lovely Palo hingeless album, with the earliest album
pages in duplicate showing Michel listed paper types. We note better items like Scott 1 with town cancel, 2-3, 5-10 with extra 8-10
for thin paper types, 11 (2, one signed with nice red cancel), 12-18 (2), 19-25, 26-38 vertically laid paper types, 19c, 20c, 24a,
25a, 26 & 27b, 40 (rare), 46-54, 88-104, 119-35, B24-29, B38-42, some offices and other back-of-the-book issues and more.
Solid lot of the period, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2273 H/m
Russia, Wonderful Specialist's Holding of Czarist Varieties. A fascinating, clean and diverse specialist's lifetime
accumulation of perhaps a couple hundred or so items assembled on a sizable series of blank Palo hingeless pages. Begins with
Scott 1, two handstamp cancelled examples identified by types, then onto 2 (2) etc. The core of the lot lies in perf varieties, plate
flaws, offsets, misplaced, missing, inverted or doubled centers, marginal markings, part perfs, overprint varieties, double impressions, multiples, etc. A wonderful specialist lot which will surely spice up any collection of the era, fresh, a specialist's delight,
examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2274 HH
Russia, Fabulous Mint NH Collection, 1945-60. Housed in a pristine pair of Schaubek hingeless albums. This exceptional collection is substantially complete for the period with the first volume, 1945-1955 missing only a small handful of items
for completion, and the second volume, 1955-1960 apparently complete. Everything is never hinged and there are dozens of
highlights such as Scott 992A-1001, 1104-20, 1132-46, 1214-21, 1230-33, 1265-67, 1280-83, 1284-88, 1310-17, 1326-27,
1343-47, 1359-63, 1364-65, 1388-89, 1394-99, 1427-28, 1445-46, 1491-96, 1497-99, 1508-09, 1542-44, 1548-49, 1568-83,
1624-27, 1680-87, good souvenir sheets like 1325, 1327a and much, much more. A superb lot from this popular era, inspection
invited, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2275 H/m
Russia, Comprehensive Mint & Used Collection, 1857-2007. In ten Palo Alto like-new hingeless albums with
slipcases, Empire Period including 1857 (1, used), 1858 (2, used), 1858-64 (5-10, used), 1863 (11, used), 1865 (12-18, used),
1866-70 (19-25, used), 1875-79 (26-30, used), followed by a highly complete 19th Century representation, and then by a wealth
of sets issued in the 1909-40 period such as 1913 (88-104), 1917 (119-35), 1933 (489-509, used), 1934 (540-45, used), 1937
(603a, souvenir sheet), 1938 (666-77, used), Airmail used section includes 1931-32 (C20-25), 1931 (C26-29), 1933 (C40-44 &
C45-49), 1934 (C53-57), 1935 (C58-67), Air Post Officials 1922 (CO1-8, mint), plus special delivery stamps & postage dues.
Offices in China & Turkey, latter including. 1863 6k (1), 1866 20k (5, used, APS certificate). We also noted many other better sets
& sheets in the $10 to $15 range with some higher such as 1945 (970), 1945-46 (992A-1001), 1946 (1080a-82a), 1947
(1132-46), followed by a highly complete section of Never Hinged sets, singles & souvenir sheets issued in the 1960-2007 period. A fantastic opportunity to acquire a clean collection that can be useful as a basis to build upon or broken down into smaller
units for resale. We believe that our estimate is conservative (albums & pages with a retail value about $1,200), so we strongly
recommend you to take a thorough look in order to appreciate what is being offered here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2276 H/m/) Russian Area, Interesting Mint & Used Accumulation. In several binders & stockbooks, including Russia mostly
used collection with sets, part sets & singles issued in the 1865-1971 period, including regulars, semipostals & airmails. Large
stockbook with several sheets & large multiples with horizontal & vertical lozenges of varnish on face. Small stockbook with Coat
of Arms issues on cover fragments, plus some mint stamps depicting shifted center impressions, Offices in China section on album pages, including 1904 (8, used) & 1917 (64-66, 68 & 70, mint). Two unchecked-in-detail binders with Russia & Ukraine duplicates, Soviet Union souvenir sheets in a well-filled stockbook with saleable duplication, Russia Civil War mint stamps in
stockbook, including Batum, Far Eastern Republic, Siberia & South Russia blocks & singles, additional stockbook with Georgia
& Transcaucasian Republic issues, Soviet Republics collection in album including 1919 Georgia blocks of four, plus several
modern sets issued in the 1990s (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Estonia, Kazakhstan, Lithuania, Moldova, Ukraine &
Uzbekistan). Two albums with postal cards and envelopes used in the 1880s-1910s period, and sent to domestic or European
destinations. We also noted a large amount of Mongolia Never Hinged sets housed in stockbook, and issued in the 1970s-80s.
Well worth a careful look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2277 HHa
Russia, Blocks of Four & Multiples Assortment, 1909-47. Mounted in a well-filled stock book, starting with 4k, 1r &
7r blocks of four or multiples with horizontal or vertical lozenges of varnish on face, followed by 1923 (237a cliché of 70r in plate of
100r), and then by many other such as 1926 (344, block of four), 1934 (544, block of four), 1935 (569-70, blocks of four), 1939
(757 & 759 blocks of four), 1943 (897-98, blocks of four), 1944 (931-32 & 934-37, block of four) & 1946 (1029-31 & 1067-74,
blocks of four). Excellent for collector or dealer, definitely worth viewing, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2278 HH
Russia, Comprehensive Mint Never Hinged Collection, 1960-2002. A pristine, apparently complete collection
housed in 8 pristine Schaubek hingeless albums, including souvenir sheets, etc. Nice lot, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2279 HH
Russia, Collection of Sheets, 1960s-90s. Housed in six binders, including 1958-60 (2290-93), 1962 (2687), 1963
(2772-74), 1964 (2919), 1965 (3029 & 3085), 1967 (3359), 1968 (3500 & 3563-64), 1970 (3715), 1976 (4481-84), 1977
(4619-23), 1977 (4626-27, 4629-30 & 4633), 1978 (4657-58 & 4660-61), 1978 (4679-81 & 4683), 1960 (4760), 1979 (4765-67 &
4769), 1979 (476-78), 1979 (4791), 1980 (4858) & many others, including some airmails & semipostals. We also noted several
singles & souvenir sheets issued in the period, condition is mostly Very Fine., o.g., never hinged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2280 H/m
Russia, Predominantly Mint Collection, 1918-90. In six Scott three-ring albums with very few spaces in the
1950-90 period, and with most sets, singles & souvenir sheets up to $20, plus several semipostal sets & some airmails, a nice
clean holding of an increasingly popular country, ideal for continuation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2281 HH/H
Russia, Mint Collection, 1958-2002. Seven Lighthouse albums with pages for Russia, ideal for expansion, many
stamps and souvenir sheets not even mounted and in envelopes, those that are mounted appear fresh, mostly modestly priced
material but with most of it still unmounted who knows? a chance to obtain the albums and pages inexpensively and get plenty of
stock at the same time, for the collector looking for new areas to conquer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2282 H/m/) Russia, Dealer Stock, 1956-2010. Thousands of mint and used stamps, souvenir sheets, covers and postal stationery housed in nine binders, with two of the albums with modern Soviet states material, an excellent stock for replenishment,
sure to be some surprises in the postal history, pull up a chair and spend some time evaluating this lot, definitely a pleaser,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2283 HH/H/m Russia, Mint & Used Collection, 1857-1958. A few hundred stamps mounted in an album, mint includes 927-930,
947-951, 974-979, 1002-1006, 1029-1031, 1039-1046, 1059-1066, 1080-1082, 1094-1097, 1104-1120, 1147-1152,
1159-1160, 1162-1171, 1172-1182 imperf, 1183-1188, C50-C52, with much of the mint NH, this lot will take some time to view,
an excellent opportunity, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2284 HH/H/m Russia, New Issue Stock, 1950-90. Excellent stock of mint & used material, includes used 596, 1360a (x2), mint
709-712, 749-756, 993-1001, 1081a, 1082a, 1104-1120, 1284-1288, with dozens of souvenir sheets, an economical way to replenish your stock, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2285 H
Russia, Worthwhile Caboose Lot from a Powerful Consignment. Housed in 3 stockbooks. Includes 2 volumes of
1960's - 1980's new issues, with the third volume comprised of former Soviet Republics with duplicated, unissued sets from
Ukraine and Armenia, lots of Armenia surcharge issues, plus some South Russia, Georgia, Azerbaijan etc. Good mix worthy of a
review, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2286 m
Russia, Used Collection 1857-1976. Several hundred stamps mounted in two near mint Schaubek albums, better
includes 88-104, 470-471, 519-523, 534-528, 540-545, 555-558, 569-572, C50-C52, C69-C75, 678-686, 693-697, 706-712,
with hundreds of other $5-$15 sets, singles and souvenir sheets, an affordable way to start this popular area, devote a few minutes to enjoy this holding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2287 HH/H/m Russia, Dealer Stock of Mint & Used, 1930-55. Hundreds of mint & used in glassines, better used includes
524-528, 570-572, 580-582, 583-588 (x5), 647-658, 666-677, 678-686, 817-823 (x3), 860-866, 909-910 (x2), 1230-1233,
1598-1599 (x2), C50-C52, C53-C57, better mint has 336, 342, 555, 772-775, 1039-1046, 1059-1066 (x2), 1094-1097,
1261-1264, 1265-1267, 1280-1283, 1288-1288, 1408-1409, 1481-1487, C10-C11, easy way to replenish your stock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2288 HH
Russia, Workers Issues Sheets, Etc., 1923. Useful group including 70r cliche error, 3 panes of 25 with error, plus a
used example in block of 6,plus 234 sheet of 100, and 238-41 and unissued 1r and 2r in sheets or part sheets of 95 (Scott 237,
237a, 238-41, plus footnote listed 1r & 2r unissued values). Unusual group, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2289 H/m/) Russian Offices in the Turkish Empire, Interesting and Diverse Collection. Neatly assembled and annotated on
quadrille pages, beginning with a nice, mint o.g. 6k first issue, plus Scott 4-5, representative numeral issues, 24 pair on card, 227
used, Smyrna to Vienna, mint or used postal stationery items, a lovely 1921 Wrangel Refugee Camp cover, Lemnos, Aegean Islands to Constantinople Camp and more. Nice variety, examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2290 H/m
Russia (Soviet Republics): Tannu Tuva, Mainly Mint Collection, 1929-1936. Includes #1-34, 39, 45-52, 54-91
and C1-18, all neatly arranged in a 16-page stockbook; all clean and F-VF, the 1936 regular issue mostly used, otherwise just
about all mint. Nice starter collection.
Estimate $200 - 300
2291 H/m
Saudi Arabia, Large Balance of a Specialized Collection, 1921-25. Approximately 75-100 items from Hejaz, Nejd
and Hejaz & Nejd, including issued stamps, proofs and essays, multiples, varieties and much more. A fascinating lot of considerable value to the specialist, please inspect for full appreciation of its riches, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2292 H/m
Serbia, Mint and Used Collection. A delightful old time collection in quality far better than normally encountered,
mint and used, housed on old fashioned album pages. Beginning with the “Coat of Arms” types, there is a sidewalk margins 1
para dark green on lilac rose paper, signed, as well as 2 other large margin example including the 2 good paras dull green as well
as the 2 paras brown, however they are not signed. Then the Vienna printing of the Prince Michael Obrenovich 111 issue with superb used 20 paras and 40 paras both with light rectangular Cyrillic cancels. Then further 1867 this time mint, with the 1 para
green and 2 paras bister brown, followed by the 1868 1 para green and imperf of the same, as well as the 2 paras, again both
imperf with sidewalk margins. Then an extensive range of the Prince Milan issues, both mint and used to the 50 paras including
key values 15 paras. There are also further examples of these and other denominations to 50 paras with different perfs and some
of these cancels are delightful “socked-on-the-nose” cds, there are 3 dozen different examples in this study alone. Then the King
Alexander issues, again extensive, with page after page of dozens of these with many varieties through to turn of the century
“Arms of Serbia” overprints, followed by 1904 Centenary issues complete mint and used, yet a further range of the 1905 onwards
King Peter issues through to back of the book and non-Scott listed material of the early 20th century. Then the collection unfolds
with 1915 military staff complete mint yet further studies of the “Two King issues” through to WWII. This too is also extensive however much mint are stuck to the page, unlike its earlier classical counterparts, nevertheless well filled and the miniature sheet are
completely fine. Overall the collection is very impressive and will delight any dealer or collector of this area, especially for the
in-depth pre-1920 material in excellent condition with considerable good material “outside of the box”.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2293 HH/H
Spain, Mint Dealer Stock 1860-1880. Twenty six stamps, all mint from the classic period, includes 49, 50, 51, 53,
54, 64, 65, 240 and 245, may be a few identification issues, if all are legit catalog value is over 3,000.00 according to the owner,
inspection is strongly suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2294 H/m
Spain, Mint & Used Assortment, 1850s-1990s. In three stock books with thousands of stamps, including duplication, we noted a valuable XIX Century representation, plus many XX Century sets & part sets in the modest range, also a fair
amount of souvenir sheets issued in the 1970s-2000s period, condition is Very Fine, viewing invited.
Estimate $350 - 500
2295 H/m
Spain & Colonies, Spain, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1989. Mounted in Majo-Pelayo album, starting with some
XIX Century representation, followed by many XX Century sets, part sets & singles in the modest range, and highly degree of
completion in the 1950s-80s period, plus some modern booklets, condition is slightly mixed on some earlies but generally F-VF.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2296 HH/Ha Spain & Colonies, Assortment, 1961-73. Blocks of four & singles in glassine envelopes housed in file box, including many never hinged sets & singles in the modest range, also some Sahara & Fernando Poo examples, Very Fine. Scott $534.
Estimate $150 - 200
2297 H/m
Spanish Cuba, Specialized and Important 19th Century Collection. With emphasis on postmarks, errors and reference. A fascinating mint and used collection nearly everything from the 19th century, organised somewhat anachronistically
on old album pages, On the first page some of the good items we noticed include a block of 4 of #3 with attractive strikes, 2 blocks
of 10 of #81 mint representing both shades, etc. The next page is dedicated entirely to postmarks including #70 used as a bisect
on large piece with blue concentric circle Anguera Driggs Y ca, October 18 1877 cancel, 80c French Ceres head with octagonal
Cuba cancel, US military in Santiago, #91 duo with red fancy cancel and as well as another with unusual English language cancellation. The next page with more bisects and unusual cancels including bisects with fancy cancels, certificados, as well as a set
of 5 of the 1896 French volunteers in Cuba with one example used. Finally the collection ends with an excellent collection of reference tête-bêche blocks of #16 and #17 with 30 and 20 examples respectively, then blocks of 10 of the 1877, 1878 and 1879 with
the 5c, 10c and 12c denominations present, probably Fournier, etc. Much more here than described, a collection that gets better
and better upon each inspection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2298 H
Spanish Cuba, Collection of Telegraph Stamps, 1868-96. Neatly mounted in Edifil hingeless album pages, comprising 1868 Queen Isabel II (Edifil 1-6), 1869 Overprints (4A-6A), 1870 Coat of Arms (7-9), 1871 (15-17 & 19-20), 1872 (21-24),
1873 (25-27), 1874 (28-31), 1875 (32-34), 1876 Alfonso XII (35-37), 1877 (38-42), 1878 (43-45), 1879 (46-48), 1880 (49-51),
1881 (52-54), 1882 (55-57), 1883 (58-62), 1884 (63-65) & 1888 (66-67), plus some other sets in the modest range. Great opportunity to acquire a highly complete collection with many desirable sets, F.-V.F. Edifil €3,150 ($4,130). Estimate $750 - 1,000
2299 H/m
Spanish Colonies: Fernando Poo, Mostly Mint Collection, 1868-1968. In Edifil hingeless album pages, comprising 1868 (1, used), 1879 (2-4), 1882-89 (5-8), 1884-94 (9 & 11-12), 1894-96 (13-17 & 19-22), 1896-98 Surcharges (23, 23A, 24,
26-29 & 31-33), 1900-01 King Alfonso XIII (66-85 & 89-103), 1902 King Alfonso XIII (104-11, NH, each with 000,000 on reverse),
1903-05 King Alfonso XIII (112-29 & 136-51), 1907 King Alfonso XIII (152-67, NH) & 1929 (170-80), plus several modern sets in
the modest range, F.-V.F. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2300 H/m
Spanish Morocco, Mostly Mint Collection, 1896-1954. Housed in a Edifil hingeless album, starting with some
early issues for use in the north zone, followed by many highlights such as 1903-09 (1-13), 1914 (26-38 & E1), 1915 (39-51 & E2),
1923-30 (83-91 & E3), 1928-32 (93-107 & E4), 1929 (108-20), 1933-35 (144-57 & E5), 1935 (158-63), 1937 (169-75), 1937
(176-91), 1938 (C1-10), 1940 (198-213), plus several other useful sets issued in the 1941-55 period. We also noted a highly
complete benefit stamps section. A nice clean lot, ideal to expand upon. Viewing will be convincing, F.-V.F. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750
2301 H
Spanish Morocco, Collection of Telegraph Stamps, 1916-38. Mounted in Edifil hingeless album pages, comprising 1916 Alfonso XIII (Hiscocks 1-8), 1917-18 Alfonso XIII (9-16), 1923-27 (17-22), 1928 (25-31), 1935 (32-34), 1936 Surcharges (48-54) & 1938 (63-71). Viewing will be a pleasant experience, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2302 H
Spanish Morocco: Tangier, Mint Collection, 1909-51. Alluring holding mounted in Edifil hingeless pages, better
include 1909-14 (Edifil 1-9, plus NE1-3), 1923-30 (17-22, plus NE4-6), followed by several scarce examples prepared for UPU
Congress in London, 1929 (37-47), 1930-33 (64-69), 1933-38 (70-84), 1939 (114-27), 1939 (147-50), and then by several sets in
the modest range, plus benefit stamps. Simply a wonderful lot, F.-V.F. Edifil €2,500 ($3,280).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2303 H/m
Spanish Philippines, Predominantly Mint Collection, 1854-98. On Edifil hingeless album pages, starting with
1854 Queen Isabella II (1 & 2, used, plus 3 unused no gum), 1856 (8-9, used), 1863 (14-15 & 17-20), 1864 (21-24), 1869-74
"Habilitado" handstamps (26-28, 31 & 35-38), 1871 (39-42), 1872 (43-47, plus 12¢ & 62¢ unissued examples), 1874 (48-51),
1875-77 Alfonso XII (52-58), 1877-79 surcharges (59-61), 1878-79 (62-71), 1879 surcharges (72-75), 1886-89 (84 with 1998
Graus certificate), 1881-88 surcharges representation, 1881-88 surcharges on revenue stamps (126, 128-29 & 129A), 1890-97
King Alfonso XIII issue highly complete, 1897 surcharges, 1898 Alfonso XIII (192-211) & 1898 surcharges listed in Edifil as
151-53, 158, 163A (Galvez 273 with 2001 Comex certificate) & 166. We also noted some Revolutionary (Aguinaldo) Government examples, plus some revenues (Recargo de Consumos) listed in Forbin Catalog. Please leave enough time for a thorough
view, F.-V.F. Scott $10,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2304 H/m
Spanish Philippines, Telegraph Stamps Collection, 1874-96. Mint & used, and mounted in Edifil hingeless album
pages, including. 1874 (Edifil 1, used), 1876-82 (2-3), 1880-91 (4-5 & 7-8), 1886-88 Alfonso XII (9-14 & 16-24), plus Coat of Arms
examples issued in the 1890-96 period, F.-V.F. Edifil €1,500 ($1,960).
Estimate $400 - 600
2305 H/m
Spanish Philippines, Mint & Used Collection, 1861-98. Mounted in Palo Alto hingeless album pages, including
1861-62 (12-13, used), 1871 (34, mint), 1872 Amadeo (47, used), 1875-77 Alfonso XII (52-58, used), 1879 Surcharges (73 & 75,
used), plus Alfonso XII examples issued in the 1880-86 period. We also noted 1890-97 Alfonso XIII useful stamps such as 40¢
dark violet, 1897 (189 & 191, mint), 1898 Alfonso XIII (192-206 & 208-11, mint & used), plus some newspaper stamps, F.-V.F.
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2306 H/m
Spanish Puerto Rico, Mostly Mint Collection, 1873-98. Mounted on Edifil hingeless album pages, starting with
1873 (1-3, including. 1p used), 1875 (5-7), 1876 (8-12), 1877 (13-17), 1878 (18-22), 1879 (23-28), 1880 (29-41), 1881 (42-54),
1890-97 Alfonso XIII highly complete, 1893 Landing of Columbus (133), 1898 (135-54), plus several Alfonso XIII stamps with
“Habilitado/ Para/ 1898 y 1899” handstamps in rose, including 80c, plus eight examples with “Habilitado/ 17/ Octubre/ 1898”
handstamps, issued by local postal clerks to commemorate the last day of Spanish control over the island, and that were sold
only in San Juan on October 18, 1898. There are also several unchecked War Tax stamps that deserve your attention, and some
scarce Telegraph examples such as 1876 (Edifil 14). A good well-rounded collection with many useful singles & sets. Offered intact as received from consignor, F.-V.F. Scott $4,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2307 H
Spanish Puerto Rico, Revenue Stamped Paper Collection, 1834-80. Mounted in Scott album, and including
many seldom offered original documents (leases, agreements, court documents & others), each with stamped seal at top used in
the Queen Isabel II or Alfonso XII periods, we also noted some unused revenue stamped paper sheets that are rarely seen, viewing highly recommended, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2308 H
Spanish Sahara, Mostly Never Hinged Collection, 1924-75. On Edifil hingeless album with slipcase, including.
1924 (1-12, NH), 1929 (13-23, NH), 1931-35 (24-35, NH), 1943 (51-61, C8-15 & E1, NH), 1926 (B1-12), plus several modern
sets in the modest range. A great starter collection, ideal for further development, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000. Estimate $300 - 400
2309 H/m

Sweden, Mint and Used Collection, 1858-1936. Nice collection in a stockbook with many better stamps.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2310 HH/H/m Sweden, Mint and Used Collection, 1855-1973. Collection in 2 albums.- starts with 11 prephilatelic covers and
contains nice classic and better material like (Michel no's): 3, 6 (with certificate), 8-12, 15a, 15b*, 17-26A, 17-16B, 54, 86-95, 96*,
97-106, 215a, 215b, 245B/Dr**, 245DL/B**, 246B/Dr**, 246DL/B**, 272B/Dr**, etc. Also nice service, postage dues and some local post etc.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2311 H/m
Sweden, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1855-1994. Fairly complete for the period neatly arranged in two
stockbooks; 19th century mostly used, 20th mainly mint; highlights include used #197-228, then from #229 (NH) to 1994 almost
complete (only includes newer booklets) and nearly all mint; other better mint include B1-11, C5 & J4; condition includes a few
flaws early, but is otherwise just about all clean and F-VF, with NH beginning in the 1960s. A terrific lot.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2312 H/m
Sweden, Mint and Used Collection, 1855-1974. Well filled collection in Facit album, with better material from classics to 1924 UPU, etc. Also many pairs present.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2313 H/m
Sweden, an Extraordinary Stock of Back of the Book. With some wonderful sock on the nose examples and 20th
century with strength in early coils. Many 1000s of stamps methodically organised, virtually everything superb and some absolutely superb present when you look carefully. This replete book is stacked stamp on stamp and makes a challenging viewing.
The 19th century back of the book has official stamps and postage dues stamps including the good perforations, also on the issues of the officials of 1874/79m with well over 300 long types with cancellations such as Edsbruk, Monteras, Upsala, Ovinge,
Dusby, Katthammarsvik, Jonkoping, Karistad, Burge, Skeningee, Oskarsstron, Torsharla, to name but a few. A delight for the
postmark collector or dealer looking to replenish stocks.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2314 HH/H/m Sweden, Mint Collection, 1858-1949. Nice collection on stock pages in a folder with better material.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2315 m
Sweden, Cancellations Collection, 1855-1899. Very impressive lot of classics with many better stamps duplicated, better cancellations, types and shades, on album pages, in folder. Very good lot for specialist. Estimate $800 - 1,200
2316 H/m
Sweden, Mint & Used Collection, 1855-1992. In two Lighthouse hingeless albums, including several better (used
unless denoted) such as 1855 (2), 1858-62 (6-8, 10-12, including. some duplicates), 1862-69 (13-14 & 16), 1872-77 (17-22 &
24-27), 1874-76 (J1-3 & J5-8, mint & used), 1877-79 (28-38), 1886-91 (40-49), plus many other 20th Century sets & part sets, including many regulars, semipostals & airmails in Never Hinged condition. We also noted a fair number of modern booklets,
se-tenant pairs & blocks of four, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2317 H
Sweden, Mint Face Value Selection, 1980s to 2000's. Comprising many individual stamps, sets and booklets,
compactly fitting into three larger glassine envelopes, with a face value of Skr 9,035.55 which is equivalent to US $ 1,400 + (at the
time of going to press), useful, F.-V.F. lot.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2318 H/m
Sweden, Mint and Used Collection, 1855-1966. In 3 albums and quite well filled with (Michel no's): 7-12, 15-16,
17A-26A, 54, 86-96, 97-105, 144-157, 159-172, 215a, 215b, service 1-11A, etc. Also many FDC's with pairs.
Estimate $600 - 800
2319 HH/H/m Sweden, Mint and Used Collection, 1855-1973. Collection on album pages in folder contains much better material,
classics to modern, officials etc. Nice quality, high cat. value!
Estimate $600 - 800
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2320 H/m
Sweden, Mint & Used Collection, 1855-1979. In Scott specialty album with some better earlies such as 1858-61
(6-12, used), and then by XX Century sets, incl. 1924 UPU (213-27) and many others in the modest range, we also noticed 1916
semipostals (B1-10), 1920 airmails (C1-3, mint), plus postage dues and officials, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2321 H/m
Sweden, Mint Never Hinged Group, 1928-1961. Duplicates lot on stock pages in cassette, with much better material. High cat. value!
Estimate $500 - 750
2322 m
Sweden, Used Collection, 1855-1970s. A relatively complete used collection neatly arranged in a 16-page
stockbook; the 1924 U.P.U. sets go only to the 2k, but, other than the rarities, just about everything else is here; condition, with
only a few exceptions, mainly 19th century, is clean and F-VF.
Estimate $500 - 750
2323 m
Sweden, Socked on the Nose Town Cancels, 1858-1938. Small stock book with approximately three hundred
stamps, all with bold town cancels, includes 1858-1862, 1872-1877, King Oscar II issues, Gustav V issues and officials, a lovely
collection for the Sweden specialist, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2324 m

Sweden, Mostly Used Collection, 1855-1976. In blank Safe album.

Estimate $250 - 350

2325 HH/H/m Sweden, Dealer Stock, 1910-1975. A few thousand stamps in a stock book, better mint includes 375 (x3), B32-B36
(x3), better used 6 (x2), 10 (x2), 12, 13 (x10), 20 (x2), useful Numerals, Posthorns & King Gustav types, with plenty of pairs and
blocks, a few mixed condition, outstanding opportunity for retail or internet dealer, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2326 H/m
Switzerland, Valuable Collection, 1843-1996. Tremendous, relatively complete collection in a 3-volume Davo
hingeless album with slipcases; the best part of the collection is the 20th century, which is just about all mint and very nearly complete—we'll get to more of the 20th century in a moment. First, a word about the 19th century, which is mainly used, with a huge
catalog value, but it is plagued by quality problems, though most of it is reasonably attractive; included are used Cantonals 1L1,
1L4, 2L1a, 2L2-3, 2L6, 2L7, and Federal issues #1-3 & 7-13, 31, 35, 81 and mint/unused #46, 47, 77 & 78; the Scott value for this
part of the collection is $66,000!
Now for the 20th century. Again, just about everything is here, with the most significant missing item being the NABA sheet. The
back-of-the-book is also virtually complete, apparently missing only 1O1-8. Most of the Postage Dues are used, as are the first issues of the Society of Nations and I.L.B.; otherwise the Officials are just about all mint and NH from about 1938. As for condition,
it is uniformly Very Fine and, from 1930 or so, virtually all NH. There are also a few earlier NH, like #111, 118, 125, 184, 185 &
C1-2. The Scott value for the 20th century is $11,000
Somewhat of a Jekyll & Hyde lot, but one of undeniable value.

Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

2327 H/m
Switzerland, Impressive Stock of Regular Issues & Commemoratives, 1850-1965. Large stockbook packed
with value; highlights include used #7 (3), 8 (11), 10 (9), 12 (12), 13 (2), 48 (5), 50 (4), 50a (3), 52a (2), 54 (3), 63, 68, 77-81, 89
(3), 93 (3), 242 (2), 1945 Peace Issue complete less the 1fr, 352a and mint 76 (2), 82, 88, 98-100 (plus an NH block of 4 of the
25c), 184, 185, 200-202b, 206, 242 (2 NH), 1945 Peace Issue complete, 352a (2, one NH), etc., etc. Condition is mixed early, as
would be expected, but includes lots of F-VF $50-$400 stamps and tons of nice cancels; the 20th century issues are just about all
clean and F-VF with a good bit of NH mixed in. A terrific lot. Scott $33,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2328 HH/H/m Switzerland, Soldier Stamps, 1939-40. Several hundred mounted in two specialty albums, these were issued at
the outbreak of WWII by individual regiments, all different, with many imperfs and overprints, enormous catalog value, please
plan on spending sufficient time to ascertain this dazzling lots true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2329 m
Switzerland, Nice Used Collection, 1843-1969. Comprehensive collection in a two-volume Davo hingeless album
w/slipcases; the 19th century issues include such better values as 1L2, 2L2, 2L6, 2, 3, 13 & 31, though all have condition problems; the rest of the 19th century is mixed quality and includes some nice $50-$300 stamps; the 20th century, on the other hand,
is very nearly complete, including the NABA sheet (all the souvenir sheets, in fact) and the 1945 Peace issue, and is just about all
clean and F-VF; Airs & Back-of-the-Book are also quite nice, though there are no Officials. Scott value is over $22,000, about
70% of which is in the 19th century.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2330 H/m
Switzerland, Outstanding Stock of Semi-Postals, 1913-65. Large stockbook with at least one mint and one used
of virtually every stamp of the period (most with 2-4 mint and two used); never hinged includes B2-3 & B5-7 and at least one of
every souvenir sheet including two B80 uncut blocks of 4; there is also at least one used example of all the souvenir sheets except B143 (B80 is represented by a c.t.o. uncut block of 4, NH, Scott $875); there are occasional small thins on a few of the
hinged earlies and souvenir sheets, but otherwise everything is clean and F-VF and most sets have at least one NH example;. A
marvelous lot. Scott $8,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2331 H/m
Switzerland, Attractive Collection. Including genuine Genevas, good Rayons, etc. housed in a Schaubek album
with 100s of stamps, as well as postal history, mostly used in the 19th century and then mint and used in the 20th century. Beginning with 1845/48 Genevas, yellow green and dark green (#2L3 and #2L4 cataloguing $2100 and $3500), the former with 4 margins, the latter with 3 margins and one cut close, both with attractive rosette cancel, followed by the 1850 10rp rayon, unused #8a
(cat $1500), 1851 5rp #10 with attractive cancel (cat $150), 1852s with 4 different examples of the 15rp #12 with a different selection of cancellations including 4 margined cds. Then there is a selection of postal history including the 1850 10rp on cover sent to
France, as well as a particularly attractive cover with the 5rp as a single usage. Then there is a selection of Sitting Helvetias on
cover, well worth investigating. The stamps start with the 1862s #35 to #41 to #50 (cat $500, not including different shades), then
the 1867/78 #52 to #59 (cat $787 again not including shades), as well as granite paper #60 to #68 mint, then the 1882 numeral issues with granite paper #69 to #76, white paper, etc. Then the Standing Helvetias with dozens of examples including #82 to #88,
#89 to #93, #94 to #97, etc. Then turn of the century with all commemoratives and definitives, virtually complete to the 1970s including the 1934 Naba, also PAX complete used. A very well rounded collection, please inspect carefully, much more here than
described.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2332 m
Switzerland, Stock of Back-of-the-Book Issues, 1878-1995. Large stockbook loaded with airmails, postage dues,
officials & franchise stamps with up to three or four of a number; Airmails include a used C1 canceled 1922 signed Hunziker, and
a used C25a (c.t.o.), Officials include used 1O1-8, 1O3a, 2O31a-64, 3O26, 3O31 (2) and mint 4O1-39 (2), 5O1-25 (2), 6O1-8 (2)
& 7O1-20; condition, other than a few scattered small faults, is just about all clean and F-VF, with some NH sprinkled throughout.
An excellent lot. Scott $7,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2333 H
Switzerland, Specialized Collection/Accumulation. An exceptional grouping arranged in two stockbooks; including #6 (4), 8 (7), 10 (4), 12 on cover with certificate, selection of 54 “Strubels” (3 with/certificates.), nearly 500 Standing Helvetias,
mostly used, sorted by watermark & perforation and loaded with shades and cancels, 20th century varieties, specialized Postage
Dues, a few Airmail covers, some nice Officials, including “cross” perfin used blocks of 4 and 7O1-11: six different constant overprint varieties, each complete in NH pairs; condition is somewhat mixed, but there are tons of F-VF $50-&-up stamps throughout,
including lots of “Strubels”. Worth a careful inspection.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2334 HH/H/m Switzerland, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1850-1967. Outstanding & valuable selection of Swiss material, includes
used Federal Administration, Rappens, Seated & Standing Helvetias, used includes 100 (x3), semipostals, mint includes
C3-C12, with postage dues and officials, a valuable holding, take a few minutes for this and it may pay off, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2335 HH/H/m Switzerland, Stock of Booklet Pane Combinations, 1909-53. Large stockbook containing a few hundred
tête-bêche pairs, gutter pairs and se-tenant pairs, strips & blocks; best items are an NH 1940 National Fête souvenir sheet
(B105), 1942 Recycling issue miniature sheets (281-283, two NH & one used with/Renggli Certificate) and the 1953
Pro-Juventute miniature sheet (B229a, two NH, one used); virtually all clean and F-VF with a good percentage being NH.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2336 HH/H
Switzerland, Semi-Postal Blocks of 4 & Souvenir Sheets, 1913-63. Collection of mainly Pro-Juventute issues virtually complete for the period plus a few Pro-Patria issues and all of the souvenir sheets; Very Fine throughout, the blocks being
NH beginning with B10 and the souvenir sheets also NH except for B105, B119, B132 & B143; a very nice lot. Scott $3,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2337 m
Switzerland, Used Dealer Stock. Four stockbooks loaded with used material, better includes 38, 39, 40 (x2), 46,
47, 50, 75 (x3), 76 (x4), 185 (x2), 256-267 (x2), 303, B2-B3 (x2), B4-B6, B7-B9, B10-B11 (x3), B12-B14 (x2), B15-B17 (x3),
B18-B20 (x3), C12, C15, with plenty of back-of-the-book, some mixed condition, inspection will reveal the value of this accumulation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2338 HH/H/m Switzerland, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1850-1940. 65+ stamps on two stock sheets, better used includes 10, 12,
100, better mint includes C2, C12, C14, nice selection of this popular country, F.-V.F. Scott $5,600 owner's.
Estimate $500 - 750
2339 HH/H
Switzerland, Collection of Booklet Pane Combinations, 1909-53. Comprises about 50 tête-bêche pairs, 75
se-tenant pairs & strips and 50 gutter pairs; best items are the 4 se-tenant pairs from the NABA sheet (3 NH) and the 1953
Pro-Juventute miniature sheet (NH); virtually all clean and F-VF with about half being NH.
Estimate $400 - 600
2340 H/)
Switzerland, Small Specialized Group. A small stockbook containing 21 20th century covers including souvenir
sheets 1945 Lifeboat, 1948 IMABA, 1951 LUNABA (FDC) and 1955 Lausanne (FDC); also a collection of 1963-1977
Pro-Juventute bottom margin tab singles of the photogravure values with tabs in four different languages, nearly complete, NH;
lastly a collection of about 30 different constant plate flaws on the commemoratives of the 1930s & '40s, with up to 2 or 3 of a number, virtually all NH. Interesting lot.
Estimate $350 - 500
2341 H/m
Thailand, Mint & Used Collection, 1883-1993. In a Scott specialty album, starting with XIX Century representation,
followed by sets & part sets in the modest range, and then by modern sets & singles up to $20, recommended as starter collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2342 m
Turkey, Specialized Newspaper Stamps Collection, 1891-1901. An impressive holding of approximately 540
used stamps, mounted on old-time KaBe album pages, starting with 1891 & 1892 examples with black handstamps in order to
prevent misuse, and that were applied randomly and rarely in the center of the stamp, including. 1891 (P10 x4, P10b x3, P11 x3,
P12 x3 & P13 x4), 1892 10pa gray green (P25 x61), 20pa rose (P26 x32), 1pi pale blue (P27 x76), 2pi brown (P28 x63) & 5pi pale
violet (P29 x2), plus some dubious inverted handstamps. We also noted 1893-98 strong representation (P30-34 x70), and some
Military stamps for the army in Thessaly. A once-in-a-lifetime-opportunity that deserves your attention. Highly recommended for
plate flaw students or cancel collectors, F.-V.F. Scott $69,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2343 HH/H/m Turkey, Mint and Used Collection, 1888-1958. On Yvert album pages, with much better material, classics to modern, including souvenir sheets.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2344 HH/H/m Turkey, Mint and Used Collection, 1865-1981. In 2 well filled blank albums.

Estimate $500 - 750

2345 H/m
Turkey, Mint & Used Collection, 1879-1909. 200+ stamps and pairs presented on album pages and original auction pages, begins with mint examples of the 1879 surcharges, then mint 1891 newspaper stamps, with many varieties such as
pair with only one stamp with surcharge, pair surcharged with two different collar surcharges and pair with just one surcharge,
also includes some newspaper stamps on auction pages, huge catalog value, we strongly urge examination, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2346 H/m
Turkey, Mint & Used Collection, 1865-1977. Nicely arranged in two stockbooks with 19th & 20th Centuries issues
mostly in used condition. Each issue accompanied with information printed in German. We also noted Cilicia section with
stamps issued in the 1914-20 period, plus some Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus examples. A nice lot for the cancel collector or for a dealer. Careful viewing recommended for full appreciation of the scope of the material offered here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2347 HH/H/m Turkey, Mint & Used Collection, 1863-1970. Delightful collection of several hundred stamps mounted in a Scott album, many mint stamps, after 1930 generally in complete sets, includes mint #546, 841, C6-C8, with many extras, an exceptional lot of this popular country, needs careful inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2348 H/m
Turkey, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1863-1974. Intriguing selection of a few hundred stamps in a binder, starts with
page of 20+ stamps or pairs with better cancels, then dozens of mint and used complete sets, most duplicated with parallel mint
and used or mint hinged or NH stamps, better mint unless noted includes 775-780, 728-736 NH, 781-784 NH, 855-858, C1-C8,
C31-C38, nice clean group, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2349 m
Turkey, Used Assortment. In stock pages, starting with 1863 “Tughra” Monogram of Sultan Abdul-Aziz examples,
followed by “Duloz” stamps issued in the 1857-75 period, and then by some Empire type stamps. We also noted some Rumelia
and local post forgeries, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
2350 HH/H
Ukraine, Group of Unissued Varieties, 1920. 64 items, unlisted 1920 stamps, with inverted center, frames only,
printed both sides, different centers for same frame, interesting accumulation for the Russian specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2351 HH/H
Ukraine, Mint Collection, 1918-2009. Nicely presented in two Palo Alto hingeless albums with slipcases, starting
with 1918 imperforate & unofficially perforated examples, plus some in thin cardboard bearing an inscription on reverse and perforated 11½, followed by 1909-18 Russian stamps with lozenges of varnish on face, and with trident-shaped overprints issued in
1918 (Scott 8-26 & 27-28), and then by 1918 imperforates (29-35 & 37-44, including. 1r pair), plus 1920 set of fourteen unissued
lithographed stamps. We also noted a highly complete section of Never Hinged sets, singles & souvenir sheets issued in the
1992-2009 period. Excellent as a basis for further development, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2352 H
Ukraine, Mint Assortment, 1918-92. Presented in three stock books and binder, including a large amount of unchecked Russian stamps with trident overprints, plus a well-filled stock book with 1920 lithographed unissued perforated stamps
mentioned in Scott Catalogue. We also noted 1920 Kharkiv perforated & imperforate examples, 1961-62 Girl & Boy Scouts labels & cards, plus Carpatho-Ukraine section, including first & second definitives issues, plus overprints on Hungarian stamps
that were drawn from post offices in the vicinity of Uzhhorod, Western Ukraine representation, including Lviv, Kolomyia &
Stanyslaviv issues, and Romanian Occupation of Pokutia examples, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2353 P
Uruguay, 1929 Pegasus Air Mail Study. Fascinating group of punched imperf proof blocks, in blocks of four and of
six, many with red correction marks, plus a number of regular issues in singles, pairs and blocks of four, a bonanza for the Uruguay or airmail specialist, o.g., hinged, never hinged or without gum as issued, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2354 HH
Vatican, Never Hinged Collection, 1929-79. In a stock book, including 1929 (1-13), 1938 (55-60), 1939 (61-67),
1951 (145-48), 1951 (149-53), 1952 (155a), plus 1938 (C1-8), 1947 (C9-15) & 1931 (Q1-15). Viewing will be quick, Very Fine.
Scott $1,644 owner's catalogue value.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2355 H/m
Vatican, Mostly Mint Collection, 1929-66. In two White Ace albums with many colorful sets, including 1929 (1-13),
1931 (Q8-15), 1933 (19-34), and highly complete from 1938 onwards. We also noted airmails & postage dues. Good basis for
further development, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2356 H/m
Viet Nam, Assortment, 1951-73. Hundreds of mint and used stamps in a stockbook, including useful duplicates,
and starting with Viet Nam 1951 (1-13), 1952 (14-16), 1955 (27-29), Republic of Viet Nam 1955 (30-34, blocks of four), 1956
(36-38 & 39-50), plus Red Cross booklet and several other sets in the $5 to $10 range. We also noted Viet Nam Democratic Republic mostly unused stamps in stock cards. Recommended for dealer of this popular collecting area, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2357 H/m/) Yemen, Stamps and Postal History Collection. An excellent range of material virtually filling one substantial volume, starting off with the imperforate, the 1926 cross dagger types on the various different papers, superb used as well as mint,
better items seen include a highly unusual pair of the #1 on piece used yet rouletted, accompanied by certificate. Then follows
further studies of these issues on both the laid and wove papers, again mint and used with the latter occasionally on piece, all four
margined examples. This leads through to the foreign and domestic postage issues of 1930/31, again with some highly specialised material. Also seen, registered with different combinations again to make the 14 bogaches rate, as part of the correspondence to the same addressee. Then yet further commercial covers this time single usage, as well as attractive philatelic covers
with many different denominations. Further unusual material including plate number imperforate blocks of 4 of various values of
the 1939 combined flags definitives, as well as various different singles, again corner plate number sheet marginals imperforates, etc. Occasionally some of the later material is out of chronological order, also minor condition problems occasionally noticed. For those that find this area challenging and recognise how scarce it is compared to its availability, this collection is not to
be missed, an opportunity.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2358 H/m/) Yemen, Mint & Used Collection, 1930-69. Approximately 1,200 stamps in a binder, including sets, part sets, miniature sheets & souvenir sheets, plus three 1964 first day covers issued at the 1964 New York World's Fair, condition appears to
run F-VF, recommended for the topical collector: art, space & sports issues.
Estimate $300 - 400

Foreign Area Collections
2359 )
Antarctic, Cover Assortment, 1947-1981. Selection of 50+covers from the antarctic, with Argentina, Australia,
Chile, Falkland Islands and US frankings and cachets, includes a couple of autographed covers, some interesting frankings including Australia Antarctic 1-5 (x2), cancelled at various bases, an ever popular area gives this lot huge potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2360 H/m/) Asia, Stock, 1860-2000. Intriguing lot in nine albums or stockbooks, including Japan sheets, souvenir sheets and
postal stationery Cambodia with many early complete mint sets, Korea, Laos, Nepal, Netherlands Indies, Pakistan, Philippines,
Thailand, with many better mint souvenir sheets throughout, condition a little mixed on the early issues but overall an appealing
assortment with much potential to be had, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2361 H/m/) Asia, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1890-2000. Several thousand stamps, souvenir sheets and covers housed in
stock pages, album pages, year books, and glassines, with Brunei, China, PRC, Hong Kong, Korea, Macau and Straits Settlements, includes sheet file of mint Japan & Ryukyus sheets, used Hong Kong, small mint & used Japan lot on stock pages, mint
Japan 479a (faults on selvage), 456 (hinged), 1927 Japan souvenir stamp booklet, two stock cards of mint Straits Settlements
and mint Republic of China on album pages with 1479-1488, 1556-1562, 1610-1614, an absolute winner and a unique opportunity to acquire some choice material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2362 H/m
Asia, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. In display pages, identified by Scott number, and housed in six counterbooks, including Bhutan, Cambodia, Japan 1948-49 (422 & 479), Korea 1902 (38, used), 1948 (78-79 & 80-84) & 1949 (107), Democratic Republic of Viet Nam 1956 (32-35) sets, part sets, singles & souvenir sheets up to $150, also Laos, Mongolia, Ryukyu
Islands & Thailand examples, great holding for the internet seller, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2363 H/m
Baltic States, Mostly Pre-Philatelic Postal History From the 18th Century To Mid 19th Century. Essentially Latvia with many exhibition items. An outstanding range of material housed in one battered volume with about 3 dozen or so items,
primarily of Latvian postal history, from the 18th century onwards. For the most part the alphabet used is Cyrillic, as of the day.
We are able to detect Riga, however there is much more here, deserving expertise and research. The condition is far better than
normally encountered with some crisp clear strikes boldly juxtaposed against each other, occasionally fancy illustrated
monarchial chevrons on reverse etc, as well as concentric circles, straightlines etc. Loaded with strikes from different towns, possibly from places no longer extant. This would be a very difficult holding to replace, especially in this quality. Inspection highly
recommended.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2364 H/m
Baltic States, Mostly Used Collection. In a Minkus album pages, including Estonia 1938 (142a x2, mint & used),
1939 (147a), 1938 (B39a) & 1939 (B44a), Latvia starting with Arms imperforates, followed by many sets in the modest range,
Lithuania representation with some sets, including Central Lithuania examples, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2365 H/m
Central America, Mint & Used Collection. In four Scott albums and some album pages with some duplication, we
noted some better (mint unless otherwise noted) such as Costa Rica 1940 (191-95 & C46-54), 1941 (201-08), 1943-47
(224-32), 1941 (C57-66), Nicaragua 1878-80 (8-12 with numeral cancels), Panama 1937 (C27-32), 1937 (311-16 & C40-42),
1939 (322-30 & C54-61), plus some El Salvador, Guatemala & Honduras examples in the modest range, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2366 HH/H/m Europe, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1950. Several hundred stamps mounted in three Schaubek albums, better
mint unless noted includes Albania 197-207, Austria used 1, B3-B7, Bulgaria mint & used 1-11, 237-243, used, C12-14, Croatia
1-8, Estonia B32-B35, Greece with nice selection of mint & used large and small Hermes heads, Lithuania 116-119C, Poland
B11-B14, Romania 230-239, 347-352, Russia C10-C11, Offices in China 70, along with Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Eastern
Rumelia, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Malta, Montenegro, San Marino, Serbia, Thrace, Turkey, Ukraine, Yugoslavia, a treat to view,
plan on spending some time with this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2367 H/m/) Europe, Collection of Collections. Europe in twenty two volumes, includes Austria collection, Belgium collection in
two hingeless albums, Bulgaria collection, Greece collection, stockbook of Hungary and Romania, Italy collection, Liechtenstein
collection, Luxembourg collection, Vatican City collection, Russia collection in Scott Specialty album, Netherlands with B144a
and B145a, Germany & Berlin collections, Portugal collection, San Marino collection, Ireland collection, very little mixed condition, with high catalog value there is undoubtedly potential here for dealers and collectors alike, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2368 H/m/) Europe, Dealer Stock of Mint & Used, 1840-1970. Several hundred stamps and covers, in albums, stock books
and loose, includes Albania, Austria including 380 NH, Belgian Congo, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Germany and area, Greece,
Netherlands, Spain, with plenty of corresponding postal history including stampless, definitely a lot to be savored, plan on spending some time perusing this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2369 H/m
Europe, Old World Collection With Particularly Strong Third Reich. Impressive 1939 Schaubek album, actually
called by Schaubek "Das Kleine" ("the small one"), yet still a hefty tome! Not hinge remaindered, offered intact as received, there
are many 1000s of stamps from the 19th century onwards, mint and used. Probably the best country is Germany which has a
strong showing of Third Reich, for example, the 1933 Wagner series complete mint, the good watermark Hindenburg definitives
mint, the 1934 officials and airmails complete to the 3rm zeppelin also the 1934 professions complete to 40pf, 1935 Trains and
Costumes again both complete to 40pf, 1936 Olympics etc with many further series to 40pf purples, the good semi-postals horse
of 1938, various miniature sheets etc, also better Saar 1934 to 5f complete and superb used Madonna "Volksabstimmung" complete. Other interesting areas include Bavaria, Belgium, France, Memel, Netherlands, Norway, Austria, Poland including the 75
groszy purple Stratosphere miniature sheet on cover, Romania, Russia particularly Tsarist, Sweden, Turkey etc. A well rounded
collection completely uncataloged, offered intact as received.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2370 HH
Europa, Complete Mint Collection, 1956-80's. 1000s of mint stamps, all one of a kind, housed in a very substantial
album with see through pochettes beautifully displayed, enabling the viewer to see if the stamps are never hinged (without taking
them out, always a blessing!). Starting off with the 1956 Luxembourg towers with particularly good centering with completion
throughout this includes of course the Liechtenstein honeycombs of 1960, you name it whatever were the iconic stars were, they
are here with Spanish Andorra 1972 and much more with a good range of the miniature sheetlets as well, through to the 1980s
complete, chronologically organised. This collection is completely faultless and reflects through their stamps the history of the
drive towards the United States of Europe. Considering this would have been worth $10,000++ in 2005, this is an excellent opportunity today. Who knows which way the market will go in Europa? In any event, a perfectionists collection.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2371 HH/H/m Europe, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1940. Several hundred stamps mounted in a Schaubek album, includes
Eastern Europe, Scandinavia, Germany & States, Belgium with B233-B240, B256-B263, France, Greece, Great Britain, Italy,
and Russia, a neat little collection begging for expansion, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2372 H/m/) Europa, FDCs, Forerunners and Used. Housed in 3 albums. This represents the postal history part, the used, the
associated forerunners and issues made in harmony with the EU/EEC of the Europa collection complete, also offered in this auction. While not quite as comprehensive as their mint counterpart, these 3 albums as well filled with plenty of highlights inc the
Swiss 1959 CEPT PTT overprints, both off and on cover, latter FDC, the used series from 1956 onwards, through to the Liechtenstein honeycomb superb used on piece, forerunners superb used such as the 1952 Luxembourg series of 6, similarly the Germany ERP, the Greek series of 6, the 1949 Italy ERP and various better NATO and other European themes. The second album
consists of FDCs of the same, again virtually complete, but missing the 1956 yet 1957 onwards through to Liechtenstein honeycomb FDC and virtually everything else FDC through the 1960s/70s in pristine condition, including the scarce Spanish Andorra
1972 with many countries with a very diverse range of cachets. The final album is also interesting as it focuses on the various
sympathy issues and forerunners with yet another Swiss 1959 PTT series and many hundreds of others, all over Europe, dealing
with themes that connect Europe together (although not specifically EC sanctioned issues) by the year. Much expensive material
too inc very high cataloguing miniature sheets of Romania, Hungary, etc, probably running into thousands of euro in their own
right. Also seen the French Conseil dEurope and further parallel issues, FDCs, EFTA complete, all the joint Scandinavian issues
before they became part of the EU, etc. These three substantial albums serve as an excellent accompaniment to the superb
never hinged Europa collection, as mentioned, offered separately in this auction.
Estimate $600 - 800
2373 H/m
Europe (South East), Mint & Used Collection. Mounted on album pages, including Romania section with nice XIX
Century representation, followed by some better such as 1906 (204-06), Greece starting with Hermes Heads issued in the
1886-95 period, and also including some airmail & occupation examples, Turkey section with several XIX Century examples,
followed by some useful sets as 1916 (345-49) and newspaper stamps, we also noted Croatia & Montenegro sample, plus many
Palestine unchecked examples issued under British Administration, and as a bonus Israel first day covers issued in the
1950s-60s period & 1948 Menorah plate block (Bale 59), careful inspection will prove rewarding! F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300
2374 H/m
Europe (Central), Collection. Including Austria (1850-1999) collection in Scott album with XIX Century representation, plus many regular &semipostal sets, and some airmails, postage dues & newspaper stamps, Liechtenstein (1912-94) collection in two Ka-Be hingeless albums and starting with 1912 set, followed by several other desirable sets, Switzerland
(1852-1963) collection in Scott album with value concentrated in the XX Century issues, including attractive semipostal section
with fresh sets & souvenir sheets, plus some useful airmails, postage dues and officials, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2375 H/m
Europe (Central), Mostly Mint Dealer Stock. Including Austria (520-56) (B66-70) (B118-21) (B245-51) (B260-63)
& (B273-76), Liechtenstein (284-86 pairs) (353-55 singles & blocks of four) & (B4-6 x2), Switzerland (135a,139a, 141, 143a &
144a) (293-305 & B145, used) (B4-6 x2, one mint, other used) (B272-76 blocks of four) (C13-15) (O37-47) & (4O29-39 x3), catalogue value approaching $3,000, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2376 H/m
Europe (Central), Collection, 1860-1950. Few hundred stamps in Scott album, better includes Austria used
378-379, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Liechtenstein with mint C1-C6, and Switzerland, loads of decent
sale able material, review is suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
2377 HH/H/m Europe (Eastern), Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1950-90. An opportunity to replenish scarce stock at a fraction of its
high new issue costs, several hundred stamps and souvenir sheets, includes mint unless noted Albania 261-270, Bulgaria 843a
(x3), Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland B29 imperf, perf used, Romania 467-468 imperf
used, B40 used, Slovakia B27a, Turkey 841, 915a, Yugoslavia C33 perf & imperf used, also includes dozens of souvenir sheets
perf & imperf, a lot with huge potential, the perfect lot for the Eastern Europe specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2378 H/m
Europe (Eastern), Collection. Presented in four Scott specialty albums, Albania (1913-77) starting with some
better such as 1919 (97-101 & 104), 1920 (125-28), 1924 (158-62 & 164-70), plus 1924 (B1-8), Bulgaria (1879-60) section with
several modest sets, Czechoslovakia (1918-91) section with plenty of sets, including Bohemia-Moravia examples, Hungary
(1871-1985) section with many sets & souvenir sheets issued in the XX Century, including semipostals, airmails, officials & postage dues, plus some occupation examples, Poland (1918-90) section with many regular, semipostal & airmails issues, plus
General Government fresh section, Romania (1866-1960) section with used XIX Century representation and attractive
semipostal sets, plus some airmails & postal tax examples, viewing recommended to appreciate the value and profitable
opportunities offered here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2379 H/m
Europe (Eastern), Collections. Better mint Albania includes 178-185, along with many complete CTO sets, better
mint Bulgaria includes 353-356, 578-582, 728-734, 882-889, C3, C19-C30, better Romania includes 588-594 in sheet of four
(Michel 140€), and 488A-488C and 488Ad-488Cf (Scott $100), and Turkey generally complete mint from 1955-1980, unusual
collection with plenty of room for expansion or for retail break down, review is suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2380 H
Europe (Eastern), Mint Collection. In four stock books with many never hinged sets, and mostly issued in the
1950s-90s period, including Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Romania, Russia, including some Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Ukraine and Yugoslavia, condition is Very Fine, take a look.
Estimate $300 - 400
2381 H/m
Europe (Eastern), Nice Clean Collection. Composed of many hundreds mint and used and loaded with complete
sets from Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria including used 10, 19, 21C, 21D, Crete, strong Croatia, Epirus, excellent
Greece and Yugoslavia. Overall fresh and F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2382 HH/H
Europe (Western), Mint Dealer Stock, 1950-90. An opportunity to replenish scarce stock at a fraction of its high
new issue costs, includes Austria B260-B263, Belgium and Colonies, Luxembourg B151, Macau 372-381, Monaco, Netherlands, Netherlands Indies GY1-GY7 and Colonies, Portugal and Colonies, Spain and Colonies, Switzerland 352, B133, B144,
with plenty of better sets and souvenir sheets, an exciting opportunity for the retail dealer, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2383 HH/H
Independent Africa, Mint Modern Collection, 1959-1970. Desirable and valuable mint collection, mostly NH, with
semi postals, airmails and officials, mounted in five albums, includes but not limited to Aden, Algeria, Burundi, Cameroun including imperfs, Central Africa Republic, Chad including imperfs, Congo, Congo Republic, Dahomey including imperfs, Gabon,
Ghana, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Katanga, Malagasy Republic, Mali, Mauritania, Morocco, Niger, Rwanda, Senegal, Somalia, Togo,
Tunisia, United Arab Republic, and Upper Volta, with dozens of topicals this should be an easy sale at our low minimum, huge
catalog value, please investigate, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2384 HH/H
Independent Africa, Mint Dealer Stock, 1950-90. An opportunity to replenish scarce stock at a fraction of its high
new issue costs, includes Benin, Botswana, Burundi 589-600, Congo, Ethiopia 297-301, Guinea, Lesotho, Liberia, Libya, Malagasy, Malawi, Morocco, Mozambique, Rwanda, St Thomas & Prince Islands, Tanzania, Tunisia and Zambia, with complete sets,
souvenir sheets, proofs an imperf sets, get on board this popular region and realize its vast potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2385 H/m
Independent Africa, Mostly Mint Dealer Stock. In display pages, identified by Scott number, and housed in five
counterbooks, including Benin, Burundi, Cameroun, Central Africa, Congo, Dahomey, Egypt, Ethiopia, Gambia, Guinea, Liberia, Maldive Islands, Mali, Mauritania, Mayotte, Togo sets & singles in the $5 to $10 range with some better, ideal for internet
dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2386 H/m
Independent Africa, Mostly Mint Collection. In Scott specialty album, and including an attractive Liberia section
with sets, part sets & singles issued in the 1885-1970 period, also Libya 1955 (153-67) & 1960 (192-206A), plus Gabon, Guinea
& Lesotho sets issued in the 1960s-70s period, worth viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2387 H/m
Independent Africa, Mint and Used Collection. Mounted in two binders, Ethiopia representation with some sets in
the $10 to $30 range, plus 1936 Italian Occupation 1936 (N1-7), Liberia section with sets, part sets & singles in the modest
range. We also noted Burundi examples issued in the 1962-76 period, including. se-tenant blocks of four (animal topical
stamps), plus Equatorial Guinea modern issues. Need we say more? F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2388 HH/H
Independent Asia, Mint Dealer Stock, 1950-90. An opportunity to replenish scarce stock at a fraction of its high
new issue costs, includes Afghanistan, Bhutan, Mongolia, Nepal, Pakistan, with plenty of souvenir sheets, perfect for the topical
dealer, be sure to inspect this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2389 H/m
Latin America, Collection. In five Scott specialty albums and additional Global album, including Argentina
(1858-2000), Brazil (1844-1996), Costa Rica (1863-1990), Dominican Republic (1883-1971), Ecuador (1881-1968), El Salvador
(1867-2000), Guatemala (1871-1974), Honduras (1865-78), Mexico (1856-1998), Nicaragua (1869-1974), Peru (1862-1988),
Uruguay (1860s-1996) & Venezuela (1859-1991), a useful lot with many good pickings, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2390 HH/H
Latin America, Mint Dealer Stock, 1950-90. Extensive stock of this increasingly popular area, better includes Argentina 797,C38-C42, O90-92, Brazil 1062a, 1181, C73a, Bolivia 521-525, C302-C306, Columbia 513, C278, Costa Rica
C197-C210, Dominican Republic 351-355, Guatemala C181a (x2), O1-O5, Haiti 442-443, C136-C138, Panama 317-321,
C49-C51, 461-461D imperf, Paraguay 537-544, C246-C251, Uruguay C361-C368, Venezuela 804-811, C794-C803, with dozens more of complete sets and souvenir sheets, some presented perf and imperf, high new issue costs, many of these with
missed so here is your chance to obtain a nice stock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2391 H/m
Latin America, Mint & Used Collection. Great holding presented in seven albums with value concentrated in the
20th Century, and highly suitable for breakdown. Stronger countries include Argentina, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador &
Haiti. We also noted El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua & Uruguay representations. Overall a useful range of collections with good potential. Please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2392 H/m
Latin America, Diverse Lifetime Accumulation. Composed of many thousands sorted in stockbooks and a few
collections in a large box. There is a nice range of classics including a useful group of Brazil and souvenir sheets to be found
throughout as well as a number of surprises like mint Chile Scott 83-97 and Guatemala 90a. Inspection invited, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2393 H/m
Latin America, Mostly Used Collection. In three binders with some duplication, Chile 1948 (254-55 & C124), Mexico section with some earlies, followed by numerals & "mulitas" examples, and then by 20th Century issues, incl. airmails, officials, plus duplicates in stock pages. We also noted Colombia & States, Panama, Paraguay & Peru representations. A last
minute arrival, take a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2394 P
Latin America, Proofs and Specimens Grouping. Incredible lot for the Latin America dealer or collector of American Bank Note issues, includes Ecuador imperf proof pairs of 359, C42 & RA38,Guatemala includes specimens of tobacco
stamps and revenues, Honduras 1927 revenue specimens, Nicaragua postage due trial color proof pairs, telegraph specimens,
and revenue specimens, Panama regular issue proofs and liquor tax paid proofs, and Venezuela regular issue specimens, airmail specimens, and airmail specimens, a lovely holding that is sure to attract intense bidding, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
2395 H/m
Latin America, Mint and Used Collection. 1 full shoebox, mostly mint complete series, virtually all one of a kind.
Clearly old time in origin, there are hundreds of different of glassines from countries such as Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Salvador,
Uruguay and Venezuela. Occasional blocks of 4, again in complete series, dealers spend some time on this one with a
calculator.
Estimate $500 - 750
2396 H/m
Latin America, Mint and Used Collection. Very much a crusty dusty holding with many 1000s of stamps, covering
the gamut from Argentina to Venezuela, all stuffed in one shoe box, in lots of manila envelopes and then occasionally glassine
envelopes within the manila envelopes, filling the shoebox. Material ranges from the 19th century imperfs through to the 1970s
and is certainly a work oriented holding. The Cuba envelope under Spanish administration was particularly interesting with lots of
mint 19th century and used imperforates. Also present occasional multiples blocks of 4, mint and used, across the board, as well
as non-Scott listed. If you enjoy the hunt, this is for you. Strictly for stamp workaholics only.
Estimate $500 - 750
2397 H/m
Latin America, Collections. With strength in three countries: Dominican Republic 1866-1966 collection with
some early issues, followed by many sets issued in the XX Century, including semipostals, airmails, postage dues & officials,
Nicaragua 1862-1961 collection starting with XIX Century representation, plus airmails, officials, Zelaya & Cabo examples, Paraguay1879-1965 collection with value concentrated in many regular & airmail sets, part sets & singles issued in the XX Century.
We also noted Colombia, Panama & Peru representations with sets & singles in the modest range, we have spent very little time
on this and we invite a close inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2398 H/m
Latin America, Mint and Used Collection. Very much a crusty dusty holding with many 1000s of stamps, covering
the gamut from Argentina to Venezuela, all stuffed in one shoe box, in lots of manila envelopes and then occasionally glassine
envelopes within the manila envelopes, filling the shoebox. Material ranges from the 19th century imperfs through to the 1970s
and is certainly a work oriented holding. The Cuba envelope under Spanish administration was particularly interesting with lots of
mint 19th century and used imperforates. Also present occasional multiples blocks of 4, mint and used, across the board, as well
as non-Scott listed. If you enjoy the hunt, this is for you. Strictly for stamp workaholics only.
Estimate $150 - 200
2399 HH/H
Middle East, Mint Dealer Stock, 1950-90. An opportunity to replenish scarce stock at a fraction of its high new issue
costs, includes Bahrain 182-185, Dubai with many imperf sets, Iran 871-875, Iraq, Jordan C26-C28, Lebanon C107-C110,
C427-C436, C654-C656, Syria C109-C113, Turkey, and Yemen, with dozens and dozens of mint and used souvenir sheets, not
many chances to acquire this amount of fresh in demand material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2400 H/m
Middle East, Mint & Used Stock. Housed in six stockbooks or albums, includes Afghanistan, Dubai, Egypt with
many complete mint sets and souvenir sets, Iran with mint sets such as 1077-1078, 1101-1102, 1247-1248, 1259-1260 & 1133,
Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait with some complete sets, Palestine, Syria, Yemen, a most desirable selection from this increasingly popular
area, plan on perusing this lot for a while, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2401 H/m
Middle East, Mint & Used Collection. In four albums, including Egypt (1866-1997) collection with several King
Farouk sets, UAR representation and some examples issued for Arab territories after the partition of Palestine in 1948, Iraq
(1918-86) collection with some earlies issued under British Mandate and many modern sets, Israel (1948-98) collection, including many never hinged sets with tabs, Jordan (1924-99) with several sets & part sets in the $5 to $15 range, plus many modern
sets, Lebanon (1924-82) section with some better such as 1926 (B1-12), Syria (1919-94) section with several sets issued under
French Occupation, plus many sets issued after full independence, Turkey (1863-2006) collection with XIX Century representation and many sets from 1916 onwards, including some semipostals, airmails, postage dues, officials issues, plus Alaouites,
Alexandretta & Cilicia examples. Also Palestine 1918-27, Saudi Arabia 1930s-90s & Yemen 1930-66 issues, a useful offering for
the dealer or collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2402 H/m
Middle East, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. In display pages, identified by Scott number, and housed in five
counterbooks with many better mint sets & singles such as Aden-Quaiti 1951 (21-27), 1955 (34-40) & 1963 (48-52),
Aden-Seiyun 1942 (4-11), 1951 (20-27), Turkey 1863 (1), 1876 (54), 1880 (61-62), Saudi Arabia 1934 (139, 141 & 143 imperforate pairs), also Afghanistan, Ajman, Bahrain, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Oman-Muscat, Palestine, Sharjah Dependencies, Tunisia sets, part sets & single in the $10 to $20 range with some higher, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2403 HH/H/m Middle East, Mint and Used Collection, 1880-1990. Several hundred stamps in four albums and on stock pages,
better mint includes Aden 31, Quati State of Shihr & Mukalla 1-11, Bahrain 61A, 63, 96-98, 119-129, 130-140, 141-152, 153-156,
Kuwait 83, 117-119, 140-152, 225-246, Oman 1-15, 16-24, 26, O1-O10, better used includes Aden 11, Bahrain 12-14, 38-51
mint & used, Iraq 1-13, with Abu Dhabi, Afghanistan, Hatay, Jordan, Mesopotamia, Palestine, South Arabia, Yemen, well worth
our low estimate, a group of great potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2404 H/m
Middle East, Massive Largely CTO'ed Topical Collection of Trucial States. Composed of thousands on album
pages and a couple stock books of a comprehensive country group of Ajman, Fujeira, Manama, Mutawakelite Kingdom of Yemen, Ras Al Khaima, Sharjah, Yemen Arab Republic, Umm Al Qiwain with the whole range of material from imperfs to large foil
stamps. Condition a bit mixed but overall clean and, F.-V.F., tough lot to view but well worth the time and price.
Estimate $350 - 500
2405 H/m
Scandinavia, Mint and Used Collection, 1855-1960. In Esselte album. Collection contains much better material
like (Michel no's): Sweden 12, 144-158*/o (1st UPU set), 159-173*/o (2nd UPU set), 285B/Dr**(!), Norway 10, Iceland 140*,
142-146**, 175-180*, good classic Finland etc.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2406 H/m
Scandinavia, Mint & Used Collection. In two Scott albums, including Denmark section with 19th Century examples, followed by many sets & part sets up to $75, Finland with value concentrated in the 1918-72 period, including nice
semipostals, Iceland 1935 (195-98), 1937 (B5), 1939-45 (217-28), 1945 (246-52), 1952 (274-77), 1953 (278-82), Norway 1925
(104-10), 1926-34 (115-28), 1930 (B1-3), 1937 (162-76) & 1940-49 (187//202A), plus several mint sets in the modest range,
Sweden 1932 (230-35), 1935 (239-47), followed by many sets in the modest range. A useful collection as a basis for further
expansion, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2407 H/m
Scandinavia, Mint and Used Collection. In 5 Stender albums. Contains Denmark, Norway, Iceland, Greenland
and Finland.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2408 H/m
Scandinavia, Mostly Used Collection. In a Minkus album, including Sweden 1858-62 Coat of Arms issue with duplicates, followed by 19th Century representation, and some sets in the modest range, Denmark 1854-57 imperforates, Coat of
Arms examples issued in the 1870s-1900s period, followed by 20th Century sets, part sets & singles with some better such as
1912 (82), Iceland 1952 (273, NH), Norway 1856-57 (3, 4 x7 & 5), 1863 (7-10), 1867-68 (11-15), followed by a fair number of
Post Horn examples. We also noted Danish West Indies unchecked representation and some Greenland examples. Worth a
peek, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2409 HH/H
Scandinavia, Mint Dealer Stock, 1950-90. An opportunity to replenish scarce stock at a fraction of its high new issue costs, includes Denmark, Faroe Islands, Finland, Greenland 10-18, Iceland 274-277, Norway and Sweden, with loads of
complete booklets, coils and souvenir sheets, a lovely lot with high face value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2410 H/m
Scandinavia, Mint & Used Collection. Mint and used collection in Scott Album, 1866-1950, includes Denmark with
mint B3-B6, Finland with nice mint semis, Greenland with mint 1-9, Iceland, Norway and Sweden, many complete sets, many
nice sale able items, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2411 H/m
Scandinavia, Diverse Mint and Used Collection. Composed of many hundreds on album and stock pages in Binders composed of Denmark, Finland with some useful mint semi-postals, Iceland, Norway and Sweden with a nice group of booklets and panes, overall F-VF, viewing suggested.
Estimate $350 - 500
2412 H
Scandinavia, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. In display pages, identified by Scott number, and housed in three
counterbooks with many better mint sets & singles such as Danish West Indies 1905 (40-42), Denmark 1877 (31-32 & 34,
used), 1930 (210-19, used), Greenland 1945 (19-21), Iceland 1882-98 (17, used), 1930 (152-61), plus Finland, Norway & Sweden sets & singles in the $5 to $10 range with some better, definitely worth exploring, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
2413 H/m
South America, Mint & Used Dealer Stock. Mounted in display pages, identified by Scott number, and housed in
four counterbooks, including Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador, Peru & Venezuela sets and singles up to $50, also some Bolivia, Colombia, Chile & Paraguay examples, great for the internet seller, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2414 H/m
South America, Mostly Used Collection. Mounted on album pages, better (used unless noted) includes Argentina:
1912-14 (Scott 204), 1930 (389 mint) & 1935 (452 mint), Brazil: 1866 (53-60), 1876 (64-67), 1878-79 (68-75 & 77), 1881 (79-81),
plus Bolivia representation, condition slightly mixed but overall F-VF, viewing invited.
Estimate $200 - 300
2415 HH/H
South East Asia, Mint Dealer Stock, 1950-1990. An opportunity to replenish scarce stock at a fraction of its high
new issue costs, includes Burma O22 block of four, O94-O104, Cambodia with proof cards, Hong Kong 168-173 (x2), 225-228,
231-233, Indonesia 798a, Laos 26 souvenir sheets issued in 1952 on anniversary of first issue, proof cards, 25-26, C13, Philippines, and Viet Nam 121a, with many souvenir sheets and varieties, inspection is strongly suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2416 H/m
South East Asia, Mint and Used Collection. In two binders, including Cambodia 1951-52 (1-17) & 1953 (C1-9).
We also noted Bangladesh, Bhutan, Korea, Nepal & Thailand representations with many sets, part sets & singles. Great holding
for the dealer or as a basis for further development, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2417 H/m
South East Asia, Mostly Mint Collection, 1950s-70s. In Scott album, including Cambodia, 1952 (1-17), 1954
(19-37, NH), 1955 (38-52), 1956 (53-58), plus other sets & souvenir sheets in the modest range, Laos 1951-52 (1-17), 1954
(25-26 & C13), 1956 (27-29 & C20-21), followed by other colorful sets. Excellent starter collections, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2418 H
South East Asia, Mint Collection. Mounted in three home-made albums, including Laos 1951-52 (1-17), 1954
(25-26 & C13) & 1956 (27-29 & C20-21), plus many other colorful sets & souvenir sheets issued in the 1956-75 period Viet Nam
1951 Views & Emperor Bao-Dai (1-13), 1954 Prince Bao-Long (20-26), followed by Republic of Viet Nam 1955 Flight of the
North Vietnamese (30-35), 1956 President Dinh Diem (39-50), plus semipostals, airmails, and many other sets in the modest
range issued in the 1956-75 period, an attractive holding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

Worldwide Topical Collections
2419 HH
Worldwide, Michael Jackson & Elvis Grouping. Several hundred stamps and first day covers from St Vincent, Virgin Islands, with some errors, excellent lot for the internet dealer, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2420 H/m
Worldwide, Topical Collection, Cats. Mint and used homemade collection focused on our feline friends, from domesticated to large wild felines. The collector has occasionally identified the cats on the stamps as well as the countries present.
Some of the countries include Tuvalu, Pabay, England, Afghanistan, Somalia, Tchad, Russia, Vietnam. Etc. Breeds from Lions,
American short-hair cat, Turkish Angora, The Carat cat, Himalayan cat, Birman, shaded cameo, long haired ginger kitten,
Siamese seal point, etc, you name it, its here.
Estimate $100 - 150
2421 H/m
Worldwide, Topical Collection, Minerals Galore. An attractive and interesting collection focusing on rocks, mineral and the alchemic process, loaded with new issues, miniature sheets, blocks, nearly all mint with countries such as US, Australia, Russia, China, early Angola sets, Brazil, South West Africa definitives to 2 rand complete, Swiss including Pro-Patrias,
early Saar 1920s to 5fr, Germany including an unusual selection of a couple of dozen Notgeld/ emergency banknotes of the early
1920s again with focus on designs depicting such as mining etc. Occasionally other material not directly related to the topic seen,
but nevertheless very interesting and certainly the topicals are extremely colorful with much in complete series. If this is your
bailiwick, a collection not to be missed!
Estimate $250 - 300
2422 H/m
Worldwide, Topicals, Many 100s of Items, Mint and Used. One stockbook full of topical interest, neatly arranged
with topics such as cars, boats, religious iconography, planes, Olympics, horses, wildlife, dinosaurs, art, geishas, costumes including Portuguese colonies omnibus military uniforms complete including Macao (44 different mints values), architecture,
space, US freedom, FHH BC omnibus, first definitive series South Georgia to 10/-. Many other countries as well including USA,
Liechtenstein, Monaco, Germany, Hungary, Poland, Spain, Bolivia, Vietnam, etc. Viewing recommended.
Estimate $300 - 400
2423 HH/H
Worldwide, 1949 75th Anniversary UPU, fresh, bright and attractive sets mounted on White Ace pages, British
Commonwealth portion appears complete, missing Albania, Columbia, Israel, Korea, an excellent start on this popular topic,
Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
2424 H/)
Worldwide, British Royalty Accumulation. Hundreds of stamps, souvenir sheets and covers, includes St. Vincent
1017-1021 with inverted center, Niger 945, FDC 946, Montserrat 615, 616, 615 & 616 var. missing value and country name, Virgin Islands 537-538, 537-538 var. missing country name and value, Grenadines of St Vincent 540, 540 var., and Nevis 498, 499,
498 & 499 var., huge catalog value, great lot for the anglophile, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2425 H/m/) Worldwide, Canine Topical Collection. Mounted in three binders, includes several sled dog covers from US, Japan, Greenland, Ross Dependency, Argentina and Canada, several illustrated US ad covers, space covers, first day covers and
hundreds of stamps and souvenir sheets, nothing bow wow about this collection, perfect for the topical dealer or dog lover,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2426 H/m
Worldwide, Castles on Stamps Collection. Mostly mint and mounted in Lindner hingeless album pages, and
housed in two binders with slip cases, including stamps issued in the XX Century; Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, France,
Germany Gibraltar, Hungary, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Monaco, Poland, Portugal, Spain & Switzerland, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
2427 H/m
Worldwide, Davo Theme Books. Box with 23 theme books of Davo with stamps. Contains the following books: no.
1 (2x), 2 (2x), 3 (2x), 4 (3x), 5 (2x), 6, 7 (2x), 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 19 (2x).
Estimate $400 - 600
2428 HH
Worldwide, Original Beatles Stamps, 1964. Seventeen complete books of 100 stamps, distributed by Hallmark
Merchandisers, uncommon, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2429 H/m
Worldwide, Red Cross Topical Collection. Mostly mint, and mounted in three binders, including Afghanistan set &
two unlisted sheetlets, Albania 1963 imperforate set, Belgium semipostals, British Commonwealth omnibus sets, Burundi perforated & imperforate sets, French Territories & Colonies, plus a wealth of Latin America sets. We also noted Japan, Korea and a
fair number of United States first day covers issued in the 1931-81 period, plus picture postcards, including some sent by soldiers
on foreign service. A useful holding of this popular collecting area that can be integrated into a bigger collection or broken down
for sale on the internet, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2430 H/)
Worldwide, Tiger Woods & Golf Topical Holding. Hundreds of perf & imperf souvenir sheets from Somaliland Republic, Westpoint Island Falkland Islands, Kyrgyzstan, sure to make you the envy of your golfing buddies, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
2431 HH/H/) Worldwide, Topical Collections, 1949-74. Presented in twelve albums, includes two albums of 1962 Anti-Malaria
sets with many souvenir sheets, imperfs and overprints, album of 1949 UPU Anniversary sets, two albums of Boy Scout & Girls
Scout sets and souvenir sheets, album of 1965 Churchill sets and souvenir sheets, album of 1963 Red Cross 100th Anniversary,
an album of 1958 Brussels Worlds Fair, an album of 1973 Copernicus sets, and finally an album of 1974 first day covers, excellent for the topical or internet dealer, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2432 H/m/) Worldwide, JFK collection. In six White Ace albums with worldwide sets & first day covers, and also including souvenir sheets and several imperforate sets, we also noted three essay cards by Wimmer of Vienna, excellent for topical collector
or internet seller, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2433 HH
Worldwide, Military Uniforms, Queen II Coronation and UN Collections. Several hundred stamps and souvenir
sheets mounted in three albums, almost all mint NH with a few used examples, the military uniform collection is neatly arranged
alphabetically by country and the UN collection appears complete to 1979, excellent lot for collector or dealer, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
2434 m/)
Worldwide, World Wildlife Fund collection, 1983-1989. Exciting collection of hundreds of first day covers and official Proof Edition sheets, covers are cacheted and unaddressed, sheets have drawings of every animal, fish and reptile imaginable, with biography of cachet artists, covers and sheets are either housed in deluxe binders or loose, a beautiful collection of one
of the most popular topics, extensive issue cost, some duplication, please leave time to assess the proper bid for this lot, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

Worldwide Cover Collections
2435 )
Worldwide, Aerophilately Cover Stock. Stock of about 150 items, the biggest percentage of which are Germany
(about 60), but there's a nice range of the rest of the world, with no particular strength in any country; besides first flight covers, we
note some nice Catapults, some early aviation labels, rocket mail stamps & covers, SCADTA, etc.; condition is a little mixed but
generally F.-V.F. Owner's marked retail prices total more than $10,000 with prices as high as $750. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2436 )
Worldwide, Cover Conglomeration, 1880-1990. From the four corners of the globe comes this lot comprised of
thousands and thousands and thousands of covers, intact as received by us in fifteen boxes, a few handfuls reveal airmail, metered mail, picture postcards, postal stationery, ad covers, first days, registered, commercial, censored, special delivery, mostly
20th century but with a few earlier, countries include Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Ecuador, India, Israel, Japan, Lithuania,
New Zealand, Poland, Russia, Tanzania, with many better frankings, as with any lot of this size condition is mixed, a bonanza for
the cover retailer, don't let this one get away! F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2437 )
Worldwide, Airmail Postal History Selection, 1929-35. 13 covers, from Bolivia, Brazil, Cuba, Germany, Great
Britain, Jamaica, U.S., mainly first flights, Zeppelin or DO-X flights, includes glider flights, hydroplane, Condor, Lindberghiana;
note several quite scarce; these items retail for between $100 and $1500 each. A great lot for the serious postal history or airmail
dealer, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2438 )
Worldwide, Old World Postcards Including a Few Dozen Good Oil Colors. About 400 postcards mostly unused,
mostly 19th /early 20th century, including untouched postcard packs, as well as very attractive simulated oil water colors by the
dozens, fascinating panorama fold outs, etc. The postcards are from all around the world, however there is particular strength in
the exploration of what was seen as the exotic at the time, such as Biskra, Azura, Algeria through to Middle Eastern areas etc.
Very nostalgic, original and in particularly good condition. There are many postcards here that would sell on eBay for $10- $20+
each. An enjoyable viewing of an old time lot, ideal for a postcard dealer, offered intact as one lot as received.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2439 )
Worldwide, Zeppelin Cover Selection. Seventeen cover and cards carried on Graf Zeppelin or Hindenburg flight,
better includes U.S. #778 souvenir sheet first day on Hindenburg first flight, Roessler first round the world Zeppelin card, dual
flight on picture post card Boston to Germany via Hindenburg, and 570-572 on first Round the World Flight with taxed
handstamps and two J63 postage dues, also includes three Germany and a Brazil cover, excellent potential for the winning bidder, take a few minutes to review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2440 )
Worldwide, Correspondence of Dr George Cottrall, Plum Island Animal Disease Lab, 1942-90. A few hundred
worldwide covers and picture post cards, from every corner of the globe, addressed to or from the Cottrall family, Dr. George
Cottrall was lead scientist at the facility for many years, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
2441 )
Worldwide, Balloon Flights, 1965-2002. 20 covers from Australia, Canada, Great Britain, Hungary, Switzerland
and the U.S., various flights, cachets, some signed, several quite scarce, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2442 )
Worldwide, Wafer Seals on Cover, 1865-83. 16 covers with wafer seals on front or back: Belgium (1); France (9); Italy (2), Netherlands (1), Russia (2) & Switzerland (1), a difficult lot, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2443 )
Worldwide, Airmail Covers, c. 1955-72. 28 with airline meter slogans incl. Qantas, MISR, Sabena, Pan Am, etc.,
some with appropriate airline etiquettes + 3 more airline ad. covers, an excellent lot, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

Worldwide Collections
2444 H
Worldwide, Premium Mint Assortment. In two stock books with useful duplication, including Austria 1933 (B110),
1950-53 (C54-60, plus extra 3s, 5s & 10s), Belgium 1952 (435-45 & B514), Finland 1930 (C1), France 1937 (B66-67) & 1947
(C22 x4), Germany: Berlin 1949 (9N35-41), Greece 1954 (568-73 x2), Hungary 1931 (C24-25) & 1933 (C26-34), Iran 1924-25
(667-80, Liechtenstein 1921 (62-69) & 1928 (82-85), Mexico 1940 (754-58 & C103-107), Monaco 1955 (333) & (C41-44 x2),
Russia 1931 (C26-33), 1933 (C45-49), Serbia (German Occupation) 1941 (2NC1-10), Tannu Tuva 1934 (C1-9 x4) & Yugoslavia (Trieste Zone B) 1953 (C21). Highly recommended for the discriminating dealer. Viewing is a must and a pleasure to fully
appreciate the scope and value that this splendid holding has to offer! F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2445 H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. In ten International albums with slipcases, including thousands of mint & used
stamps (sets, part sets & singles) with modest catalogue value, and ranging from 19th Century through 1960s. However we
noted strength deserving of your attention in the following countries: Angola, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia,
Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Denmark, Ecuador, France, Germany, Great Britain, Haiti, Italy, Libia, Macao, Mexico,
Monaco, Persia (Iran), Portugal, Reunion, Russia, San Marino, Spain, Turkey, U.S. & Venezuela. The lot needs inspection as
there is enormous catalogue value here, F.-V.F. Scott $47,000 owner's catalogue value.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2446 H/m
Worldwide, “A” To “Z” Mint & Used Collection. Thousands of regular, semipostal & airmail stamps from very
early to very modern, presented in eleven Global albums with plenty of sets, part sets & singles in the modest with several better
such as Antigua 1953 (107-21), British Solomon Islands 1965 (128-42), Falkland Islands 1951-52 (107-20), France 1953
(B276-81), 1954 (B285-90), 1956 (B303-08), Italy 1934 (C62-65), a great holding for the dealer, please allot time to view, F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
2447 HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Extravaganza. A vast and valuable assortment of worldwide philatelic and ephemeral material, a quick run through some of the more interesting items includes strong British Commonwealth collection on pages with Trinidad used 89-90, France classics, half page of St Thomas Packet stamps, set of Ionian Islands 1-3, mint Iceland C11 (x3),
exquisite mint & used Italy with Offices in China, a counter book with errors, labels, essays, locals, aviation labels, unknown overprints, a mint gutter strip of ten Diego Suarez #49, small book with dozens of used Queensland One Penny Stamp Duty stamps,
stock book of mostly worldwide airmails, dozens of US Private Die Proprietary stamps, stock book of Cantonal and classic Switzerland, a couple of CSA bonds, 1855 tax bill with “3 Slaves that have attained the age of 12 years”, and much more US ephemera, lot with tons of value, it will take time to sort through but will be well worth the effort. As with any lot this size there are some
condition issues and probably a few identification problems, but generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2448 H/m
Worldwide, “A” to “Z” Collection. Thousands of mint & used stamps in twelve International albums with sets, part
sets & singles, and value concentrated in the 20th Century issues. Stronger countries include Dutch Indies, Finland, Laos, Netherlands Antilles, Nicaragua, Norfolk Island, Persia, Russia, Samoa & Venezuela. We also noted an additional three-ring binder
with Spain issues. A holding with good potential which needs to be viewed and will take some time to do it, dealers should put it in
their “must-see” list, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2449 H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. In 7 Scott International volumes & 5 Minkus Global volumes. Scott Internationals are sparsely filled with strength in Western European countries, Global albums are moderately to mostly filled with British
and French colonies, South and Central America, Western Europe, Africa, China, Hong Kong and Asia, with some better items
that include 1956 Ascension Elizabeth II mint set to 10/-, Bahamas 1964 NH New Constitution set, Bermuda 1962 Elizabeth II
set, Great Britain Offices 1957 Elizabeth II mint Tangier Ovpt set, Luxembourg 1957 PAX Europa set, Japan 1938-1944 mint
parks group, used 1956 Elizabeth definitive set, etc., generally Fine or better centering.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2450 H
Worldwide, Mint Collection, 1850-1945. Mounted in six battered Schaubek albums, better mint unless noted Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Ceylon, Chile, China, Danzig, Denmark, Estonia C1-C3, C14-C18, France Germany,
Great Britain used 96, 108, Greece, Hong Kong, Iceland, Ireland, Italy 58 used 59-63 mint, 140-142, 242-246, C1, C2 used, Japan, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Memel, Monaco, Montenegro, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand and Turkey, coverages range from indifferent to excellent, some condition issues
occur, you will need time to view this holding, a fun lot to explore and find profit from one's efforts, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2451 H/m
Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection. In 4 brown International Postage Stamp Albums in 4 different sections, the
first 1901-1920, the second 1920-1921, the third 1929-1934 and the fourth one 1934-1938. There are 1000s of stamps here,
mint and used, with very little if any duplication, ie one of a kind housed in their appropriate places and occasional “out of the box”
on the album pages, as well as material stuffed into the sides of the album pages waiting to be incorporated into the main collections. The 1901-1920 album is particularly well rounded, with an attractive range of Tsarist Russia to high values, similarly Persian Empire to high vales as well as good imperfs, Portuguese Colonies pictorials, interesting Montenegro and Mexico, the latter
with the distinct probability of good overprints as well as a nice range of sonoras, also Japan with back of the book, China with
coiling dragons through to $ values and then 1905/10 through various overprints again on the Dragons, British Commonwealth in
general etc etc. The second album with interesting Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, challenging Fiume, yet again Russia well filled
through to Wurttemberg. The third and fourth albums with better mint Canal Zone airmails, France and French colonies in general, Germany especially Third Reich with yet again much stuff on the side, Spain including non-Scott listed civil war, miniature
sheets etc. The albums are completely uncataloged representing the world with the exception of the US that was kept by the family. Otherwise it is offered intact as received with no hinge remainders. An opportunity for the world generalist to further develop
into a first class 1900/1939 collection.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2452 H/m
Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection. Many 1000s of stamps, mint and used, mostly the latter housed in a fat
Schaubek album representing the years 1840/1940. There are occasional stamps housed stamp under another stamp, yet for
the most part one of a kind, with plenty of good items seen. For example, Great Britain with a 4 generous margined penny black
with light red Maltese cross, then a 4 margined pair again sidewalk margins on the 1841 2d blue with interesting 1844 cancels
and yet further surface printed, though to high value KGV to 10/- seahorses, even KGVI 10/- dark blue key value etc. Other better
countries include Belgium from imperf Epaulettes onwards, interesting Bosnia Herzegovina, Baltic States in general, Finland
from the 19th century coat of arms issues onwards, France from imperfs through Napoleon and Ceres head with some superb
examples here, Greece large Hermes heads deserving further investigation, useful Iceland from 1875 also including a few gildi
and turn of the century definitives with some superb used here including the "Double Kings" and then the 1912 to 5kr and much
more, Italy, Netherlands with the distinct probability of good cancels here from the 19th century all the way through to better
semi-postals of the 1920/30s, Norway from the skilling value onwards with representation from Oscar, lions and particularly the
posthorn values through to 1877/84 to 60 ore with the 12 ore again superb, also 1894/98 to 60 ore, again with plenty of town cancels well worth investigating, as well as inserted pages specifically for the posthorns cancels, through to 1955 perhaps a Scandinavian collector connection here, Poland/Port Gdansk, Romania, Russia with plenty of coat of arms types, Sweden with some
delightful classics including the 1858/61 5,12,24 and 30 ore all sock-on-the-nose cancels and plenty of numeral types, as well as
19th century back of the book again to high values, Spain, Turkey/Ottoman Empire etc etc. A delightful collection to study that
deserves careful calculation page for page, as much value is tucked away. Viewing essential.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2453 H/m
Worldwide, Multi-Generational Collection. 2 great grandfathers and grandfathers collection housed in 2 heavy
C.F. Luecke albums, mostly of the material is from the earliest generation, yet clearly on "band one" /the first album, the subsequent generation has had a shot at it as well! There are 1000s of stamps, all one of a kind, mint and used. Better countries include
Japan classics and 19th century revenues back of the books, China with coiling dragons even a little Mongolia under this section
too, interesting classical Persia, Malaya Straits Settlements QV 1868 to 30¢, etc etc. The second album has a good range of
Central and South America, Brazil from 1850 imperf onwards, Guatemala, etc also some British Africa seen, including useful
Egypt with a fresh 1872/75 5 piastres green with the usual mixed perfs yet particularly attractive mint with original gum etc. Much
more here to be discovered, any catalogue prices that are present are decades old and should be ignored. A wonderful opportunity for those that love a good old time collection, viewing highly recommended.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2454 m
Worldwide, Used Collection, 1860-2000. Hundreds and hundreds of mostly used stamps mounted in five Scott
brown International and six Scott blue International albums, scattered representation in some countries with better coverage in
Eastern Europe, France and Colonies, Iceland, India, Japan, Latin America, Spain, Turkey, a few condition issues, a better than
average group that will repay your attention, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2455 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection 1851-1950. A few thousand stamps mounted in two Gibbons New Ideal albums and seven binders, there is good British Commonwealth, Canada, Eastern Europe, France, Italy, Latin America, Russia,
Siam, China was of particular interest to this owner with many nice examples, even some useful United States, a much better
than normal group, be prepared to discover some surprises, it will repay your time with dividends, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2456 H/m
British & Worldwide, 19th & 20th Century Goodies Selection. Includes used unless marked "*": GB *3; 140; Bahamas 13, 21, 27-30; Cape m6a, 12; Ceylon vars mint and used cats around $400; Flakland 1L19-33; Hong Kong (*)5; *6 (*)6;
17(2) (*)36 (*)43a; New Zealand 106a; St Vincent 2; *Belgium B106; Bosnis *QE1a; DWI 18b; France 48; France Colonies 21(3);
23(4); Germany (*)B68(2); 9N61-3; Occ of Serbia 2NC1-10; Iceland 4; Italy 170; Mexico vars Hidalgo Issues cat $350; Macau
*19a; Swiss 3(cert); 7(cert); 18; *36; 92, generally F.-V.F. Scott $34,000 ++.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2457 H/m/) Worldwide, Mixed Up Selection of Collections. Many thousands mint and used in binders, albums ect. filling three
large cartons. Better countries to be found include Ajman, good mint Canada, East Germany, Macao, Nicaragua, Rhodesia, Tunisia, Tanzania, Tasmania, Uruguay, US face and North & South Viet Nam, condition varies but mostly F.-V.F., viewing
suggested.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2458 HH/H/m Worldwide, Collection, 1853-1969. Mounted in five Scott International albums, includes mint unless noted Abu
Dhabi 45-48, Aden 1-8, Kathiri 1-11, Albania C47-53, used early Belgium, Bermuda 109, Canal Zone 120-135, China 1,
Cyrenaica 59-64, C24-C29, Eritrea 175-180, C1-C6, Ethiopia N1-N7, Falkland Islands 59-60, France 311-312, German States &
Germany, Greece C1-C4, Grenada 124-127, Hawaii 34, Japan 223-226, Marshall Islands 13-25, Mauritius 161-178, New Zealand 229-241 NH, Nyasaland Protectorate 38-46, Nyassa, good Russia with 666-677, C69-C75, an exceptional value of material
with much potential to offer, well worth allotting time to view, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2459 H/m
Worldwide, Useful Mostly Used Assortment. In stock pages, including Great Britain 1840 1d (1 x2), Norway
1855 4s (a x4), Finland 1856-58 (2 & 3), 1866-74 20p (9 x3 & 11 x3), Iceland 1907-08 (71-85), Cape of Good Hope 1858 (5),
1861 wood block (9), Romania 1862 (16, used), Tahiti 1893 (8-9, 11 & 15, mint), 1893 (23 & 27, used), plus US imperforate &
perforated revenue stamps that deserve your attention, and 1888-89 Malmo local post examples. Recommended for the dealer,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2460 HH/H/m Worldwide, Collection of Collections. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets in three boxes, includes two mint
& used Russia collections 1957-1976 & 1981-1990, 1963 Red Cross omniset, excellent Canada mounted in a Lighthouse hingeless album, stockbook of mint and used Africa with many souvenir sheets, 1976 America Bicentennial in album, Palau collection,
Europa collection 1956- 1993, JFK collection in album, mint & used Japan, DDR collection in hingeless albums, and much more,
viewing promises to be a pleasure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2461 H/m
Worldwide, Wordwide, Mint & Used Assortment. Mounted in four old-time stock books loaded with sets, part sets
& singles up to $35. We noted Argentina, Austria, French Colonies, Germany, Hungary, Liberia, Monaco & Spain, plus some
British Commonwealth issues. Viewing a must, and a great lot for the internet opportunist, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2462 HH/H/m Worldwide, 19th Century Mint & Used Collection. Grandma's collection mounted in a 1894 Scott International album, with extensive Australia States, Cuba, Greece, Hawaii, Heligoland, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan, Peru, Spain & Turkey, with
loads of gems to be uncovered, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2463 H/m
Worldwide, Miscellaneous Array of Collections. Composed of a number of country collections including a useful
group of Switzerland, a few stock pages of classic Spain, small selection of classic New Zealand and a unused set of the first
postage due issue mint, a useful almost all mint Austria 1945-1974 collection, a few souvenir sheets, a stock book packed with
aviation topical material, useful group of hinged and never hinged Commonwealth and world wide sets and singles, F.-V.F.,
viewing a must.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2464 H/m/) Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. In stock cards with some duplication, including Canada QV examples issued in the 1870s-80s, plus 1893 50¢ (47 x2), 1897-1902 QV Maple Leaf & Numeral issues, 1898 Map, 1903-08 KEVII, 1911-25
Admiral & some covers, German Empire 1872 (2-3, used), Bavaria 1862 (14), Wurttemberg 1851 (5), Norway 1855 (1, used).
We also noted about 300 Portuguese Colonies stamps, arranged in stock pages, and including Angola, Angra, Azores, Cape
Verde, Congo, Inhambane, Lourenco Marques, Macao, Mozambique, Mozambique Company, Nyassa & Zambesia, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2465 H/m/) Worldwide, And Now For Something Completely Different. Housed in a box, a lot of unusual worldwide material
from an old time dealer, includes group of mint Ceylon, approval book of Columbia “certificate of Contents”, mint France semi
postals from the 1930's, French Morocco 136b complete booklets with pane of twenty (x5) Cat value 300.00, Iceland 302 irregular block of 42, Italy 265-267 mint NH, approval book of Serbia, Jamaica full sheets 136-137, Liberia mint 228 (x19), Newfoundland 233-243 mint NH (x8 and set of blocks of four), nice run of mint Seychelles, Transvaal & Zanzibar and much more to be
discovered, with a little time and patience this lot should show vast rewards, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2466 HH/H/m Worldwide, Nineteenth Century Philatelic Trove, 1840-1900. A small but powerful lot with many exceptional
items, better used includes Great Britain 1 (x2), 96 (x2), 108 (x2), 109 (x2), New Zealand mint 82, an exceptional lot, some condition and identification issues may be present, so inspection is strongly advised, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2467 H/m
Worldwide, Grandpa's Mint & Used Worldwide Collection, 1850-1950. Thousands of stamps in three Master
Global stamp albums, includes nice selections of Australia, Austria, Belgium, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Japan and Russia,
with plenty of other countries represented, appears to be mostly inexpensive to moderate priced material but there should be a
few hidden gems for the astute miner, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2468 H/m
Worldwide, Various Mostly Used Small Country Collections. On Scott album pages with some strength in Australia and States, Pacific area, Netherlands and colonies, Paraguay, Cuba, Ecuador, Dominican, Peru, Chile and Haiti.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2469 H
Worldwide, Mint Collection. With better sets and blocks including (cat. Yvert) Estonia no. 159-162, 167-170
(Michel) block 2, 4, Romania block 3, 3a, 4, 4a, 5, 5a, Soviet Union block 24, 25, San Marino (Yvert) no. 122-127, Czechoslovakia (Yvert) no. 277-280, Uruguay (Yvert) block 7-10, S. Korea (Michel) block 137, etc. On pages in Victoria album.
Estimate $600 - 800
2470 H/m
Worldwide, Vignettes, Advertising and Propaganda, a Wonderful Collection. One of the key features of this interesting well filled volume, is that the condition is far better than normally encountered with some pristine examples with well
over 500 items. There is very little duplication and when there is, its pleasant as in the better types such as the cut to shape cats of
Hoffmans, etc. Also seen occasionally better Notgeld/Emergency money. Overall it is the diversity of the large vignettes that
make this collection special, much is from central Europe, however US, GB, Scandinavia i.e. 1912 Olympics seen, etc. Advertising highlights include Anchovy paste, Dr Oetker products, Hotels in Milan, Lux, Zunfthaus 1914, Leipzig 1914, Reese pudding
palver, 1929 APS philatelic exhibition, Alma Puder, Chicorle Courtin, etc, etc. Some of these would easily sell on eBay for $10 $20++ each. All very nostalgic, an opportunity, for a dealer or collector.
Estimate $600 - 800
2471 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1925 (1850-1925). Several hundred stamps mounted in a Schaubek
album, includes Macao, Malay, Portuguese and French Colonies, British Commonwealth with excellent India, China, Japan,
Thailand, and Latin America, plenty of material for the internet or retail dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2472 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mostly Mint Collection, 1870-1980. A few hundred stamps mounted on Scott pages, includes mint Albania 1792-1796, 1807-1811, 1814-1819, Algeria 466-469, 563-566, French Andorra, Bosnia & Herzegovina 2-3, 10, 11-16,
30-45, 46-61, 65-85, J1-J13, J14-J26, Burma 261-265, 268-271, 311-314, Burundi 336 perf & imperf, 337-342, 355-360, Iran,
Italian States, Rouad 4-16, Tahiti 11, 13, 15, 16, 27, 28, 29-31, unusual combination, plenty of complete mint sets makes this a
very desirable lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2473 HH/H/m Worldwide, Classic Assortment, 1840-1900. Amazing classic selection of a few hundred stamps in approval
books that has German States, Canada Provinces, Australian States, Hermes Heads, Spain & Colonies, British Commonwealth, individual items include used Jamaica 87, Nova Scotia 3, book of Canadian revenues, Brazil 2a, mint Falkland Islands 1,
Netherlands Antilles 22, Russia Offices in the Turkish Empire 1, condition ranges from faulty to sound, however the catalog value
is enormous, care should be taken inspecting this delightful lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2474 H/m
Worldwide, Mostly Used Collection. In two binders, Switzerland beginning with some Federal Administration examples, followed by "strubel" imperforate stamps, and then by 19th Century representation. We also noted many sets, part sets
& singles issued in the 1910s-40s period, incl. 1945 Pax (301-302 & 304-05, used), plus semipostals, airmails & postage dues.
We also noted Belgian Congo section with some duplication, and incl. modern issues & Ruanda-Urundi examples,
Bosnia-Herzegovina earlies with Military datestamps and some fresh sets, Spanish Colonies modern issues, plus Manchuko
small collection. We did not have much time to go through this one, but we did note enough interesting material to support our
estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2475 H/m/) Worldwide, Balance of Consignment, 1870-1970. A few thousand stamps presented in albums, stock pages and
in glassines, with mint and used British Commonwealth, French Colonies, Italy, Scandinavia, good Japan with used 13, 59,
87-90, 113-114, 148-151, 155-158, mint 159-160, should be a few more hidden gems to be mined, please spend some time perusing this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2476 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1980. Mounted in four Scott International albums, with decent coverage, includes Argentina, Australia, Brazil, China, Italian East Africa 1-20, Japan, Russia, and much more, an excellent lot to
serve as a foundation for expansion, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2477 H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used 20th Century Collection. In four International albums with sets, part sets & singles in the
modest range, including Europe, British Commonwealth & Latin America issues. Great for the internet seller, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2478 H/m/) Worldwide, Miscellaneous Accumulation. A little bit of everything philatelic, includes box of federal and state revenues and licenses, sheet file with full sheets of Vatican City, large blocks of mint NH Canal Zone 119, souvenir cards, first day
covers, Monaco 198-202, B93, C14-C15 & CB6 (x25), 1956 & 1957 Russia souvenir stamp books, world wide year books and
presentation folders, and a few country collections, pull up a chair, set awhile and enjoy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2479 H/m
Worldwide, Useful Consignment Balance. Comprised of an attractive, semi-specialized Sudan collection on
pages with good officials and Army service issues, a decent Canada collection, some Egypt and more. Nice mix of popular material, well worth inspection, largely F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2480 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection, 1840-1950. Several hundred mint & used stamps in a 1924 Scott International album, with better used United States, Belgium, Canada, China, Great Britain with #1, Hawaii, Italy, and Australian States,
condition is very mixed so inspection is suggested, a better than average album that should provide plenty of sale able items,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2481 H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection, 1860-1930. Mounted in a Schaubek album, includes Germany and area, Austria, France and area, Switzerland, Benelux, Great Britain, Ireland, British Commonwealth, Russia, India, Japan, and more, interesting group to break up for the internet, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
2482 H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Collection. In five albums, including German Democratic Republic (1949-89) section
with 1950 Debria sheet & 1951 Mao set, followed by plenty of sets & souvenir sheets, also Russian Occupation of Thuringia
examples (16NB4a), Luxembourg (1875-2000) collection in a well-filled Scott specialty album with useful semipostal section,
plus some airmails, postage dues & officials, Vatican City collection in Davo hingeless album with strength in the 1939-94 period, including airmails, special delivery & postal tax examples, also as a bonus Channel Islands 1970s-80s (Alderney, Guernsey
& Jersey), plus Isle of Man sets issued in the 1975-85 period, recommended for internet seller, F.-V.F. Estimate $350 - 500
2483 HH/H/m Worldwide, Collection of Collections. Box of albums and stockbooks, includes but not limited to Australia, Germany with booklet panes, Poland, Romania, Russia mint and used souvenir sheets, San Marino mint 30-31, 186-187,
C26-C33, Yugoslavia, plenty of material for the internet dealer or budding retail dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
2484 H/m
Worldwide, Mostly Used Assortment. Diverse holding in many stock books with part sets & singles up to $20. Also
as a bonus five souvenir books issued by New Zealand & Italy in 1990s. Worth a look at our estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2485 m
Worldwide, Mostly Used Selection, 1850-80. 40+ used classic stamps, includes 13 King Luiz issues of Portugal,
Austria 32, Scandinavia, German States, mint Italy 48, a few need identification, huge potential, inspection strongly urged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2486 H/m
Worldwide, Collection and Accumulation. A diverse holding, including four International albums with mint & used
stamps. We also noted Israel collection of tabbed stamps issued in the 1957-75 period, and mounted in two albums, several
binders with diverse worldwide material in the modest range, plus U.S. 1942-45 first day covers and a large group of souvenir
pages with stamps tied by first day cancels, overall condition F-VF, recommended for dealer.
Estimate $300 - 400
2487 H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Assortment. In a stockbook, including Great Britain 1840 1d (1, used), Japan 1939-41
National Parks sheets with folders, South Africa KGV revenues issued in the 1913-31 period. Recommended for dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2488 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection Balance. Several hundred mint & used stamps mounted in two Minkus Supreme Global albums, besides the usual suspects of Eastern Europe there is Latin America, Canada, France, Greece, India, Italy, with many mint stamps in mounts, also includes used mounted on pages, a stock book of used worldwide, and much more,
should clean up nicely, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2489 H/m
Worldwide, Mint and Used Miscellany. Including 1949-70 Germany & 1919-70 Czechoslovakia collections in
Scott albums. We also noted Portugal 1940 (Scott 595-602), General Government 1942 2Gr, 8Gr, 24Gr, 30Gr, 50Gr, 60Gr &
1.60Zt imperforate pairs, Austria mint & used representation, two Norman Rockwell albums with many commemorative covers,
another album with covers recording major events in America's birth postmarked on the exact bicentennial dates, additional album with covers dedicated to the signers of independence and authorized by the Philadelphia 1976 Commission for the Nation's
Bicentennial, plus 1977 QEII Silver Jubilee album with first day covers issued by Commonwealth countries, usual mixed condition but overall F-VF, recommended for dealer, take advice but follow your own common sense.
Estimate $250 - 350
2490 HH/H/m Worldwide, Miscellaneous Group, 1860-2000. Packed in albums, stock books and envelopes, includes some
better United States, mint China 131-133, mint British Colonies, dozens of envelopes with mint & used material, some moisture
issues on the mint, a lot that needs some TLC, you'll be surprised what value is hidden here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2491 H/m/) Worldwide, Collection of Collections, 1840-1940. Presented in seven albums, mostly modestly priced material
but with a few better popping up especially in the red Specialist album that has mint Switzerland 210-215, C3-C12, C15, China
C6-C8, some of the albums are better with a 1880 Scott International album, an Ivory Sop Stamp Club album and a Tydol Flying
A stamp album, an excellent opportunity for the budding philatelist or for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2492 H/m
Worldwide, Mint and Used Collection. One well filled lighthouse stockbook with many hundreds if not thousands of
stamps neatly organised with complete sets, miniature sheets perf and imperf, with huge topic interest with countries such as Afghanistan, Albania, Cambodia, Peoples Republic China as well as Martyr issues, Colombia, Czechoslovakia, Indonesia, Ghana,
Russia, Iran with imperfs, Vietnam, to name just a sample of the countries present as well as topics such as space, boats, rockets, aviation, birds, maps, architecture. Also seen British Omnibus I.C.Y. issues etc. Those looking for a colourful range of
topicals from all over the world should make sure this is on your list of lots to view.
Estimate $200 - 300
2493 H/m/) Worldwide, Balance Lot. Hundreds of covers and stamps in several albums, many first day covers and cacheted
event covers, a few beginner's worldwide albums, plus some topical sets on display cards, interesting melange, please inspect,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Worldwide Accumulations and Dealers' Stocks
2494 HH
Worldwide, Extensive New Issues Accumulation, 1980s through to 2000s. An extraordinary accumulation
weighing over 60 kilos, judging by the UPS boxes that arrived. They are all from one man that spent the equivalent of several 10s
of 1000s of dollars on new issues into the 2000s. These were sent by registered post to the same address on a regular basis for
approximately 25 years. For the most part the buyer merely opened up the registered letters and then closed them! There are
well over 100 fat registered envelopes loaded with material. Virtually all the envelopes have the original invoices reflecting his
cost, often running into hundreds of dollars each. There is also a large stack of new issue material that is outside of the envelopes
and like the rest unprocessed, this part is housed in 3 boxes. All of this material is typical of what is inside the envelopes, new issues all in complete series of commemoratives, definitives, se-tenants in blocks, booklets, miniature sheets, covers, etc. This is
quite a challenging lot to being to get a handle of the value of what is here, as it is very intense and hidden. A real project that with
time and effort should be prove very rewarding. Some of the countries seen include Azerbaijan, Georgia, Faeroes, Moldova, Romania, Slovakia, Ukraine, Sweden, Hungary, Macedonia, Swiss, Cyprus, French Andorra, Lithuania, Latvia, Luxembourg, UN
and Austria. The rest of the lot you will have to research. The person who spends time on this lot will be the buyer, however it is
work, work, work!
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
2495 HH/H/m Worldwide, Miscellaneous Accumulation. Thousands and thousands of stamps & souvenir sheets in 190+ binders and albums, an amazing range of material which besides Eastern Europe includes Scandinavia, Russia, PRC, Africa, South
America with a lot of Cuba, Europe includes France, Germany, Netherlands, Spain, British Commonwealth, Middle East, India,
Canada, with many topicals especially sports, there are probably no rarities, just hundreds of mint and used sets and singles,
condition mixed as to be expected in a lot this size, an overall delightful accumulation of smaller lots with potential to offer for
internet dealers, country lot and topical bourse dealers, should prove to be worth the time spent viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2496 H/m
Worldwide, Mint and Used Accumulation, 1851-2000. Thousands of stamps in stock books, albums and pages,
includes Austria, stock book of mint and used Iceland, stock book of mint Iceland, Sweden mint 479-483 in complete sheets, mint
& used Latin America, album of mint Sweden coils, stock book of mint France, book of mint Aland with first day covers, album of
mint & used Great Britain with #1, album of mint & used United States, album of mint and used Russia and Eastern Europe, album of mint & used worldwide with extensive Russia, and an album with hundreds of poster stamps, seals and ad stamps from
Europe, an incredible amount of sale able material is present, please inspect since the potential is enormous, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2497 HH/H/m Worldwide, Dealer Stock of Mint & Used, 1850-2000. Hundreds of stamps and sets housed in four stock books,
with British Commonwealth, Europe, Latin America, many souvenir sheets, some condition issues, please investigate, should be
a sure fire winner, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2498 HH/H/m Worldwide, Tasty Accumulation, 1850-1950. Thousands of stamps presented every way imaginable, includes copious amounts of mint Canada, mint full sheets of South West Africa 125-132, Belgium used Q6 (X80), worldwide classics on
stock pages, plenty of mint & used German States, mint Minkus approval book of mint France & Colonies with huge catalog
value, large envelope of mint German booklets, there is moisture issues here, so please inspect, but the better material more
than makes up for it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2499 H/m
Worldwide, Approval Book Cornucopia. Hundreds of approval books loaded with thousands of mint and used
stamps, includes Czechoslovakia, Egypt, France, Germany, Great Britain used 139 (x2), 140, British Commonwealth, Italy,
Netherlands, Poland, Portugal & Colonies, Russia, and especially excellent Scandinavia including Finland 10 used, books of
Swedish complete booklets and mint officials, used 2, 7, mint coils, Greenland, Iceland, Norway #1, 3, 9, 10 used, and much
much more, an excellent opportunity to replenish stock inexpensively, be sure to view this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2500 HH/H/m Worldwide, Diverse & Valuable Dealer Stock, 1851-1990. Very unusual old time mix with locals, revenues, labels,
reference items, and better material, contains items such as Tristan da Cunha Penguin stamp in a block of four and a single,
stock book with Argentina #45 imperf pairs, Austrian plate proof, Australia 128 "Specimen", Brazil presentation booklet with plate
proofs, France Colonies plate proofs, and more, French Exposition and aviation labels, 1927 Swiss Air meet labels, French
printer's waste, 1939 Cuba Rocket Mail label, Hungary mint #1, Brunswick #6 used, 1950 Vatican presentation book with
stamps, Switzerland C2 used, Belgium telegraph stamp with label, with dozens and dozens more that need to be identified or
need identification confirmed, patience and knowledge will be a key factor, but the winning bidder will be well rewarded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2501 H/m/) Worldwide, Hodge-Podge Accumulation. Including seven Scott specialty albums with Channel Islands, General
Government, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Monaco, New Caledonia & Vatican, plus Austria collection housed in Minkus album
with many useful sets issued in the 1940s-70s period, Israel collection with tabs issued in the 1950s-70s period, Mozambique
1975-91 sets on Scott pages, also as a bonus special album with U.S. covers issued by the Franklin Philatelic Society, and honoring the Heritage of each of the fifty States, a certainly recommended lot for the dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2502 H/m/) Worldwide, Dealer Stock, 1851-1990. Thousands of stamps and covers in two cartons, an intriguing lot that includes mint Canada postal stationery, mint & used Australia, nice mint & used Canada collection, nice group of mint aviation on
stamps, Great Britain covers, album of complete and part worldwide sheets, U.S. covers, mint UN collection in an album, used
better U.S., in fact this is a lot where every envelope and album page must be examined, plenty of hidden gems to be mined,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2503 H/m/) Worldwide, Pandora's Box. Including about a dozen of stockbooks with worldwide sets, part sets, singles & souvenir sheets issued in the XX Century and up to $20, also United Nations, United States & Israel first day covers, plus Americas Bicentennial covers in two special albums & 1977 Silver Jubilee of QEII album, our lack of time is your gain, please explore, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2504 HH/H/m Worldwide, Dealer Stock, 1870-1960. Dozens of glassines with mint and used worldwide material, includes better
mint such as Nigeria 80-87 mint blocks of four, Luxembourg B132 (x5), Belgium O37-O46 mint blocks of four (x4), Paraguay
C316 (x25), and more, inspection is encouraged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2505 HH
Worldwide, New Issue Accumulation. Uncommon and useful accumulation of worldwide new issues, thousands
of stamps, booklets and souvenir sheets with such countries as British Commonwealth, Finland, Greece, Greenland, Monaco,
and many more, excellent opportunity for the retail dealer, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2506 H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. A diverse & useful holding for the internet seller, including. Canada 1893
(46-47, used), Portugal 1941 (605-14, mint), 1947 (675-82 & 682a), Scott album with Saudi Arabia & Syria 1961-68 sets, part
sets & singles, additional Scott album with useful Trucial States representation. We also noted a three-ring binder with sports
topicals, plus stock book loaded with People's Republic of Kampuchea sets & souvenir sheets. Viewing should prove to be
rewarding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2507 H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. We noted a France Collection (1877-1954) in a Schaubek hingeless album with several better sets such as 1920-27 (123-132), 1924 (198-201), 1936 (311-12), plus several others in the modest
range, Vatican City collection in a three-ring binder, including. 1929 (1-13, blocks of four). Also stock book with useful sets & singles (Cyrenaica, Eritrea, Hungary, Somalia, Tripolitania, Cook Islands & Latin America). Reliant album with QEII sets (Great Britain, Barbados & Nyasaland). Australian Antarctic Territory sets issued in the 1957-94 period, and housed in Lindner hingeless
pages. Hadhramout & Seiyun 1966 sets on Yvert-Tellier album pages. A good opportunity for the dealer, so we suggest you take
a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2508 HH/H
Worldwide, Mint Dealer Stock, 1930-60. A few thousand stamps in glassines, with good representation of British
Commonwealth, Asia, Latin America, Israel, Western Europe and Egypt, contains items such as Cuba E2, Tannu Tuva C1-C9,
France 372-373, B86-B89A, B97-B100, B153-B157 strip, Monaco B61-B75, and much more, with some duplication, this is as
sure a winner as you will encounter, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2509 HH/H/m Worldwide, Mint & Used New Issue Stock, 1960-80. With Brazil, Columbia, France, Ifni, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, San Marino, Monaco, Spain, Switzerland, substantial catalog value, please review, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2510 H/m/) Worldwide, Philatelic Miscellany, 1890-1990. A little bit of everything in a large box, includes stock book of used
Portugal and colonies, stock book of imperf Liberia, progressive proofs of Montserrat 558-561 in velvet presentation folders, and
a stock book of mint and used worldwide, quite a bit of NH material, along with some postal history, sure to please and certainly a
winner, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2511 H/m/) Worldwide, Accumulation, 1880-1980. Several thousand stamps housed in albums, stock books and loose, includes mint Faroe Islands in stock book, mint and used Great Britain in stock book, Switzerland collection with postal history,
stock book of mint Iceland, stock book of mint & used Finland, album of mint and used France, album of mint and used Greece,
album of mint and used Cuba with postal history, album of Sweden postal history with some better, stock book of Sweden complete booklets, and even some Sweden bundle ware, plenty of better material to entice you, please view and let nature take its
course, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2512 H/m/) Worldwide, Caboose Lot. Several thousand stamps in a carton, includes envelope of worldwide souvenir sheets,
United States collection in album with mint 232, 233, 235, Prexies complete, Famous Americans complete, mint Spain collection
1970-1990, 1974 UPU collection, US used 116, 119, mint K3, several gold foil airmails, Australian Antarctic collection, JFK collection in album, a bit of mint Hong Kong, condition is slightly mixed, rewards will be plentiful for the winner of this potpourri of
material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2513 H/m/) Worldwide, Accumulation. Few thousand stamps in five albums, the previous owner mounted stamps both in the
album and on stapled pages, includes good coverage of Canada, China, Germany, Great Britain including #1, Greece, Hungary,
Japan, New Zealand, Romania, Russia, plus some surprises such as Prince Edward Island mint 11, 15, 16, could be some more
hidden treasures, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2514 H/m/) Worldwide, Accumulation, 1860 Onwards. Includes binders of worldwide souvenir sheets A-C, N-S, mostly mint
collection of Laos in album, binder of sheets from Marshall Islands and Micronesia, and a binder of Palau, both with much NH material, a small group of mint India postal stationery, and lots of worldwide singles, some mixed condition, but a diverse group that
is sure to get a lot of attention, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2515 H/m/) Worldwide, Miscellany. Including Sweden collection depicting color & paper varieties of stamps issued in the
1880s-1930s period, United Nations collection in Scott specialty album with 1951-98 sets & postal envelopes, plus Geneva &
Vienna issues, also several stockbooks with worldwide sets, part sets & singles, and as a bonus eight albums issued by the
United States Postal Commemorative Society filled with 1970s-2000s first day covers, unchecked in detail and you never know
what's gonna pop up, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
2516 H/m/) Worldwide, Dealer Stock, 1855-2000. Housed in three boxes, contains such items as United States first day covers
and mint postal stationery, collection of souvenir pages in three albums, album of United Nations annual collection, album of
United Nations sheets, an album of mint singles, and several counter books of mint & used Canada and Provinces, nice lot for the
retail or internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2517 H/m/) Worldwide, Accumulation of Collections. In one carton, including Europa topical collection in three binders, we
also noted Africa Independent countries representation mounted in two Scott albums, and issued in the 1960s-70s period, two
Global albums wit worldwide sets, part sets & singles in the modest range, and as a bonus some United Nations blocks of four on
album pages, plus several World Wildlife Fund covers & souvenirs useful for the topical collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2518 H/m
Worldwide, Accumulation of Collections. Including two Scott specialty albums; one with Great Britain & Offices
Abroad mint & used collection (1850s-1980s), other with Africa Independent Countries representation of sets issued in the
1960s, we also noted a springback album & two three-ring binders with Cuba 1959-83 issues, plus additional three-ring binder
with Philippines collection (1947-74), incl. some imperforate pairs, dealers should take a look, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
2519 H/m/) Worldwide, Hodgepodge. Including Austria (1975-99) collection in two Lindner hingeless albums, United Nations
(1951-77) collection in White Ace album virtually complete for the period, and including some postal envelopes, Greece
1940s-70s issues in two Scott albums, Vatican City collection with 1942-80 issues, Great Britain first day covers issued in the
1990s-2000s, and several unchecked binders with worldwide stamps & first day covers, a good dealer lot to be broken down,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
2520 m
Worldwide, Used Dealer Stock, 1930-60. Several thousand stamps in glassines, on stock pages and loose, most
areas well covered with British Commonwealth, Asia, Latin America, Israel, Western Europe and Africa, lots of Italy, Canada,
Australia, and Japan, messily presented, a liberal amount of elbow grease will reap huge rewards, inspection is strongly
suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2521 HH/H/m Worldwide, Dealer Stock 1880-1960. A few thousand stamps in several sheet files, a stock book and loose, includes mint Canada, Aitutaki two mint blocks of four #17, stock book of French Morocco, used Iceland, sheet file with large blocks
of mint Coronation issue, sheet file with mint large blocks of South Africa 74-78, complete sheets of ten Saar 250-252, sheet file
with souvenir sheets, condition and moisture issues on some, huge potential present, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2522 H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Including seven International albums with worldwide sets & part sets in
the modest range, Philippines collection with stamps issued in the 1950-75 period, also 1870s-1970s U.S. collection, including
1937-63 plate blocks and revenues, we also noted Christmas seals & first day covers, worth exploring, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
2523 H/m
Worldwide, Mint & Used Accumulation. Including United Nations collection in two White Ace binders with singles
& blocks of six issued in the 1951-75 period, United States collection of 2¢ & 3¢ Banknotes with contemporary cancels, Czechoslovakia sheetlets, plus several binders with worldwide sets & part sets in the modest range, ideal for the internet seller, worth
exploring, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
2524 H/m/) Worldwide, Large Accumulation, 1863-1990. Thousands of stamps in four cartons, includes used U.S. collection
in three albums to 1996, couple of shoe boxes of worldwide covers, carton of used U.S., used Israel in quantity, used United Nations collection, small stock book of mint U.S., lots of material to go through, take your time and enjoy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2525 H/m/) Worldwide, Accumulation With a Twist. A diverse lot including Great Britain Royal Wedding first day covers in
special album (1981), Flora & Fauna of the world, group of twelve albums with first day covers by Fleetwood & National Audubon
Society (1979-85), two albums containing Pioneers of Flight first day covers (1978-81), Reader Digest first day covers in album
(1978-79), followed by a stirring collection of both mint stamps & first day covers of America's favorite stamps of each year from
1948 to 1983, another album with engravings and stamps honoring U.S. Presidents, two albums with Worldwide first day covers
(1978-82), U.S. plate blocks in glassines, five albums with United Nations FDCs (1985), plus several others. We also noted an almost brand new Kodak 4400 projector with several carousels & metal boxes for slides, condition is F-VF, internet dealers should
take a look.
Estimate $300 - 400
2526 HH/H/m Worldwide, Souvenir Sheet and Complete Set Grouping. Useful selection of souvenir sheets, strips and complete sets housed in two binders, with sheets from Columbia, Croatia, Egypt, Falkland Islands, Kenya, Liberia, Mali, stamp strips
from France, nice Hong Kong group, two mint sets from French Polynesia, and much much more, a wonderful lot for the internet
dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
2527 HH/H/m Worldwide, Dealer Stock, 1851-2000. A few thousand mint & used stamps in albums, envelopes, boxes, etc.,
mostly modestly priced material but with a few surprises, includes U.S., British Commonwealth, China & Japan, Latin America
and Eastern Europe, mixed condition with some moisture issues, messily presented but some organization will provide ample
rewards, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
2528 H/m/) Worldwide, Mish Mash. Everything philatelic in a large carton, mint & used stamps, first day covers U.S. and worldwide, picture post cards, foreign revenues on documents, U.S. revenues, yearbooks, a 1920's German catalog, ad, event and
commercial covers and more, needs TLC, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Supplies
2529

Four Boxes of Supplies and Literature, dozens and dozens of unopened boxes of Showguard mounts, a few binders, stock book, box of catalogs and philatelic literature including Sanabria, Bale and Scott Classic, and miscellaneous material,
please inspect.
Estimate $200 - 300
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